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ABSTRACT 

 

 This dissertation examines ancient complexity among Mississippian mound centers in the 

Southern Yazoo Basin of the Lower Mississippi River Valley using an integrated landscape and 

historical approach. Combining a regional settlement pattern analysis, field investigations at the 

multiple-mound center of Arcola (22WS516), and a ceramic functional analysis including 

additional contexts from Rolling Fork (22SH506), and Winterville (22WS516), mound centers 

are best characterized as low-density residential ceremonial centers. Dispersed populations were 

integrated through mound construction activities and group gatherings at these large sites. 

 Settlement pattern analysis indicates that large, multiple-mound centers are located in 

close proximity, likely precluding the presence of buffer zones, an attribute of competitive 

chiefly polities. Hinterland residents, possibly aligned with different polities, likely interacted 

regularly across the basin. While there are examples of size hierarchies within four distinct 

mound center pairings, the pairings are between three and six hours apart overland, 

extraordinarily close if these polities were organized as complex chiefdoms.  

 Field investigations at the Arcola Mounds, consisting of geophysical survey, controlled 

artifact surface collection, and testing of geophysical anomalies, delineated two residential areas 

at the site, north and south of Mound A. Excavations encountered diverse contexts dated to 

different times in the site’s history, between AD 1350 and 1500, indicating low population 

density at any one point in time. Although ceramic styles are diverse, ceramic inventories are 
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homogenous between sites and through time suggesting a high amount of social integration 

across the region and the lack of boundaries to exchange. Ceramic functional analysis, 

combining data sets from three sites, indicates a basin-wide preference for bowls at the mound 

centers with different kinds of bowls appropriate for different kinds of group activity.  

 These patterns in mound use and ceramic vessel use have a deep history in the basin, 

reminiscent of Late Woodland Coles Creek mound centers and the large Early Mississippian 

centers in the region. With little evidence of warfare pressure or elite manipulation of long-

distance exchange networks, polity integration appears based upon ideological principles, rooted 

in communal practice. The persistence of communality in the Southern Yazoo Basin suggests 

that some local traditions endured despite changes in the subsistence base, and that strongly 

corporate traditions can be associated with large scales of monumental construction. 
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CHAPTER 1: INTRODUCTION  

 

 

 Mississippian polities, circa AD 1000 to 1500, in the Southeastern United States have 

been associated with emergent social complexity. In this view, social complexity is a proxy for 

political hierarchy (Peebles and Kus 1977). This premise has been questioned on two major 

counts. First, some Mississippian societies may have been organized according to principles 

outside a hierarchical political system (Blitz 1999). Secondly, and more critically, complexity is 

not only manifest with political hierarchy, but is evident across multiple variables in societies at 

different scales (Alt 2010a; Cobb 2003; Nelson 1995). The task of archaeologists is not to 

identify complexity categorically, but to describe the ways in which societies are complex. 

 Using an integrated landscape and historical approach, this dissertation examines the 

relationship between complexity, scale, and hierarchy among Mississippian polities in the 

Southern Yazoo Basin of the Lower Mississippi Valley. Using a regional settlement pattern 

analysis coupled with near-surface geophysical survey, excavations, and ceramic functional 

analysis at the Arcola Mounds site (22WS516), and supplemented with additional ceramic 

functional analysis from Rolling Fork (22SH506) and Winterville (22WS500), I argue that the 

Southern Yazoo Basin is home to polities organized according to principles apart from a political 

hierarchical system, and that the large scale of construction at these mound sites was achieved 

through strongly communal or corporate traditions with a deep past. 
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 Arcola and Rolling Fork are located in the Southern Yazoo Basin of the Lower 

Mississippi River Valley (LMV) floodplain. These sites are two of many large multiple-mound 

centers spaced regularly across the landscape, approximately 10 to 25 kilometers (km) apart. At 

the regional scale, simple or strict site-size hierarchies reflective of levels of political 

administration do not adequately characterize the Southern Yazoo Basin settlement system. At 

the scale of the individual site, Arcola is not a Mississippian village with a palisade, dense 

overlapping occupation, or a dedicated cemetery. Artifact inventories have produced little 

evidence of sustained long-distance exchange. Arcola is more akin to a locally oriented 

ceremonial center, not vacant, but not populated by a large residential group. I argue that 

Mississippian mound sites in the Southern Yazoo Basin were constructed by a population 

residing outside the mound centers that was somewhat free to align with polities at will. In the 

absence of archaeological data that suggest sustained violence and warfare, manipulation of 

long-distance trade networks by elites, or a mortuary program indicative of social distinctions, it 

is likely these polities were organized according to ideological principles rooted in communal 

practice with a deep history.  

 Deep history is most evident in the mound construction tradition and intra-site spatial 

organization of mound-and-plaza centers in the LMV. Antecedent Late Woodland Coles Creek 

and Early Mississippian mound-and-plaza sites share many archaeological characteristics with 

Mississippian centers such as Arcola and Rolling Fork. Coles Creek mound centers were 

constructed using communal labor, were home to only small residential populations, and were 

the locus of locally-oriented ritual communal activity (Kassabuam 2014, Kassabaum and Nelson 

2016; Kidder 2002; LaDu 2016; Roe 2007:35). Although Coles Creek mound construction 

programs have been seen as evidence of an emerging elite (Kidder 1992; Roe 2007, 2010), 
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individual status distinctions were muted in the Coles Creek world (Kassabaum 2011; Kidder 

2002).  In considering the historical development of Mississippian culture in the Southern Yazoo 

Basin, the mound, a recognizable symbol on the landscape, could not be co-opted long-term by a 

burgeoning Mississippian elite as a symbol of power, either from outside the basin or within the 

ranks of Coles Creek society. Instead, the mound was an enduring and potent symbol of 

community.  

Organization of the Dissertation 

 After presenting a review of complexity as a theoretical concept in archaeology, I outline 

a theoretical approach to the problem of ancient political organization and present research 

questions for the Mississippian organization in the Southern Yazoo Basin. In Chapter 2, I 

provide the historical background to archaeology in the region. Chapter 3 presents the settlement 

pattern analysis of the Southern Yazoo Basin. Chapters 4 and 5 detail the field investigations at 

Arcola. Chapters 6 and 7 present the detailed ceramic analysis including selected contexts from 

two additional sites, Rolling Fork and Winterville. Chapter 8 integrates the data and presents an 

argument for how politics were organized in this region of the Mississippian world, and why 

polities may be organized differently from polities elsewhere.   

Approaches to Complexity in Archaeology 

 Traditionally, complexity in archaeological research has been applied narrowly, 

associated with societies that reflect political-hierarchical differentiation, such as states or 

chiefdoms, or types of societies with a recognizable political structure or levels of administration 

(Alt 2010a:2; Earle 1987; Wright 1984). The idea that complexity is political hierarchy is drawn 

largely from neoevolutionary theory in anthropology that led to the typological classification of 

Mississippian polities as chiefdoms, variable according to a weak or strong hierarchy, but all 
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consisting of multiple integrated communities under the office of the chief (Anderson 1994; 

Carneiro 1981; Muller 1997; Peebles 1978; Peebles and Kus 1977; Service 1962). Evidence of 

chiefdom-level politics was found in size hierarchies of mound centers within somewhat regular 

and relatively short distances in conjunction with concentrations of elaborate artifacts and ranked 

mortuary programs at the largest sites or central places (Peebles and Kus 1977). Hierarchy in 

settlement was thought to reflect hierarchy in decision-making, with paramount chiefs and sub-

chiefs corresponding to mound centers according to scale (Anderson 1994; Hally 1993; Fowler 

1978; Peebles 1978; Steponaitis 1978). Based on both this political-typological category of 

chiefdom and ethnohistoric documentation of Late Mississippians at European contact, 

Mississippian polities were thought to be integrated through tribute-based economies, kinship 

alliances, warfare, and ideology (Anderson 1994). However, economic principles were 

considered the primary basis for political hierarchy in the Mississippian world, with mound sites 

serving as the critical administrative points in the flow of tribute-based goods (Beck 2013; 

Muller 1997; Peebles 1978; Peebles and Kus 1977; Steponaitis 1978; Welch 1991).  

 In this model of Mississippian complexity, Mississippian sites with mounds correspond 

to Native American Indian towns-as-political-capitals, matching descriptions of towns with 

chiefs encountered by Hernando de Soto and his entrada in the interior Southeast between AD 

1539 and 1543 (Clayton et al. 1993; Hudson et al. 1990; Hudson 1997; Swanton 1939, 1946).  

Mississippian towns mentioned in the accounts of de Soto’s expedition were often described as 

capitals or tributary centers of larger polities, housing the chief, sub-chiefs, and other members 

of society, often surrounded by a palisade. Lesser towns within the polity owing tribute to the 

capital were located nearby in the hinterlands. Settlement patterns matching this description 

along the de Soto route are documented in the Coosawattee and Coosa River Valleys in Georgia 
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and in the St. Francis Basin in Arkansas (Hudson 1997; Morse and Morse 1983; D. Morse 1990; 

P. Morse 1990; Phillips et al. 1951; Smith 2000).  

 Neoevolutionary models of chiefdom-level society supported by the ethnohistory resulted 

in Mississippian complexity conceptualized according to increasing political inequity and scale. 

The more levels of political administration, the more complex and larger the chiefdom 

(Anderson 1994). The view of complexity as political hierarchy has been critiqued as being too 

narrow for current archaeological research (Alt 2010a, 2010b). Ancient societies participated in 

complex networks that were highly organized, although not necessarily along a political-

hierarchical axis (Byers 2006, 2013; Crumley 1995; Mills 2002; Pauketat 2007; Steponaitis and 

Scarry 2016). Following Nelson (1995), North American archaeologists have begun exploring 

complexity in part by describing the nature of social complexity at a given time and place, asking 

how is a society complex, rather than exploring the degree of complexity for a particular society 

in comparison to a typology of political forms (Alt 2010b; Cobb 2003; Kidder 2010; Mills 2002; 

Neitzel 2010; Randall and Sassaman 2010).  

 In the Mississippian world, complexity has been revisited as a theoretical issue as 

political-economic models have fallen short at accounting for diversity in settlement patterns and 

artifact distributions, and have marginalized particular historical trajectories of polities (Alt 

2010b; Marcoux 2007; Pauketat 2001a, 2001b, 2007). The polities encountered by the de Soto 

entrada may not have been representative of all polities in the Mississippian Southeast. The 

recognition that not all Mississippian mound centers are densely occupied, towns-as-political-

capitals, is important for understanding that Mississippian complexity was highly variable, even 

within a single geographic region (Steponaitis and Scarry 2016). 
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  The limitations of both political economic models and ethnohistory have spawned 

different theoretical approaches to understanding Mississippian political organization as a varied 

phenomenon. Approaches to complexity in the Mississippian world will be outlined below to 

develop a context for understanding Mississippian political organization in the Southern Yazoo 

Basin. 

Mississippian Political Organization 

 Mississippian culture, once characterized as a floodplain adaptation of intensive 

agriculturists (Smith 1978, 1990), developed in the American Bottom region of the Mississippi 

River Valley sometime between the 9th and 11th centuries and radiated across the Southeast. 

Mississippian culture was incorporated variably across regions that were home to diverse 

Woodland cultures. These Woodland-Mississippian period entanglements, or the diverse 

contexts of interactions and change, have been the subject of much debate and scholarship 

(Anderson 2017; Wilson and Sullivan 2017). While perspectives on Mississippianization have 

changed to incorporate the role of agency and hybridity in culture change (Alt 2006), 

perspectives on political organization at the height of Mississippian expansion have also changed 

significantly, considering site specific phenomena and the role of daily practice in political 

negotiation (Alt 2010b; Pauketat 2003). 

 Although recent approaches to Mississippian archaeology have emphasized particular 

historical trajectories in describing the rise, spread, and decline of Mississippian culture, there 

are models of Mississippian political organization that have been foundational to understanding 

how Mississippian polities were integrated. The simple-complex chiefdom dichotomy and the 

role of political cycling, or changing levels of decision-making, in the formation of polities has 

been used to conceptualize Mississippian political organization as hierarchical (see Anderson 
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1994; Hally 1993; Wright 1984). However, the archaeological correlate of a complex chiefdom, 

or a multiple mound center simultaneously occupied with single mound centers in the 

hinterlands, surrounded by a buffer zone, does not characterize all Mississippian settlement 

patterns, and alternative interpretations of Mississippian political organization have been 

proposed. Blitz (1999) has suggested that a fission-fusion model, or periods of centralization and 

decentralization of multiple towns for mutual protection or benefit, can account for changing 

settlement patterns through time, including the appearance of multiple-mound centers on the 

landscape. Polity factions often break or consolidate, but the number of decision-making levels 

may not change. This process has been documented historically among Creek and Choctaw 

towns. Paired mound centers occupied simultaneously may reflect senior and junior ranked 

towns, not necessarily in a vertical power structure of decision-making (Blitz 1999). Similar to 

the simple-complex model of Mississippian political organization, however, a fission-fusion 

model considers individual mounds and mound centers as seats of chiefly power and authority. 

 A fission-fusion model of political organization has accounted for settlement patterns and 

artifact distributions among mound sites in the Chattahoochee River Valley in Southern Georgia 

(Blitz and Lorenz 2006) and among Plaquemine sites in the Natchez Bluffs region of Mississippi 

(Lorenz 1997), as opposed to complex chiefdom organization. Although settlement data are not 

well-documented for Plaquemine polities at the southern extent of the Mississippian world, 

principal Plaquemine multiple-mound centers, such as Anna, Emerald, and Fatherland, overlap 

significantly in occupation (Brown 2007). Based on both archaeological data and interpretations 

of political dynamics drawn from French accounts of the Natchez Indians in the 17th century, 

principal towns may have shifted somewhat fluidly from major mound center to major mound 

center. In this context, political organization is analogous to “bubbling porridge,” meaning that at 
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points in a polity’s history, a site or town rises to the surface, briefly occupies the role of the 

principal town in a single polity, and then “bursts” or loses ground to a neighboring mound 

center (Brown 2007:149-152). 

 A similar model has been used to describe seventeenth-century historically documented 

Natchez political organization located in the same region. Loosely affiliated villages functioned 

in independent economic spheres, even as part of a single polity, and were semi-autonomous 

rather than organized according to decision-making levels, or complex chiefdoms. These villages 

could openly challenge another village’s authority (Lorenz 1997). Both archaeological evidence 

from Plaquemine mound centers and documentary evidence among the historic Natchez indicate 

that groups in this area were never quite arranged politically in a vertical decision-making 

structure, suggesting that polity structure both before and after the point of European contact in 

the Native Southeast was varied.   

 An explicit power perspective, or elite strategies of power and consolidation, has also 

been used to understand Mississippian as a varied cultural phenomenon beyond the number of 

administrative levels in a polity (Beck 2003; King 2003, Trubitt 2000). A corporate-networking 

or dual processual model was originally introduced by Blanton et al. (1996) to explain variation 

in Mesoamerican political organization. Political formations, at times, will emphasize either 

group-orientated strategies of power or group-distancing strategies (drawing heavily from 

Renfrew [1974]), and will often cycle through both. Corporate strategies are associated with 

inclusive activities such as mound-building or public feasting and downplay differences in status 

among members of a society, although status distinctions exist. Networking strategies, 

alternatively, emphasize the distinction between elites and non-elites. Power is drawn through 
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the association of elites across regions, manifest materially in the exchange of items with an 

international style (Blanton et al. 1996).  

 In the Mississippian southeast, this dual-processual model has been used to characterize 

political dynamics at Etowah (King 2003) and Cahokia (Trubitt 2000). Early in the sequence at 

both centers, an emphasis on mound-building and the construction of communal spaces is seen 

as evidence of a corporate strategy of political integration, while later in the sequence, both sites 

evidence a shift to networking strategies of exclusion, with an emphasis on non-local exchange 

and spatial segregation by elites.  

 While a corporate-networking model can explain variation to a degree, it lacks historical 

context. Why do leadership strategies oscillate and under what circumstances would they do so? 

While Blanton et al. (1996) suggest that environment instability might lead to a change in 

strategies, archaeologists have yet to understand why these strategies may have changed in the 

Mississippian world and how Mississippian non-elites may have responded to attempts by elites 

to shift the source of power from communality to elite networking.  

  In considering the role of non-elites in political integration, collective action theory has 

been used to explain the evolution of collective or corporate styles of political organization in 

state-level societies according to the rational choices individuals make advancing their own 

interests or solving community problems (Blanton and Fargher 2008, 2009). In collective states, 

public goods or services tend to be provided in exchange labor, tax-flow, or both, to the mutual 

benefit of both rulers and constituents. In less collective states, rulers draw revenue from external 

sources, such as through the conquest of distant polities, and generally provide few public goods. 

Collective states tend to be more stable, and cooperation can take many forms and occur across 

different domains and scales, such as cooperation for subsistence needs at the family-level or for 
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mutual defense at the group-level (Carballo et al. 2014). Collective polities feature corporate 

architecture allowing or encouraging public access, such as plazas or community temples, while 

less collective states will feature architecture promoting exclusion, such as restricted access 

palaces (Caraballo and Fienman 2016).  

 This theory has been used to explain why certain political entities develop, or explain 

cooperation as a mutually beneficial enterprise in political organization. Although this theory has 

been explicitly applied to states, and operationalized according to variables associated with states  

including as taxes, revenue streams, and levels of bureaucracy, it is reasonable to ask why people 

joined or aligned with polities in the Mississippian world. Are some Mississippian polities more 

collective than others, and at what scales did people cooperate, and how often?  

 Perhaps most similar to the corporate-networking dichtomony, Beck (2003) attributes 

variation in Mississippian political organization to elite strategies of consolidation. Apical 

hierarchies form through “ceding power down,” meaning that elites could place members of their 

own corporate group in positions of authority over local communities through coercive 

aggregation. This process occurs when local residents are tied to their land, typically in areas 

where movement is restricted or initial populations are low. Constituent chiefdoms, by contrast, 

are formed when leaders compete for followers according to a strategy of persuasive aggregation 

in areas of dense or nucleated populations. Leaders of local communities “cede power up” when 

they choose to integrate into a larger polity. Archaeological evidence of constituent strategies of 

consolidation is found in large-scales of mound construction, group-inclusion or corporate 

strategies such a public feasting, and short occupation spans as competition between leaders or 

corporate groups is pronounced. The major archaeological correlate of constituent chiefdoms is a 

nucleated population at the mound centers (Beck 2003:655). While the archaeological correlates 
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laid out in this model might point to constituent consolidation in many areas of the Mississippian 

southeast, apical-constituent consolidation strategies are based on the presumption of vertical 

political-hierarchy in Mississippian society, rooted in an economic system based on manipulating 

surplus (Beck 2003:655). It is unclear how historical processes such as migration, culture 

contact, and resistance can affect strategies of consolidation, or how chiefdoms might 

consolidate if political power does not hinge on economic control. 

 Other models of Mississippian political organization have been more fundamentally 

challenging to political economic models. Byers (2006, 2013) has presented alternative 

interpretations for both Cahokia and Moundville as paramount polities, suggesting that 

heterarchical principles were the organizing force behind consolidation rather than political 

hierarchy. Heterarchy is defined as ranking of institutions in a number ways, not necessarily 

along a vertical axis (Crumley 1995:3). According to Byers (2013), both Cahokia and 

Moundville may have been integrated through autonomous religious cult groups, or non-kin 

based sodalities, with diffuse political power based upon ideology rather than hierarchical 

economic principles.  

 Emphasizing the role that religion plays in the formation of Mississippian polities, Holt 

(2009) suggested that power at Cahokia may have been bound with ritual and pageantry, and that 

the Cahokian polity is best described as a theater state (see Geertz [1980]). In this view, Cahokia 

as a seat of power did not a serve a political-economic or redistributive purpose. The polity 

existed solely to perpetuate ritual and draw in followers. Brown’s (2006) reinterpretation of the 

burial program in Mound 72 at Cahokia as a mythic cosmogram rather than a chief and his 

retainers also reflects these changing theoretical attitudes about the organizational principles of 

Mississippian polities, emphasizing ideology and community-building rather than chiefly 
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authority and power. The elaborate burial program at Cahokia in Mound 72 has long been cited 

as primary evidence that Mississippian polities were warlike, with power concentrated in the 

hands of strong chiefs (Fowler et al. 1999). The most recent reanalysis of the burial event found 

that the central burial consists of a man and a woman surrounded by male-female pairs as well as 

infant burials, in contrast to the original analysis that identified only males, with the central 

burial lying on a shell-bead “cape.” The entire burial group has been reinterpreted as an elaborate 

fertility rite (Emerson et al. 2016). 

 The political organization of the Moundville polity in west-central Alabama has also been 

re-conceptualized as something other than a strong chiefly polity. Moundville, once considered 

the prime example of a chiefly seat of power (Peebles and Kus 1977), has been characterized as a 

ceremonial ground that integrated people from multiple towns in the hinterlands, as opposed to a 

Mississippian town-as-a-political capital. Patterns in spatial organization and craft production at 

Moundville reflect reciprocal obligations between kin groups rather than redistribution by a chief 

or non-kin sodalities (Knight 1998, 2016; Marcoux 2007; Steponaitis and Scarry 2016). 

Moundville may have been constituted similarly to a Chickasaw square ground that was spatially 

arranged according to kin groups (Knight 1998, 2016). In this view, Moundville was not the seat 

of a paramount chief organizing the flow of tribute or staple goods, but rather, an important place 

where power was somewhat diffuse and resided with kin groups practitioners. Although the 

nature of ceremonialism at Moundville was multifaceted, mortuary ritual predominated as those 

living in the hinterlands brought their dead to Moundville (Knight and Steponaitis 1998). Much 

of Moundville representational iconography is mortuary in focus (Lankford 2007).  

 This model of Moundville as a ceremonial ground rather than a town-as-a-political 

capital has implications for understanding the complicated relationship between scale and 
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hierarchy in complex societies. While Moundville reaches a scale many orders of magnitude 

beyond other sites in the Black Warrior River Valley, its place within a political hierarchy was 

perhaps muted. This interpretation presents a contrast with political economic models that view 

scale and hierarchy as unidirectional. Steponaitis and Scarry (2016:267) have suggested that 

there might be a dichotomy of mound centers in the Mississippian world at large: occupied 

towns governed by local chiefs, and multi-town places where political power was diffuse and 

rested with religious practitioners.  

 The approaches to Mississippian political organization outlined above share a common 

goal, describing and accounting for variability. Some models suggest that variability in reginal 

settlement organization stems from elite strategies of power and consolidation in chiefly polities, 

while others reject the idea that all Mississippian polities were strictly arranged around political-

economic relations. Some centers existed as important places on the landscape given the 

presence of mound architecture, and other historical factors that created linkages between social 

groups, ceremonialism, and place. These divergent points of view on Mississippian complexity 

have three major implications for archaeological research: 1) political hierarchy based on 

economic control of tribute or surplus must be demonstrated empirically rather than assumed for 

any given Mississippian polity; 2) the relationship between scale and hierarchy in any given 

complex society may not be unidirectional; and 3) not all Mississippian polities were similarly 

constituted, requiring detailed historical constructions of polity development and change. 

An Integrated Landscape and Historical Approach 

 Understanding ancient complexity requires an approach that is regional in scope, 

examining how archaeological sites might be integrated in a broader system. However, site-

specific data are also necessary to understand how people interacted on a daily basis and how 
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they related to the built and natural environment. A landscape approach can accommodate these 

two scales of data, with the recognition that people “interact among themselves as much as they 

do the natural environment” (David and Thomas 2008:38). 

 While the term landscape is general in a colloquial sense, an anthropological approach to 

landscape conceptualizes the relationship between people, space, and the environment as an 

active social production. Landscape has been defined as the “external world mediated through 

subjective human experience” (Cosgrove 1984:13) and the “the broad sets of spatial practices 

critical to the formation, operation, and overthrow of geopolitical orders, of polities, of regimes, 

of institutions” (Smith 2003:5). A landscape approach to archaeology is a practice-based 

approach that recognizes that people continually make and remake the world in which they live. 

This approach is well-suited to examining complexity in ancient societies because it allows 

archaeologists to recognize that both regional settlement patterns and intra-site spatial patterning 

are the products of practice, not always contingent upon environmental adaptation or economic 

efficiency.  

 Practice theory as an anthropological concept describes the recursive nature of structure 

and agency (Ortner 2006). While there are unsettled theoretical questions about the relative 

strength of agency, at what point actors with agency can affect change in social structure, and if 

these changes are intentional, subconscious, incremental, or abrupt (Bourdieu 1977; Giddens 

1984; Sewell 1992), practice as part of a landscape approach is useful for archaeological research 

because it recognizes that spatial practice, or how people move through the world, is a political 

act where people reinforce, resist, or remake power relations (Lefebrve 1991 [1974]).  

The idea of socially produced space and place, advanced by Lefebrve (1991 [1974]) and Casey 

(1996, 1997) among others, was crafted in response to modernist ideas about space and place. 
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Modern philosophers, such as Newton and Descartes, thought of space as an absolute plane. 

Space, therefore, functioned only as a backdrop to everything it contained. In this view, the 

concept of place was reduced to location, and locations were places to which people adapted 

(Casey 1997; Smith 2003). In contrast, Lefebrve (1991:33) suggests that space is created or 

constituted through the intersection of spatial practice, representations of space or conceived 

space, and space as represented through images and symbols. Smith (2003:70) takes a similar 

approach, proposing a relational ontology of space, meaning that landscapes are produced from 

the relationship between experience and practice. In this conceptualization, places are not 

locations to which people must adapt, but they are made through the interactions between people, 

between people and the environment, and between people and material culture.  

 Based on his work documenting the oral history of Western Apache place names, Basso 

(2006:146) notes that “a sense of place roots individuals in the social and cultural soils from 

which they have sprung together, holding them there in the grips of shared identity, a localized 

version of selfhood.” Recognizing the importance of place, not just as location but as socially 

constituted, allows archaeologists to consider social factors when considering how people 

arranged themselves both regionally and within a single site. These factors can include identity-

making, memory, community building, and resistance, among others. Coursing through this 

theoretical approach is the implicit understanding that ideology, or aspects of religion and belief 

systems, may be just as critical to understanding political organization as economic or adaptive 

factors, such as labor management, food storage management, risk-mitigation in the face of food 

shortage or warfare, or bet-hedging. 

 An approach grounded in the recognition that social space is produced (Lefebvre 1991 

[1974]) and politically motivated (Smith 2003) can be informative for studies of Mississippian 
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complexity. Davis (2014) and Blitz (2016) have both considered the role of social memory, 

reimagined for political ends, in the initial consolidation of Moundville. Buildings in the central 

plaza of Moundville were truncated and covered with fill in a coordinated effort, perhaps as an 

allusion to an imagined shared past (Davis 2014). An early mound on the site, Mound X, was 

“erased,” or truncated, and the palisade was constructed directly over the mound (Blitz 2016). 

Collective “forgetting” in these two cases was a spatial practice that allowed Moundville 

residents to forge a new social order based on collectivity, perhaps of disparate groups. 

 Nelson’s (2016) recent work at the Mississippian mound center of Parchman Place in the 

Northern Yazoo Basin has also demonstrated that spatial practice is critical to understanding 

relationships between those within a single community, and understanding how that community 

was constituted as a whole. While most neighborhoods or residential clusters at the Parchman 

Place site were organized around a central courtyard, a single mound-adjacent neighborhood was 

arranged in two rows with a central walkway oriented toward the principal mound at the site, 

with no communal spaces. While the community as a whole was built through shared ritual 

practice evident in mound construction and in large-scale group feasts, this neighborhood group 

consisted of socially mobile constituents of the polity, rooting their authority spatially by 

associating themselves with the mound late in the occupational sequence (Nelson 2016:269-270). 

This research demonstrates that how people arranged themselves within a single site reflects 

relationships between polity constituents, a point also supported by research at Moundville 

comparing the spatial arrangement of the site to a Chickasaw square ground (Knight 1998, 

2016).  

 While a landscape approach is suitable for exploring relationships between sites, within 

sites, and bridging these two scales, this approach must be situated in its appropriate historical 
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context in order to understand how particular practices may have arisen or changed over time. 

Practice is not ahistorical but is embedded in history (Ortner 2006; Sahlins 1981). History is 

defined by Pauketat (2001a: 4) as, “the process of tradition building, culturally constructed 

through practice” while tradition is defined as “some practice that has been brought from the past 

into the present” (Pauketat 2001a: 2). In considering the social production of landscapes and the 

importance of place, and moving beyond a neoevolutionary adaptation-based model of 

Mississippian political organization, traditions become an important focus of analysis. Far from 

being static, traditions have political implications in that they continually make and remake the 

social order, and are often contested.   

 Perhaps nowhere is tradition-building as history more evident in the native Southeast than 

in the construction of the earthen mound. Mississippian earthen mound construction has been 

interpreted as measure of a chief’s power to control labor or reflect the duration of the polity as a 

chiefly power (Anderson 1994; Blitz and Livingood 2004; Hally 1993; Muller 1997:276). While 

mounds may at times be a proxy for chiefly power and/or the duration of a polity, mound 

construction is also a communal act with deep historical roots, first documented during the 

Middle Archaic period, or more than 5,000 years ago (Arco et al. 2006; Sanders et al. 2005). 

Mounds and other earthworks were regular features of the landscape for groups in the LMV long 

before the onset of the Mississippi period. Early mound construction may have served to 

integrate seasonally mobile groups periodically, perhaps for mutual benefit in times of food 

scarcity (Peacock et al. 2010; Saunders et al. 2005). However, if early mound construction 

served this functional role in society, construction and use was still a highly ritualized communal 

practice (Kidder 2010; Knight 2001), similar to how the earthen monument construction was a 

ritualized communal practice in the Mississippi period. Mantles periodically added to both 
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Mississippian and Woodland mounds may have been tied to world renewal rites, much like the 

historically documented green corn ceremony (Knight 1986, 1989). 

 This broad interpretation of mound construction practice does not suggest that meanings 

associated with mounds were static through time, only that the act or spatial practice of mound 

construction is a tradition consisting of communal behavior as part of community building 

(Kidder 2010). Viewed in this way, it becomes easier to envision the role of mounds in a society 

beyond nodes in a tribute-flow economic system or as expressions of authority. Mound 

construction and use are part of spatial practice, with multiple meanings tied to history, tradition, 

and politics. Political authority could be one of these meanings, but mound construction reflects 

some amount of communality because it is a group effort, a practice with a deep history in the 

LMV.  

 Political-economic or adaptive models of Mississippian political organization and 

complexity have been critiqued for being ahistorical (Pauketat 2001a, 2001b, 2007). While this 

criticism may not be entirely fair (see Smith 1990 for a discussion on homology), a 

neoevolutionary approach to archaeology tends to marginalize or ignore specific historical 

processes such as migration and culture contact in Mississippianization, prioritizing ecological 

factors in the development of complexity. An integrated landscape and historical approach 

allows historical processes, such as migration (whose traditions are being reflected in the 

material record), culture contact (what traditions are being adopted), and resistance (what 

traditions are being rejected) to be reintegrated into the development of Mississippian 

complexity. The spread of Mississippian material culture does not mean that Mississippian 

lifeways were integrated in each society in the same way, and these differences can perhaps be 
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accounted for by looking to tradition, or the ways that local cultures may have accommodated 

change through time.   

Research Objectives 

 This dissertation seeks to determine how Mississippian polities in the Southern Yazoo 

Basin are complex and understand what factors may have contributed to that complexity utilizing 

an integrated landscape and historical approach. The following research objectives and methods 

used in this dissertation are outlined below.  

 Characterize the Settlement System. Is there evidence of political hierarchy in the 

Southern Yazoo Basin and how might political hierarchy be related to the scale of mound 

construction? A landscape approach that incorporates settlement pattern analysis will be used to 

determine if a political-administrative hierarchical system is an organizing principle in the 

region, or if other organizing principles may play a role in polity integration. Scale and 

proximity, or the size of individual mounds and mound centers as well as distances between 

centers will be used to infer relationships between sites.  

 Characterize the Major Sites. How were important places constituted in the Southern 

Yazoo Basin? Are major mound centers best characterized as towns-as-political capitals or are 

they something else? Minimally, a Mississippian town-as-a-political capital should produce 

evidence of multiple households arranged in a discernable pattern, a mortuary program 

associated with a resident population, and perhaps a defensive structure. Ceramic vessel 

inventories should be diverse, reflective of both the daily and ritual activities that occurred there. 

Alternatively, a ceremonial center or ground would be better characterized by relatively few 

domestic households. Ceramics may be skewed toward certain vessel form classes, sizes, or 

type-varieties associated with ceremonial activity.  
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  Integration and Explanation. What is the relationship between scale and hierarchy in the 

Southern Yazoo Basin, and what are the implications for understanding ancient complexity? In 

other words, is the increasing scale of monumental construction associated with increasing or 

more apparant political hierarchy? Polity development will be placed in a historical context to 

understand if scale and hierarchy are associated similarly through time. 
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CHAPTER 2: THE NATURAL AND ARCHAEOLOGICAL SETTING OF THE 

SOUTHERN YAZOO BASIN 

 

 The Yazoo Basin is a sub-basin of the Lower Mississippi River Valley (LMV), a 

geographic unit stretching from the confluence of the Mississippi and Ohio Rivers near Cairo, 

Illinois, to the Gulf of Mexico. The LMV consists of the Mississippi River, its principal 

tributaries, and associated floodplain deposits (Fisk 1944; Saucier 1994:22). The LMV features 

dense archaeological occupation (Phillips et al. 2003 [1951]; Phillips 1970), and the Yazoo Basin 

is home to concentrations of large multiple-mound centers spanning the Woodland and 

Mississippi periods, making the region well-suited to examining the development of ancient 

complexity. The Yazoo Basin is bound by the Mississippi River on the west, the Yazoo Bluffs on 

the east, the loess bluffs of Memphis, Tennessee to the north, and the loess bluffs of Vicksburg, 

Mississippi to the south. The region stretches over 200 miles between Memphis and Vicksburg 

and is 60 miles across at its widest point between Greenville, Mississippi and Greenwood, 

Mississippi (Figure 2.1). 

 Colloquially, the Yazoo Basin is referred to as the Mississippi delta although the 

Mississippi River deltaic plain is located to the south in Louisiana. The Mississippi delta is 

known for its modern culture and blues music, and the famed Blues Highway 61 runs north to 

south through the entirety of the Yazoo Basin, at some points adjacent to the large mound centers 

that were built on the natural levees of the Mississippi River and its distributary channels. The 

basin is a major crop-producing area of the United States because of its highly fertile soils, and 

large agricultural fields are the primary feature of the modern landscape. 
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Figure 2.1. The Yazoo Basin as a physiographic region of the Mississippi River Valley. 
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 Despite the influence of the farming industry, the delta is sparsely populated and average 

incomes are well below the poverty line. Archaeological sites have not escaped damage from the 

lack of industrialization, however, as land-levelling practices and over 200 years of modern 

cultivation. However, native earthworks are still visible on the delta landscape, rising out of the 

artificially flattened fields, and are well-known in local communities as important places. 

 The surface stratum of the Yazoo Basin consists primarily of Holocene-aged alluvium 

deposited by the Mississippi River and its tributaries (Bicker, Jr. 1969; Saucier 1994:26). 

However, remnants of Late Pleistocene braided-stream terraces, or valley trains, remain intact at 

the surface in the southern portion of the basin, between Deer Creek and the Sunflower River, 

despite the reworking of the landscape by the wide meandering river belts (Saucer 1994: Plate 8). 

These older surfaces have produced Paleoindian and Early Archaic projectile points indicating a 

deep occupational history in the region (McGahey 1999:6, 40, 49, 52, 65-84). The majority of 

the basin is underlain by the Jackson and Claiborne group formations, lithologic units consisting 

of consolidated Eocene-aged silts, sands, and clays (Saucier 1994:79). However, portions of the 

basin substrata, particularly in the modern Mississippi River meander belt, are composed of 

unconsolidated glacial outwash or somewhat loosely consolidated gravels, allowing meandering 

waterways to create cutoff channels more quickly than in other portions of the basin. Channel 

cutoff and oxbow lake development are important geologic processes to consider when 

documenting ancient settlement patterns in the Yazoo basin. Archaeological sites cluster along 

many of these cutoff channels. Geologists routinely rely on the archaeological data to identify 

minimum ages for the individual cutoffs (Lowe 2005; Phillips 1970; Saucier 1994:266).  

 The Yazoo Basin is typically divided into northern and southern halves based on subtle 

differences in topography, although the division is primarily archaeological (Phillips 1970:5).  
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Four substantial north-south trending meander belt ridges are mapped in the southern portion of 

the basin, interspersed with large swaths of low-lying backwater swamps and drainages. These 

meander belt ridges are important archaeologically, forming the bulk of inhabitable landforms. 

 Meander belts ridges are formed through the lateral, meandering movement of large 

waterways and the corresponding buildup of natural levee deposits. Natural levees form when 

overbank flooding deposits coarse sediments, such as sand and silt, close to the existing stream 

bed, resulting in a landform rising out of the flat delta landscape (Saucier 1994: 99-100). Finer 

sediments, or clays, travel further in a flooding event, and are deposited in backswamp areas 

beyond the levees. Natural levees were prime locations for human habitation once they attained 

substantial height for flooding events to become less frequent and severe. Periodic flood events 

provided a continual influx of nutrients and organic material to land surfaces, contributing to the 

high fertility of the levee system. While the Southern Yazoo Basin is a large floodplain, the 

natural-backwater swamp dynamic restricted permanent occupation to these linear segments.  

  Moving west to east across the basin, the major meander belt ridges include the modern 

Mississippi River and the Sunflower and Yazoo meander belts (Fisk 1944:27; Phillips 1970). 

The Mississippi River began flowing in its current channel approximately 3,000 years before 

present (BP) (Saucier 1994:266) and has created an unusually large number of cutoffs and 

oxbow lakes in this relatively short time frame. The Sunflower and Yazoo meander belt ridges 

consist of an older complex of natural levees associated with former channels of the Mississippi 

River, dating to at a minimum of 4,000 years BP (Saucier 1994: 254-267).  

 Between the Mississippi River and Sunflower meander belt ridges lies Deer Creek, a 

carved distributary channel, originating from a Mississippi River crevasse just north of 

Greenville. Deer Creek has since created a natural levee on its banks almost as wide as the 
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Mississippi River (Fisk 1944:18). The origin crevasse, Mound Crevasse lake, had active flow 

from the Mississippi River as recently at 1927 (Fisk 1944:27-28; Phillips 1970:249, 453-454). 

Deer Creek stretches from Greenville south to where it meets the Yazoo River just north of 

Vicksburg, Mississippi. Steamboat traffic was routine on Deer Creek until the mid-20th century 

when a system of dams was installed along the creek. Archaeological sites on the Deer Creek 

meander belt ridge are Late Woodland and Mississippian in age, suggesting the meander belt 

ridge is relatively young (Phillips 1970). Deer Creek sites have long been recognized as 

representing a cohesive archaeological unit (Phillips 1970:453), and this clustering of sites are 

the primary focus of this dissertation. 

 The Mississippi River floodplain environment, consisting of habitable natural levees and 

the largely uninhabitable inundated backwater swamps, provided advantages to local inhabitants. 

The Yazoo Basin is rich in riverine and land-based resources. Fish from both the large channels 

and backwater drainages, shellfish, mammals, birds, and reptiles are well represented in 

archaeological collections from the region. For Mississippian populations, the meander belt 

ridges in the basin would have provided ideal locations for agricultural fields. These ridges are 

fertile, wide, and were substantial enough during the Mississippi period to allow for permanent 

occupation.  

 Despite the dynamic nature of a floodplain environment, the Southern Yazoo Basin is 

remarkably stable in resources. While archaeologists have used paleo-environmental studies to 

link climate change, particularly droughts, to periods of Mississippian abandonment (Anderson 

1994; Blitz and Lorenz 2006), there are little data at this point to suggest that fluctuating climate 

patterns after the onset of the Holocene would have affected water flow in the Yazoo Basin 

directly (Saucier 1994:43). While there are always good and bad years for crop harvests, the rich 
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biota of the Yazoo Basin would have remained a stable source of procurement for settled 

farmers. 

History of Archaeological Research  

 Clarence B. Moore visited the Southern Yazoo Basin on his steamboat, the Gopher, 

traveling along the major rivers and tributaries of the region in 1907 (Moore 1998 [1911]). While 

Moore was impressed with the size of the mounds in the region, trial holes placed in sites such as 

Winterville and Lake George did not yield the elaborate burial goods that he found at 

Moundville in west-central Alabama (Moore 1996 [1905], 1996 [1907]). Moore’s notes on 

excavations at both Winterville and Lake George were curt. As an early twentieth-century 

antiquarian, he was disappointed in what these sites had to offer in the way of artifacts. Nearly 

20 years later, Calvin Brown (1992 [1926]), an archaeologist with the Mississippi Geologic 

Survey, conducted the next study that was regional in scope, visiting sites and looking at private 

collections. He was shortly followed by Henry B. Collins, James A. Ford, and Moreau B. 

Chambers in the late 1920s (Collins 1932; Ford 1936). This early work in the basin captured the 

rapid destruction of many of these sites as land clearing and agricultural practices intensified in 

the LMV in the early 20th century. While some sites visited by Brown (1926) were completely 

destroyed, many mounds and earthworks were greatly reduced in size by the time the Lower 

Mississippi Survey (LMS) began fieldwork in 1939. 

 While this early archaeological work in the basin documented the density and spatial 

extent of the earthworks, the foundational archaeological work in the LMV was the product of 

the joint Harvard, Louisiana State University, and University of Michigan Lower Mississippi 

Archaeological Survey (LMS), conducted in the early to mid-1940s (Phillips et al. 2003 [1951]). 

The survey project, a collaboration between Philip Phillips, James A. Ford, and James B. Griffin, 
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and subsequent projects spearheaded by their students, were driven by a research design 

exploring cultural continuity and change (Brain 1978, 1988, 1989; Phillips 1970; Phillips et al. 

2003 [1951]; Toth 1988; Williams and Brain 1983). Archaeological development in the Lower 

Mississippi Valley was framed as a historical process, meaning that cultures developed as logical 

outgrowths from the cultures that preceded them or changes were attributed to population 

movement or foreign intrusion into the region. Obvious disjuncture or discontinuities in ceramic 

traditions were associated with intrusions of non-local people (Phillips 1970:568; Brain 1969, 

1989).  

 The results of the initial survey project were published in 1951 (Phillips et al. 2003 

[1951]), and a volume focused on the Southern [Lower] Yazoo Basin was published in 1970 

(Phillips 1970). The original LMS survey project recorded 385 sites from central Tennessee 

south to the vicinity of Grace, Mississippi, not quite capturing the entire Southern Yazoo Basin, 

and additional sites were included in Phillips’s later volume (Phillips et al. 2003 [1951]:41, 

Phillips 1970: Figure 69). 

 The chronological sequence of archaeological cultures was based upon the recovered 

ceramics from sites included in the survey project. The sequence relied upon James Ford’s 

seriation of ceramic types collected from the surface, anchored by excavation units conducted at 

strategic sites. The overall seriation of ceramics resulted in broad period divisions for the entire 

alluvial valley, including Tchula; Early, Middle, and Late Baytown; and Early and Late 

Mississippi (Phillips et al. 2003 [1951]:455).    

 In addition to providing the major chronological framework that underlies all work in the 

region today (with significant refinements), LMS archaeologists observed that Mississippian 

mound centers in the Yazoo Basin differed in kind from their counterparts in the Upper Yazoo 
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and the Central Mississippi Valley. These sites produced little material on the surface indicative 

of habitation (Phillips et al. 2003 [1951]:315). Many of the Southern Yazoo Basin sites were 

classified either as small and large ceremonial centers devoid of permanent habitation. Small 

ceremonial centers were defined as mound sites that featured between one and eight mounds, 

with principal mounds reaching heights of between eight to fifteen feet, on average. A total of 78 

sites in this category spanned the entire Mississippi alluvial valley, but 24 were concentrated in 

the Southern Yazoo Basin, including sites along Deer Creek (Phillips et al. 2003 [1951]: Table 

12). The ceremonial centers in the Southern Yazoo Basin spanned the Woodland and Mississippi 

periods, indicating some time depth, or a long history of mounds tied to periodic ceremonial 

activity rather than permanent or intensive occupation.    

 Large ceremonial centers were arbitrarily distinguished from small, usually based on the 

size of the principal mound, ranging from 15 to 54 feet in height. Again, these sites were 

characterized by a lack of burials, midden material, and a “consistent failure of local pot-hunters 

to get anything out of these sites” (Phillips et al. 2003 [1951]:325). Twelve sites were classified 

as large ceremonial centers. Of these twelve, eight are in the Southern Yazoo Basin, including 

Winterville, Arcola, and Magee (formerly called Deer Creek).  

 In contrast to large and small ceremonial centers in the Yazoo Basin, Late Mississippi 

period sites along the St. Francis River in Northeastern Arkansas were classified as large 

rectangular villages with temple mounds, or “St. Francis-type” settlements (Phillips et al. 2003 

[1951]:329). These sites are roughly rectangular in form, with deep midden deposits and house 

mounds at the boundaries appearing as a berm outlining the settlement. Burials, not necessarily 

concentrated in cemeteries, were interred in a “haphazard” manner, sometimes beneath house 

floors (Phillips et al. 2003 [1951]:329). In the Memphis area, Late Mississippian sites were 
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classified as “large irregular village sites with temple mounds” (Phillips et al. 2003 [1951]:335). 

Palisades and rectangular layouts could not be discerned from the distribution of surface 

material, but deep midden accumulation and the presence of numerous burials were typical 

characteristics of these mound sites. The authors refer to both St. Francis type-sites and large 

irregular village sites as towns with the presumption that most civic-ceremonial activities took 

places at the sites themselves (Phillips et al. 2003 [1951]:343).  

 These Mississippian village site plans match descriptions of populated towns, or the 

capitals of provinces, encountered by the Hernando de Soto entrada in both the Northern Yazoo 

Basin and the Central Mississippi Valley, including Quizquiz, Casqui, and Pacaha (Clayton et al. 

1993; Phillips et al. 2003 [1951]: 348-361). Of these three capital towns, the Parkin Site in 

Northeastern Arkansas has been most directly linked to the Hernando de Soto expedition, widely 

considered to be the capital town of  the province of Casqui (Hudson et al. 1990; Hudson 

1997:287-290; P. Morse 1990), while the Pacaha province is likely associated with sites of the 

Nodena phase (D. Morse 1990). Although there is some debate about where the entrada crossed 

the Mississippi River, alternative route projections indicate that de Soto did not proceed far 

enough south to encounter the Mississippian polities of Southern Yazoo Basin (Brain et al. 1974; 

Hudson et al. 1990; Weinstein 1985). 

 Much of the chronology and the ceramic typology that resulted from the LMS survey still 

guides research across the Lower Mississippi Alluvial Valley today. However, Phillips (1970) 

delineated a regional sequence of phases for the Southern Yazoo Basin after conducting a large-

scale reanalysis of ceramic material. This system of ceramic classification will be discussed at 

length in Chapter 6.  
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  Phillips’s (1970) regional sequence was refined by Stephen Williams and Jeffrey Brain 

(1983) and Jeffrey Brain (1989) based on excavations on the large multiple mound centers of 

Winterville and Lake George in the late 1950s and 60s, providing the current working 

chronology for the region today (Table 2.1). Winterville and Lake George are the largest mound 

centers in the region, located at opposite ends of the Southern Yazoo Basin, with Winterville 

situated close to the main channel of the Mississippi River and Lake George located to the 

southeast on a channel cutoff above the Yazoo River (Figure 2.2). Both sites are remarkably 

similar in plan, with more than 20 mounds surrounding one prominent mound centered in a 

plaza. After substantial excavations at both sites by the LMS, both Lake George and Winterville 

were similarly cast as ceremonial centers because no substantial habitation debris was located in 

the off-mound areas of the site. However, off-mound excavations were limited in scope (Brain 

1989:59; Williams and Brain 1983:16-17). The current understanding of Mississippian cultural 

dynamics in the basin is known almost entirely through excavations conducted at these two sites 

and what is known about the two sites will be discussed in brief.  

 Both sites saw their mound construction programs intensify around AD 1200 and taper 

before AD 1350. Despite being strikingly similar in plan, Lake George and Winterville diverge 

on a few major points.  
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Table 2.1. Regional sequence for the Southern Yazoo Basin (after Williams and Brain 1983).

]  

 

Lake George is the only site in the Southern Yazoo Basin that has documented defensive 

structures, in this case an earthen embankment, moat, and a wooden palisade (Williams and 

Brain 1983:67-68). Additionally, Lake George has a more substantial Coles Creek occupation 

than Winterville. Mound C at Lake George, a Coles Creek mound, produced a series of mass 

burials totaling 180 to 200 individuals (Engatz 1983; Listi 2013; Kassabuam 2011). No such 

burial program has been encountered at Winterville. Mississippi period burials, presumably 

Winterville phase, have been recovered from Winterville. However, the number of burials 

recovered from the site are few in number, 24 total (Brain 1989:65). Sixteen of the 24 burials 

were recovered from a single mound context, Mound B. Ten of these burials were extended, and 

six of the ten were accompanied by pottery vessels. One of the six burials was also associated 

with a small, irregularly shaped and undecorated stone palette and a piece of pumice.   

Period Date (A.D.) Phase Culture or Cultural Tradition

1600 Russell

Wasp Lake

1400 Lake George

1200
Winterville

1000
Crippen Point

Kings Crossing

800 Aden

Bayland

400
Deasonville

Issaquena

1
Anderson Landing

Mississippi

Coles Creek

Baytown

Marksville

Mississippian

Late Woodland

Middle Woodland
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Figure 2.2. Selected sites discussed in text.  
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Brain (1989:182) notes that palette fragments of this type are found at Baytown and Coles Creek 

sites in the area, suggesting that the derivation is local. The remaining four burials in Mound B 

were bundle burials in various stages of deterioration, accompanied by no burial goods. The final 

eight “burials” at the site are represented by scattered skull fragments and a single long bone 

fragment in mound fill contexts (Brain 1989:68). The limited nature of the burial program is 

thrown into sharp relief when Winterville and Lake George are compared to other large 

Mississippian centers, such as Moundville (Peebles and Kus 1977), Etowah (Larson 1971), Spiro 

(Brown 1971), or Cahokia (Fowler et al. 1999; Emerson et al. 2016), a point foreshadowed by 

Clarence B. Moore’s limited work at the sites in the early 20th century. Although the burial 

program at Winterville does not quite look “Mississippian,” it also does not appear to be Coles 

Creek, the antecedent culture, which is known for interring individuals in mounds with few 

accoutrements, sometimes into large pits (Ford 1951:106; Kassabaum 2011; Williams and Brain 

1983:45). While there may be some organizing factor accounting for patterning in Coles Creek 

burial internments, there is, to date, no evidence of inherited status distinctions (Kassabaum 

2011). Mortuary ritual during both the Coles Creek and Mississippi periods in the basin is muted 

in elaboration, and does not appear to be the primary focus of activities at mound centers.  

 H. Edwin Jackson with the University of Southern Mississippi returned to Winterville in 

2005 to reexamine some of these ideas about site function and understand patterns in mound and 

off-mound use as it relates to political and social status. Although results are forthcoming from 

seven seasons of fieldwork to date, a few preliminary findings can be noted that are of 

importance to this dissertation research. Occupation in the off-mound areas of the site is much 

denser than originally thought and extends later in time, up to and post-AD 1500 (Jackson 

2017a). Deeply buried midden deposits are found underneath substantial amounts of plaza fill in 
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the northern area of the site, and just outside mound flank/erosional boundaries in the southern 

plaza. However, no roughly domestic-sized Mississippian structures have been encountered in 

these off-mound areas and landscape-scale geophysics has failed to pinpoint residential clusters. 

Pits filled with the refuse of feasting events are associated with both the early and late portions of 

the site occupation and indicate that Winterville was an important gathering place for many 

generations, even after mound construction slowed at the site and intensified to the south and 

east on Deer Creek (Kowalski et al. 2009). This recent work has demonstrated that Winterville is 

perhaps not quite as vacant or abandoned as quickly as once thought (Jackson 2017a; Brain 

1989), but the site does not appear to be a Mississippian town-as-a-political capital, with little 

evidence of permanent occupation by a large residential group.  

 The most recent archaeological work in the region focused on the mound centers has 

been conducted as part of the Mississippi Mound Trail Project, funded by the Mississippi 

Department of Transportation and the Mississippi Department of Archives and History. Sites 

tested during the course of this project include the Coles Creek mound centers of Aden 

(22IS509) and Carter (22SH532) and the Mississippian mound centers of Refuge (22WS508), 

Grace (22IS500), Anguilla (22SH510), Cary (22SH507), Hardee (22IS502), and Mont Helena 

(22SH505). Mound contexts at the Coles Creek sites produced radiocarbon dates between AD 

800 and 1150, while Mississippian sites produced radiocarbon dates exclusively during the Lake 

George phase, ca. AD 1350-1500 (Jackson and Kowalski 2015;  Kowalski et al. 2014). The lack 

of Winterville phase dates, ca. AD 1200-1350, is evidence that mound construction labor in the 

region was focused on Winterville and Lake George between the 13th and 14th centuries, and 

shifted toward smaller centers along Deer Creek after AD 1350.  
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  Little work was done in the off-mound areas at the Mississippian sites as part of the 

Mound Trail Project, but dense concentrations of ceramics and daub were observed on the 

surface at the Arcola Mounds, a late Mississippian mound center along Deer Creek. These 

observations suggested there might be residential occupation at the site, contrary to the early 

characterization of the site as a large vacant ceremonial center. This finding underscored the 

need to evaluate these mound centers using modern archaeological field methods to understand 

how they might relate to each other in a regional system, how they might have changed over 

time, and how they might be similar or different to polities in the wider Mississippian world.  

 The remaining archaeological work in the region since the 1970s has been driven by 

federal agencies as part of legal compliance projects. In the late 1970s through 1990s, levee 

construction and stabilization projects along major waterways spurred large-scale archaeological 

survey and limited testing projects, paralleling the natural levees of former courses of the 

Mississippi River along Steele Bayou (Weinstein et al. 1978; Kuttruff et al. 1995; Piccault 1996) 

and along the Sunflower River (Chapman 1995a, 1995b). While these data have been partially 

synthesized (Rafferty 2008), they remain in the “grey” literature, a term used for unpublished 

cultural resource management reports.   

The Regional Sequence 

 Because history is critical to understanding how particular traditions arose or changed, it 

is necessary to detail the history of the Southern Yazoo Basin in the way that archaeologists 

currently discuss it, or through the phase-based system of dividing archaeological time and 

space. A phase is defined as “an archaeological unit possessing traits sufficiently characteristic to 

distinguish it from all other units similarly conceived….spatially and chronologically limited to a 

brief interval of time” (Willey and Phillips 1958:22). In the Southern Yazoo Basin, phases are 
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defined based on suites of ceramic varieties, and thus are ceramic phases, not always paralleling 

cultural change. Nevertheless, they provide the working narrative for Mississippianization in the 

region and provide a temporal structure for examining change in settlement patterns.   

 Occupation in the Southern Yazoo Basin has been documented as early as the 

Paleoindian period. Mound construction has been definitively associated with the Middle 

Woodland period, delineated by a series of poorly understood phases (Toth 1988). The Late 

Woodland Coles Creek period is better understood, capturing the proliferation of small mound-

and-plaza centers across the landscape, at least as early as AD 800 (Phillips 1970:555; Williams 

and Brain 1983:369). Very little excavation has been conducted at Coles Creek sites in the 

Southern Yazoo Basin beyond Lake George, although recent work at the Aden and Carter 

Mounds site have provided new radiocarbon dates and diagnostic ceramic material in good 

context, situating Coles Creek occupation somewhere between AD 950 and AD 1150 (Jackson 

2017b; Kowalski et al. 2014). Many Coles Creek mound centers, once concentrated around the 

Swan Lake oxbow and to the south along Deer Creek have been completely destroyed.  

 The current understanding of Coles Creek sites comes from work in the Tensas Basin in 

Louisiana (Roe 2010; Ryan 2004; Weinstein et al. 2004) and to the south in the Natchez Bluffs 

(Kassabaum 2014; LaDu 2016). Coles Creek sites generally feature midden deposits beneath 

modestly sized mounds, but permanent habitation by a resident population is not well-

demonstrated. The Feltus site in the southwestern Mississippi has been interpreted as a gathering 

place for ceremonial activity, including group feasts (Kassaubaum 2014; Kassabaum and Nelson 

2016) while the nearby Mazique site, similar in site plan and layout, may have been home to a 

small residential population (LaDu 2016). There is little evidence to identify individual status 

rankings in Coles Creek burial programs (Kassabaum 2011) and material displays of status at 
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Coles Creek sites are muted (Roe 2010). Coles Creek mound-and-plaza centers were primarily 

the scene of communal gatherings, consisting of ceremonials related to mound construction 

(Kassabaum 2014). 

  The major phases of the Coles Creek period include Aden (AD 850-1000), Kings 

Crossing (1000-1100), and Crippen Point (AD 1100-1200). These phases are recognized based 

on new additions of ceramics varieties, not describing any well-known or documented changes in 

other cultural spheres. However, during the late Crippen Point phase, suspected Cahokian or 

American Bottom ceramics appear in low frequencies at sites in the Southern Yazoo Basin. 

Phillips (1970:555-556) identified a non-local group of thin-walled ceramics, the “Shell Bluff” 

complex at a few sites, but he was unsure of the chronological position of these ceramics. 

Whatever the timing, Phillips thought that Shell Bluff ceramics constituted only a brief 

Mississippian intrusion into the basin, potentially associated with Cahokia. This “Shell Bluff” 

complex was recast by Williams and Brain (1983:410-412) as the Powell (presumed non-local), 

Coker (presumed local copies), and Yazoo 1 (presumed local copies) ceramic sets associated 

with late Crippen Point and Early Winterville phase contexts. Modern analysis techniques, 

including instrumental neutron activation analysis (INAA) and petrographic thin-sectioning, 

have indicated that these particular ceramics, even the presumed copies, originated in the 

American Bottom (Weinstein et al. 2005; Wells and Weinstein 2007). These ceramics have been 

found in strength at the Lake Providence mound center, associated with contexts dated to the 

twelfth century.  

 The distribution of Crippen Point phase components without these Cahokian or otherwise 

Mississippian ceramics are clustered in the southeast portion of the basin, with some evidence of 

occupation along the Mississippi River meander belt ridge (Williams and Brain 1983:374). Sites 
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with Shell Bluff ceramics are scattered from north to south, but do not always have the 

associated Crippen Point or Winterville phase components. The lack of local contemporary 

components at these sites, including the Shell Bluff site and the Griffin Mounds, has been 

interpreted as evidence that Cahokians traveled through the basin, perhaps setting up outposts at 

otherwise abandoned sites (Williams and Brain 1983:376). According to Brain (1989:120), this 

distribution of these ceramics “suggests highly organized contact that was carefully selective in 

its establishment…One inference, therefore is that Cahokia contact was specifically directed 

toward the control of the region.” This interaction was seen as absolutely critical to the historical 

development of Mississippian polities in the Southern Yazoo Basin during the Winterville phase 

(Williams and Brain 1983:410-412). 

  Formerly called the Mayersville phase, (Phillips 1970:558), the Winterville phase, AD 

1200-1350, captures a shift in settlement in the Southern Yazoo Basin. Coles Creek mounds 

centers, with the exception of Lake George, were abandoned just prior to or concomitant with the 

beginning of the mound construction programs at the three largest sites in the basin, Winterville, 

Lake George, and Mayersville. This change in the settlement suggests a massive reorganization 

of groups in the basin and a pooling of mound construction labor. Presumably, it is during the 

Winterville phase that corn agriculture became the base of subsistence in the Yazoo Basin, with 

corn found in most contexts at Winterville (Flozensier 2010). 

 This period of intensive mound construction at few sites has been characterized as the 

“Ecumene” (Williams and Brain 1983:412) or “meglamoundia” (Brain 1978) and has been 

attributed to this Cahokian contact in part. The cultural florescence of the Winterville phase, 

evidenced by the large scales of mound construction, was “sparked” by the Cahokian intrusion, 

but was still “largely an indigenous affair” (Brain 1989:120). This interaction was seen as so 
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influential on local populations that a new archaeological culture was forged, called Plaquemine. 

Plaquemine is defined as Mississippianized Coles Creek, neither one nor the other, but a 

hybridized culture representing an instance of transculturation rather than acculturation 

(Williams and Brain 1983:414). This definition is different from how Plaquemine is 

conceptualized elsewhere as a Mississippian variant, with the nature of Mississippian contact 

unspecified, somewhat diffuse, or secondary (Griffin 1967; LaDu 2016; Rees and Livingood 

2007). Interestingly, this explanatory framework has been echoed in modern archaeological 

discourse, perhaps ahead of its time in discussing hybridity (see Alt 2006) and historical process, 

describing a particular case of a Late Woodland-Mississippian “entanglement” (Wilson and 

Sullivan 2017).   

 The presence of Cahokian pottery in some contexts at this point in the regional sequence, 

coupled with an increase in the scale of mound construction, was the primary evidence of 

cultural hybridization in this narrative of Mississippianization. While mound construction has a 

long history in the region, the large size of the mounds at these sites, the number of mounds at a 

single site, the double plaza arrangement at Winterville and Lake George, and the prominence of 

one focal mound in the center of the plaza, were thought to be the result of northern influence, 

the “opposite” of Coles Creek site plans (Williams and Brain 1983:413; Brain 1989:122-125).  

 The presence of non-local ceramics at this critical point in time, circa AD 1200, must 

have had social significance, perhaps as local leaders attempted to legitimize their authority by 

manipulating long-distance exchange networks. Presumed Cahokian ceramics in good context 

come from a feature at Winterville that produced a radiocarbon carbon date with a two-sigma 

range of ca. AD 1180-1270, deposited just prior to or during the height of mound construction at 

the site. This feature began as a borrow pit for the construction of nearby Mound D and was 
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filled with refuse from sequential but large-scale feasting events. This specialized context 

contained presumed Cahokian ceramics, or examples of Powell Plain and Ramey Incised 

(Kowalski 2009). A possible Cahokian-inspired vessel, a single bean pot, or a small cup with a 

handle, was found in association with burial 23 during Brain’s excavations in the 1960s (Brain 

1989: Figure 49). The only other non-secondary context that has produced Cahokian pottery at 

Winterville is a midden deposit on the ground surface beneath Mound D (Brain 1989: 169, 

Figure 69).  

 The distribution of these ceramics across the basin and the contexts in which they were 

recovered suggest that Cahokian contact may not have been as expansive as Brain (1989:120) 

once thought, but imported pottery is widespread in low-densities. Suspected Cahokian-origin 

ceramics are concentrated at Winterville and Lake George with approximately 50 suspected 

sherds recovered from Winterville and as many as 100 at Lake George, not surprising as these 

sites have seen the most extensive excavation programs. The Griffin site produced only a single 

sherd of Cahokian-like pottery, Old Town Red, var. Panther Creek on the surface (Phillips 

1970:498). Shellwood produced seven examples of Mississippi Plain, var. Coker, recognized 

based on “thinness” of the sherd walls (Phillips 1970:352-353, 498). The assemblage from Shell 

Bluff, for which the complex was originally named, was not quantified (Phillips 1970:256). A 

single example of Cahokia Cord-Marked recovered from Refuge and a rolled Ramey-like rim 

from Anguilla, both examples from mound fill, round out the known Cahokia-like ceramics on 

the east side of the Mississippi River (Kowalski et al. 2014). 

  Beyond ceramic sherds, two Cahokian flint clay figurines have been found in Mississippi 

and sourced to Missouri. One is from an unknown provenience and the other was collected from 

a now destroyed mound group (Champlin) in Yazoo City at the southeastern edge of the basin 
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(Emerson et al. 2003). Local groups, however, never adopted the practice of transferring 

representational iconography onto locally made pottery or other media such as marine shell or 

copper. It appears that while perhaps certain aspects of Cahokian cosmology may have been 

briefly entertained by local residents, others were rejected.   

 There is evidence of contact with Early Mississippian groups, but not necessarily 

Cahokian, in the Northern Yazoo Basin at the Buford (22TL501), McKnight (22CO560), and 

Austin (22TU549) sites based on increasing frequencies of shell-tempered sherds in Early 

Mississippi period pit features (Hunt 2017; Marshall 1988; Walling and Chapman 1999). 

However, this contact has yet to be adequately understood as the product of population 

movement, exchange, or the incorporation of shell-tempering into local traditions. Perhaps the 

most compelling evidence of Cahokia contact to date is the Carson Mounds near Clarksdale, 

Mississippi. There is a ridge-topped mound at the Carson site, Mound B, that is similar to ridge-

topped mounds found at Cahokia (Butz 2015). Cahokian style semi-subterranean houses have 

been found on the site as well as other presumed Cahokian-originated artifacts (John Connaway, 

personnel communication).  

 Although it is possible that down-the-line trade could account for distribution of these 

ceramics in the Southern Yazoo Basin, migrants from the American Bottom could have traveled 

to the Southern Yazoo Basin as they did in other areas (Pauketat et al. 2015). However, 

Cahokian material culture represents a brief intrusion into the local ceramic complex, and the 

large scales of mound construction at Winterville and Lake George are probably best explained 

by the complicated interplay between many factors. Winterville and Lake George, despite being 

large centers, are lightly occupied ceremonial places in the fashion of the earlier Coles Creek 

mound-and-plaza centers, but on a much larger scale. It is unclear how Cahokian contact actually 
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spurred the change in site plans, although Brain (1989) suggests that religious fervor brought by 

the Cahokians may have played a role; this scenario cannot be discounted or supported with the 

data at hand. Whatever the result, this Cahokian contact was brief, and daily life continued at 

Winterville and Lake George in the 13th and 14th centuries, as seen archaeologically through the 

addition of mantles to mounds at these sites. 

 The succeeding Lake George phase reflects another major settlement reorganization, with 

multiple-mound centers appearing on the banks of Deer Creek and within the modern 

Mississippi meander belt ridge, including Arcola and Rolling Fork (Williams and Brain 

1983:379; Kowalski et al. 2014; Leonard et al. 2011). While earlier Winterville phase mound 

sites may  reflect a  cultural “zenith,” it is during the Lake George phase that the density of large 

mound centers, located within a day’s walking distance of each other, surpass concentrations of 

large mound centers elsewhere in the Southeast (Brain 1978). This change in settlement could be 

explained in part by the development of the Deer Creek natural levee, perhaps not suitable for 

occupation until the 14th century because of active flooding. While mound construction slowed 

significantly at both Winterville and Lake George during the Lake George phase, these sites 

were not abandoned, and activity occurred at the sites on mound summits and in the off-mound 

areas.  

 The Lake George phase has been characterized as the complete Mississippianization of 

the basin as “the last vestiges of the more southerly heritage began to slip away” (Williams and 

Brain 1983:378). Brain (1978:362) attributed this process in part to migrating Mississippian 

groups from elsewhere, but on a small scale. However, strong continuities and locally-oriented 

traditions are still manifest in material culture. For example, there are very few instances of 

broader Mississippian representational iconography in the region. A nearly complete bowl with a 
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rattlesnake design in the Holly Bluff style was found at Lake George in an intrusive pit on top of 

Mound A (Knight et al. 2017; Williams and Brain 1983:211). The pottery ware is local, but the 

design elements are Upper Lower Mississippi Valley in origin. Three sherds with circle-and-

cross design and a single sherd with a sunburst design are the remaining examples of 

recognizable representational iconography at Lake George found on pottery (Williams and Brain 

1983:211). Two examples of pottery sherds with representational iconography were found at 

Winterville in surface contexts (Brain 1989:164), one of which was on non-local Bell Plain, var. 

Bell ware. The Issaquena disc found at Grace, also with a double rattlesnake design, is presumed 

to be Lake George phase in age based on the dating of the Grace Mound center (Brown 

1926:228; Kowalski et al. 2014; Phillips 1970:511-513). Limestone effigy pipes are known from 

a few contexts in the region, notably from Lake George and from a small mound center north of 

Greenville called Shadyside Landing (Williams and Brain 1983:255; Moore 1998 [1911]:390). 

Two sourcing studies found that pipe fragments recovered from Lake George, an unknown site 

in the Mississippian meander belt near Grace, Fatherland and Emerald in the Natchez Bluffs, 

Moundville in Alabama, and from single sites in Louisiana and Arkansas were made from 

Glendon limestone which outcrops near Vicksburg, Mississippi, on the border of the Southern 

Yazoo Basin. Notably, these pipes were in the Bellaire Style, considered to be local in design 

and associated with specialized religious practitioners (Steponaitis and Dockery 2011, 2014). 

 In total, this assemblage of artifacts, reflecting broader subject matter in Mississippian art 

and iconography, is limited in quantity. Communities are locally-oriented, with little evidence of 

elites manipulating long-distance exchange networks (see Blanton et al. 1996). There is little to 

no evidence of a mortuary program during this phase, with no Lake George phase burials 

encountered by professional archaeologists to date. Recalling the early LMS descriptions of 
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these sites as largely vacant, the lack of burials and village debris present a significant contrast 

with Mississippian towns and villages better known in other regions of the southeast.  

 The Wasp Lake phase includes post-AD 1500 occupation in the region and is poorly 

represented along Deer Creek (Williams and Brain 1983:381-382). Ceramic inventories are 

extensions of the Lake George phase ceramic complex, with the addition of exotic painted wares. 

Burials are known from the bluffs in Vicksburg (Brain 1988), and probable Wasp Lake phase 

burials have been recovered from Rolling Fork south of the mounds, generally extended and 

accompanied with local vessels as accoutrements in a few instances (Leonard et al. 2011). It is 

unknown if population decline or a reorganization of settlement is responsible for the dearth of 

Wasp Lake components in the basin. There are Mississippian mound centers located along the 

Yazoo and Sunflower rivers that Phillips (1970) thought had Wasp Lake phase components, but 

he was unsure of the chronological relationship between Wasp Lake and other Mississippian 

phases in the region.  

 Post-Wasp Lake phase components are completely lacking in the floodplain, and would 

technically be associated with the Russell phase. Russell phase occupation is confined to the 

Vicksburg bluffs on the southeastern boundary of the basin, suggesting that the entire interior 

basin was depopulated sometime in the 17th century (Williams and Brain 1983:382-383). Mound 

construction may have halted, but mound use continued in the region, centered at Haynes Bluff 

just north of Vicksburg, populated by the Tunica Indians and other groups in 1699 until they 

were expelled by the English in 1706 (Brain 1989:294).  

Summary 

 This sequence was discussed to trace the current narrative of Mississippianization in the 

basin and to illustrate a few salient points. The mound-and-plaza center was not a Mississippian 
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innovation, but was of Late Woodland Coles Creek design, perhaps earlier. Coles Creek mound 

centers were not densely populated towns, but probably served as the center of religious and 

ceremonial life for inhabitants residing near the centers.   

 It is unclear why Coles Creek groups abandoned their centers to coalesce at a few sites 

across the region during the Winterville phase. Population movement could be defensive in 

nature, but there is little evidence of warfare pressure at Winterville. Lake George’s palisade is 

anomalous for the basin, but suggests that there was conflict localized to the southern reaches of 

the Yazoo River. Early contexts at Winterville have produced evidence of strongly corporate 

behavior, with large-scale feasting occurring alongside the intensification of mound construction, 

and the same sorts of features are likely present at Lake George (Kowalski 2009; Williams and 

Brain 1983:24-25). This change in settlement pattern and site structure during the Winterville 

phase was seen as a direct product of Cahokian contact (Brain 1978; 1989). However, the 

mechanism that bridges the brief introduction of Cahokian ceramics with the increase in the scale 

of mound construction is unclear, and many aspects of Cahokian and Southern Yazoo Basin 

lifeways remained divergent.  

 At all points in the sequence, it is unknown how sites relate to each other in an 

overarching political system. The Winterville to Lake George phase shift in settlement in the 

basin could be explained by the concept of chiefly cycling (Anderson 1994), with Winterville 

and Lake George declining in power while small chiefdoms, such as Arcola and Rolling Fork, 

arose in the hinterlands. However, this model does not fit the data when the principal sites do not 

appear to be towns-as-political capitals and with little evidence of hierarchy in patterns of artifact 

distributions and architecture. There are virtually no mortuary data that can be used to explore 
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these social and political dynamics, even at the largest sites. The Southern Yazoo Basin, 

geographically speaking, is well-situated to be an active partner in the Mississippian world and 

the scope of the built environment surpasses many other regions. However, exotic exchange 

goods, particularly as they relate to status and even cosmology are notably lacking in the basin, 

with a few isolated exceptions.  

 This review of what is known about mound construction and Mississippianization in the 

region from a cultural-historic perspective highlights major gaps in knowledge about ancient 

political organization. How are these mound sites related to each other, and how were they used 

by the local population? Because people arrange themselves on the landscape in a way that 

reflects relationships (Smith 2003), a close examination of the Lake George phase settlement 

pattern will be presented in Chapter 3, along with a more detailed review of how mound 

construction changed in the basin through time.   
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 CHAPTER 3: SETTLEMENT PATTERNS IN THE SOUTHERN YAZOO BASIN 

  

 In this chapter, I will explore the historical context of mound construction in the Southern 

Yazoo Basin by examining changes in the distribution, scale, and proximity of mound centers 

over time. Following a regional discussion of mound construction, Mississippian settlement in 

the western portion of the basin within the Deer Creek and Mississippi River meander belt ridges 

is examined using both least cost analysis for overland travel and distance-as-time for water 

travel to arrive at measures of proximity. Understanding where people lived in relation to each 

other and how they moved across the dynamic riverine landscape offers insights as to how 

people were integrated into communities beyond the individual household. Changes in location, 

scale, and proximity of mounds signal changes in political organization coinciding with the onset 

of the Mississippi period. There is a distinctive local cast to the distribution of Mississippian 

mound centers suggesting that some ancient aspects of political and social integration of groups 

may have persisted despite major settlement changes that occurred around AD 1200.   

  According to a records search of the state site files housed at the Mississippi Department 

of Archives and History (MDAH) in Jackson, Mississippi, there are approximately 3,000 

archaeological sites recorded in the Southern Yazoo Basin. Of these 3,000 sites, 537 are pottery-

bearing, Native American Indian pre-colonial sites. I arrived at this sample by restricting the 

survey universe geographically to the west of the Yazoo River at its northern reaches. The loess 

bluffs provide both an eastern and southern boundary.  
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 The Mississippi River bounds the area to the west, and the Winterville Mounds north of 

Greenville, Mississippi, form a northern boundary. I excluded post-colonial sites, generally 

tenant homes or cemeteries, sites that have only produced lithic debris with no associated 

ceramics, and sites recorded only through word-of-mouth, with no field visits by a professional 

or avocational archaeologist. These eliminations resulted in the sample of 537 recorded sites 

used in this analysis.  

 Of these 537 sites, 152 individual sites are associated with at least 353 earthen mounds 

(Figure 3.1). There are five semi-circular earthen enclosures in addition to these 353 mounds at 

the sites of Spanish Fort (22SH500), Little Spanish Fort (22SH522) Leist (22SH515, 22SH520), 

Magna Vista (22IS510), and Stalonia (22SH515). Enclosures at Spanish Fort, Little Spanish 

Fork, and Leist are likely Middle Woodland in age (Jackson 1998), while the remaining two 

enclosures are of uncertain origin. I arrived at these figures on earthwork construction using a 

combination of Phillips et al. (1951), Phillips (1970), the state site files, and compliance reports 

(Chapman et al. 1995a, 1995b, Kuttruff 1995; Piccault 1996; Weinstein et al. 1979), examining 

each recorded mound site and making a chronological assignment based on a review of the 

ceramics recovered rather than making a database query. Mound sites that produced 

overwhelmingly Middle Woodland ceramics, or type-varieties characterized by broad-line 

incision on grog-tempered ware, were classified as Middle Woodland, sites that produced 

Baytown and Coles Creek grog-tempered types were classified as Late Woodland, and sites that 

produced overwhelmingly shell-tempered types were classified where classified as 

Mississippian. This broad scheme maps on to a seriation of the LMS surface collections 

conducted by Rafferty (2008).  
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Figure 3.1. Pre-colonial Native American Indian archaeological sites recorded in the Southern 

Yazoo Basin. 
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Sites with mixed components were classified as indeterminate, while sites that produced ceramic 

varieties diagnostic of a single major period were classified accordingly, although it is possible 

that these mounds may have been constructed earlier or later than the surface collections indicate. 

Many of these sites may not be contemporary within period.  

 These 353 recorded earthworks are an underrepresentation of all earthworks that existed in 

basin. Many mounds have been heavily damaged or are completely destroyed by modern 

agriculture, roadway fill borrowing, and by ancient river meandering and erosion. This 

underrepresentation must be kept in mind when considered the foregoing discussion on the history 

of basin mound construction. While this sampling problem introduces some uncertainty, the data 

demonstrate a history of relatively intensive earthen mound construction across the entire basin.  

 The majority (n=93) of archaeological sites with earthen mounds have unknown 

construction dates, while 60 sites have produced enough reasonable evidence in the form of 

diagnostic ceramics from artifact surface collections to suggest period (Table 3.1). 

 

Table 3.1. Number of recorded mound sites by major period.  

 

Period Frequency % 

Middle Woodland 10 7.24 

Late Woodland 22 14.47 

Mississippian 28 18.42 

Indeterminate 93 59.87 

Total 152 100.00 

   

 

 

  Phase associations were avoided in this portion of the analysis because of problems with 

identifying components using surface collections. Ceramics rise to a production peak and fall 

(Kroeber 1916; Phillips et al. 1951:220), and it is uncertain if low percentages of pottery 

associated with earlier and later phases in a sequence are part of a single phase or would 
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represent three discrete occupations. This fundamental issue with dating based on a ceramic 

chronology will be discussed at length in Chapter 6.  

 Middle Woodland mound centers are concentrated to the south near the Sunflower and 

Yazoo Rivers, and this distribution may reflect reality in part (Figure 3.2).  However, there are 

many indeterminate mound sites in the basin, many of which have produced some Middle 

Woodland ceramics. There are non-mound sites with Middle Woodland components along the 

upper reaches of the Sunflower River, and to the west in the Mississippi meander belt ridge 

indicating that there is widespread Middle Woodland occupation in the basin. It is uncertain, 

however, if all Middle Woodland residents or travelers to the basin participated in or were aware 

of mound building culture. The Middle Woodland mound center distribution differs slightly from 

the distributions laid out by Toth (1988: 136-159), because it only includes sites with mounds. 

Sites are removed that produced clearly mixed assemblages.  

 This analysis makes no distinction between conical mound and platform construction, 

particularly as an attribute of Middle Woodland construction practices. Conical mounds in the 

LMV have long been associated with the Middle Woodland period (Toth 1988: Figure 3; 

Williams and Brain 1983: Table 11.2). However, it is uncertain if all recorded conical mounds in 

were conical in their original form, or have been significantly altered by modern agriculture. 

Complicating the issue is documented platform mound construction at Thornton during the 

Middle Woodland period, indicating that platform mounds are not confined to later periods 

(Phillip 1970:598). LMS excavations at other Middle Woodland sites such as Manny have been 

less certain of both mound construction age and mound shape (Phillips 1970:697).   
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Figure 3.2. Probable Middle Woodland mounds and earthworks in the Southern Yazoo Basin.   
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For these reasons, the conical mound shape or form was not used in this analysis to delineate 

period of construction.  

 Recorded numbers of Late Woodland (n=22) and Mississippian (n=28) mound centers 

are comparable (Figures 3.3-3.4). Late Woodland mounds were not separated into Early 

(Baytown) and Late (Coles Creek) because components of these cultures are often mixed, and 

there are issues with determining components as mentioned above. Currently, there are no 

definitively documented Baytown mounds in the basin, with the exception of a Baytown or 

Bayland phase component associated with Mound C at Lake George (Williams and Brain 

1983:367-369). Aden and Carter are two definitively documented Coles Creek mound centers, 

producing radiocarbon dates between AD 900 and 1150 (Jackson 2017b). Many indeterminate 

mounds are located on sites with Baytown components, and it is difficult to ascertain if a hiatus 

in construction is real or a product of archaeological interests of the past two centuries.  

 A major implication of having a large numbers of undated mounds (Figure 3.5-3.6) is that 

the characteristic mound-and-plaza arrangement, closely associated with Coles Creek and 

Mississippian cultures, could have originated earlier in the sequence. From the perspective of the 

Southern Yazoo Basin, it is difficult to say when the distinctive platform mound-and-plaza 

arrangement makes an initial appearance. It also would be critical to know where local 

populations actually lived and if these mound sites were mostly vacant or populated. Limited 

coring in the surrounding fields around Carter encountered no associated Coles Creek village 

occupation (Jackson and Kowalski 2015). There are large, presumably village, sites located 

along Swan Lake in the western portion of the basin and along the Yazoo and Sunflower rivers 

with Marksville through Coles Creek components (Hiesler 1978; Chapman et al. 1995a; 
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Chapman 1995b), but without systematic excavation it is difficult to characterize non-mound 

settlements.  

  

Figure 3.3. Probable and documented Late Woodland mounds in the Southern Yazoo Basin.  
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Figure 3.4. Probable and documented Mississippian mound sites in the Southern Yazoo Basin.  
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Figure 3.5. Mounds of indeterminate age in the Southern Yazoo Basin. Key in figure 3.6.  
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Figure 3.6. Key to indeterminate mound sites found in Figure 3.5.  

  

1 McDearman 

2 Major Helm 

3 Mitchell 

4 Mclean 

5 Mt. Olive Church 

6 22-Ws- 580 

7 22-Ws- 581 

8 Mount Olive 

9 Dennis, 12 Heads 

10 Baird 

11 Polk 

12 Robson Deadening 

13 Shell Bluff 

14 Hollyknowe 

15 Old Diminion 

16 Geneill Mound #1 

17 Woodlawn, Woodburn~ 

18 Hebe Site, Smythe Plantation 

19 Nichols 

20 FPS-1 

21 Paxton 

22 Danzler 

23 Lake Dawson 

24 Love 

25 Potter 

26 Wayside 

27 Roland Walker Mound 

28 Bearden Mound 

29 22-Hu- 584 

30 Childs Mound 

31 Horton, Deer Lake E 

32 McClintock 

33 Welsh Camp 

34 Belzoni 

35 Little Callao 

36 22-Hu- 677 

37 Rhodewald Landing 

38 Percy Jones 

39 Gooden Lake 

40 Kongo 

41 Woods 

42 Griffin 

43 Holly 

44 Delta City 

45 Royal Mound 

46 22-Hu- 578 

47 22-Sh- 531 

48 Small Mound 

49 Summerfield 

50 Midnight 

51 22-Hu- 577 

52 22-Hu- 582 

53 Straight Bayou 

54 Matthews 

55 22-Hu- 581 

56 22-Is- 525 

57 Sleepy Hollow 

58 Reaver Brown 

59 Riley 

60 Lewis Morris 

61 Brown 

62 Lakeview Plantation, Erickson 

63 Greenhill Plantation 

64 Loch Lomond Plantation 

65 Tanglewood 

66 Tanglewood Plantation 

67 Whiting Bayou Mound 

68 22-Yz- 651 

69 Chipman 

70 Lindsey Place Mound, Jerusalem 

71 Waller 

72 Savory 

73 Mabin 

74 Flannigan 

75 Screws 

76 Hearn Mound, Hearn Place 

77 Fairview 

78 Landrum 

79 Blanton 

80 22YZ619 

81 Bachelors Retreat 

82 Manny 

83 King David #2 

84 Dave King Place; King Mounds 

85 Friedlander 

86 Milner Place 

87 Melrose Plantation Mounds 

88 King David #1 

89 Potato Hill Bayou 

90 Hancock Place, O'Neill's Landing 

91 22-Is- 523 

92 Duck Lake Mounds 

93 Bachelor’s Bend 
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 Despite the chronological uncertainty of some aspects of mound construction, mounds 

were widespread in the basin by the Late Woodland period, and perhaps earlier. If mounds were 

actively in use or already ancient monuments in a particular context, most if not all Late 

Woodland inhabitants in the Southern Yazoo Basin would have been aware of mounds, seeing 

them on the landscape quite regularly. It is less clear if Middle Woodland inhabitants 

incorporated mounds into daily life or at least on a semi-regular basis across the basin, but 

earthen monuments would have been visible along most of the major waterways. 

Scale 

 While mound construction has a deep history in the basin, the scale of mound 

construction changed through time. The vast majority of all mound sites recorded are single 

mound centers of indeterminate age. Mound sites with more than a single mound span both the 

Woodland and Mississippi periods, with a slightly larger average number of mounds per site 

with a wider range during the Mississippi period, or post AD 1200 (Figure 3.7).  

 Sites with extraordinarily large numbers of mounds are Mississippi and indeterminate in 

age. The three largest centers in the region, Winterville, Mayersville, and Lake George, were 

built early in the Mississippi period, during the Winterville phase ca. AD 1200, reflecting a sharp 

increase in the scale of the mound construction at a single site. Winterville has 21 documented 

mounds, Lake George has 25 (including one Coles Creek mound), and Mayersville has at least 

11 with potentially more destroyed by modern and historic plowing (Phillips 1970; Ryan 2000).
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Figure 3.7. Box plot displaying the average number of mounds per site by major period. 

  

 The average number of mounds (n=3) at a typical Mississippian center, is driven by sites 

built later in the sequence during the Lake George and Wasp Lake phases, post AD 1350. This 

number is close to the average Late Woodland mound center (n=2) signaling a return to more 

modestly sized sites after a period of labor concentration at a few large centers. Scale, as 

measured by the number of mounds at a single site, oscillated during the complete sequence, 

with a sharp peak between AD 1200 and 1350.  
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Mound Volume  

 Mound volume as a measure has been used as a proxy for chiefly power, or the ability to 

draw labor. Larger mounds either required more labor or more time to construct, indicating 

advanced planning and perhaps control (Blitz and Livingood 2004; Muller 1997). However, 

there are examples of earthwork construction in the absence of chiefly authority and power, such 

as archaic mound construction at Poverty Point and Watson Brake (Kidder 2010; Saunders et al. 

2005). Multiple mound-and-plaza arrangements with a principal or focal mound, meaning a 

mound larger than the others on a site, predate the onset of the Mississippi period, and 

presumably hierarchical political organization in the region. The long history of LMV mound 

construction in the absence of other material correlates of chiefly authority suggests that mound 

volume and the arrangement of mounds on a site are poor indicators of political centralization 

without considering other variables. 

 Given these issues, it may be more informative to examine the ratios of principal mounds 

to the second-largest mound on a site. If all mounds increased in size through time at a similar 

pace, volume may simply reflect the coalescence of a larger labor pool without a structural 

change in political organization. Alternatively, if principal mound size outpaced the growth in 

size of second-order mounds on a site, perhaps a controlling group or a chief may have been able 

to mobilize labor in a way that was not possible during the Late Woodland period. At the very 

least, if the size of principal mounds sharply outpaced the next largest mound on a site during the 

Mississippi period, a shifting political dynamic or a structural change in relations among groups 

constructing the mounds may have occurred. 

 To examine changes in the relationship of volume between principal or largest mounds 

and second-largest mounds on sites, I employed the gridding method following Lacquement 
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(2010) using two computer programs, SURFER Version 11 (Golden Software 2013) and 

ArcMap Version 10.5 (ESRI 2017) to estimate mound volume in meters cubed (m3) at nine sites 

based on high-resolution Light Detection and Ranging (LiDAR) data (Table 3.2). High-

resolution  LiDAR was produced for the Mississippi Delta region by the United States Army 

Corps of Engineers (USACE) in 2009 at 1 point per square meter (m2) and provided online free 

to the public through the Mississippi Geospatial Clearinghouse (www.gis.ms.gov). Estimates of 

mound volume at three additional sites in the Natchez Bluffs area to the south were calculated 

using the gridding method in SURFER based on elevation data collected in the field with a total 

station (LaDu 2016; Steponaitis et al. 2013).  With the exception of Mazique, the Natchez Bluff 

area sites are included in this study because they represent moderately well-preserved examples 

of Coles Creek mound-and-plaza complexes. The vast majority of Late Woodland mound sites in 

the Southern Yazoo Basin have been altered or completely destroyed. The Mississippian mound 

center of Rolling Fork, a major focus of this dissertation, has also been too badly damaged to 

include in analysis.  

 The gridding method, as opposed to simple geometric volume calculations, superimposes 

a fine grid of cells over landscape features, and calculates the volume of each cell and adds them 

together to arrive at a total volume for each earthwork above a specified basal elevation. This 

method allows small features and asymmetries to factor into a more accurate volume estimate 

without the need to compute a Mound Volume Index (MVI) to compare mound sizes. As noted 

by others (Blitz and Livingood 2004; Lacquement 2010; Muller 1997), volume calculations 

based on geometric shape overestimate absolute mound volume requiring a relative index to 

compare sizes.  
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 In the program SURFER, an elevation contour is specified, and the program calculates 

the volume of fill, called the “positive cut” above that elevation. The polygon volume tool in 

ArcGIS calculates volume in a similar manner, or calculates the volume within a given polygon 

above a specified elevation. While SURFER uses the contours to assign volume to the grid cells, 

ArcGIS assigns volume to cells based on a  Triangulated Irregular Network (TIN) surface. I used 

both programs to ensure that the results from ArcGIS were comparable to the results produced 

by Lacquement (2010) for Moundville in SURFER. Generally, the estimates align, indicating 

that either program can provide comparable mound volume estimates, but ArcGIS will be a 

preferred program by researchers for wider functionality and availability.  

 While these computer programs are reliable for calculating modern fill volumes, there is 

no reliable method to control for erosion and modern destruction. Mounds B and C at Arcola and 

Mound B at Aden have suffered damage from fill borrowing. Both Mounds A and B at Carter 

have been reduced and reshaped from their original forms from more than a century of plowing. 

Generally, smaller mounds are disproportionally damaged more than larger mounds and modern 

estimates underrepresent the amount of fill used in construction. In contrast, Mound A at 

Winterville has been reconstructed with an indeterminate amount of modern fill possibly 

inflating its original size, presenting problems for the current study.   

 While erosion and fill borrowing are problems, some mounds remain reasonably true to 

size and shape, and the large mounds at Arcola, Leland, Magee, Grace, and Lake George are 

reasonably well-preserved, with ramps and corners still visible in some cases even despite 

dynamiting in the case of Lake George (Williams and Brain 1983:56). Despite the problems with 

estimating mound fill in the Southern Yazoo Basin, there are patterns in the data that are worth 

examining as long as it is kept in mind that virtually all these mounds have seen some alteration.  
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Table 3.2. Mound volume in cubic meters for select sites in the LMV. 

Site Period 

Mound A                                                     

ESRI m3 (SURFER 

m3) 

Mound B                                                    

ESRI m3 (SURFER 

m3) Notes Reference Ratio 

Carter Late Woodland 4819 (4814) 764 (769) 

Mounds 

reduced and 

reshaped 

  6.31 

Aden Late Woodland 2737 (2758) 906 (841) 
Mound B 

reduced 
  3.02 

Feltus Late Woodland (9617) (3644)   
Steponaitis 

et al. 2015 
2.64 

Mazique Late Woodland (9282) (5219) 

Mound A half 

destroyed,  

estimated 

figure 

LaDu 

2016 
1.78 

Smith Creek Late Woodland (16388) (2250)   
Steponaitis 

et al. 2013 
7.28 

Winterville 
Early 

Mississippi 
59180 (59834) 10913 (10888) 

Mound A 

reconstructed 

Brian 

1989  
5.42 

Lake George 
Early 

Mississippi 
30840 (30836) 5588 (5572) 

Mound A 

dynamited   

Williams 

and Brain 

1983  

5.52 

Mayersville 
Early 

Mississippi 
15250 (15637) 4074 (4375)     3.74 

Arcola Mississippi 24145 (24134) 3324 (3318) 
Mound B cut 

on east side 
  7.26 

Leland Mississippi 12242 (12219) 3033 (3034) 
Mound B 

reduced 
  4.04 

Magee Mississippi 14107 (14120) 2571 (2570)     5.49 

Grace Mississippi 10047 (9963 2980 (2980)     3.37 

 

 Winterville and Lake George have the largest mounds by volume, including both mounds 

A and B (Figure 3.8). Otherwise, Mississippian and Late Woodland mound sites are comparable, 

meaning that a change in the absolute volume of mounds is only readily apparent during the 

Early Mississippi period. Late Mississippian sites such as Arcola, Magee, and Leland are larger 

than their Coles Creek counterparts in basin but close in size to Coles Creek sites in the Natchez 

Bluffs. There are large Coles Creek centers in the wider LMV (Ford 1951; Roe 2010; Phillips 
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1970, Rolingson 1998), and the Late Mississippian volume estimates do represent a massive 

departure in scale, at least compared to the Early Mississippian mounds, which are many times 

larger than any previously constructed mounds in the Basin.  

 
Figure 3.8. Scatterplot displaying absolute mound volume in cubic meters of Mounds A and B at 

selected sites.   

 

 Principal mound to second-largest mounds ratios may be more informative than a plot of 

absolute volume (see Table 3.2). Smith Creek, a well-preserved Late Woodland Coles Creek site, 

has the largest ratio at 7.28, meaning that the largest mound at Smith Creek is over 7 times larger 

than Mound B. Arcola has a similar ratio with Mound A more than 7 times larger than Mound B. 

Winterville, Lake George, and Mayersville have mid-range ratios, with the principal mound 
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between 3.74 and 5.52 times larger than the second-largest mounds on the sites. Later 

Mississippian mound sites fall within this range of 3 to 5.5 with the exception of Arcola. If 

Mounds B at Arcola, Leland, and Magee were less damaged, these ratios would be smaller. 

Mazique, a Coles Creek site in the Natchez Bluffs, has the lowest ratio at 1.78, with a 

particularly large Mound B. This ratio was calculated based on an estimation of the size of 

Mound A (LaDu 2016).  

 In this analysis of principal to second-largest mound ratios, there is no clear pattern of 

increasing ratios through time. Spearman’s rank order correlation coefficient of 0.573 was not 

significant at the 0.5 alpha level, indicating no relationship between the sizes of Mounds A and 

B, and suggesting the sizes do not track well together. However, if Mazique is removed from the 

analysis, the rank order correlation is 0.7, significant at the 0.5 alpha level. This positive 

correlation suggests that Mounds B increase along with Mounds A for the majority of sites in the 

basin, not in perfect step, but closely following Mounds A. The relationship between principal 

mounds and second-largest mounds on sites appears to be a product of local historical contexts, 

or group size at a particular place and time. While the onset of the Mississippi period brought 

changes, most notably the increase in scale of construction in terms of absolute volume at a 

relatively few large sites, there seems to be little evidence that change in scale alone was a 

product of exclusionary political power. Site plans in the LMV consisted of principal mounds 

many orders of magnitude larger than second-largest mounds prior to the onset of the Mississippi 

period.  

 In summary, mound construction has a long history in the Southern Yazoo Basin. Both 

Woodland and Mississippian centers have much in common according to scale, but there are also 

differences. Both Woodland and Mississippian mound centers contain multiple mounds with 
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somewhat comparable principal mound to second-largest mound ratios through time. However, 

Mississippian mounds are larger in absolute volume, particularly early in the sequence. At AD 

1200, a massive reorganization of mound construction labor took place, evident in the site plans 

of Mayersville, Winterville, and Lake George, which signal a significant departure in scale, 

reflecting the coalescence of larger groups over broader areas. However, this change only lasted 

150-200 years at most, and mound construction slowed at Winterville and Lake George later in 

the sequence, circa AD 1350. This slowing of construction at the largest centers coincided with 

the founding of multiple mound centers along Deer Creek and former channels of the Mississippi 

River. While scale as measured by both the number of mounds at individual sites and absolute 

volume decreased during the Late Mississippi period, changes in the proximity of mound sites to 

each other signal major changes in how individuals may have interacted with each other across 

the basin.  

Mississippian Settlement Patterns 

  Mississippian settlement patterns have been used to examine political relationships 

among Mississippian groups across the southeastern United States. This body of work is based 

on the fundamental idea that people arrange themselves on the landscape in a way that reflects 

social relationships, daily interaction, and political economic power (Anderson 1994; Emerson 

1997; Hally 1993; Smith 1978; Smith 2003; Steponaitis 1978; Wright and Johnson 1975).  

 Contemporaneously occupied Mississippian mound centers are regularly spaced in parts 

of the Southeast (Hally 1993; Livingood 2013). Straight-line and least cost distances between 

contemporaneously occupied mound centers in north Georgia are bimodally distributed, meaning 

that mound centers are either less than 18-22 km apart and thought to be part of a single 

chiefdom, or greater than 32 km apart and part of neighboring chiefdoms (Hally 1993). 
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Depopulated areas located in between chiefdom territories served as buffer zones, suggesting 

some degree of competition between polities. These settlement data indicate that the territorial 

size of any single chiefdom was no larger than 40 km in diameter. Common territory size 

suggests there is some structural limit to chiefly power in Mississippian societies.   

 Critical to the analysis of territory size is Hally’s (1993) recognition that territorial limits 

of Mississippian chiefdoms coincide with the distance one could theoretically travel in less than 

a single day on foot, about 30 km. The increasing costs of travel by both chiefs and constituents 

may have been major factors in limiting polity size. Communities located beyond a single day’s 

travel could not easily be drawn into a polity via threat of warfare and constituents would find 

little protection within the capital town if located more than a day’s travel away. Mississippian 

societies were lacking in the bureaucratic machinery needed to exercise extensive territorial 

control (Anderson 1994; Blitz 1993a:15-16; Wright 1977, 1984). Because of this underlying 

organizational principle, or a day’s travel, the space between mound centers is better thought of 

in units of time, rather than distance (Livingood 2013). 

 To examine these ideas about structural limits to chiefly power, Livingood (2013) looked 

at time of travel using a least cost analysis of the same sample of sites in Georgia. By factoring in 

slope as it relates to time of travel, contemporaneously occupied Mississippian mound centers 

that were part of the same polity were separated by no more than a 5 hour walk. The distance 

between competing polity centers were no closer than a 7.5 hour walk, and generally closer to 8-

10 hours apart, mirroring the bimodality of mound center distances in the original study (Hally 

1993). A recent least cost analysis was also conducted in the Northern Yazoo Basin, looking at 

the spatial clustering of sites belonging to contemporaneous phases. Late Mississippian sites are 

grouped together on dry “islands” that correspond to ceramic complexes, indicating that the day-
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to-day interaction among residents at sites not isolated due to floodwaters may help delineate 

ancient polity boundaries (Johnson et al. 2016).  

  If Mississippian mound centers of the same phase in the Southern Yazoo Basin conform 

to a basic pattern of regular spacing coupled with depopulated buffer zones, it can be inferred 

that Mississippian polities may have been constituted similarly to Mississippian polities 

elsewhere, perhaps integrated economically through tribute or perpetually in competition with 

neighboring chiefdoms. At the very least, polity limits as a territorial boundary should be 

identifiable through measures of proximity. If Mississippian polities in the Southern Yazoo 

Basin are spatially organized in a different way, a new model may be required to explain 

political dynamics in this region.  

 Based on straight-line distances, major multiple-mound centers in the western portion of 

the Southern Yazoo Basin are as close as 6 km in the case of Winterville to Metcalfe and as far 

apart as 19-22 km, such as from Leland to Arcola. Superficially, these straight-line or Euclidean 

distances indicate a closely spaced pattern of settlement for multiple-mound centers, with 

neighboring sites easily reached on foot in a day. However, in the dense, swampy basin, straight-

line travel would be difficult, and travelers probably opted for longer routes between sites to 

avoid traveling through inundated areas. Drawing a 30-40 km diameter circle around a mound 

center in the Southern Yazoo Basin does not reflect a single day’s travel time for two major 

reasons: 1) dense swamp is difficult to traverse on foot; 2) Deer Creek was a major waterway 

connecting many sites directly, thus a significant portion of travel was over water. It is possible 

the sites are deceptively close and required more travel time to traverse the area between the 

mound centers to avoid inundated swamp. 
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 To examine the proximity of mound centers in the region, distances-as-time between 

major mound centers in the western portion of the Southern Yazoo Basin were determined using 

Least Cost Path (LCP) analysis overland coupled with Tobler’s Hiking Function (Tobler 1993). 

As a major, if not primary, source of travel was over water, paddle times on water were also 

examined to get a sense of how long it would take to travel between sites.  

 Least Cost Analysis. When traveling between places on the landscape, individuals had to 

contend with vegetation, slope, seasonal flooding, availability of food and water, among 

countless other concerns that would have affected a choice of route. A least-cost path (LCP) can 

be generated in a geographic information system (GIS) that models the most efficient route 

between two points by taking any combination of variables into consideration. Costs are assigned 

arbitrarily to individual cells in a grid, or a raster file, and a computer-generated path passes 

through cells with the lowest costs from a starting point. For example, portions of the landscape 

with a low degree of slope would be assigned a lower cost than areas with a steep slope, forcing 

the path to stay along a constant elevation which is a more efficient way to travel than traveling 

straight up a mountain. 

 LCPs cannot pinpoint routes with any certainty in the absence of archaeological evidence 

of footpaths. People may have visited or avoided sacred places and/or procured resources in a 

way that does not appear to be “efficient.”  However, LCPs present possibilities of how people 

may have traveled across the landscape, particularly when it is known that straight-line paths 

between places were unfeasible, as they are in the swampy Southern Yazoo Basin. In general, 

floodplain environments are difficult to model as the modern terrain may not approximate the 

terrain of the past in dynamic riverine environments. However, the landscape surrounding Deer 
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Creek is relatively young, and the waterway has been entrenched since at least the onset of the 

Mississippi period.  

 Generating a least-cost path between two places in ArcGIS consists of three major steps: 

1) generating a cost surface raster with assigned costs for each cell; 2) creating a backlink raster 

to specify the direction of the path; and 3) generating the cost path itself using the cost surface 

raster file. The most critical portion of this work flow is generating the cost surface raster or 

identifying portions of the terrain that would be more or less costly to cross. To generate a cost 

surface raster, two data sets were combined: soil type and slope. Soil types map on well to 

traversable landforms, in this case, natural levees of the major waterways that consist of sandy 

and silty loams. Soil types capture landforms much better than modern land cover datasets or 

elevation because the basin has been significantly altered by land-levelling, draining, and clear-

cutting large swaths of dense, bottomland swamp. It is a reasonable assumption that individuals 

or groups would travel along the well-drained landforms consisting of fine silts and sands, rather 

than traveling through dense and flooded bottomland consisting of hydric clays. Additionally, 

soil type best approximates the Mississippian landscape around relatively young entrenched 

waterways, such as Deer Creek. Soil type is less useful in the more distant past along older 

meandering waterways that would necessarily build, destroy, and rebuild the levees and swamps, 

and the relative extents of landforms would be different from what is observed today.  

 Soil data are published online through the National Resources Conservation Service 

(NRCS 2017) and were downloaded for the three counties on which this study is focused 

including Washington, Sharkey, and Issaquena. Soil data for use in ArcGIS consist of polygons 

or vector data that must be converted to a raster file to be used in least-cost path analysis. The 

mapped soil units were condensed into major categories including sandy loam, silt loam, silty 
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clay loam, silt loam, silty clay, and clay. Costs were assigned to these individual units, with the 

“least” cost or an arbitrary value of 1 assigned to the sandy and silt loams that comprise the 

natural levee surfaces. Silty clay loams are found on the margins of these levees and silty clays 

and clays comprise more of the flooded bottomlands (Figure 3.9). A high value was assigned to 

large bodies of water such as Deer Creek because travelers probably took steps to avoid crossing 

major waterways multiple times. LCPs still cross the water when absolutely necessary to travel 

between two points.  

 To examine the applicability of these categories and their assigned cost values, 

archaeological site densities were examined within each major soil type in the western part of the 

basin (Table 3.3). The lowest density, one site per 4,221 hectares (ha), is associated with clays, 

while the highest densities, between one site per 200 to 600 ha, are associated with the sandy and 

silt loams. These densities do not reflect the reality of occupation density in the poorly surveyed 

basin, but demonstrate that few sites are located on clay soils and people utilized the swamp land 

much less than the preferred natural levee surfaces. 

 

Table 3.3. Major soil types, site densities, and cost value. 

Major Type 

Total Area 

(Ha) 
Sites  Density (ha) 

Cost 

Value 

Silt Loam 15,791 47 336 1 

Sandy Loam 34,637 60 577 1 

Silty Clay Loam 42,868 65 660 2 

Silty Clay 10,918 15 728 3 

Clay 257,494 61 4221 4 

Water, NoData 61,533 2 30767 999 
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Figure 3.9. Categorized soil types. 
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 There are natural slope changes between the levees and the backwater swamps that can 

be factored into a least cost analysis in the delta. Slope degrees were calculated using Digital 

Elevation Models (DEMs) for Washington and Sharkey County, each as single mosaicked 

datasets. These DEMs were generated based on LiDAR data collected by the United States Army 

Corps of Engineers in 2009 and were downloaded from the Mississippi Automated Resources 

Information system (MARIS) (www.maris.state.ms.us). Originally produced at a resolution of 5 

ft (1.5 m), these DEMs were too large (>5 gigabyte [GB]) for geoprocessing and were resampled 

to a resolution of 10 m. Issaquena County was not available as a single data set, but as more than 

300 individual tiles. Instead, a single 30 m resolution DEM of Issaquena County was used in this 

analysis. This DEM was generated from 1:24,000 topographic contours and available for 

download from MARIS. While this dataset is not as fine-scaled as the DEMs generated from the 

2009 LiDAR, it is sufficient for this project. Most LCP analysis utilizes 30-m or even lower 

resolution DEMs to process large areas (Livingood 2013; Persons 2013). I reclassified slope 

degrees into nine classes, assigning the lowest cost (1) to the lowest slope degrees and (9) to the 

steepest (Figure 3.10).  

 Soil type, slope, and soils and slope values added together were used to generate a least 

cost surface between Winterville and Arcola to examine how each data set affected the path 

(Figure 3.11). An LCP based on slope alone projected a path through dense, low-lying swamp 

for a distance of 33.42 km, an unlikely foot path that would have been partially inundated, 

necessitating many wet crossings. Soil type better captures a route that follows the natural levee 

of Deer Creek, a more logical walk, despite being fifteen percent longer at 39.10 km. A 

combined soils and slope LCP is 38.40 km, closely approximating the soil cost surface. 
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Figure 3.10. Grouped slope values.  
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Figure 3.11. Three least cost-paths comparing cost surfaces. 
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 A combined soils and slope cost surface ensures that landform contours still factor into 

efficient routes, but echoes the assumption that slope is less a factor in travel time than the 

character of the landscape. A LCP projecting a return path between Arcola and Winterville was 

also produced to compare the away and back paths using the combined soil and slope data 

(Figure 3.12). While there are slight deviations in the route, the distances are comparable with 

only a change of 0.02 km. All remaining LCPs were produced based on the combined soils and 

slope raster datasets and generated from the major centers as starting points heading north to 

south.  

 The distance of least-cost paths (LCP) can be converted to travel time using Tobler’s 

hiking function that assumes rates of travel will slow for any increase in slope (Tobler 1993). 

Tobler’s hiking function can be expressed as follows: 

v = 6e -3.5|s+.05| 

The variable V is the walking velocity, e is a mathematical constant, and S is the slope in 

degrees.  On flat terrain with a slope of 0 degrees, this formula assumes a rate of foot travel at 5 

km per hour and slows exponentially with every increase in slope degree, and with decreases in 

slope degree after a certain point. This formula can be modeled in ArcMap using the path 

distance tool. A digital elevation model coupled with a vertical factor table was used to produce 

a raster file specifying the minutes taken to cross each cell. The raster file was contoured in 15 

minute and 60 minute intervals. Time contours were produced traveling from Winterville south 

and traveling from Hardee north to gain a sense of the distance that could be covered in one hour 

(Figure 3.13-3.14). 
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Figure 3.12. Least cost-paths comparing to/from routes. 
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 Distances between hour contours are routinely between 4.4 km and 4.6 km heading both 

south and north. An average rate of 4.5 km/hour walking speed was used to produce approximate 

travel times for the least-cost path distances. In a mountainous region, these contours would need 

to be calculated to and from every individual point as travel time would differ significantly 

between sites.    

 After generating overland LCPs, survey plats of townships produced by the former 

Federal General Land Office (GLO) (now Bureau of Land Management [BLM]) in the mid-

1800s were consulted to compare the projected path of the LCPs to any marked footpaths and to 

compare the reconstruction of the Mississippian terrain to field notes of surveyors. Although 

these maps were produced centuries after Mississippian occupation, occasionally these maps 

note footpaths and mound sites not yet damaged by lumbering and agriculture. Although paths 

could be either ancient or recent, they show how foot traffic could have proceeded through the 

region.  

 The GLO land survey maps for Washington, Issaquena, and Sharkey County rarely 

document mound sites. However, there is at least one instance of a path marked on an 1828 

survey plat of Township 16 North, Range 6 West, north of the single mound center of Panther 

Burn (Figure 3.15). This path demonstrates that trails routinely crossed Deer Creek, and the 

western portion of this footpath intersects with LCPs produced by this analysis. The Deer Creek 

Indian Path crossing is 5 km north of where a calculated LCP crosses Deer Creek.  
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Figure 3.13. Contour interval based on time of travel from Winterville heading south.  
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Figure 3.14. Contour interval based on time of travel from Hardee heading north.  
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Figure 3.15. General Land Office (GLO) township plats showing Indian Path across Deer Creek 

(1828-1831).  
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 Survey notes accompanying the townships plats in some areas identify tree species at 

regular intervals across the landscape. Large trees were used by surveyors to generate bearings 

and distances to section corners. These tree identifications can be used to recreate landscapes 

prior to mass logging and could bolster the argument used in this analysis that modern soil data 

map on to ancient swamps and levees. Unfortunately, associated notes were only available for 

the extreme southern edge of Issaquena County near the present day Mississippi River. Trees 

identified are solely Hackberries, a once dominant species in the swampy areas of the Delta. 

 The final aspect of this analysis was estimating time of travel over water. In addition to 

overland trails, waterways provided another significant method of travel in the floodplain 

environment of the Southern Yazoo Basin. While backchannels were only seasonally navigable, 

requiring a fair amount of portage, Deer Creek would have been navigable year round. Deer 

Creek was large enough to build its own rather large natural levee, rivaling that of the 

Mississippi River suggesting that it was a substantial waterway in antiquity.  

 A 7.5 m (25ft) platform-style cypress dug-out canoe was found on the banks of Swan 

Lake, just to the west of Deer Creek. This boat was radiocarbon dated to the late 16th century, 

indicating Mississippian manufacture and use (Fuller 1992). This shallow-draft vessel was found 

in a seasonally inundated area, characterized by intermittent streams in an oxbow and crevasse 

system, and it may not reflect the total range of vessels and canoe types used by local groups. 

However, this canoe is the best direct evidence to date of watercraft in the Southern Yazoo 

Basin, and makes an appropriate example vessel for modeling.   

 Using Linear Reference Toolbox in ArcMap version 10.5 (ESRI 2017), distances were 

plotted along Deer Creek between major centers and select non-mound sites. Converting distance 

to time on the water can be estimated from a combination of historical data and modern canoe 
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travel times, adjusted with flow rates. Travel times of historic forays, such as 17th and 18th 

century French expeditions in the Great Lakes and along the Mississippi River, are generally 

reported as distances for complete trips, and km/hour have been extrapolated by researchers 

(Little 1987). These figures vary widely if one assumes no more than 8 travel hours per day. 

Speeds calculated from French expeditions range from 2 to 6 km/hour upstream, and 2 to 13 

km/hour downstream (Livingood 2013:179). Chachi residents of coastal Ecuador, in dugouts 

similar in size to the Swan Lake canoe, routinely take 2 days to make a return trip for an original 

single day’s voyage , with paddle times approaching 8 km/hour downstream, but slowing to 

between 3-4 km/hour upstream (DeBoer 1996:14-15). These comparatively swift paddle times 

are on the wide and swift Santiago and Cayapas rivers flowing into the Pacific, perhaps closely 

approximating the Mississippi River but overly fast for Deer Creek.  

 Livingood (2013) assumed a base speed for Mississippian groups in Georgia of 4 

km/hour, a conservative estimate that probably includes brief portages over shoals and falls.Deer 

Creek had no falls, and portages on the main channel were probably minimal, with dug outs 

extremely heavy to move. Modern canoe outfitters on a variety of waterways generally suggest a 

base rate of 3 miles/hour, or 4.8 km/hour for a leisurely trip. A base rate of 4.5 km/hour is 

appropriate, but perhaps conservative, for Deer Creek. No distances were computed for sites 

within the Mississippi meander belt. Backwater channels were critical routes, but nearly 

impossible to project into the past. A fair amount of portage would be indicated in backwater 

routes, significantly adding to time of travel. Interestingly, however, three overland LCPs 

converge on a feeder stream to Swan Lake suggesting that a landing was probably located in this 

area.  
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 Travel times via canoe differ according to direction, with upstream travel taking more 

time than downstream travel. Canoeing speed in km/hour can be adjusted for 

upstream/downstream times by subtracting or adding the velocity of the current (Livingood 

2013). Flowrates of water in the Southern Yazoo Basin were obtained from the National 

Hydrography Dataset, Version 2 (USGS 2012). Water gauges spread over the basin measure 

flow as a volumetric measure in cubic feet per second and a regression model is required to 

convert this measure to a velocity or km/hour. This conversion is provided in the data as a gauge 

adjusted value in feet per second (fps) as the variable labeled V0001E. Gauge measurements 

taken between 1999 and 2009 were used to generate flow rates among waterways in the region.  

 Flow rates for the Mississippi River in the Southern Yazoo Basin ranged between 3.95 

and 9.25 km/hour, while modern-day Deer Creek has flow rates between 0.5 and 1.92 km/hour. 

Both small dams and large-scale flood control on the Mississippi River have caused Deer Creek 

to slow significantly. Steele Bayou to the west has flow rates of between 1.11 and 3.05 km/hour. 

The Yazoo River to the east has flows of between 1.8 and 5.38 km/hour. The Yazoo River, Deer 

Creek, and Steele Bayou hosted Union gun boats during the Civil War, but only after an artificial 

levee was breached to allow flow into the basin (Tomlin 2016). Ancient flow in Deer Creek is 

hard to estimate from these modern figures, but was probably closer to the Yazoo River range, 

with an average of 2.03 km/hour. A figure of 2 km is the adjustment that will be made to a base 

rate of 4.5 km/hour. In summary, canoeists likely traveled at a rate of 6.5 km/hour downstream 

and traveled upstream at a rate of 2.5 km/hour, on average. In a single day of 8 hours canoeing, a 

traveler could potentially cover 48 km downstream and 16 km upstream, distances which fall 

within historic-era estimates (Little 1987).  
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 Results of Least Cost Analysis. As discussed in Chapter 2, the Early Mississippi period is 

confined to a single phase and reflects a major change in the focus of mound construction labor. 

The Winterville phase, circa AD 1200 to 1350, reflects a shift from modestly sized sites with 

between one and four Coles Creek mounds to the three massive centers, Winterville, 

Mayervsille, and Lake George.  

 Winterville and Mayersville are over 75 km apart by foot, requiring a multi-day trip 

between the sites, totaling at least 16 hours on the trail (Figure 3.16). Assuming the Deer Creek 

natural levee was traversable, Winterville and Lake George are separated by a distance of 102 

km, or at least 22 hours translating to a 3-day trek. Mayersville and Lake George are at a more 

modest distance of nearly 48 km apart, which probably translated into a two-day trek at 11 total 

hours on the trail, but over significant bottomland. While these three sites share many aspects of 

material culture, they probably did not share labor pools or were otherwise politically integrated. 

These sites likely drew construction labor from their respective corners of the basin. Similar to 

the Woodland period sites, these mound centers integrated local populations through mound 

construction and other ceremonial activity, but drew larger groups over a wider distance. 

Unfortunately, Winterville phase settlement patterns beyond the mound centers are unknown. A 

survey along Steele Bayou to the east of Mayersville encountered a scattering of small 

farmsteads or brief campsites located on otherwise former Woodland period sites, some of them 

Winterville phase in age (Weinstein et al. 1979). Waterway estimates were not computed for 

these sites, although it is probable that travelers in the basin used the Mississippi River for water 

travel. Steele and Black Bayou, smaller waterways and former channels of the Mississippi River, 

may have provided access to the interior basin and these routes cannot be modeled.  
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Figure 3.16. Least cost paths between Early Mississippian mound sites.   
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 During the subsequent Lake George phase, 15 mound centers spread south along Deer 

Creek and along the Mississippian meander belt ridge to the west for a distance of between 100 

and 120 km north to south, and between 20 and 25 km east to west (Figure 3.17). There are 

significant caveats when considering the foregoing least cost analysis. Mound construction 

slowed at Winterville and Lake George during this time, but both sites played a significant role 

in ceremonial life, with activities continuing on mound summits and in the off-mound areas at 

Winterville (Jackson 2017a) and on the summits of few mounds at Lake George (Williams and 

Brain 1983:340). The other mound centers were founded, or at least attained their greatest sizes 

between AD 1350 and 1500. Sites closer to Winterville, including Metcalfe, Sheldon, Leland, 

and Stoneville, have not seen modern excavation, although Lake George phase diagnostics are 

dominant in surface collections (Phillips 1970:453-475). Rolling Fork has recently produced 

dense Wasp Lake phase deposits, but mound construction is of an uncertain date and occupation 

overlaps with Arcola (discussed in Chapter 6). Arcola High School, a small mound center near 

Arcola, has been completely destroyed, and the few ceramics examined by the LMS suggest 

Early Mississippian or Winterville phase occupation (Phillips 1970: 460). The site is included in 

this analysis only because the proximity to Arcola closely mimics that of other site pairings 

along Deer Creek. Omitting the site would gloss over a potential subsidiary relationship.  

 Finally, there are at least 8 additional Late Mississippian mound centers located to the 

east of Deer Creek not included in this analysis. These sites are relatively close in overland 

distance to the Lake George phase sites. These sites include Failing (22SU530), Baylake 

(22SU528), Kinlock (22SU526), Pritchard (22SU578), Jaketown (22HU505), Silver City 

(22HU507), Peaster (22HU535), and Roebuck (22LF517) (see Figure 3.2).  
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Figure 3.17. Lake George phase mound centers. 
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 These sites feature between two and six mounds with the exception of Failing, a single 

mound site. These sites were not included in this least cost analysis because of the uncertain 

chronology.  

 A total of 136 LCP distances were calculated between the 17 Lake George phase mound 

centers. This sample of 136 includes all the possible site-to-site combinations. Distances range 

from 2.53 to 137.61, with a mean distance of 50.99 km, a median of 45.48, and a mode between 

20 and 25 km, translating to a modal time of travel to between 6 and 8 hours, or just at the limit 

of daily travel on foot. A similar skewness value for distance and travel time, 0.7, indicates the 

data are skewed right, with a clear fall-off curve (Figures 3.18-3.19). Few mound centers are 

extremely distant, with the vast majority less than 75 km apart.  

 These skewed distributions contrast with the bimodal distribution of mound center 

distances and travel times in Georgia (Hally 1993; Livingood 2013). Natural topography is 

responsible for these distributions, at least in part.  Mound centers are located on the north-south 

trending ridges of the Mississippi River and Deer Creek. These linear landforms reflect linear 

occupation. LCPs crossed through or near existing sites in the vast majority of cases. Further 

examination of the closely spaced sites, or sites within 25 km, will help determine if this 

arrangement might also be a function of political organization.  
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Figure 3.18. Overland distances between Lake George phase mound centers.  

 

 

Figure 3.19. Travel time between Lake George phase mound centers. 
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 A total of 30 LCPs were generated between 17 neighboring sites (Figure 3.20; Table 3.4). 

Two of these 30 distances were generated between major centers (Leland/Arcola, 

Arcola/Magee), not technically nearest neighbors, discussed below. LCP distances between 

neighboring Lake George phase mound sites vary between 2.53 km and 32.23 km, but close 

spacing at less than 5 km is evident within four distinct pairings. Heading from north to south, 

Metcalfe (four mounds) and Sheldon (a single documented mound) are located across Deer 

Creek at 2.53 km. Leland (six mounds) and Stoneville (two documented mounds) are also 

located on either side of Deer Creek at 3.34 km apart. There is a distance of 3.27 km between 

Arcola (six mounds) and Arcola High School (two mounds), and 4.51 km between Magee (six 

mounds) and Panther Burn (single mound). Sites within these pairings could be reached in less 

than an hour on foot, suggesting frequent contact within the pairs. These pairings reflect a 

significant size differential, or a hierarchy of size within each pair. 

 Distances and time of travel between these pairings are close, particularly in extreme 

northern reaches of Deer Creek. There are 6-9 km between Winterville and the Metcalfe/Sheldon 

pair, and approximately 13 km between the Metcalfe/Sheldon pair and Leland/Stoneville. This 

distance widens to 21-22 km between Leland/Stoneville and Arcola/Arcola High School, and 

just over 19 km between Arcola/Arcola High School and Magee/Panther Burn. Distances 

between the larger centers within the pairings, including Leland, Arcola, and Magee, are between 

22 and 25 km apart. The distances between the major centers of the pairings could be traversed 

between two and 5.5 hours on foot. This series of site pairings is unique to the upper half of Deer 

Creek, and is not apparent along the Mississippi River meander belt ridge just to the west, which 

features multiple mound centers without any evidence of subsidiary or smaller mound centers 

nearby.  
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Figure 3.20. LCP distances between Late Mississippian mound sites.   
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Table 3.4. Distance and time of travel between mound centers during the Lake George phase, 

overland and water.  

 

Site to Site 

Distance 

Overland 

(km) 

Time 

(hrs) 

Distance 

Canoe 

(km) 

Downstream 

(hrs) 

Upstream 

(hrs) 

Deer Creek Meander Belt            

Sheldon to Metcalfe 2.53 0.56 1.44 0.22 0.58 

Metcalfe to Stoneville 12.65 2.81 26.86 4.13 10.74 

Sheldon to Leland 13.95 3.10 25.82 3.97 10.33 

Leland to Stoneville 3.34 0.74 2.52 0.39 1.01 

Stoneville to Arcola High School 17.83 3.96 29.3 4.51 11.72 

Leland to Arcola High School 18.2 4.04 31.81 4.89 12.72 

Leland to Arcola* 25 5.56 35.19 5.41 14.08 

Arcola High School to Arcola 3.27 0.73 3.38 0.52 1.35 

Arcola to Panther Burn 19.84 4.41 29.58 4.55 11.83 

Arcola to Magee* 22.45 4.99 31.92 4.91 12.77 

Panther Burn to Magee 4.51 1.00 2.34 0.36 0.94 

Magee to Anguilla 14.35 3.19 19.51 3.00 7.80 

Anguilla to Rolling Fork 10.38 2.31 16.68 2.57 6.67 

Rolling Fork to Cary 12.89 2.86 20.07 3.09 8.03 

Cary to Hardee 31.65 7.03 55.85 8.59 22.34 

Mississippi Meander Belt            

Winterville to Refuge 23.18 5.15 - - - 

Refuge to Law 32.8 7.29 - - - 

Law to Grace 14.55 3.23 - - - 

Mississippi Meander Belt & Deer Creek         

Winterville to Metcalfe 6.41 1.42 - - - 

Winterville to Sheldon 8.94 1.99 - - - 

Leland to Refuge 32.23 7.16 - - - 

Refuge to Arcola 24.15 5.37 - - - 

Arcola to Law 32.23 7.16 - - - 

Magee to Law 20.44 4.54 - - - 

Magee to Grace 14.45 3.21 - - - 

Grace to Anguilla 16.82 3.74 - - - 

Grace to Rolling Fork 16.77 3.73 - - - 

Deer Creek & the Lower Sunflower           

Rolling Fork to Lake George 20.64 4.59 - - - 

Cary to Lake George  22.33 4.96 - - - 

Lake George to Hardee 34.05 7.56       

*Not neighboring      
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 The pairing of a large, multiple mound center with a single mound center has been 

interpreted as the primary and secondary center within a single complex chiefdom, or chiefdoms 

with two or more levels of administration as reflected in a hierarchical settlement pattern 

(Anderson 1994; Hally 1993). Perhaps these sites along Deer Creek where involved in 

subsidiary/tributary relationships as primary and secondary centers. However, four contemporary 

complex chiefdoms located along a 50 km stretch during the same phase is extraordinary when 

compared to Mississippi settlement in Georgia. Out of a sample of 47 individual mound sites, 

Hally (1993) identified four instances of multiple mound centers coupled with a single mound 

center as part of a single complex chiefdom, but these complex chiefdoms are associated with 

different phases (Hally 1993: Table 11.5). The distances between the pairings are in the upper 

range of “in-polity” distances in Georgia. Capitals of different polities were located more than 32 

km and 7 hours travel distance apart (Livingood 2013:Figure 10.3). Southern Yazoo Basin 

polities may be structured differently according to the topography, but major centers could have 

been reached in less than one day on foot from the next major center.    

 The remaining distances between mound centers generally fall between 10 and 26 km 

overland, although 4 distances are over the 30 km mark. Of these longer distances, including 

Leland to Refuge, Refuge to Law, Arcola to Law, and Cary to Hardee, Hardee is the only 

isolated site. These longer distances required over seven hours of travel time, just at the daily 

limit of travel. Shorter distances between mound centers characterize the middle section of Deer 

Creek. Sites such as Grace, Anguilla, and Law cluster near the Magee/Panther Burn pairing. If 

Anguilla was abandoned before Magee was occupied, and Rolling Fork was not yet built, 

distances between Magee and Cary would be on the order of 37 km, comfortably “out-of-polity” 

assuming the limiting factor of daily travel is time. Even if these sites are removed from this 
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analysis, Grace (four mounds), Law (three mounds), and Panther Burn (single mound) remain 

reasonably close to Magee (six mounds). If these sites were integrated politically, the polity 

would be akin to a paramount chiefdom with multiple levels of administration (Anderson 

1994:9). The scenario seems unlikely because of the close proximity of this cluster to other sites 

along Deer Creek, including the Arcola/Arcola High School pairing.   

 Among the entire range of distances between contemporaneous mound centers, most sites 

are separated by a distance of 10 to 26 km with a modal time of travel between three and four 

hours based on these LCP distances (Figures 3..21-3.22). The long distances (>30 km) and travel 

times (>7 hours) reflect the only break in otherwise continuous data, and could reasonably be 

interpreted to constitute different polities or communities. Outside of the four pairings, the vast 

majority of the remaining multiple mound centers are associated with no subsidiary mound 

centers in their immediate vicinities, and do not form a strict size hierarchy (Table 3.5).    

 

 

Figure 3.21. Overland distances between neighboring mound centers on Deer Creek. *Includes 

distances between major centers. 
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Figure 3.22. Travel time in hours between neighboring mound centers on Deer Creek. *Includes 

distances between major centers. 

 

Table 3.5. Lake George phase mound centers and associated number of mounds. 

 

Site Number Meander Mounds Recorded 

Winterville 22WS500 Mississippi 20+ 

Sheldon 22WS510 Deer Creek 2 

Metcalfe 22WS506 Deer Creek 4 

Leland 22WS501 Deer Creek 5 

Stoneville 22WS511 Deer Creek 2 

Refuge 22WS508 Mississippi 4 

Arcola High School 22WS513 Deer Creek 2 

Arcola 22WS516 Deer Creek 6 

Panther Burn 22SH502 Deer Creek 1 

Law 22WS549 Mississippi 3 

Magee 22SH501 Deer Creek 6 

Grace 22IS500 Mississippi 4 

Anguilla 22WS510 Deer Creek 2 

Rolling Fork 22SH506 Deer Creek 3 

Cary 22SH507 Deer Creek 3 

Hardee 22IS502 Deer Creek 3 

Lake George 22YZ500 Sunflower 20+ 

 

 

 The distribution of travel distance and times via canoe on Deer Creek most clearly 
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3.25). The distribution of waterway travel distance and paddle times are based on 13 

measurements between sites located directly on Deer Creek traveling north to south. 

 

 

Figure 3.23. Paddle distances between Lake George phase sites on Deer Creek. *Includes 

distances between major centers. 

 

 

Figure 3.24. Downstream paddle time in hours between Lake George phase sites on Deer Creek. 

*Includes distances between major centers. 
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Figure 3.25. Upstream paddle time in hours between Lake George phase sites on Deer Creek. 

*Includes distances between major centers. 

 

 Assuming travel in the main channel of Deer Creek, sites within the nearest paddle 

distance ranges are the pairings, with less than 5 km or a one hour paddle. Again, these pairings 

include Metcalfe/Sheldon, Leland/Stoneville, Arcola/Arcola High School, and Magee/Panther 

Burn. The second group includes paddle distances of between 16 and 38 km, with paddle times 

between 2 and 6 hours downstream and between 6 and 15 hours upstream. Travel between most 

neighboring sites along Deer Creek would take less than a single day, but virtually all canoe 

travel in the basin would have require an overnight stay at neighboring sites with a potential 

overnight stay in the hinterlands factoring in upstream travel. Paddle travel times most clearly 

separated the pairings from the remaining sites, with the long distance between Cary and Hardee 

accounting for the single paddle time of over 6 hours downstream between neighboring centers.  

 In summary, most sites are close overland, but are more regularly and distantly separated 

by water travel along Deer Creek.  However, these data do not mirror the Georgia data based on 

the theoretical limit of chiefly power and the presence of inter-polity competition. Neighboring 
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multiple-mound centers can usually be reached in a single day on overland or overwater 

downstream, but requiring a two-day trip upstream. The four site pairings are intriguing as 

potential political units, as site residents or visitors could have easily interacted on a daily basis. 

If the structure of interaction within the pairings was hierarchical, rooted in political economy, 

territories would be quite small, perhaps on the order of 20 km north to south. Beyond the 

pairings, the landscape is dominated by large, multiple mound centers without subsidiary centers 

separated by distances of 10-30 km, or between 2 and 6 hours of travel time, all comfortably in-

polity compared to the settlement data from Georgia. However, these sites form no clear size 

hierarchy. An additional way to examine territoriality is to look for buffer zones based on the 

distribution of sites located near the major centers. If there are buffer zones between mound 

centers featuring no occupation, it could be inferred that these polities were distinct territorial 

entities.  

 Non-mound Settlement. Sites without mounds, a critical aspect of the complete 

Mississippian settlement system, are poorly documented across the Southern Yazoo Basin 

because of the lack of systematic survey apart from the mound centers. Even if survey coverage 

was more comprehensive, small sites do not produce many diagnostic ceramics, making them 

difficult to date. Settlement could have been intensive, or alternatively, widespread recovery of 

artifacts could reflect the movement of relatively few households over time. These issues must 

be kept in mind when considering the non-mound settlement on Deer Creek and in the 

Mississippi meander belt ridge, known only through surface collections made as a product of 

compliance-related survey projects.  

 There are 21 non-mound sites recorded on Deer Creek. Six of these sites are recorded 

between Leland and Arcola, and the remaining 15 are recorded to the north and south of Rolling 
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Fork (Table 3.6, Figures 3.26-3.27). Sites range in size from a few hundred square meters (m2) to 

more than 22,000 m2. If these sites represent single occupations, Mississippian settlement would 

be best characterized as a four-tiered system, consisting of farmsteads, villages, single mound 

sites, and multiple mound sites, perhaps most similar to the complex settlement system 

associated with the Late Mississippian occupation in the Cahokia region (Emerson 1997; Fowler 

1978). However, at least a few of the sites might have occupations that span both the Winterville 

and Lake George phases, and without a better understanding of site structure and chronology, 

there is little to be said about settlement tiers. The distribution of non-mound sites on Deer Creek 

illustrates a few key points, however. Residential non-mound sites are present on the landscape 

and might be highly variable in size and occupation intensity. Individual sites are located 

relatively close to more than one mound center. Least cost paths were produced between major 

non-mound sites within a site cluster to nearby mound centers (Table 3.7).   

 The site cluster including EPS-1 (poorly dated) is equidistant between Leland and Arcola. 

Murrell #1 and #2, more likely Lake George phase sites, are closer to Arcola, located only 2 km 

north of Arcola High School and 5 km from Arcola. If it is assumed there are unrecorded sites 

south of Leland at a similar distance, or at distances at least up to 5 km from Leland 

(unsurveyed), it is possible that there is up to 10 km of uninhabited space between the two major 

centers, particularly if the EPS cluster is not Mississippian in age. However, it is difficult to 

imagine prime farmland on Deer Creek lying fallow when major sites are so close in the larger 

settlement system. Restricting settlement to just 5 km around a site seems unlikely when the 

major centers themselves have little residential population, as discussed in Chapter 5.   
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Table 3.6. Non-mound sites recorded on Deer Creek. 

 
Site 

Number 

Site 

Name Size (m2) Notes Reference 

22WS978 Site 15 1456 5 sherds unclassified Rabbysmith et al. 2007 

22WS990 EPS-1 11200 

shell and grog tempered sherds, 

historic material Goodwin and Bergman 2007 

22WS992 EPS-3 3234 16 sherds unclassified Goodwin and Bergman 2007 

22WS993 FPS-1 4620 8 sherds unclassified Goodwin and Bergman 2007 

22WS1005 

Murrell 

#2 3750 

Shell and grog tempered sherds, 

Mill Creek chert Jenkins 2010 

22WS1004 

Murrell 

#1 22000 

Daub, only shell-tempered 

ceramics, light-density, spread out Jenkins 2010 

22SH674 WL17 14800 shell-tempered pottery Alvey and Peacock 2008 

22SH550   22500 shell-tempered pottery Hyatt 1987 

22SH659 WL002 5184 

shell-tempered and grog-tempered 

pottery Alvey and Peacock 2008 

22SH660 WL003 8400 

shell-tempered and grog-tempered 

pottery Alvey and Peacock 2008 

22SH672 WL15 16100 

Grog-tempered pottery (Mazique 

Incised) Alvey and Peacock 2008 

22SH662 WL005 2840 shell-tempered pottery (late types) Alvey and Peacock 2008 

22SH663 WL006 360 

shell-tempered and grog-tempered 

pottery Alvey and Peacock 2008 

22SH664 WL007 18950 

shell-tempered and grog-tempered 

pottery Alvey and Peacock 2008 

22SH661 WL004 29075 

shell-tempered and grog-tempered 

pottery Alvey and Peacock 2008 

22SH665 WL008 1780 

shell-tempered and grog-tempered 

pottery Alvey and Peacock 2008 

22SH669 WL12 2089 shell-tempered pottery Alvey and Peacock 2008 

22SH670 WL13 1540 shell-tempered pottery Alvey and Peacock 2008 

22SH668 WL11 800 shell-tempered pottery Alvey and Peacock 2008 

22SH666 WL009 800 shell-tempered pottery Alvey and Peacock 2008 

22SH667 WL10 800 shell-tempered pottery Alvey and Peacock 2008 

22SH671 WL14 650 

shell-tempered and grog-tempered 

pottery Alvey and Peacock 2008 
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Figure 3.26. Non-mound sites recorded to the North of Arcola.  
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Figure 3.27. Non-mound sites recorded in the vicinity of Rolling Fork.   
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Table 3.7. Distance and travel time between non-mound and nearby major mound centers on 

Deer Creek. 

 

Site to Site 

Distance 

Overland 

(km) 

Time 

(hrs) 

Distance 

Water (km) 

Downstream 

(hrs) 

Upstream 

(hrs) 

North of Arcola           

Murrell #1 to Arcola 5.2 1.18 5.46 0.84 2.18 

Murrell #1 to Arcola High School 2 0.45 2.08 0.32 0.83 

Murrell #1 to Stoneville 16.3 3.70 27.22 4.19 10.88 

EPS 1 to Arcola 11.12 2.53 15.12 2.33 6.04 

EPS 1 to Arcola High School 7.85 1.78 11.74 1.81 4.69 

EPS 1 to Stoneville 10.5 2.39 17.55 2.70 7.02 

Site 15 to Stoneville 7.6 1.73 18.3 2.82 7.32 

Site 15 to Metcalfe 5.6 1.27 8.5 1.31 3.4 

Vicinity Rolling Fork         

WL15 to Rolling Fork 1.4 0.32 0.9 0.14 0.36 

WL007 to Rolling Fork 2.81 0.64 5.47 8.84 2.88 

WL004 to Rolling Fork 6.12 1.39 10.33 1.59 4.132 

22SH550 to Rolling Fork 4.55 1.03 4.21 0.65 1.684 

WL17 to Rolling Fork 7.21 1.64 12.92 1.99 5.168 

WL004 to Cary 7.78 1.77 9.74 1.50 3.896 

WL17 to Anguilla 3.65 0.83 3.77 0.58 1.508 

22SH550 to Anguilla 6.08   12.65 1.95 5.06 

 

 Without survey data, however, the presence of depopulated zones remains a theoretical 

possibility in the northern portion of Deer Creek.  

 Sites surrounding Rolling Fork are better associated with Mississippi period occupation, 

producing shell-tempered pottery and examples of Barton Incised and Winterville Incised (not 

classified to variety). Examples of Leland Incised strongly suggest Lake George phase 

occupation, although some grog-tempered types such as Mazique Incised suggest earlier 

Winterville phase occupation in the area (Alvey and Peacock 2008). While many sites cluster 

tightly around Rolling Fork, the cluster containing WL004 is nearly equidistant between Rolling 

Fork and Cary, or between 6 and 8 km, respectively. Site 22SH550 is also nearly equidistant 

between Anguilla and Rolling Fork, between 4.5 and 6 km from these centers. Although 

chronological control is still general (and notably Anguilla radiocarbon dates trend early 
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[Kowalski et al. 2014] and Rolling Fork has a dense Wasp Lake component), there do not appear 

to be buffer zones between mound sites along this portion of Deer Creek as non-mound sites are 

spread between centers, particularly between Rolling Fork and Cary. 

  The survey data within the Mississippi meander belt to the west are also poor, but the 

area between the Law and Grace mounds along the Swan Lake oxbow was systematically 

surveyed in the 1970s (Weinstein et al. 1979). Although 200 sites were recorded or revisited, few 

sites produced shell-tempered pottery. The few sites with potential Mississippian components are 

plotted in Figure 3.28. Shell-tempered pottery accounted for very small percentages of otherwise 

much larger Woodland sites, and plotted sizes measure the extent of the Woodland occupation 

(Table 3.8). The exception is Foote (22WS912), which may be a Lake George phase village, 

producing dense amounts of shell-tempered pottery (Piccault 1996). The area south of Grace was 

not included in the survey project, but it is surprising that Mississippian sites were not recorded 

to the north of Grace along Steele Bayou. LCPs were not calculated for such poor data, but Foote 

is between 3 and 5 km from Law, about 10 km from Grace traveling along of the bank of Steele 

Bayou, and between 10 and 15 km from Magee according to straight line distance. Residents of 

Foote could reach Law in less than an hour and the other sites in less than 3 hours.   
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Figure 3.28. Non-mound sites with potential Mississippian components recorded in the vicinity 

of Grace and Law. 
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Table 3.8. Mississippian non-mound sites recorded in the Mississippi meander belt ridge. 

 

Site Number Site Name Size (m2) Notes Reference 

22WS515 Silver Lake Unknown 

Few shell-tempered sherds (<10) out 

of a sample of approx. 2500 

Phillips 1970; 

Weinstein 1979 

Kuttruff 1995 

22WS582 Steele Bayou 37500 

Few shell-tempered sherds among a 

Marksville, Baytown assemblage 

Heisler 1978; 

Weinstein 1979 

22WS594 Treeline 4800 

Baytown Plain (46), Barton Incised 

(1) and Parkin Punctated (1) Weinsten 1979 

22WS595 Swan Lake Road 40000 

grog-tempered (1017),  Addis, Coles 

Creek varieties and Early Miss 

varieties (Plaquemine Brushed, Anna 

Incised), shell-tempered (12) Weinsten 1979 

22WS597 Sawtooth 1200 

shell-tempered (70), grog-tempered 

(44), Bell Plain, Anna, Fatherland 

Incised, Coles Creek Incised  Weinsten 1979 

22WS619 Swan Lake Road North 400 

grog tempered (79) shell-tempered 

(2) Weinsten 1979 

22WS620 M.H. Rich 3000 

grog-tempered (2) shell-tempered  

(8) Weinsten 1979 

22WS912 Foote 328000 

Large late Mississippian site with 

late type-varieties Perrault 1996 

 

 Despite the limited data, hinterland residents on the southern part of Deer Creek may 

have interacted frequently on the landscape. There is potential for depopulated buffer zones in 

the northern part of Deer Creek, however. If major mound centers were organized as competitive 

polities requiring buffer zones, non-mound settlement would have been tightly restricted to a few 

kilometers around these sites, making these sites the largest in mound volume, but with small 

territorial limits. Competitive chiefly polities, like those encountered by the De Soto entrada 

along the Mississippi River near Memphis (Clayton et al. 1993; Hudson 1997; Hudson et al. 

1990) seem an unlikely model for the Southern Yazoo Basin in the absence of palisades and 

evidence of tightly packed settlements at the mound centers, as discussed in Chapters 4 and 5. If 

there are no depopulated buffer zones, then there are no clear territorial boundaries associated 

with individual polities. Chiefs at primary centers may not have been exercising territorial 
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control, requiring a model of political organization different from the model that accounts for the 

distribution of mound sites in Georgia.  

  The overall settlement system is confounding in some aspects. Large mound centers are 

close on foot and overwater downstream, and most neighboring mound centers could be reached 

in a single day through either mode of travel. The four mound pairings, forming size hierarchies, 

are closely spaced to each other, and neighboring capitals of the centers could be reached in a 

day on foot or just at the limit of daily canoe travel. Without buffer zones, these polities would 

be 20 km in diameter; with buffer zones, much smaller. The landscape is otherwise dominated by 

large multiple-mound centers with no obvious subsidiary sites.  

 Considering different models of Mississippian settlement as it relates to political 

organization may better account for this pattern of settlement rather than a model based on the 

expectation of administrative hierarchies. Single mound sites of a similar size with close ranges 

of distance (10-15 km) in Georgia have been interpreted as paired centers, with oscillating or 

alternating occupations, including the movement of entire towns (Williams and Shapiro 1990), 

and it is possible that there is more population movement in the basin than is captured by 

archaeological phases. Alternatively, contemporaneously occupied paired centers have been 

described as loosely allied or twin towns, perhaps one senior and one junior (Blitz 1999). These 

paired sites generally have one or two mounds, do not form a clear size hierarchy, or a pattern of 

primary and secondary centers. The nature of the relationship between equally large multiple 

mound centers in close proximity, as exemplified by the Deer Creek-Mississippi meander belt 

settlement pattern is uncertain, as these sites do not fall into obvious clusters beyond the four 

multiple mound-single mound pairings.   
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  Isolated multiple-mound centers without clear subsidiary mound sites in this same region 

of Georgia have been considered similar to confederacies, reflecting the fusion of political units 

or loose alliances such as those seen in the historic period (Blitz 1999). Stated another way, 

multiple mound centers may reflect periods of centralization of formerly decentralized groups, 

but not necessarily into a complex or hierarchically organized chiefdom. This fission-fusion 

model, as opposed to a simple/complex chiefdom model, accounts for settlement patterns based 

not on the flow of tribute, but as a product of internal divisions, factionalism, and the need for 

common security. This model may explain dynamics in the Southern Yazoo Basin in part, as 

large multiple mound centers densely concentrated on the landscape may reflect a series of loose 

alliances between corporate groups. However, these sites lack palisades and other defensive 

structures, and are located in such close proximity to each other that attacks would be damaging 

if they were common or frequent. If the goal of aligning with a polity was not common defense, 

the sites might not be best described as confederacies. If these polities were not organized 

according to political economy, efficiency in tribute flow, or for mutual defense, another 

organizing principle must account for the Mississippian settlement pattern in the region. 

Discovering the organizational structure of the Mississippian settlement pattern requires 

establishing the role and function of these mound centers in Mississippian society.  

Summary 

 There is a history of relatively intensive mound construction in the Southern Yazoo Basin 

through time, although there are changes in mound center location, scale, and proximity. The 

density of individual mound sites steadily increases through time until AD 1200, when mound 

construction labor focuses on few sites in the basin. This brief consolidation is followed by the 

proliferation of mound sites throughout the basin after AD 1350. However, scale, as measured by 
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the number and volume of mounds at single sites, peaks at AD 1200 with the mound building 

programs at Winterville, Lake George, and Mayersville, sites located multiple travel days apart. 

A return to a mound construction program of relatively smaller, but densely concentrated 

multiple-mound centers, coincides with changes in proximity of contemporaneously occupied 

sites. Neighboring Lake George phase mound centers are most often located at distances of 10 to 

25 km apart, requiring between 2 and 6 hours of travel time between centers on foot and between 

2 and 6 hours over water. Livingood (2013) calculated in-polity ranges at 5 hours on foot in 

Georgia. This range does not fit the Southern Yazoo Basin data, perhaps in part because of the 

linear topography in the basin. However, large multiple-mound centers are extraordinarily close 

overland no matter how distances are measured. If these Mississippian polities were integrated in 

a similar way to the Georgia polities, or as simple and complex chiefdoms, polities would be on 

the order of 20 km in diameter or smaller, about fifty percent of the size of the Georgia polities, 

but featuring much larger scales of mound construction.  

 Beyond simple distance and time of travel measures, a hierarchical settlement pattern 

according to site size, long a cornerstone of interpretations of Mississippian political 

organization, is documented in the Southern Yazoo Basin during the late Mississippi period in 

the form of four multiple mound-smaller mound center pairings. However, the landscape is 

otherwise dominated by closely spaced large multiple-mound centers that are comparable in size 

without subsidiary centers. Non-mound settlement during this time, while poorly documented, 

strongly suggests a lack of depopulated buffer zones on the southern portion of Deer Creek, 

although settlement patterns along the northern portion of Deer Creek remain completely 

undocumented. Non-mound settlement within the Mississippi meander belt ridge is also poorly 
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understood, but there is a single Lake George phase village site, Foote, that is located short 

distances from both Law and Grace.  

 Based on the close spacing of large multiple-mound centers, major mound centers might 

be better thought of reflecting loose alliances of hinterland groups. However, these alliances may 

not have been organized for the mutual benefit or protection because they lack defensive 

architecture and buffer zones indicating that warfare was a threat. The density of these large 

multiple mound sites in close proximity, coupled with hinterland settlement potentially 

evidencing no buffer zones, might suggest that groups could easily realign themselves at will, 

and perhaps did so frequently, accounting for the number of multiple-mound sites in the basin. 

The next logical step in the research project would be to understand what activities took place at 

the largest centers, and if they resemble Mississippian towns as-political-capitals or something 

else.  

 In Chapters 4 and 5, the spatial organization of a single large mound site, Arcola will be 

investigated to understand what sorts of activities may have occurred at this large center.  
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CHAPTER 4: SURFACE INVESTIGATIONS AT ARCOLA 

 

 Field investigations at the Arcola Mounds site (22WS516) were guided by three major 

goals: 1) documenting the spatial structure of the site;  2) understanding what types of activities 

took place at the site, both on the summits of the mounds and in the off-mound areas, and 3) 

documenting the chronology of occupation in more detail than previously known. Prior to these 

investigations, it was uncertain if Arcola hosted a residential population or served as a vacant 

ceremonial center, or if the site’s role in the local community changed through time. It was also 

unknown if status differences are apparent in the layout and size of architecture, or if there are 

patterns in the distribution of artifacts that reflect a delineation between elites and non-elite 

residents. At a larger scale, Arcola’s role in the regional settlement system is similarly unclear. 

As discussed in Chapter 3, Arcola could be the primary center of a small, complex chiefdom, but 

its close proximity to other contemporaneous large multiple-mounds centers suggest that the 

mound sites might be filling some other, yet to be determined, role. A basic research goal at the 

center of this dissertation is understanding if Arcola is best described as a Mississippian political 

capital, as documented throughout the southeast more widely, or if Arcola served another, 

primarily ceremonial purpose, perhaps reminiscent of Woodland period mound centers. Only 

field investigations at the site can address these research questions.   

 After describing the history of the site, this chapter details the recent surface 

investigations at Arcola, including the near-surface remote sensing survey and the controlled 

artifact surface collection (CSC). Both these field methods produced data on the spatial structure 
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of the site. The major excavations are detailed in Chapter 5.  

History of Investigation at Arcola 

  The Arcola Mounds site (22WS516) is located west of Deer Creek between the small 

towns of Arcola and Estill in Washington County, Mississippi. The site is in Section 12, 

Township 16 North, Range 7 West, of the Refuge 7.5-minutes United States Geologic Survey 

Quadrangle. The Arcola Mounds are part of the Capitola Plantation, purchased in the late 1800s 

by William Owsley Aldridge, who later changed his name to Robert Aldridge after his father. 

According to family oral tradition, it was well-known in the 19th century that property directly 

adjacent to Deer Creek was the most productive agricultural property in the delta. William 

Owsley (Robert) Aldridge’s son, Robert Aldridge, Sr., and his children, Robert Aldridge, Jr. and 

John Aldridge, continued farm operations through the 20th century. The property is now 

managed by the four descendants, the grandchildren of Robert Aldridge, Sr., including Sloan 

McKellar and Mary Helen Aldridge (daughters of John Aldridge) and Robin Aldridge and 

Kendall Aldridge Butler (daughters of Robert Aldridge, Jr.). 

 The Capitola Plantation produced cotton through the late 19th and 20th centuries and 

included a main house, a family cemetery, tenant homes, an administration building, and a gin 

(Figure 4.1). In addition to the family home, one of the original buildings associated with the 

plantation, a mill, is still standing in the small town of Estill, Mississippi. The Capitola 

Plantation sits on the natural levee of Deer Creek, and the strip of land between the Arcola 

Mounds and the main house was one of the few areas of the Mississippi delta region that stayed 

dry during the Great Flood of 1927, according to family oral tradition and photographs.   
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Figure 4.1. A portion of the Capitola Planation shown on a 1942 aerial photograph.  
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The Capitola Plantation is now farmed under lease to a local family and is typically planted in 

soybeans or corn during the growing season. The area immediately surrounding the mounds has 

never been land-levelled, but the entire area has been subsoiled to depths of one-half meter. 

Historic plow scars are visible at the base of the deep plowzone, between 40 and 50 cm below 

the modern ground surface, radiating in all directions as a result of over 100 years of intensive 

cultivation. The mounds are a recognizable landmark in the delta communities of Arcola and 

Estill, and virtually every long-term resident of the area has a childhood story associated with the 

site. Like all ancient monuments, the mounds at Arcola have taken on additional meanings 

through time.  

 The first archaeological description of the Arcola Mounds is found in Brown’s volume on 

Mississippi archaeology (1926:80-81). Six mounds are described, three of which still stand 

today. Brown describes two borrow pits, one of which is apparent to the east of Mound C. The 

location of the other borrow pit is unknown and no longer visible on the surface. Of interest is a 

now destroyed mound noted to the north of Mound A, associated with “burnt clay with cane 

impressions” and a dense concentration of pottery and artifacts not found in association with the 

other mounds (Brown 1926:81). This area became a focus of investigations that will be discussed 

in Chapter 5. 

 Arcola was visited by archaeologists with the Lower Mississippi Survey (LMS) on April 

4, 1941, when the farming operation was managed by Robert Aldridge, Sr. The site consisted of 

three large mounds, A, B, and C, and three smaller mounds D, E, F. A plane table sketch map 

was made of the site and later reproduced by Phillips (1970: Figure 178; Figure 4.2). Mound A 

was reported as 13 m in height, 70 x 60 m at the base, with a 27 x 22 m summit. Mound B was 

described as 5 m high with a 40 x 45 m base. Mound C was described as having the same 
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dimensions as Mound B, but with a slightly lower summit. These mounds maintain these same 

dimensions today, although there is obvious slumping on the east and south faces of Mound A. 

Mound D was reported as 17 m in diameter, standing 1.5 m high. This mound is completely 

absent from the modern landscape, as are Mounds E and F, standing less than 1 m high in 1941.  

.   

Figure 4.2. Map of the Arcola Mounds in 1941 (Phillips 1970: Figure 178). 

  

 Notes on the LMS site form state that “material is not abundant anywhere on the site. 

Most of the material came from the plowed field between A and B.” Depending on the time of 

year, collecting on the site is productive and Phillips must have visited the site during a less than 

ideal collecting time. Today, artifact densities are low around Mound C and material drops off 

significantly to the west of Mound A. Areas of high artifact densities are located to the north and 

south of Mound A, also noted by Brown (1926). 
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 Archaeologists with the LMS collected 2,860 pieces of ceramic from the surface. The 

majority or 66% of the sherds were classified as Neeley’s Ferry Plain (now classified as 

Mississippi Plain, var. Yazoo, the predominant plain shell-tempered pottery in the region). The 

remaining sherds were reclassified by Phillips (1970) into Lake George phase varieties, 

including varieties of Leland Incised, Parkin Punctated, var. Hollandale, with a few Winterville 

phase diagnostics in low amounts, including Mazique Incised, var. Manchac and Winterville 

Incised, var. Winterville (Phillips 1970:464). In the original publication of the LMS survey 

(Phillips et al. 1951), Arcola was described as a large vacant ceremonial center based on this 

relatively small sample of ceramic material recovered from the surface in relation to the large 

size of the site. Smaller mound centers in the Northern Yazoo Basin and in the Central 

Mississippi Valley routinely produced more artifacts, with visible midden deposits on the 

surface, and palisade lines that can could be clearly delineated from aerial photographs.  

 Modern impacts to the site include looters’ pits atop Mounds A and B, and there is 

damage to the west side of Mound A from a trail blazed by locals. The summit of Mound C is 

intact with no obvious evidence of looters’ pits, but the southern flank of the mound has been 

damaged by fill removal. The field immediately to the west and northwest of Mound C contains 

a historic cemetery and a single headstone is still visible just off the western flank. The cemetery 

was associated with a church located just north of the mounds in 1942, and a historic aerial 

photograph also shows another building located immediately northwest of Mound C (Figure 4.3).  

  The borrow pit to the east of Mound C is typically filled with water year round. Mapping 

of the base of the pit during a drought in October of 2015 indicates that the borrow pit could 

have provided at least 4,391 m3 of fill (Figure 4.4).  
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Figure 4.3. Arcola Mounds shown on a 1942 aerial photograph. 
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Figure 4.4. Borrow pit to the northeast of Mound C. Contour interval 10 cm. 

 

 Today, Mound C consists of 3,495 m3 of fill. The large cut on the south face and erosion 

easily accounts for the 900 m3 discrepancy. The borrow pit has been silted in through time, but 

would have needed to be large enough to provide an additional 3,000 m3 for Mound B and 

24,000 m3 for Mound A, which seems unlikely. I conclude the borrow pit was used exclusively 

for the construction of Mound C.  
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 Following the LMS site visit in 1941, Arcola saw a long period of archaeological 

dormancy. The first modern professional work at Arcola Mounds took place in the summer of 

2013 with the Mississippi Mound Trail Project. The project was funded by Federal Highways 

and the Mississippi Department of Transportation (MDOT), and administered by the Mississippi 

Department of Archives and History (MDAH). The project provided for the limited testing of 

mound sites along a proposed driving tour route in the Yazoo Basin and the Natchez Bluffs of 

Mississippi. Archaeologists with the University of Mississippi tested sites in the northern section, 

between Memphis, Tennessee and Greenville, Mississippi, and conducted project-wide 

geophysics. The University of Southern Mississippi (USM) tested sites in the central segment 

between Greenville and Vicksburg, Mississippi, and the University of North Carolina tested sites 

in the Natchez Bluffs south of Vicksburg. I directed investigations at Arcola with USM during 

2013 and 2014, spending 10 days at the site during each field season. 

 Elevation contours for the site were generated from LiDAR collected in 2009 by United 

States Army Corps of Engineers (Figure 4.5). Two rebar datums were established on the summit 

of Mound B using two AshTech ProMark 120 GPS units, a base and rover. Datum 1 is located 

on the north central summit of Mound B with the coordinates N3680327.61 E697300.72 (UTM, 

NAD 1983, Zone 15 North). Datum 2 on the southwest summit is located at N3680314.84 

E697294.19. After establishing the site grid, mound trail fieldwork began with a series of soil 

cores around the mound flanks, extracted with an Oakfield tube sampler.  
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Figure 4.5. Mound trail investigations at Arcola.   
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Limited bucket auger testing on the summit, high on the flank of Mound A, and on the ramp 

encountered undifferentiated silt loam up to 2 m below the surface. Excavation units were placed 

in the flanks of A, B, C, and a 1-x-1 m unit was placed on the summit of C in 2014. This work is 

described in reports of the mound trail work (Jackson and Kowaski 2015; Kowalski et al. 2014), 

but will be summarized and revised here. Soil cores extracted around the bases of mounds failed 

to locate a midden deposit, either on the flanks themselves or beneath the mound. Augers were 

also ineffective in finding in situ artifact bearing deposits. Collectively, the probes and auger 

tests encountered relatively clean fills, consisting of the silt loam of the natural levee, and 

without a clear buried A horizon beneath the mounds. Excavation units consisting of 1-x-2 m 

trenches were placed in areas where small amounts of daub and charcoal were present in the 

probe tests, with the hope that a sub-mound midden deposit would be encountered despite the 

lackluster results of the coring.  

 A 1-x-2 m test unit placed in the southeastern flank of Mound A encountered 50 cm of 

mound wash and slump overlaying a thin layer of daub, charcoal, and a portion of an east-west 

running wall trench intruding into the layers beneath (Figure 4.6). This zone of structural 

material sat atop alternating thin lenses of brown and light colored silty loam, indicating frequent 

erosional episodes in antiquity. At no point did the test unit encounter intact fills with the 

exception of the clay deposit at the extreme base of the unit.  

 A layer of dense clay was encountered 2 m below the top of the excavation unit, or about 

1 m below the present ground surface of the surrounding field. At the time, this stratum was 

thought to be the original ground surface (Kowalski et al. 2014:26).  
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Figure 4.6. West wall profile drawing, Test Unit 1, Mound A. Revised.  
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Rachel Stout-Evans (2015), a soil scientist with the National Resources Conservation Service 

(NRCS), excavated a soil core with a truck-mounted extraction machine just south of Mound A 

and encountered the same clay deposit at 1 m below the modern ground surface (discussed in 

Chapter 5). This deposit was 60 cm in thickness and was artificial, as indicated by a blocky, non-

contiguous structure, an abrupt lower boundary, and silt downwash, sitting directly on the 

culturally sterile soils of the natural levee (Stout-Evans 2015). This filling event was also 

encountered in a test unit (N409 E229) to the south of Mound A, indicating that this artificial 

clay deposit extends southward into the plaza south at least 15 m. It is unclear if this filling event 

extends beneath Mound A to the north or stops abruptly at the original footprint of the mound. 

  A radiocarbon date obtained from charcoal recovered between 170 and 180 cm below 

the modern ground surface on the flank of Mound A returned a two sigma calibrated date range 

of AD 1400-1440. After a careful review of the field notes, and after the benefit of a complete 

winter field season at Arcola, I believe this charcoal sample serendipitously came from a thin A 

horizon between the clay and the first erosional lenses from Mound A. Technically, this date 

provides a terminus post quem for some portion of mound construction and also suggests that the 

clay filling event occurred prior to or in the first half of the fifteenth century.   

 Excavations on the flank of Mound B encountered a midden deposit beneath almost 90 

cm of slump, slope wash, and laminar/erosional lenses (Figure 4.7). Ceramics in this midden 

deposit included a mix of Winterville phase and Lake George phase diagnostics, although Parkin 

Punctated, var. Hollandale dominated the assemblage, a Lake George phase marker (Kowalski et 

al. 2014:Table 3.5). This midden deposit was resting on top of erosional lenses which were 

sitting on top of dense clay fill. The clay stratum was 25 cm in thickness, sitting directly atop the 

natural levee. A sample of charcoal from between 150 and 170  
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Figure 4.7. East wall profile drawing, Test Unit 2, Mound B. Revised. 

 

cmbs (centimeters below surface) returned two sigma calibrated date ranges of AD 1440 to 1500, 

1500 to 1510, and 1600 to 1620. The one sigma date range is between AD 1440 and 1470, the 

likelier range based on the ceramics recovered and the relative probability of the range (83%) 

(Kowalski et al. 2014). This charcoal sample also came from a thin buried A horizon that was 
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full of dispersed charcoal and offers a terminus post quem for at least one phase of mound 

construction on Mound B.  

 Excavations on Mound C were conducted during the second season of field work in 

2014. The cut on the south side of the mound was partially cleaned and a burned surface was 

discovered close to the summit. A charcoal sample from a post associated with the floor returned 

a two sigma date range of AD 1427 to 1515 and 1598 to 1618, with an 87% probability the date 

lies within the earlier range (Figure 4.8). A flank unit on Mound C encountered no primary 

deposits, simply wash over a construction episode, but a bulk sediment radiocarbon date on levee 

soils just beneath the mound returned a date with a two sigma range of AD 420 to 570, 

suggesting active build-up centuries prior to the Mississippi period (Figure 4.9) (Jackson and 

Kowalski 2015; Kowalski et al. 2014).  

 Investigations as part of the Mound Trail Project established that the three extant mounds 

are primarily Lake George phase constructions, although the construction of Mound B may have 

occurred slightly later than Mound A. Activity on the summit of Mound C is firmly associated 

with the Lake George phase, or the mid-to-late fithteenth century. During this project, dense 

concentrations of surface artifacts were observed to the south of Mound A. While understanding 

when and how mounds were constructed is critical to understanding Mississippian culture, 

excavating mounds is difficult and offers little information about the lives and relationships of 

the off-mound residents of the site. The cultural material observed in the fields surrounding the 

mounds suggested the possibility of locating off-mound structures, and concentrations of daub 

rubble suggested that they may be partially preserved beneath the surface.   
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Figure 4.8. North wall profile drawing, Test Unit 3, summit of Mound C.  
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Figure 4.9. North wall profile drawing, Test Unit 4, flank of Mound C. 

 

Geophysical Survey 

 In October of 2015, Jay Johnson, Samuel Butz, and Todd McLeod with the University of 

Mississippi Center for Archaeological Research conducted a magnetic gradiometer survey of 

2.96 hectares (7.31 acres) to the north and south of Mound A and to the south and east of Mound 

C. I joined the Ole Miss crew for three days of fieldwork. This survey was part of the Mound 

Trail Project. A total of 74 20-x-20 m grids were surveyed over three days covering 29,600 m2 

(Johnson et al. 2017) (Figure 4.10). A Bartington Grad601-2 gradiometer was used to collect 

readings every 25 cm on transects spaced 1 m apart within each 20-x-20 m grid.  
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 A total of 11 magnetic anomalies or possible structures were identified to the north and 

south of Mound A and no structures were identified in the vicinity of Mound C (Table 4.1, 

Figure 4.11, Table 4.1). Historic disturbance toward Mound B and to the west of Mound C is 

related to the abandoned rail line and former tenant homes.  

 

Table 4.1. Magnetic anomalies identified, adapted from Johnson 2017: Table 2.  

 

Structure  Description 

1 low amplitude positive feature 

2 rectangular pattern 

3 rectangular pattern 

4 rectangular pattern 

5 low amplitude positive feature 

6 rectangular pattern 

7 rectangular pattern 

8 low amplitude positive feature 

9 low amplitude positive feature 

10 low amplitude positive feature 

11 rectangular pattern 
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Figure 4.10. Results of the magnetometer survey.  
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Figure 4.11. Results of the magnetometer survey with the anomalies highlighted. 
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 The 11 anomalies include six rectangular structures, candidates for Mississippian houses, 

a signature that has been ground-truthed extensively in the Northern Yazoo Basin (Haley 2014; 

Nelson 2014). The remaining five anomalies are low amplitude positive features, meaning they 

are not quite rectangular in shape, but could represent fragmentary structures, large post-molds, 

or midden-filled pits (Johnson et al. 2017:4). Rectangular structures appear oriented either 

north/south or northeast/southwest. Structures are generally square in shape between five and six 

m on a side (25 to 36 m2 of floor space), with the exception of Structure 4 which appears to 

measure eight m on a side (64 m2 of floor space), and Structure 9, which measures eight m north 

to south and five m east to west (40 m2 of floor space).  

 Structures fall into two clusters to the north and south of Mound A. These groupings do 

not look like the tightly circumscribed neighborhoods or residential clusters seen at Parchman 

Place Mounds (Nelson 2016), Moundville (Davis 2015; Wilson 2008), and Etowah (Walker 

2009), but do appear loosely organized around open plazas or courtyards. The structures to the 

north of Mound A are arranged in near circular pattern, while the structures to the south of 

Mound A are arranged according to a grid along north/south and east/west axes. Although these 

residential patterns are intriguing, contemporaneity among these structures must first be 

established.  

 The gradiometer survey failed to locate the three destroyed mounds, but did encounter 

structures in the location of Mounds E and F (Figure 4.12). The lack of the destroyed mound 

footprints in the geophysical data is not surprising. Mound Trail project excavations 

demonstrated that these earthworks contain very little cultural material that could produce a 

magnetic signature. 
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Figure 4.12. Magnetic anomalies overlayed with the 1942 LMS plan table map (Phillips 1978:Figure 198).  
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 A down-hole magnetic susceptibility survey on the summit of Mound A was intended to 

identify buried structures or former mound surfaces. A series of 15 cores were taken along the 

long and short axis of the summit reaching depths of 1.7 m. The downhole magenetometer took 

readings every 2 cm in these cores and only detected two magnetic highs, isolated in such a way 

that they were probably produced by a piece of daub or metal (Johnson et al. 2017:65). No 

structure or continuous burned surfaces were encountered on the summit. It is possible, and 

likely, that any terminal mound-top structure has long since been destroyed. No previous mound 

surfaces were detected in the 1.7 m of testing, indicating that the final mound construction stage 

was at least 1.7 m in size. Three additional augers on the southeastern quadrant of the summit 

were excavated to depths of 2.5 meters and did not encounter any changes in stratigraphy, and it 

seems likely that the final mound construction stage was very large.  

 The results of the geophysical work at the Arcola Mounds have highlighted important 

aspects of intrasite spatial organization. First, and perhaps most critically, is the presence of 

definitive off-mound occupation, and daub scatters that can be attributed to off-mound structures 

rather than to the erosion of structures off mounds. However, while there may be a residential 

population at Arcola, it is fairly restricted in distribution and density across the site. Secondly, 

the residential areas of the site are differentiated in both the layout and size of architecture. A 

large structure, 8-x-8 m in size, is located to the north of Mound A and anchors a cluster of 

smaller structures closer to 5-x-5 m in size. Structures to the south of Mound A are arranged 

along two axes and range in size from five to nine meters on a side. These areas could represent 

different residential groupings, perhaps reflecting differential status of the site residents, or they 

could be a series of sequential structures built over time rather than two cohesive units. Despite 
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the chronological uncertainty, the geophysical data demonstrated that the site is not vacant, and 

offered contexts to test during excavations.   

Controlled Surface Collection 

 A controlled artifact surface collection (CSC) was conducted over two field sessions, the 

first in January 2015 focused on areas surrounding Mounds A and B and a second in January of 

2016 surrounding Mound C. This surface collection was intended to link habitation areas with 

the geophysical data, identify potential areas for excavation, and gain a better understanding of 

site structure and chronology. A total of 310 10-x-10 m grids and 5 5-x-5 m grids were collected 

covering an area of 31,625 m2 (Figure 4.13).  

 With the help of the University of Alabama Anthropology Club in January of 2015, 244 

10-x-10 m and 5 5-x-5 grids were collected to the north of Mound A and to the south between 

Mounds A and B covering 24,425 m2. An additional 70 10-x-10 m grids covering an area of 

7,000 m2 to the south and east of Mound C were collected in January of 2016 with the help of 

field assistants Zachary Myers and Mitchell Furr and volunteer Jason Levins.  

 Surface collection grids were oriented north/south according to the existing site grid. 

Grids were named by the southwest corner using the last three digits of the corresponding UTM, 

the convention for all dissertation field work at the site. Each grid was collected by a pair of 

volunteers for 10 minutes, or a single person for 20 minutes. Time was halved for the 5-x-5 m 

grids. Each grid received a unique catalog number for the artifacts collected. Artifact processing 

took place in the University of Alabama archaeology lab, with help of volunteers from the 

University of Alabama club and an undergraduate lab assistant, Lauren Pratt. Artifacts were 

separated into major categories, including ceramics, lithics, bone, shell, and daub, and weighed 

and counted. 
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Figure 4.13. Surface collected grids at Arcola. 
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Undergraduate students in the spring of 2017 Laboratory Methods in Archaeology course refined 

the data recorded in the initial inventory, and conducted more directed analyses of the ceramics 

and lithics. Weights and counts of the major classes of artifacts were entered in a Microsoft 

Excel database an imported in ArcMap 10.6 (ESRI 2018).  

 Coordinates in UTMs were generated for a central point in each grid by adding 5 m to the 

northing and easting. A raster surface was created displaying the weights of artifact classes using 

the kriging method of interpolation (Bolstad 2008:457-459).  Kriging is a geostatistical method 

that estimates z values (weight or count of artifacts) between known values using weighted 

averages and minimum variances, creating a continuous surface. It is often the default method of 

generating contours in programs like SURFER (Golden Software 2018).  

 A total of 18,835 ceramics (66 kilograms [kg]), 927 pieces of stone (5,132 g), 553 

(883.35 g) faunal remains, and 51 kg of daub were recovered from the grids. Total density in 

weight maps reasonably well to the geophysical anomalies with a few exceptions (Figure 4.14). 

The highest densities of artifacts are located to the north and south of Mound A, with relatively 

few artifacts recovered in the area surrounding Mound C, mirroring the geophysical data. Overall 

densities are driven by the co-occurrence of ceramics and daub rubble, but there are differences 

in the two distributions (Figure 4.15). A dense concentration of ceramics associated with very 

little daub was recovered from a block of grids to the south of Mound A. A comparison of counts 

and weights of the ceramics reflect similar distributions (Figure 4.16), so the method of 

quantification is not responsible for the trend.    
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Figure 4.14. Artifact density map based on the weight of all surface collected material.  
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Figure 4.15. Densities of artifact classes.  
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Figure 4.16. Comparison of the distributions of ceramic counts and weights.  
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 The concentration of ceramics in the absence of daub and anomalies in the magnetometer 

data might suggest the presence of extensive sheet midden or pit features in this area south of 

Mound A rather than structures. However, the density pattern reflects a nearly empty grid in the 

middle of the dense concentration of ceramics. Perhaps there are structures in this location that 

were not picked up by the magnetometer arranged around a courtyard or plaza. The 

concentration of ceramics (and daub) to the North of Mound A is also roughly circular with a 

quiet area in the center. However, this concentration of ceramics and daub rubble maps onto the 

pattern of structures identified in the magnetometer data. Again, this quiet area could be a 

courtyard or plaza area between structures. However, the chronology of these structures in 

relation to one another is uncertain, and what appears to be a cohesive residential area or 

neighborhood could easily be a series of structures occupied sequentially. 

 Ceramics from 267 grids out of the 310 collected have been classified to type-variety for 

a total of 13,014 individual sherds classified. This analysis will be discussed in more detail in 

Chapter 6, but in brief, of the plainwares, 70% are coarsely shell-tempered (Mississippi Plain) 

20% are mixed grog and shell-tempered (Bell Plain var. Holly Bluff), and the remaining 10% are 

grog-tempered (Baytown Plain). Decorated type-varieties are dominated by Parkin Punctated, 

var. Hollandale, Leland Incised varieties, and unspecified varieties of Barton Incised. This 

pottery is a typical Lake George phase assemblage, with small amounts of earlier and later 

pottery present in in low frequencies.   

 The recovery of faunal remains from the surface of the site suggests that intact midden or 

features may exist at the base of the plowzone, pulled to the surface after each plowing. The 

distribution of faunal and lithic material is more diffuse across the site. Notable faunal remains 

recovered from the surface include a complete bear patella (identified by Jennifer Lynn 
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Funkhouser) and a small bone ear plug. Students in the lab course, with the help from 

Funkhouser, identified deer, rabbit, fish (bowfin and gar), and turtle in the fragmentary 

assemblage, reported by number of individual specimens (NISP) and weight (Table 4.2).  

  Lithics or culturally modified stone is a diverse artifact class, and analysis of lithic 

material requires directed research questions. The analysis of lithic material was designed to 

identify areas on the site with a high-density of modified stone, or activity areas, and also to 

document the variety of source material in the assemblage. High density areas could indicate 

residential occupation, and the identification of non-local source material could offer evidence of 

long-distance exchange. After the initial processing of artifacts, a technological analysis seemed 

possible and was subsequently done, with 901 individual pieces of debitage recovered.   

 While flaked stone is spread across the site, there is a concentration associated with the 

structures to the south of Mound A. There is lithic debris in the area surrounding Mound C, 

indicating that some reduction knapping took place in this area of the site, even in the absence of 

structures and other artifacts. Conversely, the residential cluster to the north of Mound A is 

associated with very little lithic debris. At the very least, these data hint at activity patterning, 

with lithic reduction occurring more often or more densely in some areas of the site.   
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Table 4.2. Inventory of faunal remains recovered from the surface collected grids. 

 

Taxon NISP Weight (g) 

Bear 1 14.6 

Bird 6 3.3 

Bowfin 30 6.3 

Deer 47 283.2 

Fish 59 13.3 

Gar 21 16.9 

Large bird 5 8.5 

Large mammal 152 345.95 

Mammal 13 13.6 

Medium mammal 4 9.6 

Medium-large bird 2 2.9 

Medium-large mammal 11 37 

Rabbit 1 1 

Small mammal 3 0.5 

Small mammal/bird 2 0.7 

Small-medium mammal 9 17.9 

Turtle 26 15.5 

Unidentified Faunal 161 92.6 

Total 553 883.35 

 

 Two undergraduate students, Lawrence Dahl and Wade Tidwell, helped conduct a 

reduction-stage analysis of the debitage and aided in the classification of formal tools. 

Examining proportions of reduction stages, expedient tools, and curated tools in an assemblage 

can indicate what sorts of activities went on at a particular site (Nelson 1991). Assemblages 

strongly skewed toward one stage in the reduction process may reflect specialized or a restricted 

range of activities, while variety in reduction stages are more characteristic of a broader range of 

activities expected at long-term residential sites (Binford 1979, 1980; Nelson 1991). While 

technological organizational studies are traditionally associated with understanding patterns in 

seasonal mobility, this approach can be applied to sedentary, agricultural societies which may 
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feature a variety of site types, economic systems, and environmental variables that would have 

an impact on lithic procurement, reduction, recuse, and discard (Cobb 2005).  

 This analysis is simply a starting point for lithic analyses at Arcola. The material 

recovered from the surface of the site represents a palimpsest of activities rather than single 

flaking episodes. Another caveat is that the flaked stone material is between one-quarter and one-

half inch in size, a direct result of the collection strategy. Analyzing microdebitage assemblages 

from Winterville, Guest (2017) demonstrated that analyses of debitage less than one-quarter inch 

in size can significantly change the percentage contribution of exotic raw material; more variety 

was present in the microdebitage than in the larger-sized samples. However, exotic material is 

imported to the Southern Yazoo Basin as finished tools, and flakes produced from this material 

are the result of use and maintenance rather than primary reduction of source material.  

 Flaked stone material from the Arcola surface collection was separated into debitage 

(n=901) and formal tools, both complete and fragmentary (n=24). Debitage includes blade cores, 

amorphous cores, tested cobbles, shatter, and flakes (Table 4.3). Blade cores are nodules of stone 

that have thin flakes removed exclusively from the long axis of the core, while amorphous cores 

are characterized by multi-directional flake scars. Tested cobbles have only one or two flakes 

removed before discard or loss. Shatter is generally small and blocky and may or may not be 

heat-damaged, produced most often as a result of direct percussion. Flakes have identifiable 

platforms and a characteristic bulb of percussion.   
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Table 4.3. Debitage classes recovered from the surface collected grids. 

 

Debitage Type Count % 

Amorphous Core 44 4.88 

Blade Core 1 0.11 

Tested Cobble  27 3.00 

Flake 612 67.92 

Shatter 214 23.75 

Unmodified 3 0.33 

Total 901 100.00 

 

 Reduction stages for 605 complete and proximal flakes or flakes with intact platforms 

were classified into early, middle and late based on the on the number of platform facets, 

presence of platform lipping, and dorsal scars (Bradbury and Carr 1995). Only complete and 

proximal flakes could be scored, or flakes that had intact platforms (Table 4.4). A flake with a 

single platform facet was classified early stage flake, two facets was middle-stage, and three or 

more facets with multiple dorsal scars was defined as late-stage. Heat treatment, utilization, and 

evidence of bipolar reduction were also recorded.  

Table 4.4. Flake reduction stages represented in the assemblage. 

 
 

Flake Stage Total % 

Early 312 51.57 

Middle 241 39.83 

Late 52 8.60 

Total 605 100.00 
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 Over half the flake assemblages is early stage debris (51.57%) indicating a significant 

amount of early stage reduction, not uncommon for long-term habitation sites. The proportion of 

shatter (n=214, 23%) and cores (n=72, 8%) relative to the entire collection is further evidence of 

early stage reduction. Surprisingly, no flakes have evidence of retouch or utilization, suggesting 

that early stage reduction was not directed toward expedient tool manufacture. Despite this 

apparent emphasis on early stage reduction for formal rather than expedient tool manufacture, 

the assemblage composition is a result of the recovery strategy, or controlled surface collection 

where only the largest pieces were seen and collected. However, early stage reduction was 

clearly an important aspect of lithic production at the Arcola Mounds, suggesting that cobbles 

were quarried nearby. The local population, however large or small, was reducing stone at the 

site.  

  Source material was classified using the comparative collection housed in the University 

of Alabama Department of Anthropology archaeology laboratory. Debitage was overwhelmingly 

produced from Citronelle gravel chert, accounting for 97.67% of the assemblage (Table 4.5). 

Non-local raw materials include Fort Payne chert, Coastal Plain chert, and Tallahata Sandstone, 

each accounting for less than 1% of the assemblage. Petrified wood was also present in the 

assemblage in small amounts, and may have been found locally in point bar deposits. This 

emphasis on local lithic production is comparable to off-mound contexts at Winterville, 

including a large open-air structure or pavilion located to the west of Mound F, producing 

between 95 and 97% local stone (Winter 2009).  
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Table 4.5. Source material for the debitage recovered. 

 

Source Material Count % 

Citronelle Gravel 880 97.67 

Coastal Plain Chert 6 0.67 

Fort Payne 3 0.33 

Petrified Wood 2 0.22 

Quartz 1 0.11 

Quartzite 1 0.11 

Tallahata Sandstone 1 0.11 

Unidentified non-local 7 0.78 

Total 901 100.00 

 

 The percentage of local material at Arcola (97.67%) is slightly higher than found in the 

one quarter-inch samples from living surfaces on Mound C at Winterville (93%) (McLendon 

2012) and from the microdebitage, or samples less than one-quarter inch in size, which feature 

relatively high amounts of non-local material at (85% local, 15% nonlocal) (Guest 2017). 

Sampling and recovery methods are largely responsible for the differences between contexts, but 

nevertheless, Mississippian groups were heavily exploiting local chert for stone tool production, 

and microdebitage made from exotic stone was produced by the maintenance and sharpening of 

finished tools. 

 Formal tools (n=24) were categorized based on both production technique and type, 

including bifaces, hammerstones, and groundstone (Table 4.6). The bifaces include complete 

projectile points, a distal point fragment, and a large ceremonial biface, a flake scraper of black 

chert, a drill, and pebble celts (Figure 4.17). The identifiable points include a single Alba point 

made from Citronelle gravel, and two Madison points, one made from Citronelle (short blade) 

and one made from an unidentified gray chert (long blade). The identifiable points are 

Mississippian in age (Williams and Brain 1983:222, 234)  
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Table 4.6. Formal tools recovered from the surface collected grids. 

 

Flaked Biface Count 

  Alba Point  1 

  Madison Point 2 

  Distal Projectile Point  1 

  Large Mississippian Biface 1 

  Scraper  1 

  Pebble Celts, Fragments, Blanks 9 

  Drill 1 

Hammerstone  

   Celt blank with flake scars 2 

   No flake scars 1 

Groundstone  

  Celt Fragment   

    Greenstone-like 3 

  Palette Fragment  

    Yellow fine-grained sandstone 1 

Total 24 

 

 

Figure 4.17. Formal tools recovered from the surface. a. Fort Payne ceremonial blade, b. Alba 

point,  c-d. Madison points, e. distal point fragment, f. scraper, g. drill. 
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  A single medial fragment of a Mississippian ceremonial biface was found on the surface 

just to the south of Mound A. This biface was manufactured from Fort Payne-like chert, a high-

quality chert from the Tennessee River Valley. Although laterally snapped on both ends, the 

biface appears similar in form and material to the Duck River Swords. These swords have been 

found in a cache at the Link site in central Tennessee and from burials at Spiro in Oklahoma, 

Etowah in Georgia, and the Hixon site in east Tennessee. Dates of manufacture for the swords 

fall between AD 1250 and 1300 (Brown 1996; Marceaux and Dye 2007).  

 These ceremonial blades are considered part of ritual regalia, associated with symbolic 

warfare and elites. The blades have been found with high status, male burials at Etowah and are 

reproduced in imagery on shell gorgets depicting combat scenes (Marceaux and Dye 2007:176). 

This ceremonial blade is the clearest evidence that Arcola was connected to the greater 

Mississippian world, but the nature of the long-distance exchange network that brought the blade 

to Arcola is far from clear. This artifact was highly curated, and its date of discard may have 

been far removed from its date of manufacture, as Arcola was occupied over 100 years after 

these swords were manufactured.  

 While the association of the blade with warfare is well documented, its association with 

elites at Arcola is less clear. The sword was found in an off-mound context, near a series of 

structures (see discussion of testing of Structure 6, Chapter 5). Two ceremonial blades have also 

been found at Lake George, one from construction fill and one from a mound top surface 

(Williams and Brain 1983:251), neither with a burial. It is unclear if these Lake George examples 

are Duck River-like, but ownership rights of these ceremonial items may have been reinterpreted 

by local groups, being found in much later contexts in the Southern Yazoo Basin. This 
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ceremonial blade was a ritually powerful item, being hypertrophic and distinctively non-

utilitarian, and may have been used in the realm of ritual practice at the site.    

 The remaining formal tools are mundane. Pebble celts are the largest category of formal 

tool recovered from the surface of the site, with eight utilized celts, celt fragments, and celt 

blanks recovered (Figure 4.18). These celts are smaller than their groundstone counterparts, 

flaked from local citronelle chert, and polished from use, although the distal ends may have also 

been ground in production. Finished pebble celts rarely have straightened edges and are rarely 

thinned. Pebble celts occupy an analytical gray area between a formal and expedient tool because 

they are rough in form and quickly made. However, a standard shape and a high polish indicates 

these celts conformed to a template and were used often, probably in wood working tasks 

(Williams and Brain 1983:252). Two of the three hammerstones recovered may have originally 

been celt blanks, with some flakes removed, but battering on the distal end indicates that these 

rocks were used for heavy percussion. 

  Ground stone fragments (Figure 4.19), or tools that were ground in production, are few 

in number, and occur on fine-grained, dark-colored sandstone that looks very similar to the 

greenstone characteristic of Moundville groundstone celts in west-central Alabama (Wilson 

2001; Knight 2010:59-62). One fragment is the distal portion of a small celt, one fragment is the 

medial portion of a much larger celt, and one fragment is a highly polished celt chip. An 

additional fragment of groundstone recovered from the surface is an undecorated palette 

fragment. This sandstone has a much yellower appearance that is different from the greenstone-

like celts.  
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Figure 4.18. Pebble celts and hammerstones. a-e. celt fragments, f-h., celt fragments, i-j. 

hammerstones and celt blanks, k. hammerstone. 
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Figure 4.19. Groundstone. a. palette fragment, b. celt chip, c-d. celt fragments. 

  

 The lack of groundstone production debris suggests these tools were imported in their 

finished forms. Excavations at Lake George produced sevent fragments of finished ovoid celts 

(rounded bases, similar to Figure 4.19:d.) and four fragments of rectangular celts, all in poor 

context (Williams and Brain 1983:259-260). These celts have a deep history in the basin, 

associated with both Middle Woodland Marksville and Mississippian sites. There is no suitable 

material for making groundstone tools near Arcola or Lake George, and these artifacts were 

imported as finished tools. 

 The distribution of formal tools is widespread over the surface collected area. However, 

the area south of Mound A is notable for its diversity of artifacts, including the bone ear plug 

(not a formal tool, but an unusual artifact) (Figure 4.20). Relatively few formal tools were found 

north of Mound A, and curiously no pebble celts were found in this area.  
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.  

Figure 4.20. Locations of formal tools and unusual artifacts found on the surface at Arcola.  
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A total of 7 formal tools, or 29% of the formal tool collection was found in the area surrounding 

Mound C, presenting a contrast with the geophysical data and overall density analysis that 

suggests this area lacks residential occupation. Perhaps agricultural fields were located to the east 

of Mound C, or more temporary structures were located in this area of the site.   

  In summary, the distribution of lithic material suggests that there may be activity areas 

on the site, or that some households may have been involved in lithic reduction more than others. 

Coupled with the variety of tools and artifacts recovered just to the south of Mound A, this 

residential cluster may have been the primary locus of day-to-day activity at the site. These 

activities seem to relate to primary reduction with a distinctive lack of expedient or flake tools.   

 A high percentage of local material consisting of low-quality citronelle gravel chert, 

reflects a locally-oriented system of resource procurement. There appears to be no centralized 

economic system related to lithic production, primarily because there was nothing to control or 

manipulate. The organization of technology at Arcola contrasts sharply with the Moundville 

polity in west-central Alabama, which imported greenstone tools in quantity (Wilson 2001), 

Arcola also contrasts with Cahokia which may be the locus of centralized production of celts axe 

heads and mollusk shell ornaments (Pauketat 1997), and southern Illinois, in which dispersed 

communities were the locus of control for Mill Creek hoe production (Cobb 2000). While the 

delta is rich is food resources, it is poor in stone. Exotic material is rare, and there is little 

evidence that elites manipulated long-distance exchange networks for economic or status 

benefits. The rarity of material does not imply that long-distance exchange networks did not 

exist, only that non-local items were relatively unimportant at the large centers compared to 

locally obtained materials. The single Mississippian ceremonial blade recovered from the surface 

may have reached Arcola after exchanging hands, perhaps far removed in time and space from 
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its origin of manufacture, and the same might be said of the few pieces of groundstone 

recovered. Residents or visitors to Arcola were participating in a very low-level exchange of 

long-distance goods, characteristic of the Southern Yazoo Basin and archaeological sites in 

Mississippi through time.  

Summary  

 Although Arcola is a reasonably well-preserved archaeological site with large earthen 

mounds, little work has been done at the site until recent years. Prior to the Mississippi Mound 

Trail Project in 2013 and 2014, the site was only known from LMS surface collections, and was 

consequently characterized as a vacant ceremonial center. Mound Trail excavations 

demonstrated that the mounds were contemporary Lake George phase or 15th century 

constructions, as suspected by Phillips (1970:464). A magnetometer survey and a controlled 

artifact surface collection have both demonstrated that habitation areas are present on the site in 

the off-mound areas.  

 New data from these field surveys can both revise and revitalize old ideas. The 

suggestion that structural material or daub rubble observed in the fields eroded from the mounds 

was incorrect (see Phillips et al. 1951:315). However, archaeologists with the LMS came to a 

reasonable conclusion that Arcola was largely vacant, particularly when the density of surface 

collected material at sites like Arcola contrasted so sharply with Mississippian villages to the 

north and northwest outside the Yazoo Basin. Although permanent habitation is present at Arcola 

as demonstrated by the geophysical survey and surface collection, habitation is not dense. Two 

residential zones, north and south of Mound A, contain five to six structures.  Muller (1997:274) 

estimated that one person, working for four to five hours, could produce about 1.3 m3 of fill dirt. 

Using this figure, 23,820 person days would be required to produce 30,967 m3 of the mound fill 
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for Mounds A, B, and C at Arcola. Muller (1997: Figure 6.10) also assumed that only one-fifth 

of the population would be engaged in mound construction. If the 11 households are associated 

with four able-bodied individuals, or 44 people, one-fifth of this population, or nine individuals 

could be involved in active mound construction at any given point. Lacquement (2009) and 

Muller (1997) both assumed relatively low quantities of work days per year, between 3 and 10. If 

9 workers engaged in mound construction labor for 10 days per year, the mounds would have 

taken 264.67 years to build. If all 44 workers engaged in mound construction labor for 10 days 

per year, the extant mounds would take 54.14 years to construct. This brief discussion of labor 

involved in mound construction is severely hampered by two critical pieces of missing 

information: 1) the actual length of time involved in the construction of the mounds; 2) the 

contemporaneity of the households at Arcola. Mound building is a group-building or place-

making activity. It seems unlikely that only 9, or even 44, individuals would have participated in 

such a large undertaking, although it could have been done. Instead, it seems more likely that 

labor was drawn from the groups residing outside the center, also indicated by the thick mantles 

added to the mounds.  

 The spatial layout of Arcola appears to include two dedicated residential areas, to the 

north and south of Mound A. These areas differ according to the layout and size of the 

architecture and the distribution of formal tools. The structures north of Mound A appear to be 

clustered around a plaza or courtyard, with one large (8-x-8 m, 64 m2) structure anchoring the 

arrangement (Structure 4), perhaps suggesting some measure of status differentiation (Nelson 

2014, 2016). However, the size of the structure alone is not a good correlate of status. 

Differentiating elite residences from public architecture is challenging in any archaeological 

scenario, and a study of the architectural styles in conjunction with the artifact assemblages are 
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required to make this characterization. The artifacts recovered from this area in surface collection 

are dense, but do not suggest differential access to resources.  

 In contrast to the residential cluster located to the north of Mound A, the structures south 

of Mound A are arranged according to a north-south and east-west axis. This area produced the 

most variety in formal tools and exotic artifacts, coupled with daily-use implements such as 

pebble celts, projectile points, and scrapers, suggesting these residents were perhaps more 

engaged in daily life at Arcola.  

  Both the geophysical and the surface collection data have given an artificially synchronic 

view of activities at Arcola, suggesting cohesion and contemporaneity among the habitation 

areas to the north and south of Mound A. However, both the geophysical and surface collection 

data are palimpsests, capturing the use of the site over time. Only subsurface investigations, 

targeting a sample of these anomalies, can determine if these structures are Mississippian houses 

or public architecture, and if they were in use at the same time. Determining contemporaneity 

has implications for estimating population size, and ultimately, how Arcola would be best 

characterized. 
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CHAPTER 5: EXCAVATIONS AT ARCOLA 

 

 A geophysical survey and controlled artifact surface collection at the Arcola Mounds site, 

detailed in Chapter 5, produced evidence of residential occupation in two clusters suggesting the 

site is not vacant. Excavations were needed both to ground-truth anomalies and to recover a 

sample of artifacts from primary contexts in order to orient Arcola in time, determine if the 

structures are contemporary or sequential, and determine what kinds of activities took place at 

the site.  

 The major off-mound excavations took place at Arcola between October 2015 and 

February 2016 with financial support from the David and Elizabeth DeJarnette Endowed 

Scholarship from the University of Alabama Department Of Anthropology. The Mississippi 

Mound Trail project provided funds for four radiocarbon dates. With the aid of two full-time 

assistants, Zachary Myers and Mitchell Furr, and volunteers, 50 square meters (m2) of horizontal 

excavation was used to ground-truth selected geophysical anomalies, establish a chronology for 

the habitation areas, and determine what sorts of activities went on at the site, inferred through 

the recovered ceramic material, other artifacts, and architectural styles. Excavations were also 

directed at recovering ceramics from primary contexts. Structures 4, 6, 7, and 9 were selected for 

testing because they reflect a variety of magnetic signatures and are spread widely over the 

residential areas of the site. An additional context was selected for testing to the north of Mound 

A that was not identified as an anomaly, but produced a medium-range magnetic signal. It was 

hoped that this context would represent something cultural, but not necessarily architectural. 
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The excavation blocks will be described beginning with the excavations south of Mound A 

(Figures 5.1-5.2). 

 Excavations typically began with a 1-x-2 m unit placed near the approximate corner of 

the magnetic anomalies from which excavations were expanded to document the size and style of 

architecture. Like the surface collection grids, excavation units were named by the southwestern 

corner, corresponding to the last 3 digits of a UTM coordinate (NAD 1983, Zone 15 North). All 

matrix beneath the plowzone was screened through one-quarter inch hardware cloth and five 

gallon samples were taken from intact deposits for flotation. Artifact processing took place at the 

field camp in Estill, Mississippi, and at the University of Alabama after field work concluded. 

Flotation samples were processed at the University of Southern Mississippi.  

 The beginning of the field season was marked by a drought followed by torrential fall and 

winter rains. Attempts at amateur hydrologic engineering were unsuccessful in stopping water 

from funneling into the units. Despite the day-to-day challenges, field investigations at Arcola 

were successful at exposing portions of at least four structures and locating a destroyed mound.  
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Figure 5.1. All subsurface investigations to date at Arcola.  
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Figure 5.2. Excavations south of Mound A.   
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South of Mound  A 

 N413 E215. N413 E215 began as a single 1-x-2 m unit oriented east-west. This unit was 

intended to intersect the western wall of Structure 6 as shown in the geophysical data. An auger 

test placed in this location encountered dark-colored midden between 70 and 90 cmbs 

(centimeters below surface), suggesting that intact deposits existed beneath what was anticipated 

to be a heavily disturbed plowzone. The unit was expanded north with a 1-x-2 m unit (N414 

E215) and finally with a 2-x-2 m unit (N415 E215). The complete excavation block was a 2-x-4 

m trench, excavated to between 120 and 130 cmbs (Figures 5.3-5.4). Beneath the plowzone, 

matrix was removed in ten cm arbitrary levels and screened through one-quarter inch hardware 

mesh  

 The initial 40 cm of the trench (Stratum I) consisted of the modern plowzone which 

includes sediment from flooding events that occurred after the Mississippian occupation of the 

site. Damage from agricultural subsoiling, a deep plowing technique, was evident as large scars 

30 cm in width and extending 50 cmbs. These scars acted as funnels during rainstorms, creating 

large v-shaped “blowouts” in the unit walls. Historic plow scars radiating in all directions could 

be seen faintly in plan views as deep as 60 cmbs. Both the historic plowing and modern 

subsoiling heavily damaged the building or buildings that were present in this location. However, 

below 50 cmbs, deposits appeared reasonably intact despite some lingering plowing disturbance.  

 Stratum II consisted of both plowzone and large daub pieces in dark brown (10YR2/2) 

silt loam between 40 and 50 cmbs. A few large pieces of charred post and discontinuous 

structure floor (not in situ) were observed during excavation of this stratum. 
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Figure 5.3. East wall profile drawing of N413 E215 
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Figure 5.4. Photographic mosaic of the east wall profile of N413 E215.  
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The stratum contained the remains of a plowed Mississippian structure, and the distribution of 

daub rubble likely corresponds to the shape of the structure as shown in the geophysics.  

 Stratum III, between 50 and 80 cmbs, consists of artificial fill. This filling event is 

evident in profile, characterized as a homogenous very dark brown (10YR3/2) silt with 

comparatively few artifacts in relation to the strata above and below. Stratum III sat directly atop 

the natural levee surface in the extreme northern portion of the excavation trench, a brown 

(10YR4/3) silt loam with iron concretions, corresponding to the Bruin soils mapped for the area 

(Morris 1961; Stout-Evans 2016). Toward the southern wall of the unit, the fill was resting on 

top of a dense primary midden deposit.    

 The midden deposit was encountered at 70 cmbs in the northern half of the 2-x-4 m unit 

and at 80 cmbs in the southern half, consisting of heavy charcoal, ash, ceramics, and faunal 

remains that sloped to the south underneath the plaza fill. At the northern edge, the midden 

deposit was 20 cm in thickness and expanded to 50 cm toward the south, ultimately extending to 

120 cmbs. The dark colored charcoal-stained midden rested on top of silt lenses and erosional fill 

extending to unknown depths near the southern wall. Excavations did not reach the bottom of 

this deposit, but encountered the sloping natural levee surface over much of the rest of the unit. 

Lenses of silt wash indicate that this midden deposit was resting on top of a low spot on the 

landscape that was open to the elements before being covered by the charcoal rich midden and 

sealed by plaza construction. It is difficult to tell if this low spot is natural, attributable to the 

undulating or ridge-and-swale topography of a levee, or part of a buried borrow pit that produced 

fill for Mound A.   

 The midden deposit encountered in this excavation was the most productive context at 

the site. The midden was filled with broken pottery vessels, large and small faunal remains 
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(some articulated), carbonized seeds and corn, and charred cane. In the field, this deposit was 

separated into “A” and “B” zones, with the former representing the charcoal-rich areas nearer to 

the surface. The B zone matrix was a much lighter silt loam, but contained similar quantities of 

artifacts. Ceramic sherds cross-mended across zones, indicating both zones were part of the same 

sequence of depositional events. Notable artifacts include a lithic reduction tool kit recovered 

from the southern half of the unit between 80 and 90 cmbs, consisting of 4 antler tines and 2 

billets. A bone point, a broken beaver effigy from a ceramic vessel (see Figure 6.6j), and humeri 

from mountain lions were also found in this assemblage (identified by H. Edwin Jackson and 

Susan Scott). Some faunal remains were articulated, including part of a large gar, and part of a 

raccoon including the complete skull. The faunal assemblage is currently at the University of 

Southern Mississippi awaiting analysis as part of a master’s thesis. The number of individual 

specimens (NISP) from the quarter-inch sample is approximately 4000, and will easily double 

including the flotation material. The ceramics will be discussed in more detail in Chapter 6, but 

the assemblage is diverse in vessel form and size, dominated by plain shell-tempered pottery, 

Parkin Punctated, var. Hollandale, and other Lake George phase ceramics including varieties of 

Leland Incised, indicating the midden deposit is fifteenth century in age.  

 The midden was deposited and quickly covered with plaza fill, as evidenced by the 

excellent preservation of the faunal remains and the ceramic material. Two radiocarbon dates 

from charred corn, one recovered from between 100 cmbs in the midden deposit and one from 

120 cmbs, returned radiocarbon dates with similar date ranges. The two sigma calibrated range 

for the upper sample is AD 1315 to 1355 and AD 1390 to 1430. The lower sample has a two 

sigma range of AD 1325 to 1345 and AD 1395 to AD 1435. Associated ceramics point to the 
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later ranges, and these near identical radiocarbon dates suggest the midden was quickly 

deposited, and filling event commenced shortly thereafter.  

 After the fill was in place, a series of structures were built in this location. Wall trenches 

running north to south, Features 19 and 21, intruded into the midden from Stratum II. Feature 19 

was reset at least once, or at least a portion its footprint was reused for a subsequent building 

(Figure 5.5). Feature 29, an east-west wall trench corner with no matching north-south wall 

trench, was evident in the southern half of the unit and was associated with a corner post that was 

16 cm in diameter (Feature 31). This wall trench was intruded upon by Feature 21. Postmolds in 

the base of these trenches were between 8 and 10 cm in diameter. The spacing of postmolds 

varied because of differential preservation, but faint outlines of posts at the extreme bases of the 

trenches were spaced about 20 cm apart edge to edge. Although the wall trenches originated in 

Stratum II, trench fills were virtually identical to the plaza fill. Trenches could not be seen until 

they contrasted sharply with the midden deposit. At least two more trenches were found in the 

northern unit once the midden was excavated, both running north to south. The northern wall 

profile reflects 4 wall trenches within a 2 m block east to west (Figure 5.6).   
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Figure 5.5. Plan view drawing of N413 E215 at 90 cmbs. 
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Figure 5.6. North wall profile drawing of N413 E215. 

 

 Feature 63 was not seen in the northern wall profile until rain flooded the unit and the 

differential drying of the soil made the trench apparent. Feature 63 may represent another corner 

with an unidentified east-west match.  

 Because these north-south trending trenches are spaced less than 1 m apart, they reflect 

instances of wall resetting or the complete rebuilding of a structure at least 4 times. Feature 19 

cross-cut the corner trench, Feature 29, suggesting that the footprint of this building changed 

over time. Features 19, 21, 29, 33, and 63 all disappeared in the floor between 100 and 108 cmbs, 

indicating that these trenches are associated with the same living surface. The structures 
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associated with Features 19 and 21 were at least 4 m on a side, and the corner post observed 

associated with Feature 29 wall trench might indicate the presence a separate roof component, 

either gabled or vaulted. However, postmolds are pressed against the sides of the wall trenches, 

suggesting a flexed pole roof design (Reed 2007). 

 This excavation block demonstrated the limits of trenching as a means to document 

structure size. However, because wall trenches could not be seen while excavating and in some 

cases only in profile until a sufficient depth, broad and deep horizontal excavations are required 

to map the footprint of the building, a laborious task by hand. Despite the shortcomings, this 

excavation block demonstrated a few important points about the site. Although heavily impacted 

by plowing, the basic footprint of the Mississippian structures still exist and can be documented 

by examining the lower levels of the plowzone, paying attention to daub densities, and 

excavating deep enough to find the lower, intact portions of wall trenches. This excavation block 

also encountered significant landscape modification in off-mound areas of the site relatively late 

in the sequence. The radiocarbon dates from charred corn give a terminus post quem for this fill 

event somewhere around in the early fifteenth century. The lack of weathering of the midden 

material and the presence of some articulated fish remains, fragile elements, and elements of a 

lithic reduction tool kit found in association indicate this deposit was sealed quickly. It is 

uncertain how quickly structures were built on top of the plaza construction, but ceramics 

recovered from the living surface look generally Lake George in age, dominated by plain shell-

tempered pottery, with a single example of Leland Incised, var. Leland, and unspecified varities 

of Parkin Punctated and Barton Incised. Although the sample is small, the ceramics on top of the 

filling event look similar to the ceramics below, suggesting that the sequence of events in this 

location was relatively rapid.   
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 N409 E229. A single 1-x-2 m unit, oriented east to west, was placed at N409 E229 (see 

Figure 5.2). This unit was excavated to explore Structure 7 as shown in the magnetometer data. 

This unit was excavated at the beginning of the season, when the soil was hard-packed because 

of a drought that finally broke in late October 2015. A pick axe was required for the entirety of 

this excavation. The initial 40 cm of this unit consisted of modern plowzone, mixed with daub 

and ceramics (Figures 5.7-5.9). Stratum II was the former living surface, as indicated by the 

dark-colored organic soil, also mixed with ceramics, bone, and daub. Stratum III was another 

filling event, also seen in N413 E215 trench located 14 m to the west. This stratum contained 

very few artifacts and consisted of a silty clay loam extending to 90 cmbs in the southern wall of 

the unit. Discontinuous portions of this fill zone included bits of organic material, including 

charcoal and faunal remains, similar to the basket loading seen in mounds.  

 A single wall trench was identified in the unit when the walls were cleaned for profile 

drawings. After a careful review of the photographs, the wall trench was not apparent in 

planview until the base of excavations at 100 cm, but likely originated in Stratum II. The trench, 

Feature 58, could not be discerned through the hard-packed plaza fill, similar to the wall trenches 

encountered in the N413 E215 excavation block. Feature 58 ran north and south across the 

extreme western portion of the unit. The feature was 20 cm wide, with one discernable post, 

measuring about 10 cm in diameter. Postmolds and a single pit were also seen in profile of the 

east and southern walls, all originating in Stratum II (Figures 5.7-5.9). Feature 61 is a large post, 

25 cm in diameter, with a flat bottom and a small insertion ramp.
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Figure 5.7. North wall profile drawing of N409 E229.  
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Figure 5.8. East wall profile drawing of N409 E229.  
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Figure 5.9. South wall profile drawing of N409 E229. 

  

 Feature 62, a medium size pit, was apparent in the southern wall. This pit was almost 60 

cm in diameter and was filled almost exclusively with plowzone material or small bits of daub 

and charcoal, indicating some damage from subsoiling.  Excavation of this unit was halted at 100 

cmbs. Strata IV and V consisted of silty clay loam grading into a solid clay deposit at the base of 

the unit. A soil core taken with an Oakfield sampler indicates that this dense clay extends 25 cm 

beyond the base of excavations, or 125 cmbs. This same deposit of clay was also found in a core 

excavated just south of Mound A and in the base of the excavation unit in the southern flank of 
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Mound A. The soil core was excavated by Rachel-Stout Evans with the National Resource 

Conservation Service (NRCS) during our field investigations (see Figure 5.1 for location). Stout-

Evans kindly excavated the 1-inch core with a truck-mounted rig, and provided field analysis and 

a report (Stout-Evans 2016). The clay deposit in the soil core was also found near 100 cmbs, was 

60 cm in thickness, and was clearly artificially loaded as evidenced by its blocky structure and 

abrupt lower boundary. This clay fill was not found in the N413 E215 excavation block, 

suggesting that it is restricted in size, but still covers at least 20 m stretching from this unit north 

to underneath the modern footprint of the mound. In addition to a silt loam plaza fill layer 

encountered in both the N413 E215 and N409 E229 units, this clay deposit is evidence of 

significant landscape modification beyond mound construction. It is still unclear how far beneath 

the mound this deposit penetrates, if at all, and how far south it extends from the mound beyond 

the test unit. It is also unclear what the purpose this deposit served beyond raising the plaza. The 

clay deposit would have been mined off site, while the Stratum III fill came directly from the 

natural levee of Deer Creek. Perhaps there was some engineering value in selecting dense, 

gumbo clay for a fill stratum. Two Coles Creek centers in the region, Carter and Aden, have 

produced evidence of clay mantles or berms for use in construction (Jackson and Kowalski 2015, 

Kowalski et al. 2014). 

 Although this excavation block did not provide much information on architecture, or 

provide much in the way of artifacts, N409 E229 provided evidence of a structure in this 

location, and the wall trench follows the outline of the geophysical anomaly. This unit also 

provided additional evidence for artificial fill zones in the off-mound areas, and linked a 

construction stratum to the excavations in Mound A.   
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 N390 E212 Block. The excavation of Structure 9 south of Mound A began as a 1-x-2 m 

unit oriented north and south (N391 E211) (see Figure 9.2). A hard packed, orange (2.5YR6/8) 

baked surface was encountered between 35 and 40 cmbs, still within the plowzone. This hard 

packed burned surface covered most of this unit with the exception of a black (10YR2/1) silt 

loam deposit in the southern wall. This dark soil was full of artifacts, including ceramics, bone, 

and daub. At this point, 1-x-2 m units oriented north-south were opened to the east and west of 

the original unit to begin tracing out the baked surface or structure floor (Feature 23), and a 

single 1-x-1 m unit was also placed south of N391 E211 to explore the dark loamy deposit 

(Feature 27). Excavations continued to the north and east as a series of 1-x-2 m units and single 

1-x-1 m blocks. In total, 20 m2 of horizontal excavation units were opened to expose four sides 

of a structure that was 5-x-5 m in size, heavily damaged by plowing, but with a remarkably intact 

footprint (Figures 5.10-5.11).  

 The interior and exterior of the building were clearly delineated in excavation by the 

contrast of the burned floor with dark sheet midden on all four sides, accumulated on the outside 

of the building. One by one meter excavation units were placed at the eastern and southern 

boundaries of the floor to examine the floor profile and look for wall trenches. Wall trenches 

became apparent at 55 cmbs (Features 55 and 57). A small portion of the southern wall trench, 

Feature 55, was excavated to 126 cmbs where it tapered, but a faint postmold remained. Both 

wall trenches associated with Feature 23 were 20 cm in width. Based on the excavation of 

Feature 55, were between 70-80 cmbs in depth, containing postmolds between 8 and 10 cm in 

diameter. In profile, the upper portions of the trenches were churned through plowing, but they 

are roughly level with the floor (Figures 5.12-5.13).  
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Figure 5.10. Plan view of Feature 23 and associated features, varying depths. 
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Figure 5.11. Feature 23, view to the northwest. Note the dark staining on the southwest corner.  

 

 

Figure 5.12. East wall profile photograph of N390 E212, Feature 23 (floor) and Feature 55 (wall 

trench). 
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Figure 5.13. East wall profile drawing of N390 E212, Feature 23, and Feature 55. 
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The stratigraphic relationship between the floor and the wall trenches indicates this floor was 

prepared. The matrix of the floor itself had a much higher sand content than typical of other 

deposits at the site and nearly 30 cm of fill may have been used to create the floor space. A small 

lens of midden material (Feature 56) was found beneath the section of floor examined for a 

profile (this can be seen in Figure 5.13).  

 The lack of large postmolds inside the building, coupled with relatively small posts 

pressed against the edge of the southern wall trench suggest that the roof may have been a flexed 

pole design, meaning the posts and the roof were the same component. In hindsight, locating a 

wall trench corner would have been useful in determining roof design (Reed 2007), but the 

building appears to be a single construction, daub walled, likely with a flexed pole roof, with 25 

m2 of floor space.   

 A carbonized seed extracted from heavy fraction flotation of a sample of the intact floor 

returned a two sigma calibrated date range of AD 1450 to 1635. The one sigma ranges are AD 

1450 to 1530 and 1540 to 1635, both at 48% probability. This floor is the latest context 

excavated at Arcola, and indicates that occupation continued until the late 15th century and 

perhaps later. Notable artifacts recovered from the structure include examples of Nodena Red 

and White amongst other good Lake George phase diagnostics, including varieties of Leland 

Incised, Parkin Punctated, var. Hollandale, and Barton Incised, vars. Arcola and Estill, 

suggesting the earlier date range is more likely.  

 In summary, Feature 23 is an intact wall trench structure despite heavy damage from 

plowing. The structure was built once late in the 15th century, contrasting with Structure 6 which 

was built multiple times early in the 15th century. There is significant midden accumulation on 
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the edges of the building, both inside and outside, and the structure was burned without being 

cleaned.  

North of Mound A 

 The excavations north of Mound A focused on two geophysical anomalies including 

Structure 4, the largest structure reflected in the geophysical data at 8 m on a side covering an 

area of 64 m2. The second context explored was an unidentified anomaly, or an amorphous area 

with a medium-strength magnetic signal (Figure 5.14). Although not identified as an area of 

interest by Johnson et al. (2016), this area was selected to provide a contrast with the other 

excavations that were directed exclusively toward architecture. Excavations north of Mound A 

were designed to produce data addressing architectural and feature diversity and compare the 

timing of the occupation on both sides of the mound. Surface collected material on the north side 

of the mound was dense, and large pieces of daub, ceramics, and faunal remains are readily 

observed on the surface suggesting that subsurface features may be at least partially intact.   

 N522 E275 Block, N522 E282, and N529E279. Excavation of Structure 4 began as three 

non-contiguous 1-x-2 m units oriented north to south on the presumed western boundary of the 

structure, located at N519 E275, N523 E275, and N527 E275. A heavily plowed orange-and-

black burned zone of soil was encountered in N523 E275 at 30 cmbs (Figure 5.15). This deposit 

was a burned structure floor, similar to the less intact portions of Feature 23/Structure 9. 

Excavations continued to the east of N523 E275 with three additional 1-x-2 blocks oriented north 

to south, and a single 1-x-2 m unit to the south, oriented east to west. Following the convention 

of naming the unit by the southwestern corner, the contiguous units will be referred to as the 

N522 E275 block, covering 10 m.
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 Figure 5.14. Excavations North of Mound 
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Figure 5.15. Burned floor at 30 cmbs in N523 E275. 

 

 Another 1-x-2 m unit was excavated at N522 E282 and oriented north to south. This unit 

was excavated to find the eastern wall of Structure 4 and its placement was guided by the 

geophysical data. A final 1-x-1 m unit was excavated at N529 E279 to look for the continuation 

of Feature 40, a large silt-filled trench that will be discussed below. A total of 17 m2 was 

excavated exploring Structure 4. Two of the original 1-x-2 m trenches, N519 E275 and N523 

E275, did not encounter the structure and must have been located just outside the boundaries.  

 The initial 30 cm of soil in both the contiguous and non-contiguous excavations consisted 

of the typical plowzone matrix, a dark grayish brown (10YR4/2) silt loam, with small and large 

pieces of daub. Historic plow scars are seen in the base of excavations of as deep as 50 cmbs, but 

features were mostly intact at 50 cmbs. The mixed orange and black surface typical of a house 

floor was clearly visible across the N523 E275 block at 30 cmbs, but was heavily plowed and 

never settled into a clear, compact horizontal stratum as did Feature 23. This damage can be seen 

clearly in profile as the undulation of orange and black soil (Figures 5.16-5.17).  
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Figure 5.16. North wall profile drawing of the N522 E275 block excavation (4 m in length). 

 

 

Figure 5.17. Photographic mosaic of the north wall profile of N522 E275 block excavation.
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Similar to Feature 23, the fill material used to prepare the floor of the structure contrasted 

sharply with an underlying silty clay. The inside and outside of the structure could also be 

delineated by the boundaries of the oxidation.   

 While the floor was not in good condition, features beneath the floor are clearly visible at 

50 cmbs (Figures 5.18-5.19). A large but shallow trench, Feature 40, runs northeast and 

southwest beneath the floor, bending to the southeast. The matrix of Feature 40 consists of a dark 

grayish brown (10YR4/3) homogenous silt loam. This silt deposit is the same material used to 

prepare the floor of the structure, and presumably the trench was filled when the floor was 

constructed. A small excavation window used to cross-section Feature 40 found that the trench 

was very shallow, no more than 10 cm in depth where it was first seen, and angled to the east 

(Figure 5.20). Probing in the base of this trench encountered a heavy clay deposit. Stout-Evans 

(2016) interpreted the silt loam inside the trench as intentional fill material, with the trench 

excavated into a silty clay micro-environment or a low, swampy spot on the Deer Creek natural 

levee. The original purpose of this trench is unknown. Portions of Feature 40 are burned, 

evidenced by the areas of the trench that are filled with brown silt and some charcoal. Two small 

postmolds, visible in the burned areas of the trench, indicate that a shallow bench or something 

similar may have been placed into the floor of the structure, allowing fire to reach portions of the 

silt trench (see Figures 5.18-5.19) 

 Other features encountered in this block include both small and large postmolds. The 

large postmolds are between 30 and 35 cm in diameter, and reached depths of 75-77 cmbs. Plow 

damage makes it difficult to determine if these post originated with or were superimposed over 

the floor. 
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Figure 5.18. Plainview drawing of the N522 E275 block and N522 E282. 
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Figure 5.19. Photograph of the base of the N522 E275 block prior to the excavation of N523 

E277. Note the burned floor in the northern and eastern walls. 

 

 

Figure 5.20. North wall profile drawing of the Feature 40 cross-section.    

 

 The large posts are filled with the same material, a dark silt loam mottled with charcoal, 

while smaller posts at the base of excavations are filled with the silt of the burned structure floor.  

The same fill material of the large posts was also found in a large post insertion ramp in the 

center of the structure, Feature 41. Feature 41 led to a 50 cm diameter post, set into a pit 1 m in 
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width (Figure 5.21). Excavation of the insertion ramp encountered small postmolds that were 

used to prop up the large post before setting. The large posthole was visible at 40 cmbs, and 

continued to a depth of 140 cmbs (Figure 5.22). It was completely filled with large pieces of 

daub and burned wood charcoal, either roofing or wall timbers. The post must have been 

removed from the building before the structure burned leaving a cavity or hole. After burning, 

the daub, wood charcoal, and a portion of a large Mississippian jar (Barton Incised, var. Estill) 

were swept into the post (see Figure 5.25a).  

 

Figure 5.21. Feature 41 insertion trench, partially excavated at 50-70 cmbs and 41a (40cmbs). 

Note the daub concentration in the post. 
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Figure 5.22. East wall profile drawing of the Feature 41a cross section.  

  

 If time had allowed, excavations would have continued north and south of Feature 41 to 

look for large posts that could have been used to support a ridge pole traversing the roof. The 

excavation of a single 1-x-2 m unit at the presumed eastern edge of the building (N522 E282) 

encountered a single wall trench (Feature 50), associated with the burned floor of Structure 4. 

The wall trench was not visible until 60 cmbs and extended in depth to 100 cmbs (Figure 5.23). 

Small postmolds in the trench were between 8 and 10 cm in diameter. Some of the posts were 

pressed against the western side of the trench, suggesting the trench might be associated with 

another building. Another large postmold, Feature 52, was visible to the west of the Feature 50 

extending from the western wall, but did not intrude upon the wall trench.  
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Figure 5.23. North wall profile drawing of N522 E282. 

 

 Few artifacts were found in association with this structure, a surprise based on the density 

of surface collected material in this area. However, a nearly 60% complete Mississippi Plain, 

var. Yazoo jar was found on the floor of the structure, in the northeastern corner of N522 E275, a 

1-x m excavation unit at 40 cmbs (Figures 5.24-5.25b, see Figure 5.19).  
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Figure 5.24. Pot break in the northeast corner of N522 E275, Mississippi Plain, var. Yazoo.   

 

 

Figure 5.25. Selected ceramics from Structure 4. a, Barton Incised, var. Estill; b, Mississippi 

Plain, var. Yazoo partial jar.  

  

 The floor produced few other artifacts, and the shell-tempered jar appears to be an 

intentional inclusion in the structure as it burned. The final excavation associated with Structure 

4 was a single 1-x-1 m unit, N529 E279, excavated to the north of the contiguous block to look 

for an extension of Feature 40 and the floor of Structure 4. Excavations encountered dark organic 
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soil mixed with charcoal and daub, or a living surface at the base of the plowzone. Charcoal was 

dense in the southern half of the unit, and a silty fill similar to the floor of the structure and the 

trench was clearly seen in the southern wall (Figure 5.26). This deposit did not extend over the 

unit, however, and this might have been the very edge of the building. Time did not permit this 

unit to be expanded.  

 

 

Figure 5.26. South wall profile drawing of N529 E279.  

 

 Because of the relative lack of artifacts from Structure 4 (with a few exceptions), the 

dating of this peculiar, large building was ambiguous, although a Lake George phase date was 

expected. A standard radiocarbon date obtained from a single burned timber recovered between 
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70 and 100 cmbs in Feature 41a returned 2-sigma calibrated date ranges of AD 1274 to 1320 

(53%) and AD 1350 to 1391 (42%). The one sigma ranges are AD 1285 to 1300 and AD 1370 to 

1380. As described above, a portion of a Barton Incised, var. Estill jar was found amongst the 

charcoal and daub in the postmold, suggesting the latter date range is more likely, but a 

spattering of early ceramics (see Chapter 6) suggests that a fourteenth century date is reasonable. 

Dates from wood charcoal, particularly from rafters and large posts, can be impacted by curation, 

meaning that wood may have been used for some time before it was burned and deposited. 

However, this building is substantially different from the fifteenth century structures excavated 

to the south of Mound A in size, architectural style, and artifact distribution.  

 To fully understand the architectural style of Structure 4, more horizontal excavation is 

necessary. However, these structural remains might be related to a single construction event. 

Although it cannot be completely ruled out that the large posts encountered in the N522 E282 

excavation block are intrusive into the floor, the large central post, F41a, is filled with structural 

debris from the burned building and the top of the post is roughly level with the level of the 

floor, delineated by the burned daub. The other large posts are filled with the same material as 

the post insertion trench and post pit, suggesting they are also contemporary. The large posts are 

not arranged in any clear pattern, and some are located close together, leaving no space to walk 

between them inside the building. Reed (2007) described an architectural scenario in which 

large, flexed pole-roofed Mississippian buildings were associated with large internal posts. These 

posts were not roof supports, but rather served as roof braces or as scaffolding while the building 

was constructed. Posts used for roof support (for gabled or hip roofed constructions) are 

symmetrically placed to support anticipated structural loads. Temporary braces are placed more 

haphazardly, even clustered, to address weak areas in a building. This scenario would account 
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for the oddly placed post (Feature 52) adjacent to the wall trench, and the cluster of closely 

spaced posts in the southwestern corner of the building. It would also account for the differences 

in fill between the large and small posts in the building if the large posts were pulled after the 

building was constructed but before it burned. Buildings of sufficient size, larger than a standard 

Mississippian house, would likely necessitate some sort of internal bracing if the roofs were still 

wigwam or flexed pole style (Reed 2007:26-27).  

  Architectural aspects of this context, including the setting of large posts and the large 

size of the building at 8 m on a side, differentiates this structure from the other buildings at 

Arcola. The clean-swept floor before an episode of burning with the exception of a single 

Mississippi Plain, var. Yazoo vessel, and the large post filled with daub from the structure walls, 

rafters, and some large ceramic pieces, suggest intentional or ceremonial decommissioning. In 

contrast to Feature 23, no artifact-rich midden deposits encircled the building, indicating that the 

vicinity was kept clean. The structure is distinctive, but there is no evidence that this larger 

structure housed more elite residents on the site. Instead, this building may have been a revered 

place, kept clean, and then intentionally burned.    

 N540 E275. The final unit excavated at Arcola during the 2015-2016 field was a single 1-

x-1 m unit located at N540 E275. This unit was excavated to ground truth a mid-range magnetic 

high that did not appear to be either an aboriginal structure or modern feature. It was hoped that 

this unit would encounter some type of large pit filled with primary refuse, a type of feature 

relatively rare in excavations at Arcola. During excavation, the stratigraphic profiles were 

difficult to interpret. After a review of the original 1941 map overlaid with the excavation 

locations, it was obvious that this unit encountered the remnants Mound E. While the initial 50 

cm of the unit consisted of typical plowzone material, 20 cm of intact mound fill is sitting 
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directly on top of the original ground surface. A line of black silt at the interface of the mound 

fill and the pre-mound surface could be the original A horizon, but its discontinuity and 

undulating appearance is unusual for an A horizon (Figures 5.27-5.28). Instead, this zone of dark 

colored organic material could be the preserved A horizon present on sod blocks used for the 

initial stages of mound construction. Alternatively, the A horizon may have been agitated by 

historic plowing. A single, but good example of Leland Incised, var. Deep Bayou (see Figure 

6.5e) was recovered from this mound-pre-mound interface, suggesting the mound is a likely 

Lake George phase construction.  

 Posts are clearly visible at this mound and pre-mound interface. The excavation unit was 

too small to discern a pattern among the postmolds, but these postmolds are notable nonetheless. 

First, they were capped or filled with mound fill after they were pulled from the ground. Feature 

49 is particularly unusual because it was filled exclusively with deer antler (NISP=115, 92.8 g) 

and then capped with a silt clay plug. This postmold was not a cache in a traditional sense 

because it was immediately covered with a mound construction episode, barring it from retrieval. 

Instead, this deer antler pit might be a votive or dedicatory deposit of some type associated with 

the commencement of the construction of Mound E. 

 Feature 47 was also capped with subsoil or covered with a silty clay plug. Features in the 

northern wall, postmolds 44 and 45, were capped with ash and a dark silty loam. Feature 45 was 

set into a shallow pit. This post pit was filled with burned and oxidized silt. Another post found 

in the interior of the unit was filled with sherds of plain shell-tempered pottery.  
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Figure 5.27 North and east wall profile drawing of N540 E275. 

 

This location is prime for future work to determine if the posts belonged to a pre-mound 

structure, and a radiocarbon date on the deer antler could provide a terminus post quem for the 

construction of Mound E. 
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Figure 5.28. Photograph of north (left) and east walls of N540 E275. 

 

Occupational History 

 Excavations at the Arcola mounds determined that the anomalies seen in the geophysical 

data are Mississippian structures, preserved to greater or lesser extents. Each structure or context 

has a unique depositional history, and radiocarbon dates have demonstrated that Arcola was 

occupied for the entirety of the 15th century. This brief summary of contexts encountered to date 

will proceed chronologically (Figure 5.29; Table 5.1).  
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Figure 5.29. Plot of radiocarbon dates, calibrated with OxCal 4.3 (Bronk Ramsey 2017). 

Calibration curve (Reimer et al. 2013). 

 

Table 5.1. Table of radiocarbon dates. 

 

Beta Sample Context 
Conventional 

Age (Beta) 
Recalibration (Oxcal) 

369993 Mound A Flank 500 +/- 30 
AD 1333 to 1337 (0.7%) 

AD 1398 to 1449 (94.7%) 

369994 Mound B Flank 410 +/- 30 

AD 1430 to 1522 (83%) 

AD 1578 to 1583 (0.5%) 

AD 1591 to 1602 (12.1%) 

388749 Mound C Submound 1560+/-30 AD 420 to 565 

388748 
Mound C Summit 

Structure 
420+/-30 

AD 1427 to 1515 (88%), 

AD 1598 to 1618 (7.5%) 

441858 Structure 9 (Feature 23) 360+/-30 
AD 1450 to 1530 (48%)  

AD 1540 to 1635 (48%) 

441861 North of A, Structure 4 670+/-30 
AD 1274 to 1320 (53%), 

AD 1351 to 1391 (42%) 

441859 South of  A, Midden  530+/-30 
AD 1320 to 1350 (20%) 

AD 1391 to 1440 (76%) 

441860 South of A, Midden  550+/-30 
AD 1311 to 1359 (41%) 

AD 1387 to 1434 (55%) 
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 The earliest context excavated at Arcola is Structure 4 north of Mound A. Structure 4 is a 

wall trench building, 8-x-8 m on a side, with 64 m2 of floor space. The roofing structure was 

probably a bent or flexed pole design and the walls were daubed. This structure also contained 

large interior posts, perhaps used for temporary scaffolding. A large central post was removed 

before the building was burned and filled with structural debris after burning. It is uncertain if 

this post supported a ridge pole, but it seems likely. Artifacts were swept clean from the building 

before burning, and a single Mississippi Plain, var. Yazoo jar was left on the floor near the 

southern wall. Surprisingly, there is no artifact-rich midden deposit surrounding the structure, 

presenting a sharp contrast with Structure 9. A portion of a Barton Incised, var. Estill  jar, a Lake 

George phase diagnostic variety, found in the posthole suggests the later date range obtained 

from the radiocarbon dates (AD 1351 to 1391) is more likely Regardless, this structure is an 

early example of architecture at the site and is substantially different in layout, size, and artifact 

inventory in comparison to the other excavated contexts. Nothing about the artifact assemblage 

suggests this structure is an elite residence other than its size, and it could have served as a public 

building. It is uncertain at this point if mound construction had commenced on the site at this 

time, but clearly this structure was an important place on the landscape early in the site’s history.  

 The midden deposit found beneath Structure 6 south of Mound A is the next firmly dated 

deposit encountered at Arcola, with artifacts and ecofacts discarded early in the fifteenth century. 

The midden material was thrown into an open pit, either a natural low on the landscape or an 

excavated borrow pit. The midden consisted of articulated animal remains, including some 

unusual species such as mountain lion, a lithic reduction tool kit, and fragments of a beaver 

effigy bowl. Although the pit or natural low spot beneath the midden was open for some time, 

the midden deposit itself was immediately covered with plaza fill, both leveling and raising the 
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plaza by 50 cm. A series of at least five structures or rebuilding events were placed immediately 

on top this plaza fill and the associated wall trenches cut into the midden buried below. At least 

two of these structures were a minimum of 4 m on a side, and some of these structures, if not all, 

had open corners with relatively small corner posts. Although the dates of the structures 

themselves are unknown, it seems likely they were built shortly after the midden deposition and 

subsequent fill episode, and the few ceramics recovered from the plowzone are consistent with 

the Lake George phase. The fill encountered in this excavation indicates significant land 

modification beyond mound construction relatively late in the regional sequence.   

 The next radiocarbon dated contexts are from the mound excavations discussed in 

Chapter 4. The secondarily deposited modern flank of Mound A, the early stages of mound 

construction of Mound B, and the summit structure on Mound C fall in the early to mid-15th 

century, and overlap to some degree. Mound A construction is likely contemporaneous with the 

midden deposit. Although analysis of the faunal material is underway, this material deposited in 

the midden might be related to ceremonial activity concomitant with mound construction.   

 The final well-dated context is the remarkably well-preserved Structure 9 (Feature 23). 

This structure, located south of Mound A, was burned sometime between AD 1450 and 1530. In 

contrast to Structure 6, Structure 9 was built only a single time. In contrast to Structure 4, 

Structure 9 was not cleaned out prior to burning, and there was significant midden accumulation 

both inside and outside the building. Structure 9 also has some ceramic vessel form peculiarities 

that will be discussed in Chapter 7, including a preponderance of specialized, deep complex 

serving bowls.  

 Three contexts explored in this project have not been radiocarbon dated. These include 

Structure 7 located south of Mound A, the initial construction of Mound E, and a thick clay 
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loading deposit found in three areas: 1) in the test unit on the flank of Mound A, 2) in the NRCS 

core to the south of Mound A, and 3) in the plaza at the base of N409 E229.  

 The partial structure, or Structure 7, in N409 E229, was heavily damaged by plowing and 

no intact floor was encountered. A large post to the interior of the structure was observed in 

profile, but it may or may not be associated with the same structure. Ceramics recovered from 

the unit are mostly plain and shell-tempered with small amounts of Bell Plain, var. Holly Bluff, 

and a single example of Leland Incised, var. Leland, indicating that the structure was a Lake 

George phase construction, which is expected as the structure sits atop a filling event that 

commenced in the early fiftheenth century. 

 The interface of the thin lens of intact mound fill and buried A horizon in Mound E also 

suggests a Lake George phase date for the construction of Mound E, with a good example of 

Leland Incised, var. Deep Bayou recovered from the beneath the mound fill. This context also 

provided evidence of ceremonial or dedicatory deposits. A small pit or postmold was filled 

completely with deer antler, capped with mound fill, and the mound itself was raised over this 

area. These antlers were not simply cached for later as they could not be retrieved.  

Summary 

 Two major findings from these field investigations have bearing on how Arcola should 

be viewed or characterized in comparison with Mississippian political capitals or densely 

occupied villages. First, the structures excavated are sequentially occupied. Three of the five off-

mound contexts tested date to different points in the fifteenth century with little to no overlap in 

their inferred radiocarbon ranges. This conclusion has major implications for how the two 

residential clusters are interpreted. The groups of structures to the north and south of Mound A 

may not be clusters at all, but represent a sequence of Mississippian houses built over time. At 
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any given point in Arcola’s history, population density was probably lower than is indicated by 

both the surface collected material and the geophysical survey data. Arcola may be similar to the 

vacant center envisioned by the LMS, a theme explored in Chapter 8. Sequential occupation 

reflects the limitation of using archaeological ceramics, as presently defined in the LMV, and 

stratigraphy to delineate occupations in finer increments than an archaeological phase, and 

radiocarbon dating has been a useful tool.   

 The second conclusion drawn from the field investigations is the unexpected variety in 

these contexts. These are not redundant household units, but rather individual places on the site 

that reflect different histories, with different architectural styles, and perhaps associated with 

different activities. Some structures are larger than others and might be public in nature 

(Structure 4). One structure was rebuilt (Structure 6) while others were single constructions 

(Structure 4 and Structure 9). Some structures are associated with midden deposits (Structure 6, 

Structure 9) while some were swept clean before burning (Structure 4). Some structures are 

associated with large interior posts (Structure 4, possibly Structure 7) and some are not 

(Structure 6, Structure 9).    

 An analysis of material culture recovered from each context can be used to investigate the 

range of activities associated with each structure. Do all structures contain a wide domestic suite 

of pottery vessels, or are some structures associated with a narrow or special-purpose inventory 

of ceramics? Do differences in material culture and architectural styles suggest there are elite and 

non-elite distinctions at Arcola? The next chapters on the material culture recovered from Arcola 

will explore differences in activities between these contexts, primarily through a vessel 

functional analysis. These data on both the architecture and material culture will be combined, 

and used to interpret Arcola’s role in the regional community and to understand how the few 
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residents that lived at Arcola may have interacted with each other and with individuals living in 

the hinterlands.
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 CHAPTER 6: CERAMIC ANALYSIS 

 

 Field investigations at Arcola have demonstrated that the site hosted only a small 

residential population at any point in its history, between AD 1350 and 1500. Because only a 

small population resided at Arcola, people living permanently in the hinterlands may have 

periodically visited the site to participate in ceremonial activity, perhaps in the context of mound 

construction activities. This chapter examines the ceramic artifacts recovered from the site not 

only to situate Arcola in time alongside the radiocarbon dates, but to examine the kinds of 

activities that occurred at the site. If the mound centers in the region served primarily ceremonial 

purposes, the ceramic assemblage from Arcola may be skewed toward certain vessel form 

classes, sizes, or type-varieties associated with ceremonial activity. Ceremonial activity is best 

seen in the archaeological record at these mound centers as the result of group gatherings. At this 

point, there is no evidence at Arcola for mortuary ritual, crafting, or elite and non-elite 

distinctions in the material record. Ceremonial activity as seen in the archaeological record of the 

Lower Mississippi Valley is public in nature, a pattern with a long history in the region 

(Kassabaum 2014). 

 In this chapter and Chapter 7, the ceramic assemblage recovered through field 

investigations at Arcola is described and compared with assemblages from two additional mound 

sites in the Southern Yazoo Basin, Rolling Fork (22SH506) and Winterville (22WS516). Rolling 

Fork is slightly smaller in size than Arcola, with two extant mounds. Excavations at the site in 

2011 produced a large sample of ceramics from primary contexts, including numerous pit
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features and intact middens (Leonard  et al. 2011). A sample of these ceramics were analyzed for 

this dissertation project. Rolling Fork was occupied later in time than Arcola with some overlap, 

while also producing kinds of features not encountered in the Arcola excavations. The 

chronological difference between Arcola and Rolling Fork offer a temporal dimension to this 

analysis of mound center activity patterns, while the diverse array of contexts compared between 

the two sites might highlight differences in activities between the two centers. A single context 

from Winterville is also included in this analysis, Feature 5. Winterville is the largest mound 

center in the region, featuring more than 20 mounds, built earlier in the sequence around AD 

1200 (Brain 1989). Site activity continued into the late fifteenth and early sixteenth centuries 

(Jackson 2017a).  Feature 5 at Winterville is a large pit filled with refuse from a single 

depositional event, radiocarbon dated to the early 16th century, roughly contemporary with the 

later contexts at Arcola and perhaps some of the earlier contexts at Rolling Fork. This feature 

contains the remains of a group gathering or a feast, with vessel forms clearly produced as the 

result of ceremonial activity (Kowalski et al. 2009). The inclusion of this sample is not intended 

to suggest that all group activity, ceremonial or otherwise, will produce the same kinds of 

material remains. However, because the Winterville context is a well-demonstrated non-domestic 

deposit, its inclusion in this analysis may help identify similarly constituted deposits at Arcola 

and Rolling Fork. Activity patterns at the large mound centers in the region are best understood 

through a combination of a functional vessel form analysis and the comparison of vessel forms 

from diverse contexts in the region.  

 The analysis of ceramic material consisted of two major tasks: 1) classification of 

individual sherds into type-varieties and 2) the classification of vessel forms according to shape, 

size, and by attributes of rim form to construct functional categories. The type-variety system of 
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classification is used to document the chronology of occupation at the site, confirm the 

radiocarbon dates, and describe both a Lake George phase and Wasp Lake pottery from 

excavated, off-mound contexts. An abbreviated description of the excavations at Rolling Fork 

are included in this chapter to contextualize the ceramic analysis.  

Type-Variety System of Ceramic Classification 

 Ceramic assemblages from Lower Mississippi Valley have long been used to build 

regional chronologies, as they are world-wide. The Southern Yazoo Basin is notable for two 

landmark attempts at chronology building, including James Ford’s multi-regional seriation of 

ceramic types (Ford 1936; Phillips et al. 1951) and a re-analysis of the same ceramic material in 

Southern Yazoo Basin using a type-variety system established by Phillip Phillips (1970) and 

later refined by Stephen Williams and Jeffrey Brain (1983) based on excavations at Lake 

George.  

 Ford’s seriation relied on the classification of pottery sherds into types, or the arbitrary 

groupings of attributes of decorative design and paste characteristics that described the range of 

diversity in a ceramic assemblage (Ford 1936; Rouse 1960). While types can be established for 

any purpose, historical types are constructed by the researcher based on attributes that change 

through time, such as decorative technique or tempering material (Rouse 1960). Ceramic types 

are exhaustive by definition, meaning all ceramics could be assigned to a mutually exclusive 

type (Phillips 1970:26-28). Ford calculated the relative proportions of types in surface collected 

assemblages using a sample of 346,099 sherds from 383 sites across the LMV. Sites were 

ordered according to increasing and decreasing frequencies of marker types within sub-regions, 

or types expected to be found at sites of a given time period in a particular place even in small 

assemblages (Phillips et al. 1951:219). This method of frequency seriation is based on the 
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popularity principle, or the tendency of historical types to appear in assemblages, increase in 

popularity through time, and eventually decrease in frequency as other artifact types rise in 

popularity (Kroeber 1916; Phillips et al. 1951:220). Historical type frequencies generally form 

single-peak popularity curves or “battleship” curves when ordered according to time. 

 Ford’s seriation worked well at a large scale over a lengthy time-frame, anchored by 

stratigraphic information from excavations at Jaketown and Shell Bluff in the Lower Yazoo 

Basin, resulting in the broad cultural periods of Tchula, Baytown and Mississippian. However, 

the broadness of the periods outlined by Ford overlooked variation in pottery types that Phillips 

thought reflected important differences in both time and space within regions, something the 

seriation did not capture in detail (Phillips 1970:3-4, 24). Ford’s analysis was also problematic in 

other ways. Ford assumed that the pottery assemblages in the region represented occupations that 

were short-term and comparable in duration, and therefore largely unmixed (Phillips et al. 

1951:227). Later analyses cast doubt on this assumption. If sites were abandoned and reoccupied, 

they tended to seriate in the middle of their periods of occupation, as Phillips (1970) notes for a 

number of individual sites in the Lower Yazoo Basin in his subsequent publication.  

 To remedy some of these issues, Phillips (1970) created a more detailed classification 

system, establishing a regional sequence of archaeological phases based on the presence and 

absence of varieties rather than quantification of historical types. Varieties are subcategories of 

historical types, intended to describe local variation, bound geographically and temporally. 

Varieties, in contrast to historical types, are not as readily sortable or as exhaustive. For example, 

there is no observable difference between the type-varieties Mississippi Plain, var. Neely’s Ferry 

and Mississippi Plain, var. Yazoo. Both of these varieties describe standard coarse shell-

tempered pottery found in the LMV. The difference is that coarse shell-tempered plainware 
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recovered in the Northern Yazoo Basin is classified as Neely’s Ferry while the plainware in the 

Southern Yazoo Basin is classified as Yazoo. In practice, not all varieties are parsed in this 

fashion, but a major goal of this classification system is to establish spatial as well as temporal 

relationships among sites, and that means occasionally (or often) creating arbitrary divisions.   

 The presence of specific varieties in an assemblage has been used to divide space and 

time into units, or the phase, the basis of the regional sequence used in the basin today (Phillips 

1970; Willey and Phillips 1958; Williams and Brain 1983). An archaeological phase consists of 

all the components at individual sites in a geographically bound area that are characterized by the 

same pottery varieties. Components of a phase are theoretically contemporaneous, generally 

within a 150 year block of time in the Southern Yazoo Basin (Table 6.1). Phases are finer 

chronological segments than the broad periods produced from Ford’s original seriation. Phase 

delineation based on pottery assemblages may or may not be tied to other major culture changes. 

Strictly speaking, these are ceramic phases, a time span demarcated by the use of specific type-

varieties. In other words, these ceramic phases are analytical tools of the researcher used to 

arbitrarily divide a continuum, allowing archaeologists to construct and compare analytical units 

in time and space.  

 Williams and Brain (1983) refined Phillips’s (1970) chronology based on excavations at 

Lake George and Winterville (Brain 1989). They introduced the concept of the pottery set to 

associate archaeological contexts with phases. Sets are operational units defined as a group of 

varieties, belonging to one or more types, found together in archaeological contexts (Williams 

and Brain 1983:313-314). Sets are groupings based on time of manufacture and aspects of form, 

paste, and decorative “intent,” thought to be made by the same group of people (Williams and 

Brain 1983:313). Utilizing a pottery set as a unit of analysis is a departure from quantification 
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techniques, such as frequency seriaton, and few examples of varities of a set in any particular 

context can be used to infer the phase association in this scheme. Practically, varieties belonging 

to the latest set can be used to associate a particular context with a phase. Sets can be verified 

with radiometric dating techniques, much like seriation, but have proven difficult to 

operationalize outside of Lake George and Winterville, a possibility noted by the authors 

(Williams and Brain 1983:314). A notable exception is the work done on the Alabama Gulf coast 

at Bottle Creek (Fuller 2003). 

 

Table 6.1. Regional sequence for the Southern Yazoo Basin (after Williams and Brain 1983).

 

 

  

Period Date (A.D.) Phase Culture or Cultural Tradition

1600 Russell

Wasp Lake

1400 Lake George

1200
Winterville

1000
Crippen Point

Kings Crossing

800 Aden

Bayland

400
Deasonville

Issaquena

1
Anderson Landing

Mississippi

Coles Creek

Baytown

Marksville

Mississippian

Late Woodland

Middle Woodland
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Table 6.2. Mississippian phases, sets, and type-varieties (after Brain 1988). 

 

Winterville I Winterville II 

Addis II  Greenville  

Hollyknowe Ridge Pinched, var. Patmos Anna Incised, var. Anna 

Plaquemine Brushed, var. Plaquemine Avoyelles Punctated, var. George 

Greenville  Carter Engraved, var. Carter 

Anna Incised, var. Anna Carter Engraved, var. Sara 

Avoyelles Punctated, var. George Larto Red, var. Chicot 

Carter Engraved, var. Carter L'Eau Noire Incised, var. L'Eau Noire 

Carter Engraved, var. Sara Leland Incised, var. Bethlehem 

Larto Red, var. Chicot Yazoo 3 

L'Eau Noire Incised, var. L'Eau Noire Barton Incised, var. Estill 

Leland Incised, var. Bethlehem Mound Place Incised, var. False River 

Yazoo 1  Parkin Punctated, var. Hollandale 

Cahokia Cord Marked, var. Buford Parkin Punctated, var. Transylvania 

Old Town Red, var. Old Town Winterville Incised, var. Winterville 

Lake George I Lake George II 

Holly Bluff 1 Holly Bluff 2 

Leland Incised, var. Ferris Leland Incised, var. Blanchard 

Leland Incised, var. Leland Leland Incised, var. Deep Bayou 

Maddox Engraved, var. Silver City Leland Incised, var. Fatherland 

Yazoo 3 Leland Incised, var. Russell 

Barton Incised, var. Estill Leland Incised, var. Williams 

Mound Place Incised, var. False River Yazoo 4  

Parkin Punctated, var. Hollandale Barton Incised, var. Arcola 

Parkin Punctated, var. Transylvania Barton Incised, var. Midnight 

Winterville Incised, var. Winterville Barton Incised, var. Togo 

Yazoo 4  Winterville Incised, var. Belzoni 

Barton Incised, var. Arcola Yazoo 5 

Barton Incised, var. Midnight Owens Punctated, var. Menard 

Barton Incised, var. Togo Owens Punctated, var. Poor Joe 

Winterville Incised, var. Belzoni Owens Punctated, var. Widows Creek 

  Winterville Incised, var. Ranch 
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Table 6.2. Mississippian phases, sets, and type-varieties, continued. 

Wasp Lake I Wasp Lake II 

Bell Bell 

Avenue Polychrome, var. Avenue Avenue Polychrome, var. Avenue 

Carson Red on Buff, var. Carson Carson Red on Buff, var. Carson 

Nodena Red and White, var. Dummond Nodena Red and White, var. Dummond 

Nodena Red and White, var. Nodena Nodena Red and White, var. Nodena 

Holly Bluff 2 Holly Bluff 2 

Leland Incised, var. Blanchard Leland Incised, var. Blanchard 

Leland Incised, var. Deep Bayou Leland Incised, var. Deep Bayou 

Leland Incised, var. Russell Leland Incised, var. Russell 

Leland Incised, var. Williams Leland Incised, var. Williams 

Owens Punctated, var. Beland City Owens Punctated, var. Beland City 

Holly Bluff 3 Holly Bluff 3 

Leland Incised, var. Bovina Leland Incised, var. Bovina 

Leland incised, var. Leflore Leland incised, var. Leflore 

Nodena Red and White, var. Ellison Nodena Red and White, var. Ellison 

Yazoo 4  Yazoo 4  

Barton Incised, var. Arcola Barton Incised, var. Arcola 

Barton Incised, var. Midnight Barton Incised, var. Midnight 

Barton Incised, var. Togo Barton Incised, var. Togo 

Winterville Incised, var. Belzoni Winterville Incised, var. Belzoni 

Yazoo 5 Yazoo 5 

Owens Punctated, var. Menard Owens Punctated, var. Menard 

Owens Punctated, var. Poor Joe Owens Punctated, var. Poor Joe 

Owens Punctated, var. Widows Creek Owens Punctated, var. Widows Creek 

Winterville Incised, var. Ranch Winterville Incised, var. Ranch 

Yazoo 6 Yazoo 6 

Grace Brushed, var. Grand Gulf Grace Brushed, var. Grand Gulf 

Grace Brushed, var. Warren Grace Brushed, var. Warren 

Kinlock Simple Stamped, var. Kinlock Kinlock Simple Stamped, var. Kinlock 

Vernon Paul Applique, var. Vernon Paul Vernon Paul Applique, var. Vernon Paul 

Yazoo 7 Yazoo 7 

Owens Punctated, var. Manly Owens Punctated, var. Manly 

Owens Punctated, var. Menard Owens Punctated, var. Menard 

Winterville Incised, var. Broutin Winterville Incised, var. Broutin 

Winterville Incised, var. Wailes Winterville Incised, var. Wailes 

  Yazoo 8 

  Barton Incised, var. Davion 

  Barton Incised, var. Portland 

  Owens Punctated, var. Redwood 

  Pocahontas 

  Winterville Incised, var. Angola 

  Winterville Incised, var. Trudeau 

  Winterville Incised, var. Tunica 
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 Utilizing the set as a unit of analysis was a practical solution to a problem at these major 

mound centers. The major excavations at Lake George Winterville encountered mostly 

secondarily deposited mound fill. Examining frequencies of individual types recovered from 

mound fill is problematic because sherds redeposited in mound fill were discarded prior to 

mound construction. A seriation based on mound fill contexts would situate the mounds much 

earlier in time, perhaps by centuries in some cases.  

 While pottery sets might work well for dating mound contexts, there are problems with 

using sets to identify components in primary contexts. Sets imply that groups of varieties have 

shared beginning and end dates of manufacture, neglecting the popularity principle of ceramic 

manufacture and the individual histories of varieties. Individual varieties may have been made 

earlier or later than other varieties in the set, a reality demonstrated by recent work in the basin, 

discussed below. At a practical level, because there are so many varieties, frequencies of any 

individual variety are generally low, and identifying peak production is difficult.  

 Recent excavations in the Southern Yazoo Basin, focusing on primary contexts, have 

illustrated the problems with utilizing the set concept. A large pit at Winterville filled with refuse 

from large-scale feasting events, deposited in quick succession in the twelfth century, produced 

decorated varieties belonging to sets associated with three sequential phases. A strict adherence 

to the sets laid out in Williams and Brain (1983:315) would have led to the mischaracterization 

of this assemblage as mixed with multiple components if the assemblage was found on the 

surface, or alternatively, associated with the latest phase represented if this was a mound fill 

context. However, the contents of this pit were deposited virtually at once, indicating that these 

pottery varieties actually had much longer manufacturing histories than previously recognized 

(Kowalski 2009). 
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 Mound Trail work at the Aden Mounds has also demonstrated this problem quite well, 

producing Coles Creek type-varieties considered diagnostic of different phases from contexts 

that appear to be quickly deposited, and demonstrating that some varieties have much longer 

spans of manufacture (Jackson 2017b). While sets are useful analytical tools in some contexts, 

the popularity principle of ceramic manufacture must still be taken into account. However, 

coupling a type-variety analysis with a frequency seriation is difficult to do with varieties as 

currently conceived, because they tend to occur in low frequency in any particular assemblage.  

 Both of these methods, seriation or reliance upon the presence of diagnostic  type-

varieties, have drawbacks when attempting to date site occupations. The type-variety system is 

used extensively in this research, as is the use of the archaeological phase concept to facilitate 

comparison with work previously done in the basin. However, quantification is also important, 

with the explicit recognition that low frequencies of any particular variety could be found in 

contexts potentially associated with three continguous phases, particularly when ceramic 

traditions are continuous. The aggregate, or the overall profile of the ceramic assemblage, should 

be considered thoughtfully in combination with radiocarbon dates. A strong case must be made 

for particular phase associations, and some cases are weaker or stronger than others. In practice, 

this combination of methods is what is often used to date site components in the Northern Yazoo 

Basin (Phillips 1970; Brown 2007; McNutt 2008; Nelson 2016), or considering relative 

proportions of marker type-varieties along with a consideration of low-frequency inclusions of 

particular diagnostic type-varieties.  

Type-Varieties Recovered from Arcola 

 Surface Collection. A total of 24,561 ceramics were collected from the surface of Arcola 

and through excavations. The vast majority of ceramics, 18,835, were collected from the surface 
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as part of a controlled artifact collection, while the remaining 5,725 were recovered through 

excavation. Only ceramic sherds greater than one-half inch were classified into type-varieties 

following the sorting criteria found in Phillips (1970), Williams and Brain (1983), and Brain 

(1988) supplemented with Brown’s (1998) sorting guide and dissertation (Brown 1979). The 

total number of classified ceramics include 13,014 collected from the surface and 4,363 

recovered through excavations.   

 Plainware collected from the surface of Arcola is dominated by coarse shell-tempered 

pottery, accounting for 78% of the plainware (Table 6.3). A mixed grog-and-shell tempered 

variety, Bell Plain, var. Holly Bluff, accounts for 21% of the plainware while exclusively grog-

tempered plainware accounts for less than 1% of the plainware. The decorated pottery is 

dominated by Parkin Punctated, var. Hollandale, varieties of Leland Incised, and to a lesser 

extent, by Barton Incised var. Arcola, giving the overall pottery assemblage a strong Lake 

George phase cast, circa AD 1350 to 1500. However, varieties found in low proportions, 

including varieties of Mazique Incised, Coleman Incised, Carter Engraved, Grace Brushed, 

Plaquemine Brushed, and Hollyknowe Pinched are diagnostic of the Winterville phase, circa AD  

1350 to 1500 (Williams and Brain 1983:315). The moderate amount (n=33) of Winterville 

Incised, var. Winterville recovered also suggests that an earlier Winterville phase component 

might be represented. However, caution must be exercised when using this variety as a marker. 

Winterville Incised, var. Winterville is defined as curvilinear, wet-paste incision in relatively 

open designs on the rim and upper body of coarse shell-tempered pottery (Williams and Brain 

1983:206). This variety is found in fifteenth-century contexts across the site and in the sixteenth 

century Wasp Lake phase assemblages at Rolling Fork, and is easily misclassified in 

assemblages featuring small sherds from plowed fields.  
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Table 6.3. Ceramic type-varieties collected from the surface. 

 

Type-Variety Count Type-Variety Count 

Plain   Maddox Engraved, var. Silver City 4 

Baytown Plain, var. Addis 23 Mazique Incised, var. Manchac 1 

Baytown Plain var. Little Tiger 3 Mazique Incised, var. unspecified 1 

Baytown Plain var. unspecified 5 Mound Place Incised, var. False River 1 

Baytown Plain, var. Valley Park 3 Mound Place Incised, var. unspecified 2 

Baytown Plain, var. Vicksburg 1 Nodena Red and White var. Nodena 7 

Bell Plain, var. Greenville 22 Old Town Red var. Old Town 7 

Bell Plain, var. Holly Bluff 2508 Owens Punctated var. Menard 1 

Mississippi Plain, var. Coker 5 Owens Punctated var. unspecified 7 

Mississippi Plain, var. Yazoo 9172 Parkin Punctated var. Hollandale 203 

Bell Plain, var. Bell  3 Parkin Punctated var. Transylvania 5 

Ceramic Disc, Yazoo 1 Parkin Punctated var. unspecified 6 

Plain Total 11746 Plaquemine Brushed var. Plaquemine 3 

Decorated   Pouncey Pinched var. Patosi 11 

Anna Incised, var. Anna 2 Pouncey Pinched var. unspecified 1 

Barton Incised, var. Aldridge 2 UID Engraved, Yazoo 1 

Barton Incised, var. Arcola 43 UID Incised, grog and shell-tempered 28 

Barton Incised, var. Barton 2 

UID Incised, grog shell and bone-

tempered 1 

Barton Incised, var. Estill 8 UID Incised, grog-tempered 9 

Barton Incised, var. Midnight 4 UID Incised, shell-tempered 210 

Barton Incised, var. unspecified 242 UID Incised, Yazoo 12 

Carson Red on Buff, var. Carson 3 UID Punctated, shell-tempered 2 

Carter Engraved, var. Carter 2 UID Stamped, shell-tempered 1 

Coleman Incised, var. Coleman 6 

UID Wide-Lined Incised, shell-

tempered 2 

Coles Creek Incised var. unspecified 1 Winterville Incised, var. Belzoni 33 

Cracker Road Incised, var. Cracker Road 8 Winterville Incised, var. Blum 3 

Fatherland Incised, var. Bayou Goula 1 Winterville Incised, var. Broutin 8 

Grace Brushed, var. Grace 5 Winterville Incised, var. Ranch 3 

Hollyknowe Pinched, var. Patmos 1 Winterville Incised, var. Tunica 1 

Hollywood White, var. Hollywood 3 Winterville Incised, var. unspecified 16 

Kinlock Simple Stamped, var. Kinlock 1 Winterville Incised, var. Wailes 12 

L'Eau Noire Incised, var. L'Eau Noire 1 Winterville Incised, var. Winterville 33 

Leland Incised, var. Bethlehem 1     

Leland Incised, var. Blanchard 9     

Leland Incised, var. Bovina 5     

Leland Incised, var. Deep Bayou 42     

Leland Incised, var. Ferris 8     

Leland Incised, var. Leland 156     

Leland Incised, var. Russell  9 Decorated Total 1268 

Leland Incised, var. unspecified 61 Grand Total 13014 

Leland Incised, var. Williams 6   
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 Similarly, small amounts of pottery associated with later phases are also present. Low 

frequencies of painted wares, Cracker Road Incised, Kinlock Stamped, Winterville Incised, vars. 

Wailes and Tunica, and varieties of Owens Punctated could be evidence of a relatively light 

Wasp Lake phase occupation or re-occupation (Brain 1988: Figure 41). Alternatively, these 

varieties could represent the beginning of their manufacturing histories, appearing in Lake 

George phase assemblages in the fifteenth century. 

 It is unclear if this pottery assemblage represents three components or simply one, 

illustrating the problems with using ceramic assemblages to identify occupations as described 

above. An earlier, thirteenth-century Winterville phase occupation should produce higher 

proportions of plain grog-tempered pottery, assuming both occupations were of similar intensity 

and duration. However, a Winterville phase occupation could have been lighter in intensity and 

perhaps shorter in duration, and the pottery could be drowned out by a more intense, longer 

duration Lake George phase occupation. The same could be true of a Wasp Lake occupation. 

Identifying the correct scenario is difficult when examining proportions of pottery present in a 

surface collection, and particularly difficult to understand using a pottery seriation. This problem 

is salient because it affects interpretions of settlement patterns.   

 Examining the distribution of these early and late varieties at Arcola may be more useful 

than considering the assemblage composition overall. A controlled artifact surface collection in 

sufficiently small spatial blocks has the potential to identify separate occupations, defined as a 

continuous block of time (Rafferty 2008:103-104). A seriation of pottery from smaller spatial 

blocks would not be as biased towards continuity or affected by assemblage mixing, although 

occupations could easily still be superimposed. 
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 A sample of the analyzed surface-collected material was divided into 3 areas, North of 

Mound A, South of Mound A, and the vicinity of Mound C (Figure 6.1; Tables 6.4-6.6). The 

frequencies of ceramic varieties between the three areas show that Winterville and Wasp Lake 

phase diagnostics are widespread in low frequencies across the site, rather than concentrated in 

discrete areas. Type-varieties more commonly found in earlier, Winterville phase contexts 

include examples of Baytown Plain, var. Addis, Bell Plain, var. Greenville, and Anna Incised, 

var. Anna. Pottery associated with the Wasp Lake phase includes Cracker Road Incised, Leland 

Incised, var. Bovina, Owens Punctated, var. Redwood, and Winterville Incised, var. Wailes.  

 The radiocarbon dates, as discussed in Chapter 5, suggest that areas of the site may have 

been utilized as residential or activity areas at different times, but within the Lake George phase. 

A seriation of pottery attributes from different areas of the site was attempted in an effort to 

delineate occupations within the phase (Figures 6.2-6.3). The diversity in varieties recovered 

from the site render a seriation based on the all the varieties impractical. Instead, a decorative 

attribute-based seriation was conducted using Seriation Tool Version 3.0, a plug-in created for 

use in Microsoft Excel (Lipo et al. 1997; Lipo 2001). Varieties were collapsed into basic 

categories based on commonly shared attributes of design and paste, included plain grog-

tempered pottery, plain shell-tempered pottery, plain mixed grog-and-shell tempered pottery, 

punctation on coarse shell-tempered pottery (including varieties of Parkin Punctated), oblique 

incision on coarse shell-tempered pottery (varieties of Barton Incised), oblique incision on grog-

tempered pottery (Mazique Incised), trailed curvilinear incision on mixed grog-and-shell pottery 

(varieties of Leland Incised), wet-paste curvilinear incision on coarse shell-tempered pottery 

(varieties of Winterville Incised), wet-paste curvilinear incising on grog-tempered pottery 

(Coleman Incised), and brushing (Grace Brushed, var. Grace and Plaquemine Brushed, var. 
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Plaquemine).

 

Figure 6.1. Groups of surface collected grids for comparison. 
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Table 6.4. Ceramic type-varieties collected from selected grids to the North of Mound A. 

 

Type-Variety Count Type-Variety  Count 

Plain   UID Incised, grog and shell-tempered  6 

Baytown Plain, var. Addis 2 UID Incised, shell-tempered  43 

Baytown Plain, var. Valley Park 1 UID Punctated, shell-tempered  1 

Baytown Plain, var. Vicksburg 1 UID Wide-Lined Incised, shell-tempered  1 

Bell Plain, var. Greenville 2 Winterville Incised, var. Belzoni  9 

Bell Plain, var. Holly Bluff 510 Winterville Incised, var. Broutin  2 

Mississippi Plain, var. Yazoo 3344 Winterville Incised, var. Ranch  1 

Plain Total 3860 Winterville Incised, var. unspecified  11 

Decorated   Winterville Incised, var. Wailes  2 

Barton Incised, var. Arcola 15 Winterville Incised, var. Winterville  6 

Barton Incised, var. Barton 1      

Barton Incised, var. Estill 3      

Barton Incised, var. Midnight 3      

Barton Incised, var. unspecified 85      

Cracker Road Incised, var. unspecified 2      

Grace Brushed, var. Grace 1      

Hollywood White, var. Hollywood 1      

L'Eau Noire Incised, var. L'Eau Noire 1      

Leland Incised, var. Bethlehem 1      

Leland Incised, var. Blanchard 2      

Leland Incised, var. Bovina  2      

Leland Incised, var. Deep Bayou 13      

Leland Incised, var. Ferris 5      

Leland Incised, var. Leland 39      

Leland Incised, var. Russell  3      

Leland Incised, var. unspecified 25      

Leland Incised, var. Williams 5      

Maddox Engraved, var. Silver City 1      

Mound Place Incised, var. unspecified 1      

Nodena Red and White, var. Nodena 3      

Old Town Red, var. Old Town 2      

Owens Punctated, var. unspecified 2      

Parkin Punctated, var. Hollandale  88      

Parkin Punctated, var. Transylvania 4      

Parkin Punctated, var. unspecified 1      

Plaquemine Brushed, var. Plaquemine 1      

Pouncey Pinched, var. Patosi 9 Decorated Total  402 

Pouncey Pinched, var. unspecified 1 Grand Total  4262 
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Table 6.5. Ceramic type-varieties collected from selected grids to the South of Mound A. 

 

Type-Variety Count Type-Variety Count 

Plain   Old Town Red, var. Old Town 1 

Baytown Plain var. Addis 14 Owens Punctated, var. Menard 1 

Baytown Plain var. Little Tiger 3 Owens Punctated, var. unspecified 1 

Baytown Plain var. unspecified 2 Parkin Punctated, var. Hollandale  56 

Baytown Plain var. Valley Park 1 Parkin Punctated, var. Transylvania 1 

Bell Plain var. Bell  3 Parkin Punctated, var. unspecified 2 

Bell Plain var. Greenville 2 Pouncey Pinched, var. Patosi 2 

Bell Plain var. Holly Bluff 716 UID Incised, grog and shell-tempered 16 

Mississippi Plain var. Yazoo 2414 UID Incised, grog-tempered 1 

Ceramic Disc, Yazoo 1 UID Incised, shell-tempered 106 

Plain Total 3156 UID Wide-Lined Incised, shell-tempered 1 

Decorated   Winterville Incised, var. Belzoni 12 

Anna Incised, var. Anna 1 Winterville Incised, var. Blum 1 

Barton Incised, var. Aldridge 2 Winterville Incised, var. Broutin 2 

Barton Incised, var. Arcola 15 Winterville Incised, var. Ranch 1 

Barton Incised, var. Barton 1 Winterville Incised var. unspecified 1 

Barton Incised, var. Estill 5 Winterville Incised, var. Wailes 4 

Barton Incised, var. Midnight 1 Winterville Incised, var. Winterville 16 

Barton Incised, var. unspecified 65     

Carson Red on Buff, var. Carson 1     

Carter Engraved, var. Carter 1     

Coleman Incised, var. Coleman 3     

Coles Creek Incised, var. unspecified 1     

Cracker Road Incised, var. Cracker    

Road 3     

Fatherland Incised, var. Bayou Goula 1     

Grace Brushed, var. Grace 2     

Hollyknowe Pinched, var. Patmos 1     

Hollywood White, var. Hollywood 1     

Kinlock Simple Stamped, var. Kinlock 1     

Leland Incised, var. Blanchard 4     

Leland Incised, var. Bovina  2     

Leland Incised, var. Deep Bayou 10     

Leland Incised, var. Ferris 1     

Leland Incised, var. Leland 36     

Leland Incised, var. Russell  6     

Leland Incised, var. unspecified 5     

Leland Incised, var. Williams 1     

Maddox Engraved, var. Silver City 1     

Mazique Incised, var. Manchac 1     

Mazique Incised, var. unspecified 1 Decorated Total 399 

Mound Place Incised, var. False River 1 Grand Total 3555 
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Table 6.6. Ceramic type-varieties collected from the surface in the vicinity of Mound C. 

 

Type-Variety Count 

Plain   

Baytown Plain, var. Addis 7 

Baytown Plain, var. unspecified 1 

Bell Plain, var. Greenville 17 

Bell Plain, var. Holly Bluff 483 

Mississippi Plain, var. Coker 5 

Mississippi Plain, var. Yazoo 1043 

Plain Total 1556 

Decorated   

Barton Incised, var. Arcola 5 

Barton Incised, var. unspecified 26 

Carson Red on Buff, var. Carson 2 

Hollywood White, var. Hollywood 1 

Leland Incised, var. Blanchard 2 

Leland Incised, var. Deep Bayou 5 

Leland Incised, var. Ferris 1 

Leland Incised, var. Leland 29 

Leland Incised, var. unspecified 23 

Maddox Engraved, var. Silver City 1 

Nodena Red and White, var. Nodena 1 

Old Town Red, var. Old Town 3 

Owens Punctated, var. unspecified 2 

Parkin Punctated, var. Hollandale  21 

Parkin Punctated, var. unspecified 2 

UID Engraved, Yazoo 1 

UID Incised, grog and shell-tempered 4 

UID Incised, grog, shell, and bone-tempered 1 

UID Incised, shell-tempered 18 

UID Stamped, shell-tempered 1 

Winterville Incised, var. Belzoni 3 

Winterville Incised, var. Blum 1 

Winterville Incised, var. Broutin 1 

Winterville Incised, var. Ranch 1 

Winterville Incised, var. unspecified 2 

Winterville Incised, var. Wailes 4 

Winterville Incised, var. Winterville 1 

Decorated Total 162 

Grand Total 1718 
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Figure 6.2. Seriation of plain and decorated surface collected ceramics.  

 

 

Figure 6.3. Seriation of decorated surface collected ceramics.  
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 Plain pottery dominates each area, masking patterns in the decorated pottery, but 

changing proportions of coarse shell-tempered (Mississippi Plain, var. Yazoo) to mixed grog-

and-shell tempered pottery (Bell Plain, var. Holly Bluff ) might be temporally significant. Bell 

Plain, var. Holly Bluff is a finely made pottery, almost exclusively associated with bowls. It 

could be expected that mound contexts might produce more of this fineware, as it can be 

hypothesized that those living on the mound were engaged in activities related to serving (Blitz 

1993). However, the mounds are constructed of secondarily deposited fill. Considering 

proportions of Bell Plain in the few primary mound contexts encountered, however, indicates 

that this fineware is not more concentrated in mound contexts (Table 6.7). Rather, it appears that 

access to and use of these vessels was widespread across the site as proportions fluctuate widely 

between 3.82 and 31% (χ2=582.35, p <. 000). Differences in proportions could be the result of 

time. 

 Table 6.7. Proportions of Bell Plain, var. Holly Bluff, ordered from low to high. 

 

Contexts 

Count/Total 

Plainware % 

Structure 4 10/262 3.82 

Mound C, Summit Unit TU 3 4/75 5.33 

Midden beneath Structure 6 106/1973 5.37 

Mound B, Midden 12/190 6.32 

Mound E, Sub-mound 3/32 9.38 

Surface Collection North A 510/3860 13.21 

Structure 7 9/61 14.75 

Structure 9 174/958 18.16 

Surface Collection South of A 716/3156 22.69 

Surface Collection Vicinity C 483/1556 31.04 

  

The radiocarbon date from Structure 4 to the north of Mound A indicates that the building 

trended early in the history of site occupation, with a two sigma calibrated range of AD 1274 to 

1391. The  building represents the earliest context encountered on the site. Relatively low 
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frequencies of Bell Plain, var. Holly Bluff in relation to coarse shell-tempered pottery or 

Mississippi Plain, var. Yazoo recovered to the North of Mound A could be indicative of a late 

Winterville phase occupation when frequencies of Bell Plain, var. Holly Bluff may have been 

low. Structure 9 produced the latest radiocarbon date on the site, burned sometime in the late 

fifteenth century. The porportion of Bell Plain is relatively high from this context, as is the 

proportion of Bell Plain from the general surface collection in this area, suggesting that the area 

south of Mound A was utilized later in the sequence.  

 The seriation of the decorated pottery orders the three areas of the site according to 

changing proportions of punctation and oblique incision in relation to pottery decorated with 

trailed incisions, mirroring the pattern seen in the plainware (trailed incision is exclusively 

associated with Bell Plain, var. Holly Bluff paste). If it is accepted that the area North of Mound 

A was occupied early in the site’s history, higher proportions of varieties of Barton Incised and 

Parkin Punctated could indicate occupation in the late fourtheenth century, while higher 

proportions of Leland Incised could indicate occupation in the fifteenth century. Feature 23, the 

latest context on the site, produced equal amounts of Leland Incised and Parkin Punctated, but 

Leland Incised outnumbers Barton Incised. High proportions of Bell Plain var. Holly Bluff and 

Leland Incised in the vicinity of Mound C suggest that this area of the site was also utilized late 

in the sequence, although no structures as delineated by the geophysics or recovery of daub 

rubble are located in this area.   

 In summary, the type-variety classifications of the surface-collected material are very 

similar to the surface collected assemblage classified by Phillips (1970:464-465). The site 

appears to be occupied almost exclusively during the Lake George phase between AD 1350 to 

1500, also indicated by radiocarbon dates from the excavations. The widespread distribution of 
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diagnostic earlier and later varieties suggest that low frequencies of this  material might simply 

be holdovers or recent introductions into the pottery assemblage of a single phase, spanning 

roughly 150 years between AD 1350 and 1500, rather than indicating three components between 

1200 and 1600. Site occupation was not static, however, and areas of the site, or at least some 

structures, were sequentially occupied in the site’s history. From a methodological standpoint, 

there has been some utility in ordering proportions, or conducting a frequency seriation of 

pottery types. Higher proportions of Parkin Punctated and Barton Incised might better 

characterize occupation of the site at the end of the fourteenth century, while varieties of Leland 

Incised and Bell Plain, var. Holly Bluff rise in production during the late fifteenth century. As 

will be discussed with the Rolling Fork data, this plainware drops significantly in frequency after 

AD 1500.  

 Structure 6/Midden.. A total 2,662 ceramic sherds were classified into type-varieties from 

the trench excavation (N415 E215) investigating Structure 6 (Table 6.8). The plowzone, or the 

first 40 cm of excavation, was not screened, and ceramics were hand-picked from the matrix. 

Below 40 cm, all matrix was screened through quarter-inch hardware mesh. Ceramics associated 

with the destroyed structures and the mixed plowzone/living surface stratum are few, including 

Mississippi Plain, var. Yazoo, Bell Plain, var. Holly Bluff, Barton Incised, var. unspecified, and 

Leland Incised, var. Leland. No differences in the assemblages are apparent between the 

plowzone, mixed living surface, and plaza fill, suggesting that the strata associated with this 

context accumulated quickly.  
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Table 6.8. Type-varieties recovered from the N413 E215 trench excavation, Arcola. 

 

Type-Varieties Auger 
Plow- 

zone 

Plow-

zone/ 

Living 

Surface 

Plaza 

fill 

Plaza 

fill/ 

Midden 

Midden 

Mixed 

midden/ 

levee 

surface 

Total 

Plain                 

Baytown Plain, var. Valley Park           1   1 

Bell Plain, var. Bell           18 3 21 

Bell Plain, var. Greenville           1   1 

Bell Plain, var. Holly Bluff   6 5 4 9 106 4 134 

Mississippi Plain, var. Yazoo 13 36 60 88 123 1847 56 2223 

Plain Total 13 42 65 92 132 1973 63 2380 

Decorated                 

Anna Incised, var. Anna           1   1 

Anna Incised, var. unspecified         1     1 

Barton Incised, var. Aldridge           23   23 

Barton Incised, var. Arcola           2   2 

Barton Incised, var. Estill           9   9 

Barton Incised, var. unspecified 1 1 5 1 1 9   18 

Beaver Effigies, shell-tempered           4   4 

Carson Red on Buff, var.      

unspecified           1   1 

Coleman Incised, var. Coleman           1   1 

Grace Brushed, var. Grace         1 1   2 

L'Eau Noire Incised, var.  

unspecified           1   1 

Leland Incised, var. Deep Bayou     1         1 

Leland Incised, var. Ferris           2   2 

Leland Incised, var. Leland     1     14   15 

Leland Incised, var. Russell           13   13 

Leland Incised, var. unspecified 1         4   5 

Leland Incised, var. Williams           6   6 

Mound Place Incised, var. False  

River           2   2 

Mound Place Incised, var.  

unspecified           15   15 

Old Town Red, var. Old Town           3   3 

Owens Punctated, var. Poor Joe           1   1 

Owens Punctated, var. Redwood           1   1 

Owens Punctated, var.  

unspecified           1   1 

Parkin Punctated, var. Hollandale  1     2   105 1 109 

Parkin Punctated, var.  

Transylvania           12   12 

Parkin Punctated, var.  

unspecified           3   3 

Pouncey Pinched, var. Patosi           4   4 
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Table 6.8, continued. Type-varieties recovered from the N413 E215 trench excavation, Arcola. 

Type-Varieties Auger 
Plow

-zone 

Plowzone

/ Living 

Surface 

Plaza 

fill 

Plaza fill/ 

Midden 
Midden 

Mixed 

midden

/ levee 

surface 

Total 

Decorated                 

UID Brushed, mixed  

shell- 

and-grog tempered             1 1 

UID Curvilinear  

Incised,  

shell-tempered            1   1 

UID Incised, mixed  

grog  

and shell-tempered           1   1 

UID Incised, shell- 

tempered           18 1 19 

UID Punctated, shell- 

tempered       1       1 

UID Trailed Incised,  

Guilloches, shell- 

tempered           1   1 

UID Trailed Incised,  

shell- tempered           1   1 

Winterville Incised,  

var.Blum           2   2 

Winterville Incised,   

var. Ranch           1   1 

Winterville Incised,   

var. Wailes             2 2 

Winterville Incised,  

var. Winterville           2   2 

Decorated Total 3 1 7 4 3 265 5 288 

Grand Total 16 43 72 96 135 2238 68 2668 

 

  The vast majority of the ceramics from this excavation came from the in situ midden 

deposit beneath a layer of fill. Large and partially complete vessels were recovered from this 

deposit, as were portions of a beaver effigy pot. Examples of Parkin Punctated, var. Hollandale 

dominate the decorated pottery, occurring on jars of various shapes and sizes. A new variety, 

Barton Incised, var. Aldridge, was also found in strength in this assemblage (see Figure 6.4a.-b;  

Appendix A). This pottery variety reflects a trend toward wide incision, also exemplified in 
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Winterville Incised, vars. Belzoni and Wailes and Leland Incised, vars. Deep Bayou and 

Williams.  

 Small amounts of typically diagnostic Winterville phase pottery (Williams and Brain 

1983:315), including single examples of Grace Brushed, var. Grace, Anna Incised, var. Anna, 

and Winterville Incised, var. Winterville were also found in this midden deposit. A single, but 

fine example of a fully shell-tempered L'Eau Noire Incised, var. unspecified bottle rim was 

found, an unusual type generally associated with the Winterville phase in a grog-tempered form, 

but here included in a Lake George phase assemblage.  

 Similarly, presumably later pottery, such as Owens Punctated, var. Redwood and 

Winterville Incised, var. Wailes, might have been introduced into Lake George phase 

assemblages at this time. The only sherd that is out of place in the midden is a single example of 

Baytown Plain, var. Valley Park. This sherd was found in level 7A, well within the thick 

charcoal-rich deposit. This variety is ubiquitous at sites in the region as the majority Late 

Woodland plainware, and one way or another isolated examples find their way into assemblages.   

 Despite the inclusion of small amounts of earlier and later sherds, the overall impression 

of the midden deposit, including type-varieties dominated by Parkin Punctated, Leland Incised, 

and Barton Incised, is that the midden, plaza fill, and structures built on top of this deposit are 

associated with the Lake George phase. Each stratum was deposited in quick succession. The 

associated radiocarbon date ranges of AD 1324 to 1430 leave no doubt that this midden was 

deposited at the height of Arcola’s occupation, perhaps concomitant with the construction of 

Mound A.  

 Structure 7. Little can be said about the ceramics associated with the Structure 7 

excavation at N409 E229, which produced only 63 sherds (Table 6.9). Although unit excavations 
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proceeded in screened, arbitrary levels below 40 cm, the vast majority of the unit consisted of 

mixed plaza fill, a mixed living surface, with pits and post molds. The assemblage is a relatively 

cohesive Lake George phase assemblage, with examples of Bell Plain, var. Holly Bluff and a 

single example of Leland Incised, var. Leland.  Two examples of finely made shell-tempered 

pottery, Bell Plain, var. Bell were found in association with the artificial clay layer at the base of 

the unit and are secondarily deposited.  

Table 6.9. Type-varieties recovered from N409 E229, Arcola. 

 

Type-Varieties 
Levels (cmbs) 

Total 3 (40-

50) 

4 (50-

60) 

5 (60-

70) 

6 (70-

80) 

7 (80-

90) 

8 (90-

100) 

Plain               

Bell Plain, var. Bell           2 2 

Bell Plain, var. Holly Bluff 3 1 1 1 3   9 

Mississippi Plain, var.  

Yazoo 29 13 6 1 1   50 

Plain Total 32 14 7 2 4 2 61 

Decorated               

Leland Incised, var. Leland 1           1 

UID Incised, Yazoo       1     1 

Decorated Total 1     1     2 

Grand Total 33 14 7 3 4 2 63 

 

 Structure 9. The contexts associated with Structure 9 include the intact portion of the 

burned floor, Feature 23, screened through one-quarter inch mesh below 20 cm. A midden 

deposit located inside the building along the southern wall (Feature 27), and more diffuse 

midden outside the building to the north and east were excavated, but were mixed with plowed 

floor material. Because the building is a single construction, material recovered from both inside 

and immediately outside the building are very likely contemporary, at least within the lifespan of 

the structure.  
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 The ceramic assemblage from Feature 23 is notable for its painted wares (Table 6.10). 

Painted pottery includes Avenue Polychrome, Hollywood White, and Nodena Red and White, 

totaling 4 examples. These sherds were recovered from the midden and mixed floor deposits at 

the north and eastern edges of the building. These pottery types are likely imports, found on a 

finely shell-tempered paste. The heaviness of the paint is distinctively non-local, and this pottery 

is more common in assemblages in the Northern Yazoo Basin, particularly mortuary 

assemblages. These few sherds recovered are extraordinary considering how few obviously 

imported ceramics are found in the pottery assemblages from Arcola. Although Lake George 

phase pottery is diverse in paste recipe and decorative design, it is strikingly local.  

 Parkin Punctated, var. Hollandale, Leland Incised, var. Leland, and Barton Incised 

varieties together dominate the decorated pottery, with Leland Incised making its greatest 

contribution of the excavated contexts, outnumbering Barton Incised and mirroring the 

proportion of Parkin Punctated, var. Hollandale. Bell Plain, var. Holly Bluff accounts for 18% of 

the plainware, a relatively high proportion. Bell Plain, var. Holly Bluff accounts for only 5% of 

the plainware from the midden deposits beneath Structure 6 and plaza fill. As will be discussed 

below, the structure is also associated with a high quantity of flaring rim bowls, suggesting that 

this structure was probably not a typical residence. 
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Table 6.10. Type-varieties recovered from the block associated with Structure 9, Arcola. 

 

Type-Varieties F27 F23 

Mixed 

F23 & 

F27 

Midden 

outside 

F23, west 

wall 

Mixed F23 

and midden 

outside, east 

wall 

Mixed F23 

and midden 

outside, 

north wall 

Outside 

F23, south 

wall 

Total 

Plain                 

Baytown Plain, var. Valley Park     2         2 

Bell Plain, var. Holly Bluff   26 65 30 20 28 5 174 

Mississippi Plain, var. Yazoo 9 82 220 170 119 152 30 782 

Plain Total 9 108 287 200 139 180 35 958 

Decorated                 

Avenue Polychrome, var. Avenue           1   1 

Barton Incised, var. Arcola         1     1 

Barton Incised, var. unspecified   1 5 4   2 2 14 

Cracker Road Incised, var. unspecified           1   1 

Hollywood White, var. Hollywood         1     1 

Leland Incised, var. Blanchard 2             2 

Leland Incised, var. Deep Bayou     1     1   2 

Leland Incised, var. Ferris           1   1 

Leland Incised, var. Leland 2 2 2 2 1 9 1 19 

Leland Incised, var. Russell     2         2 

Leland Incised, var. unspecified     1         1 

Maddox Engraved, var. Silver City           1   1 

Nodena Red and White, var. Nodena           2   2 

Parkin Punctated, var. Hollandale    4 10 4 6 3   27 

Parkin Punctated, var. Transylvania     2         2 

Pouncey Pinched, var. Patosi     1         1 

UID Incised, Yazoo     3 1 4 8 1 17 

Winterville Incised, var. Belzoni     1 1   4   6 

Winterville Incised, var. Wailes           1   1 

Winterville Incised var. Winterville           6   6 

Decorated Total 4 7 28 12 13 40 4 108 

Grand Total 13 115 315 212 152 220 39 1066 
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Structure 4. The large structure north of Mound A, approximately 8 m on a side, returned the 

earliest radiocarbon date at the site with two ranges: AD 1274 to 1320 and AD 1351 to 1391. 

The earlier range falls within the late Winterville phase, while the latter range is early Lake 

George. As discussed previously, the date could be attributed to old wood, but the surface 

collection and the character of the excavated ceramics point to a date at least early in the Lake 

George phase. 

 The associated ceramics may be more mixed than other contexts at the site because this 

structure has been more heavily damaged by plowing (Table 6.11). Feature 41a, the large post 

filled with structural material, produced a large example of a Barton Incised, var. Estill  jar and 

plain shell-tempered pottery, found in association with the radiocarbon dated post fragment. The 

plowed floor did not produce much pottery overall. However, examples of Bell Plain, var. 

Greenville were recovered, accounting for 5% of the plainware. This variety is predominantly 

grog-tempered, resembling Baytown Plain, var. Addis with a small amount of of shell added to 

the paste. It has long been considered a transitional paste recipe, associated with Winterville 

phase deposits (Williams and Brain 1983:105). Bell Plain, var. Holly Bluff was also found in low 

quantities (4%), confined mostly to the plowzone, accounting for 4% of the plainware.  

 The decorated varieties appear more mixed than other contexts at the site, with examples 

of Mazique Incised, var. Manchac, Plaquemine Brushed, var. Plaquemine, and few plain grog-

tempered wares, typically diagnostic of the Winterville phase. 
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Table 6.11. Type-varieties recovered from the excavation blocks associated with Structure 4, Arcola.  

 

Type-Varieties 
Plow- 

zone 

Mixed 

Plowzone/ 

Floor 

Mixed 

Floor/ 

outside 

east wall 

Floor 
Beneath 

floor 

F41 

Insertion 

Trench 

F41 

Surrounding 

Pit 

F41a 

Posthole 

F41 & 

41a 
Total 

Plain                     

Baytown Plain, var. Addis     3             3 

Baytown Plain, var. Little Tiger 1                 1 

Bell Plain, var. Bell 1 2   1         4 8 

Bell Plain, var. Greenville 1   12   2         15 

Bell Plain, var. Holly Bluff 9   1             10 

Mississippi Plain, var. Yazoo 46 87 14 40 9 13 6 5 5 225 

Plain Total 58 89 30 41 11 13 6 5 9 262 

Decorated                     

Barton Incised, var. Aldridge   1               1 

Barton Incised, var. Arcola       1          1 

Barton Incised, var. Estill        1  1 

Barton Incised, var. unspecified 1 3   1           5 

Kinlock Simple Stamped, var.  

Kinlock   1               1 

Leland Incised, var. Deep Bayou     1             1 

Leland Incised, var. Leland   1         1     2 

Mazique Incised, var. Manchac           1       1 

Parkin Punctated, var. Hollandale  2 6 1 2           11 

Plaquemine Brushed, var.  

Plaquemine   1               1 

UID Incised, Yazoo               1   1 

Winterville Incised, var.  

Winterville 2                 2 

Decorated Total 5 13 2 4   1 1 2   28 

Total 63 102 32 45 11 14 7 7 9 290 
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Shell-tempered varieties dominate, however, including Barton Incised, vars. Arcola and 

unspecified, and Parkin Punctated, var. Hollandale, giving the pottery a Lake George phase cast, 

matching well with the radiocarbon dates even with the ambiguity of the date range. In sum, the 

presence of Bell Plain, var. Greenville at 5% of the plainware, the low frequencies of Leland 

Incised varieties, and the dominance of Parkin Punctated, var. Hollandale and Barton Incised in 

association with a few earlier varieties suggest this was likely constructed and burned prior to the 

major thrust of mound construction at the site. As argued in Chapter 5, this structure is notable 

for its size, construction style, and age. Additionally, a single and rather large Mississippi Plain, 

var. Yazoo partially complete vessel was found placed on the floor of this structure. All evidence, 

including ceramics from the surface collection, point to the area North of Mound A being the 

initial area of the site occupied, while also providing an example of early, communal politics at 

the site as this building likely served some public function.   

 Mound E. The serendipitous discovery of an intact remnant of Mound E provides a 

terminus post quem for mound construction, something out of reach for the large mounds. Sub-

mound strata produced varieties of Barton Incised, Leland Incised, and Parkin Punctated, the 

core of the Lake George phase decorated pottery (Table 6.12). The interface between the mound 

and sub-mound surfaces and the sub-mound strata produced 4% Bell Plain, var. Holly Bluff, or 5 

examples out of a sample of 63. A classic example of Leland Incised, var. Deep Bayou (see 

Figure 6.5e) was recovered below the mound fill deposits. This plainware composition resembles 

both Structure 4 and the Structure 6 midden excavation, and the decorated assemblage is also 

similar to contexts across the site with the relative dominance of Parkin Punctated. Keeping in 

mind the small sample size, Mound E was probably constructed within the fifteenth century.  
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Table 6.12. Type-varieties recovered from N540 E275, Mound E remnant, Arcola. 

 

 

Type-Varieties 
Plowzone 

Mound 

Fill 

Interface 

Mound/ 

Below 

Mound 

F44 F51 
Sub-

mound 
Total 

Plain               

Bell Plain, var. Bell 1           1 

Bell Plain, var. Greenville   1         1 

Bell Plain, var. Holly Bluff 1 3       3 7 

Mississippi Plain, var. Yazoo 48 49 28 4 6 32 167 

Plain Total 50 53 28 4 6 35 176 

Decorated               

Barton Incised, var. Aldridge   1         1 

Barton Incised, var. Estill     1       1 

Barton Incised, var. unspecified 1           1 

Leland Incised, var. Bethlehem     1       1 

Leland Incised, var. Deep Bayou 1         1 2 

Parkin Punctated, var.  

Hollandale  1 4       2 7 

Parkin Punctated, var.  

Transylvania   1         1 

Decorated Total 3 6 2     3 14 

Grand Total 53 59 30 4 6 38 190 

 

 In summary, the type-variety classifications of ceramics recovered from both the surface 

and from excavations at Arcola suggest that occupation at the site is Lake George phase in age, 

aligning with the radiocarbon dates. The area north of Mound A was utilized early in the site’s 

history, with activity expanding to the area south of Mound A. The site was abandoned sometime 

around AD 1500. Typical examples of ceramic type-varieties recovered from Arcola can be 

found in Figures 6.4-6.7. 
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Figure 6.4. Selected coarse shell-tempered varieties recovered from Arcola. a-b, Barton Incised, 

var. Aldridge (new variety, see Appendix A); c-e, Barton Incised, var. Estill; f, Barton Incised, 

var. Portland; g, Mound Place Incised, var. unspecified; h, Mound Place Incised, var. False 

River; i, Parkin Punctated, var. Hollandale; j, Pouncey Pinched, var. Patosi; k, Parkin Punctated, 

var. Transylvania; l, Owens Punctated, var. Redwood; m-n, Winterville Incised, var. Blum; o, 

Winterville Incised, var. Winterville.  
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Figure 6.5. Selected varieties of Leland Incised recovered from Arcola. a-d, Leland Incised, var. 

Leland; e-g, Leland Incised, var. Deep Bayou; h-j, Leland Incised, var. Russell; k-l, Leland 

Incised, var. Ferris; m-n, Leland Incised, var. Williams. 
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Figure 6.6. Selected rare varieties and effigies recovered from Arcola. a, Maddox Engraved, var. 

Silver City; b, Anna Incised, var. Anna; c, Grace Brushed, var. Grace; d, Coleman Incised, var. 

Coleman, e, Winterville Incised, var. Wailes, f, Fatherland Incised, var. Bayou Goula, g, Avenue 

Polychrome, var. Avenue; h, Nodena Red and White, var. Nodena; i, Carson Red Buff on Buff, 

var. unspecified; j, Beaver effigies; k, L’Eau Noire Incised, var. unspecified. 
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Type-Varieties Recovered from Rolling Fork 

 Rolling Fork is another mound site adjacent to Deer Creek, located just outside the town 

of Rolling Fork, Mississippi, 48 km south of Arcola. The site features two heavily damaged 

mounds of at least an original three mounds (Brown 1926:78), and is well known in the Basin for 

a Civil War-era component, with Mounds A and B serving as the base for both Union and 

Confederate artillery in 1863. The Memphis office of Panamerican Consultants, Inc. (PCI) 

conducted a mitigation project at the site for the Vicksburg district of the United States Army 

Corps of Engineers (USACE) between 2009 and 2011 in preparation for the construction of a 

museum (Leonard et al. 2011). Plans for this museum were abandoned for a variety of reasons, 

but there is no area on the site that is free of intact cultural deposits. PCI, the USACE, and 

consulting tribes, including the Mississippi Band of Choctaw Indians, agreed to loan a sample of 

the collection, or about 10,000 ceramic sherds, for inclusion in this dissertation project. Of these 

10,000 sherds, only half (5,047) being greater than one half-inch were analyzed.  

 With the wealth of subsurface, primary contexts encountered at the site, a sample of 

ceramics recovered from Rolling Fork was included in this dissertation project to examine 

differences between a Lake George phase and a potential Wasp Lake phase ceramic assemblage, 

and examine vessel forms from a diverse set of features. As discussed in Chapter 3, mound sites 

are closely spaced with little evidence of buffer zones, suggesting that competition and warfare 

was not an organizing factor in political organization. In Chapters 4 and 5, Arcola was presented 

as not quite vacant, but neither is it a populated Mississippian village or town. Rolling Fork 

offers a chance to examine if mound center use is similar in both space and time along Deer 

Creek.   
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 During the course of field investigations, archaeologists exposed multiple off-mound 

features, including portions of seven structures and nearly 200 pits of various shapes and sizes. A 

single hectare (2.25 acres) area to the south of the mounds was completely stripped with a 

backhoe, partially exposing four of the seven structures, including both single-set post and wall 

trench structures, and containing the entirety of pit features encountered (Figure 6.7). The 

stripped area did not produce dense artifacts during systematic shovel testing, illustrating that 

shovel testing is poorly suited for encountering intact features. The area tested in the plaza area 

east of the mounds was sampled with 1-x-1 m test unit excavations and 1-meter wide backhoe 

trenches. The remaining three structures represented by single wall trenches were found in the 

excavations near the mounds. 

 An initial, cursory analysis of the ceramics recovered through excavations by Leonard et 

al. (2011) indicated that the site may have been occupied later than Arcola, with examples of 

unusual and late type-varieties, including Kinlock Simple Stamped, var. Kinlock (Leonard et al. 

2011:354-356). Four of five radiocarbon dates in late fifteenth through early sixteenth century 

also suggest the site was occupied relatively late in the regional sequence. A single date with a 

two sigma range of AD 1270 to 1310 and 1360 to 1390 was obtained from wood charcoal 

recovered from a natural stratum, deeply buried in the southern portion of the site. This date 

indicates significant flooding during the centuries leading up to occupation. Earlier occupations 

could either be deeply buried, or the natural levee was not yet suitable for habitation in this area.  
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Figure 6.7. Rolling Fork contours and 2010-2011 excavations.  
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  Ceramic-producing contexts were selected from the Rolling Fork collection because they 

were either associated with a radiocarbon date or included a diverse set of feature types. Diverse 

feature types were randomly sampled until 10,000 ceramics were available for analysis using the 

counts reported by Leonard et al. (2011). Contexts include artifact bearing strata or midden 

deposits from four test units, Unit 5, Unit 10, Unit 21, and Unit 22. The remaining contexts 

include 38 pits of various shapes and sizes. Although there is a wide range of sizes, most features 

are larger than 1 m in diameter, with many approaching 2 m or more in length. When compared 

to Feature 5 at Winterville and the midden deposit at Arcola, ceramic counts appear low. 

However, it is important to keep in mind these features were only sampled with 30 cm trenches.  

A summary of the features analyzed and the one-half inch ceramic samples produced is 

presented in Table 6.13 This discussion will begin with the test units selected for analysis, 

followed by a discussion of the pit features.  

 Test Unit 5. Test unit 5 was placed east of Mound A, across a plaza area. The initial 

stratum of the test unit consisted of plowzone material, including some small bits of metal and 

nails. Artifact recovery was minimal. Artifact concentrations rose sharply between 80 and 110 

cm below the surface, situated in a dark clayey loam matrix, overlying the natural sandy deposit 

of the natural levee. A radiocarbon date from wood charcoal recovered from the midden 

approximately 90 cm below the ground surface returned two sigma date ranges of AD 1440-1530 

and 1560-1630 (Leonard et al. 2011:Table 14-01). A recalibration of these dates using Oxcal 

v4.3.2 (Bronk Ramsey 2017; Remier et al. 2013), returned two sigma date ranges of 1445 to 

1524 (61% probability) and 1558 to 1632 (33.8% probability).  
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Table 6.13. Contexts analyzed from Rolling Fork. 

 

Feature  Type 

Width 

(cm) 

Length 

(cm) 

Depth 

(cm) Excavation 

Ceramic 

Sample 

190 Circular Pit 210 206 24 50 cm-wide hand trench 359 

273 Posthole         2 

295 Miscellaneous Pit 135 Unknown 58 Trench 1 291 

297 Circular Pit 30 Unknown 5 50% hand excavation 2 

298 Circular Pit 100 Unknown 60 50% hand excavation 173 

306 Circular Pit 120 na 32 50% hand excavation 14 

Test 

Unit 21 

and 22, 

Feature 

315 Midden     30  1-x-1 m excavation 679 

335 Posthole         1 

339 Circular Pit 220 200 30 30 cm-wide hand trench 124 

340 Burned Pit Unknown Unknown 25 30 cm-wide hand trench 39 

348 Miscellaneous Pit 70 140 27 30 cm-wide hand trench 25 

434 Posthole         1 

451 Deep Pit 238 Unknown 200+ Mechanical and hand excavation 69 

452 Deep Pit 112 Unknown 200+ Mechanical and hand excavation 279 

455 Deep Pit 230 Unknown 250+ Mechanical and hand excavation 159 

476 Circular Pit 214 215 30 30 cm-wide hand trench 18 

477 Circular Pit 175 185 28 30 cm-wide hand trench 16 

478 Circular Pit 140 145 35 30 cm-wide hand trench 32 

479 Miscellaneous Pit 45 60 23 30 cm-wide hand trench 23 

482 Circular Pit 216 200 30 30 cm-wide hand trench 198 

483 Circular Pit 100 Unknown 5 30 cm-wide hand trench 16 

484 Circular Pit 110 120 20 30 cm-wide hand trench 73 

485 Circular Pit 135 155 34 30 cm-wide hand trench 18 

487 Circular Pit 130 Unknown 10 30 cm-wide hand trench 13 

488 Circular Pit 100 110 18 30 cm-wide hand trench 60 

490 Circular Pit 175 Unknown 14 30 cm-wide hand trench 52 

491 Circular Pit 110 135 40 30 cm-wide hand trench 128 

491/493 Circular Pit 150 160 40 30 cm-wide hand trench 392 

499 Irregular Pit 80 90 6 30 cm-wide hand trench 13 
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Table 6.13, continued. Contexts analyzed from Rolling Fork.  

Feature  Type Width Length Depth Excavation Ceramic Sample 

511 Miscellaneous Pit 26 31 24 100% hand excavation 1 

512 Circular Pit 39 46 17 100% hand excavation 1 

513 Posthole         2 

526 Circular Pit 130 150 30 30 cm-wide hand trench 7 

542 Miscellaneous Pit 160 220 25 30 cm-wide hand trench 9 

551 Circular Pit 135 140 15 30 cm-wide hand trench 7 

553 Posthole         1 

556 Miscellaneous Pit 165 173 45 30 cm-wide hand trench 365 

557 Circular Pit 90 Unknown 15 30 cm-wide hand trench 33 

558 Miscellaneous Pit 192 198 20 30 cm-wide hand trench 676 

Unit 10 Midden       1-x-1 m excavation 370 

Unit 5 Midden       1-x-1 m excavation 315 

 

 Ceramics recovered from Unit 5 (Table 6.14) are dominated by coarse shell-tempered 

plainware. While the decorated varieties are dominated by residual categories such as 

unidentified incised, late varieties of Winterville Incised, including vars. Broutin, Tunica, and 

Wailes (n=14) are present in some strength, along with varieties of Leland Incised (n=8) and 

Barton Incised (n=9). The radiocarbon date suggests potential overlap with the latest context at 

Arcola, Structure 9, and the ceramics appear largely Lake George phase in age. 

 Test Unit 10. Unit 10 was placed to the east of Mound A and north of Test Unit 5. This 

unit produced significant amounts of artifacts and faunal remains throughout excavation, but the 

heaviest concentrations of artifacts were recovered between levels 9 and 15 (80 to 150 cmbs). 

Only ceramics from these levels were examined (Table 6.15). A radiocarbon sample from 

carbonized maize recovered from 130 cm below the ground surface returned two sigma 

calibrated date ranges of AD 1520 to 1590 and AD 1620 to 1660, with a single intercept at AD 

1640. Calibration in Oxcal returned four ranges, with the highest probabilities between AD 1513 

and 1601 (54%) and 1616 to 1666 (38%).  
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Table 6.14. Type-Varieties recovered from Test Unit 5, Rolling Fork.  

 

 

 

Type-varieties 

Levels (cm)  

1 (0-

10) 

2 

(10-

20) 

3 

(20-

30) 

4 

(30-

40) 

5 

(40-

50) 

6 

 (50-

60) 

7 

(60-

70) 

8  

(70-

80) 

9  

(80-

90) 

10 

 (90-

100) 

11  

(100-

110) 

Total 

Plain                         

Bell Plain, var. Greenville     1                 1 

Bell Plain, var. Holly Bluff 1   2   3 1       1   8 

Mississippi Plain, var. Yazoo 1 17 24 10 4 8 2 25 43 70 43 247 

Plain Total 2 17 27 10 7 9 2 25 43 71 43 256 

Decorated                         

Barton Incised, var. Aldridge                 1     1 

Barton Incised, var. Arcola                   5   5 

Barton Incised, var. unspecified                 1   2 3 

Grace Brushed, var. Grace                   1   1 

Kinlock Simple Stamped, var. 

Kinlock 

                  1   1 

Leland Incised, var. Blanchard                   3   3 

Leland Incised, var. Deep Bayou         1       1 1   3 

Leland Incised, var. Leland                   1 1 2 

Leland Incised, var. unspecified         1             1 

Maddox Engraved, var. Silver City   1                   1 

Owens Punctated, var. unspecified                    1   1 

Parkin Punctated, var. Hollandale   1                   1 

UID Incised, Yazoo   1 1         1 4 5 9 21 

UID Punctated, Yazoo     1                 1 

Winterville Incised, var. Belzoni               1 2     3 

Winterville Incised, var. Broutin                 5 1 2 8 

Winterville Incised, var. Tunica               1       1 

Winterville Incised, var. Wailes                   1 1 2 

Decorated Total   3 2   2     3 14 20 15 59 

Grand Total 2 20 29 10 9 9 2 28 57 91 58 315 
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Table 6.15. Type-varieties recovered from Test Unit 10, Rolling Fork. 

 

Type-Varieties 
Levels (cm) 

 Total 9 (80-

90) 

10 (90-

100) 

11 (100-

110) 

12 (110-

1200 

13 (120-

130) 

14 (130-

140) 

15 (140-

150) 

Plain                 

Bell Plain, var. Holly Bluff 2 1   1     3 7 

Bell Plain var. unspecified         1     1 

Mississippi Plain var. Yazoo 40 39 21 51 53 63 26 293 

Plain Total 42 40 21 52 54 63 29 301 

Decorated                 

Barton Incised, var. Aldridge           1 1 2 

Barton Incised, var. Arcola 2 1 1 1 1     6 

Barton Incised, var. unspecified 4   1 8 4 4 2 23 

Grace Brushed, var. Grace           2   2 

Leland Incised, var. Bovina 1             1 

Leland Incised, var. Leland 2         3   5 

Leland Incised, var. Williams         1     1 

Owens Punctated, var. Menard     1 1       2 

Owens Punctated, var. Poor Joe   1           1 

Owens Punctated, var. Redwood     1         1 

Owens Punctated, var. unspecified  1             1 

Parkin Punctated, var. Transylvania           1   1 

UID Incised, Yazoo 4 2     4 1   11 

Winterville Incised, var. Belzoni   2   1 1     4 

Winterville Incised, var. Broutin   1           1 

Winterville Incised, var. Winterville 3 2   1 1     7 

Decorated Total 17 9 4 12 12 12 3 69 

Grand Total 59 49 25 64 66 75 32 370 
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 Plainware recovered from the unit consists of predominately Mississippi Plain, var. 

Yazoo, with only seven examples or 3% Bell Plain, var. Holly Bluff. Decorated ceramics 

recovered from Test Unit 10 consist of high frequencies of Barton Incised, var. unspecified. Late 

varieties of Leland Incised including vars. Bovina and Williams, and varieties of Owens 

Punctated coupled with a lack of Parkin Punctated, var. Hollandale are notable features of this 

ceramic roster, suggesting that the deposit is associated with the Wasp Lake phase in conjunction 

with the radiocarbon date. This midden in particular demonstrates the strong continuity between 

Lake George phase and Wasp Lake phase deposits, illustrating the long manufacturing histories 

of some varieties, and the difficulty in distinguishing these phases in the absence of radiocarbon 

dates.   

 Test Units 21 & 22, Feature 315. Two 1-x-1 m test units were placed in the stripped area 

of the site to the south of the mounds to sample a portion of intact midden that was once 

protected by a gravel road. Collectively, the material recovered from these units is referred to as 

Feature 315. The test units were approximately 10 m apart east to west, indicating an expansive, 

but shallow, sheet midden deposit. Artifacts, or ceramic and faunal material, were densely 

concentrated just under the surface, extending only 30 cm in depth. No radiocarbon dates were 

obtained from these units.  

 Decorated ceramics include examples of Owens Punctated and late varieties of Leland 

Incised, including relatively high amounts of Leland Incised, var. Russell, reflecting the trend 

towards trailed incising on more coarsely shell-tempered pottery (Table 6.16). 
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Table 6.16. Type-varieties recovered from Test Units 21 & 22 (Feature 315), Rolling Fork. 

  

Type-Variety 

Test Unit 21 Levels 

 (cm) 

Test Unit 22 Levels 

(cm) Total 

2 (20-30) 3 (30-40) 4 (40-50) 1 (10-20) 2 (20-30) 

Plain             

Bell Plain, var. Holly Bluff 1         1 

Mississippi Plain, var. Yazoo 214 138 2 139 6 499 

Plain Total 215 138 2 139 6 500 

Decorated             

Barton Incised, var. Arcola   1       1 

Barton Incised, var. Midnight   1       1 

Barton Incised, var. Portland  1 1       2 

Barton Incised, var. unspecified 12 6   2   20 

Cracker Road Incised, var.  

unspecified   1       1 

Grace Brushed, var. Grace     1     1 

Kinlock Simple Stamped, var.  

Kinlock 1 1   5   7 

Leland Incised, var. Blanchard 1 3       4 

Leland Incised, var. Bovina   1       1 

Leland Incised, var. Russell 3 12   7   22 

Leland Incised, var. Williams 2 3   1   6 

Owens Punctated, var. Menard 8 3   1   12 

Owens Punctated, var. Tyronza 1         1 

Owens Punctated, var. unspecified  8 8   4   20 

Parkin Punctated, var. Hollandale 1         1 

UID Incised, Yazoo 13 11   13   37 

Winterville Incised, var. Belzoni 11 6   7   24 

Winterville Incised, var. Blum 4         4 

Winterville Incised, var. Broutin 5 1   2   8 

Winterville Incised, var. Wailes 2     2   4 

Winterville Incised, var. Winterville   2       2 

Decorated Total 73 61 1 44   179 

Grand Total 288 199 3 183 6 679 
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Winterville Incised, vars. Belzoni, Broutin, and Wailes were also found in relatively high 

frequencies, paired with presumed earlier Winterville Incised varieties, including vars. Blum and 

Winterville. If this deposit is a mixed Lake George and Wasp Lake phase midden, higher 

amounts of Parkin Punctated, var. Hollandale would be expected. Rather, this dense sheet 

midden deposit is likely Wasp Lake phase in age, post-AD 1500, indicating a fair amount of 

activity, possibly residential in nature, at Rolling Fork at this time.  

 Pit Features. The pit features selected for this analysis were found through mechanical 

stripping in the southern portion of the project area. Only one pit, F452, is spatially associated 

with a house structure, located in the center of the floor footprint. The other pits were spread 

over the two acre area in no discernable pattern.   

 Pit features were hand-excavated at least partially in order to expose a profile and recover 

a sample of material, generally passed through one-quarter inch screen. Features were grouped 

by morphology, and were mostly circular in shape, but some features had obscure, oblong, or 

amorphous boundaries. A special class of features include deep pits. These pits, of which five 

were encountered, were circular in planview, basin-shaped, and extended to depths of more than 

2 m below the ground surface. At least two of the pits resolved into rectangular shafts between 

60 and 80 cm wide extending to unknown depths. Leonard et al. (2011:296) suspected that these 

pits may have originally functioned as wells that were abandoned and filled with refuse as they 

became contaminated. A sample of cypress wood charcoal was recovered at an unknown depth 

from Feature 452, a deep pit, and returned two sigma calibrated date range of AD 1513 and 1601 

(54%) and 1616 to 1666 (38%). A maize kernel from Feature 500, returned two sigma date 

ranges of AD 1492 to 1602 (64%) and 1615 to 1663 (31%). No artifacts were collected from this 
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feature, but Feature 500 was filled with refuse. A summary of the type-varieties associated with 

these features can be found in Tables 6.17-6.19.   

 Material recovered from these pits was remarkably intact, including large sherds, partial 

vessels, and complete faunal elements, suggesting that the pits were filled quickly with primary 

refuse, and not filled in over time through erosion or secondary deposition. Plainware from these 

pits consists almost entirely of coarse shell-tempered pottery, with very few examples of Bell 

Plain, var. Holly Bluff and few examples of Bell Plain, var. Bell, a fine shell-tempered variety 

with a polished surface, generally found in low frequencies in the Southern Yazoo Basin. 

Decorated ceramic type-varieties are highly varied, but consist of varieties of Barton Incised, 

Leland Incised, Parkin Punctated, Owens Punctated, and Winterville Incised. Parkin Punctated is 

found in very low frequencies in these pits. Varieties not found in the test units include Nodena 

Red and White, vars. Douglas and Ellison, found scattered in low numbers in some pits. The 

high number or residual sherds (particularly unidentified  incised, shell-tempered) is typically an 

indicator of the fragmented nature of an assemblage. However, many of these sherds are 

substantial in size, with only one or two simple incised lines on the body that could not sorted 

into types or type-varieties with any confidence.  

.
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Table 6.17. Ceramic type-varieties recovered from selected features, 190-451, Rolling Fork. 

 

Type-Varieties 
Features 

Total 
190 273 295 297 298 306 335 339 340 348 434 451 

Plain                           

Bell Plain, var. Holly Bluff 1       1     2       1 5 

Mississippi Plain, var. Yazoo 304 1 230 1 129 5 1 88 34 18 1 49 861 

Plain Total 305 1 230 1 130 5 1 90 34 18 1 50 866 

Decorated                           

Barton Incised, var. Arcola     4         6         10 

Barton Incised, var. Barton      1                   1 

Barton Incised, var. Estill                       1 1 

Barton Incised, var. Portland          1               1 

Barton Incised, var. unspecified 5   7   2     2         16 

Carson Red on Buff, var. unspecified      1                   1 

Cracker Road Incised, var. unspecified 2       1     1       1 5 

Grace Brushed, var. Grace         1             1 2 

Kinlock Rocker Stamped, var. unspecified         1               1 

Kinlock Simple Stamped, var. Kinlock     5                   5 

Kinlock Simple Stamped, var. unspecified 1                       1 

Leland Incised, var. Blanchard 2         3   1 1       7 

Leland Incised, var. Bovina     2         3       1 6 

Leland Incised, var. Dabney         1               1 

Leland Incised, var. Leland 6       6     2   1   1 16 

Leland Incised, var. Russell 1   2   3       1       7 

Leland Incised, var. Williams 4     1 1       1 3     10 

Old Town Red, var. Old Town 1                       1 

Owens Punctated, var. Menard 2   6                   8 

Owens Punctated, var. Owens     2     2             4 

Owens Punctated, var. Poor Joe                   2     2 

Owens Punctated, var. unspecified  4   2   2       1       9 

Owens Punctated, var. Widows Creek 1             1         2 
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Table 6.17, continued. Ceramic type-varieties recovered from selected features, 190-451, Rolling Fork. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Type-Varieties 
Features 

Total 
190 273 295 297 298 306 335 339 340 348 434 451 

Parkin Punctated, var. Hollandale     4                   4 

Parkin Punctated, var. unspecified               1         1 

UID Incised, Yazoo 13   9   10     3       3 38 

UID Punctated, Yazoo         1               1 

UID Wide-Line Incised, Yazoo         1               1 

Winterville Incised, var. Belzoni 9   7   8 2   5 1 1   11 44 

Winterville Incised, var. Broutin 3 1 8   4               16 

Winterville Incised, var. unspecified               3         3 

Winterville Incised, var. Winterville     1     2   6         9 

Decorated Total 54 1 61 1 43 9   34 5 7   19 234 

Grand Total 359 2 291 2 173 14 1 124 39 25 1 69 1100 
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Table 6.18. Ceramic type-varieties recovered from selected features, 452-488, Rolling Fork. 

 

Type-Varieties 
Features  

Total 
452 455 476 477 478 479 482 483 484 485 487 488 

Plain                           

Bell Plain, var. Bell   1                     1 

Bell Plain, var. Holly Bluff 1           1   1       3 

Mississippi Plain, var. Yazoo 181 110 15 5 29 13 140 7 42 16 8 44 610 

Plain Total 182 111 15 5 29 13 141 7 43 16 8 44 614 

Decorated                           

Barton Incised, var. Aldridge   1                     1 

Barton Incised, var. Arcola   4         1   1   1   7 

Barton Incised, var. Estill             1           1 

Barton Incised var. Portland                  1       1 

Barton Incised, var. unspecified 11     1     3           15 

Carson Red on Buff, var. unspecified              1           1 

Cracker Road Incised, var. unspecified   4         1 1         6 

Kinlock Simple Stamped, var. Kinlock                 2     1 3 

Leland Incised, var. Blanchard 4 4         1 1 3   1   14 

Leland Incised, var. Bovina 3 2                     5 

Leland Incised, var. Leflore   1         1           2 

Leland Incised, var. Leland 1 6   2     2 1     1   13 

Leland Incised, var. Russell 2     1     3   1     1 8 

Leland Incised, var. Williams 3 1         4 1 5     2 16 

Nodena Red and White, var. Ellison               1       1 2 

Old Town Red, var. Old Town 1                   1 2 4 

Owens Punctated, var. Manly   1                     1 

Owens Punctated, var. Menard   4             4     3 11 

Owens Punctated, var. Owens 1                       1 

Owens Punctated, var. Poor Joe                       1 1 

Owens Punctated, var. Redwood 6           1           7 

Owens Punctated, var. unspecified  8 2   2     6   1       19 

Owens Punctated, var. Widows Creek                       1 1 
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Table 6.18, continued. Ceramic type-varieties recovered from selected features, 452-488, Rolling Fork. 

Type-Varieties 
Features  

Total 
452 455 476 477 478 479 482 483 484 485 487 488 

Pouncey Pinched, var. Patosi 2 2                     4 

UID Incised, Yazoo 16 9 3 5 2 2 12 1 4 1     55 

Winterville Incised, var. Belzoni 9 2     1   6 3 7   1 2 31 

Winterville Incised, var. Blum                       1 1 

Winterville Incised, var. Broutin 30 3       7 6   1 1   1 49 

Winterville Incised, var. Ranch             2           2 

Winterville Incised, var. Wailes           1 3           4 

Winterville Incised, var. Winterville   2         3           5 

Decorated Total 97 48 3 11 3 10 57 9 30 2 5 16 291 

Grand Total 279 159 18 16 32 23 198 16 73 18 13 60 905 
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Table 6.19. Ceramic type-varieties recovered from selected features, 490-559. 

 

Type-Varieties 
Feature 

Total 
490 491 491/493 499 511 512 513 526 542 551 553 556 557 558 

Plain                               

Bell Plain, var. Bell                       1     1 

Bell Plain, var. Holly Bluff     9                     1 10 

Mississippi Plain, var. Yazoo 35 76 277 11 1 1   4 6 7 1 291 21 504 1235 

Plain Total 35 76 286 11 1 1  0 4 6 7 1 292 21 505 1246 

Decorated                               

Barton Incised, var. Arcola   2 1                   1 4 8 

Barton Incised, var. Portland  2                           2 

Barton Incised, var. unspecified   10 12                 14 2   38 

Cracker Road Incised, var. unspecified 1                     2   9 12 

Kinlock Rocker Stamped, var. unspecified     2                     2 4 

Kinlock Simple Stamped, var. Kinlock 1   2                 3   5 11 

Kinlock Simple Stamped, var. Rolling Fork     3                     2 5 

Leland Incised, var. Blanchard   3 10                 1   15 29 

Leland Incised, var. Bovina   2                   2   2 6 

Leland Incised, var. Deep Bayou     3                     12 15 

Leland Incised, var. Ferris                           1 1 

Leland Incised, var. Leflore   1                     1   2 

Leland Incised, var. Leland     9                     1 10 

Leland Incised, var. Russell   2 1                 1 2 27 33 

Leland Incised, var. Williams 1   1                 3   12 17 

Nodena Red and White, var. Douglas                           1 1 

Nodena Red and White, var. Ellison                       1     1 

Owens Punctated, var. Menard   10                   1 1 9 21 

Owens Punctated, var. Owens   1 1                 2   5 9 

Owens Punctated, var. unspecified  1 1 5                 2 2 9 20 

Owens Punctated, var. Widows Creek 2                         2 4 
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Table 6.19, continued. Ceramic type-varieties recovered from selected features, 490-559, continued. 

Type-Varieties 
Feature 

Total 
490 491 491/493 499 511 512 513 526 542 551 553 556 557 558 

Parkin Punctated, var. Hollandale     1                       1 

UID Incised, Bell  2                           2 

UID Incised, Yazoo 2   21       2 3 2     11   22 63 

UID Punctated, Yazoo   1                   9     10 

Walls Engraved, var. unspecified                 1           1 

Winterville Incised, var. Belzoni 5 11 19 2               13   4 54 

Winterville Incised, var. Blum   1                     1   2 

Winterville Incised, var. Broutin                       1   15 16 

Winterville Incised, var. Lubois                           6 6 

Winterville Incised, var. Ranch     1                       1 

Winterville Incised, var. Wailes   1 3                     1 5 

Winterville Incised, var. Winterville   6 11                 7 2 5 31 

Decorated Total 17 52 106 2 0   0 2 3 3  0  0 73 12 171 441 

Grand Total 52 128 392 13 1 1 2 7 9 7 1 365 33 676 1687 
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 While the ceramics recovered from Rolling Fork have a Lake George phase cast to them, 

consisting predominantly of varieties of Barton Incised and Leland Incised, varieties of Owens 

Punctated and Winterville Incised, vars. Belzoni and Broutin are much higher in frequency 

compared to contexts from Arcola. The lack of Bell Plain, var. Holly Bluff plainware at Rolling 

Fork is notable, although some decorated varieties on a Bell Plain, var. Holly Bluff mixed shell-

and-grog tempered fine paste are found low frequencies. Leland Incised varieties recovered at 

Rolling Fork tend to be on coarser shell paste than on typical Leland Incised, exemplified in 

Leland Incised, vars. Russell and Williams. In fact, very few examples of Leland Incised, var. 

Blanchard, a variety recovered in substantial frequency, reflect classic Bell Plain, var. Holly 

Bluff-like paste. Identification of Leland Incised in the Rolling Fork ceramic sample was based 

on trailed incision and aspects of design, such as the arching motif on Leland Incised, var. 

Blanchard. 

 Another characteristic of the ceramic assemblage that is immediately apparent at Rolling 

Fork is the near replacement of Parkin Punctated, common at Arcola, with varieties of Owens 

Punctated, a zoned punctated type. Some of the examples of Owens Punctated are zoned wide-

line incised, sharing a close relationship with another variety, Winterville Incised, var. Belzoni. 

While Winterville Incised var. Belzoni is found in earlier contexts and at Arcola, its relative 

strength at Rolling Fork suggests that increasing frequencies of var. Belzoni is a good Wasp Lake 

phase diagnostic.  

 A seriation ordering of contexts by relative proportions of decorative techniques 

illustrates these patterns quite well. As discussed, seriating varieties is not possible because any 

single variety comprises only a small percentage of any context. Varieties were collapsed by 

major decorative technique, which changed through time. Techniques such as brushing, 
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engraving, pinching, stamping and parallel incision were removed from the seriation because 

their relative frequencies in any assemblage is also low. That is not to suggest these decorative 

techniques are not temporally sensitive, but they need to be considered apart from a seriation 

when building a case for chronological association. Contexts from both Arcola and Rolling were 

ordered according to changing proportions of curvilinear incising, including varieties of 

Winterville Incised that proliferated during the Wasp Lake phase. Zoned and trailed incising did 

not seriate well. Sample sizes are to small to be confident in the ordering of discrete contexts, but 

generally points to a later occupation at Rolling Fork verus Arcola. Varieties of Owens Punctated 

(zoned punctation) appear to replace Parkin Punctated (random punctuation) (Figure 6.8)  

 Some type-varieties that could not be seriated are temporally diagnostic and appear in the 

Rolling Fork contexts. These varieties include Kinlock Simple Stamped, vars. Kinlock and 

Rolling Fork (new variety), and Kinlock Rocker Stamped, var. unspecified (a new variety). 

These new varities were defined by Leonard et al. (2011) and descriptions are provided in 

Appendix A. Varieties of Kinlock Simple and Rocker Stamped were found across contexts at the 

site in relatively low quantities, and are associated with jar forms, sometimes handled. Stamping 

is an interesting phenomenon, dropping out of fashion as a decorative technique sometime in the 

early Coles Creek period. Rocker stamping is a Marksville or Middle Woodland to Early Late 

Woodland decorative technique, and has only been recovered on shell-tempered pottery at 

Rolling Fork. Kinlock Simple Stamped var. Kinlock has also been recovered at the Kinlock 

Mounds site, a mound center on the northern reaches of the Sunflower River in the Southern 

Yazoo Basin (Phillips 1970:438-440).
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Figure 6.8. Seriation of contexts from Arcola and Rolling Fork. 

 

 

Oblique Incised Trailed Incised Curvilinear Incised Punctated Zoned Punctated Total (N)

RF F190 39

RF F295 46

RF F298 29

RF F306 9

RF F315 134

RF F339 31

RF F451 15

RF F452 78

RF F455 37

RF F482 44

RF F484 24

RF F488 12

RF F490 12

RF F491 51

RF F556 49

RF F557 12

RF F558 139

RF F491/493 78

Mound E 14

Structure 4 24

Structure 228

Structure 9 83

RF Unit 10 56

RF Unit 5 34

Wville F5 156
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 This site, together with Jaketown, formed the basis of Phillips’s (1970:567) original 

formulation of the Wasp Lake phase. Falling percentages of Barton Incised and Bell Plain, var. 

Holly Bluff were considered diagnostic attributes of the phase. In this original iteration, the Wasp 

Lake phase was a spatial construct, including only the mound centers occupying the northern 

reaches of the Sunflower and Yazoo rivers. In the modern formulation, the Lake George phase 

and Wasp Lake Phases are sequential and basin-wide (Williams and Brain 1983:381-382). The 

temporal relationship between the Mississippian mound centers in the northeastern part of the 

Southern Yazoo Basin and Deer Creek sites such as Rolling Fork and Arcola is at this point, 

unknown.  

 Kinlock Simple Stamped reflects a broader trend in decoration that is unique to the Wasp 

Lake Phase. The decoration of bodies and rims in horizontal panels, zoned by incision or 

alternatively, by blank spaces, is a new decorative technique in the Rolling Fork ceramic sample. 

An example of a classic Leland-style deep bowl exemplified reed punctations in a horizontal 

panels (see Figure 6.10f).  A small jar, classified as Barton Incised, var. unspecified, also was 

decorated in horizontal panels, as were most of the examples of Kinlock Simple Stamped (see 

Figure 6.10l). See  Figures 6.9-6.10 for typical examples of type-varieties recovered from 

Rolling Fork. 

 Rolling Fork presents a few contrasts to Arcola. The site trends later in time but 

occupation overlaps with Arcola, according to the radiocarbon dates, the current type-variety 

analysis, and the seriation (Table 6.20, Figure 6.11). Geophysical surveys at the site did not 

locate nicely defined structures as seen at Arcola, but portions of seven structures were found 

through excavation near the mounds and through stripping in a 2 acre area to the south of the 

mounds (Leonard et al. 2011). 
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Figure 6.9. Selected coarse shell-tempered varieties recovered from Rolling Fork. a, Winterville 

Incised, var. Belzoni; b, Owens Punctated, var. Manly; c, Owens Punctated, var. unspecified; d, 

Owens Punctated, var. Menard; e,g, Owens Punctated, var. Owens; f, Winterville Incised, var. 

Belzoni; g, Owens Punctated, var. Owens; h, Winterville Incised, var. Broutin; i, Kinlock Simple 

Stamped, var. Rolling Fork; j, Kinlock Simple Stamped, var. Kinlock; k, Kinlock Rocker 

Stamped, var. unspecified; l, Barton Incised, var. unspecified small jar. 
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Figure 6.10. Selected fine shell tempered varieties recovered from Rolling Fork. a.-b. Leland 

Incised, var. Bovina; c.-d. Leland Incised, var. Blanchard; e. Leland Incised, var. Dabney, f. 

Leland Incised, var. unspecified (reed punctations); g. Leland Incised, var. Leflore; h. Leland 

Incised, var. Williams; i. Leland Incised, var. Russell; j. Cracker Road Incised, var. unspecified; 

k. Nodena Red and White, var. Ellison. 
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Table 6.20. Radiocarbon dates from Rolling Fork (Leonard et al. 2011:470). 

 

Beta Sample Context 

Conventional Age 

(Beta) 

2 σ Recalibration  

 (Oxcal, Bronks Ramsey 

2013) 

306252 TU 10, Level 13 280 +/- 30 

AD 1498 to 1504 (0.8%) 

AD 1513 to 1601 (54%) 

AD 1616 to 1666 (38%) 

AD 1784 to 1795 (2%) 

306253 F500 290 +/- 30 
AD 1492 to 1602 (65%) 

AD 1615 to 1663 (30%) 

306254 
Natural Stratum 

XVI 
680+/-30 

AD 1270 to 1316 (60.4%) 

AD 1355 to 1390 (35%) 

306255 TU5, Level 9 380+/-30 
AD 1445 to 1524 (62%) 

AD 1558 to 1632 (34%) 

306256 F452 280+/-30 

AD 1498 to 1504 (0.8%) 

AD 1513 to 1601 (54%) 

AD 1616 to 1666 (38%) 

AD1784 to 1795 (2%) 
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Figure 6.11. Plot of radiocarbon dates from Arcola and Rolling Fork, calibrated with OxCal 4.3 

(Bronk Ramsey 2017). Calibration curve (Reimer et al. 2013). 

 

 

 No artifacts or radiocarbon dates directly date any of the structures encountered at 

Rolling Fork. Similar to Arcola, the structures seem to be constituted differently from on 

another, reflecting a mix of architecture styles and sizes. Some of these structures are single-set 

post in style (not found at Arcola), others are standard wall trench, some have corner posts, and 

one building is double-walled (Leonard et al. 2011:268-283). However, the sheer number of pit 

features and the presence of midden deposits, both deeply buried and near the surface, suggest 

that the site may have had more of a residential role than Arcola.   
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 In summary, most dominant ceramic types persist through Lake George and Wasp Lake 

phases as found at Arcola and Rolling Fork, suggesting that Lake George phase and Wasp Lake 

phase pottery is closely related. However, it is both the differences at the variety level and the 

relative frequencies that identify a ceramic sample as earlier (pre-AD 1500) and later (post- AD 

1500), or Lake George and Wasp Lake phase, respectively. In addition to the persistence of 

many Lake George phase pottery type-varieties, attributes of the Wasp Lake phase include: 

1)  Low-frequencies of Bell Plain, var. Holly Bluff  

2) The dominance of coarse paste Leland Incised varieties, including Russell, Williams, and 

Blanchard, over more typical Leland Incised varieties including vars. Leland and Deep 

Bayou;  

3) The near absence of Parkin Punctated in favor of varieties of Owens Punctated; 

4) Ubiquitous, but low-frequency, recovery of the types Kinlock Simple Stamped and 

Kinlock Rocker Stamped; 

5) Decoration in horizontal panels, zoned and unzoned, on rims and on bodies on ceramic 

vessels, although these sherds are in a minority.  

 

 Beyond systematics, the fact that Rolling Fork has a later occupation, both adjacent to the 

mounds at the site (and deeply buried) and to the south of the mounds indicates that there is 

population movement on Deer Creek. 

Type-Varieties Recovered from Winterville  

 Feature 5. A single context from Winterville., Feature 5, is included in this analysis. 

Winterville is the one of the largest sites in the region, featuring more than 20 mounds, built 

early in the Mississippi around AD 1200 (Brain 1989). Mound construction at the site slowed as 

mound construction intensified to the south along Deer Creek, but activity continued at the 

center, as is evident in Feature 5. Feature 5 is an unstratified pit feature, located to the west of 

Mound F. The feature was encountered in 2005 during University of Southern Mississippi’s 

summer archaeological field school as part of Winterville Archaeological Project. The pit is 
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approximately 2 m in diameter and approximately 60 cm in depth, intruding into a midden 

deposit between 40 and 100 cm below the present ground surface. The contents of the pit were 

deposited in a single event. A 1-x-2 m sample, or test unit capturing the southern portion of the 

feature produced a dense concentration of ceramics, faunal material, and botanical remains. The 

pit most notably produced large portions of well-made flaring rim bowls with embellished rims. 

The pit contained the remains of a group gathering or a feast. The peculiarities of the faunal 

assemblage strike a contrast with similar sorts of features from earlier in the Mississippi period, 

with a concentration of back-channel fish and small mammals as opposed to main channel 

catfish and large mammal, indicating localized procurement (Kowalski et al. 2009).  

 Two radiocarbon dates were obtained from the feature, one from wood charcoal and one 

from carbonized corn. The wood charcoal produced a two sigma calibrated date range of AD 

1410 to 1480. The corn produced a two sigma calibrated date of between AD 1450 and 1650 

(Jackson 2017a). The wood charcoal could be older than the deposition of the feature. Ceramics 

recovered from the feature were examined by H. Edwin Jackson at the University of Southern 

Mississippi, categorized to type-variety. 

 Ceramics from the feature appear transitional, with Lake George varieties, forms, and rim 

modes present alongside late varieties of Winterville Incised and Leland Incised, Cracker Road 

Incised, var. unspecified, painted wares, and Kinlock Simple Stamped var. unspecified (Table 

6.21).   
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Table 6.21. Type-varieties recovered from Feature 5, Winterville. 

 

Type-Variety Total Type-Variety Total 

Plain   Winterville Incised, var. Belzoni 13 

Baytown Plain, var. Addis 7 Winterville Incised, var. Broutin 12 

Baytown Plain, var. Little Tiger 16 Winterville Incised, var. Ranch 1 

Bell Plain, var. Bell 21 Winterville Incised, var. unspecified 14 

Bell Plain var. Greenville 17 Winterville Incised, var. Wailes 6 

Bell Plain, var. Holly Bluff 194 Winterville Incised,  var. Winterville 3 

Bell Plain, var. St. Catherine 5     

Mississippi Plain, var. Coker 41     

Mississippi , var. Yazoo 1131     

Plain Total 1432     

Decorated       

Avenue Polychrome 1     

Barton Incised, var. Arcola 15     

Barton Incised, var. Barton  9     

Barton Incised, var. Estill 1     

Barton Incised, var. Midnight 7     

Barton Incised, var. unspecified 21     

Carson Red on Buff 3     

Cracker Road Incised, var. Cracker  

Road 2     

Grace Brushed, var. Grace 1     

Grace Brushed, var. unspecified 1     

Kinlock Simple Stamped, var.  

unspecified 6   

Leland Incised, var. Bovina 2     

Leland Incised, var. Deep Bayou 5     

Leland Incised, var. Leland 15     

Leland Incised, var. Russell 1     

Leland Incised, var. unspecified 5     

Leland Incised, var. Williams 1     

Owens Punctated, var. Widows Creek 1     

Parkin Punctated, var. Hollandale  13     

Parkin Punctated, var. Transylvania  7     

Parkin Punctated, var. unspecified 2     

Plaquemine Brushed, var. Plaquemine 1     

Poucey Pinched, var. Patosi 1     

UID Incised, Yazoo 65     

UID Parallel Incised, Yazoo 21 Decorated Total 257 

UID Punctated, Yazoo 1 Grand Total 1689 
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A single Barton Incised, var. unspecified rim sherd displays rectilinear incising in horizontal 

panels, zoned by empty spaces, a Wasp Lake Phase attribute. Leland Incised, var. Leland, Barton 

Incised, var. Arcola, and Parkin Punctated, var. Hollandale make the largest contributions to the 

identified decorated pottery, although Winterville Incised, vars. Belzoni (n=13) and Broutin 

(n=12) also make significant contributions. The lack of Owens Punctated, coupled with a 

preponderance of flaring rim bowls with a particular decorative rim mode, the Haynes Bluff 

Rim, suggests the pit trends earlier, and Bell Plain, var. Holly Bluff contributes 13.5% to the 

plainware. However, the paste is coarser than classic Bell Plain, var. Holly Bluff.  In summary, 

this pit presents a mix of ceramic type-varieties and vessel forms, but probably was deposited 

sometime after AD 1500 with significant Lake George phase holdovers (see the seriation 

presented in Figure 6.5).  

 The pit provides a comparative sample of ceramics at the transition between the Lake 

George and Wasp Lake phase, offering a ceramic vessel form assemblage against which the 

Arcola and Rolling Fork vessel forms can be measured. While not all special-purpose or 

ceremonial assemblages have vessel forms similar to Feature 5, it offers a good starting point for 

differentiating between specialized and everyday refuse.  

Summary 

 The type-variety analysis of ceramics, in conjunction with the radiocarbon dates, 

indicates that occupation at Arcola occurred during the Lake George phase, ca. AD 1350-1500. 

While there is overlap in the radiocarbon dates, occupation at Rolling Fork is largely Wasp Lake 

phase, post AD 1500. Although Winterville has contexts spanning the Mississippi period 

sequence, Feature 5 is a late context, deposited early in the sixteenth century, offering a 

appropriate comparative sample. Although the ceramics are diverse in decorative style, similar 
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ceramics are routinely found across the basin and through time, suggesting that there were no 

barriers to exchange, and ceramics flowed freely across any political boundaries. Non-local 

ceramics are few, and ceramic production and use was locally focused.  
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CHAPTER 7: VESSEL FORM ANALYSIS 

 

 The second component of ceramic analysis includes a detailed examination of the vessel 

forms found in the contexts described from Arcola, Rolling Fork, and Winterville. Ceramic 

vessels were designed for tasks most often associated with food and drink, including cooking, 

storage, or serving, offering an indirect look at foodways, or the practices involved in obtaining, 

cooking, and eating food. Because ceramic vessels served defined roles, they can be thought as 

tools, appropriate for specific tasks (Braun 1983; Hally 1986). Considering the physical and 

mechanical properties of vessels can aid in determining their function (Hally 1986; Pauketat 

1987). For example, the standard Mississippian jar has been closely linked to spread of the 

hominy foodway, a Mississippian innovation permitting vessels to withstand extended times over 

heat (Briggs 2017). Jars are the cooking workhorse of the Mississippian world, and high rates of 

broken jars recovered from domestic contexts in other areas of the southeast indicate that this 

vessel form was a common fixture in households (Hally 1983; 1986; Pauketat 1989, 1998; 

Scarry 1995: Table 4). Jars provide accessibility to contents but are necked to resist spillage. 

Bowls are more variable in shape, but are poorly suited for most cooking and storage tasks, 

offering easy access to contents, but easily spilled. Wide orifices of bowls are more difficult to 

cover for storage (Hally 1986:283). Bowls may have been used for some limited cooking or 

preparing foods, such as parching, baking or mixing, but those designed to serve food are more 

likely to be fine-textured, shallow, elaborately shaped or decorated in some manner. The shape 

and size of the bowl might be related both to the amount and type of food served. In contrast, 
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bottles do not offer easy access to contexts, contents are not easily spilled, and may have been 

more suitable for serving liquids or for storage (Hally 1986:290).  

 Beyond household foodways, or food in the context of everyday life, pottery forms in the 

Mississippian world have also been closely linked to ideology, ritual, and political authority in 

the domain of the elite (Blitz 1993; Blitz and Lorenz 2006; Crown et al. 2012; Pauketat and 

Emerson 1991; Welch and Scarry 1995; Wilson 1999). Some vessel forms are associated with 

mortuary contexts, such as the elaborate effigy pots and painted bottles found with Mississippian 

burials in the Northern Yazoo Basin (Brown 1978) and in the Central Mississippi Valley (Morse 

and Morse 1983). These vessels may have served several functions over their use-life, but were 

selectively removed from the ceramic inventory with intentional burial. Although not exclusive 

to mortuary contexts, the recognizable Hemphill-style engraved bottles at Moundville are 

associated with elaborate mortuary symbolism (Lankford 2007). The characteristic Ramey 

Incised carinated jar at Cahokia may have been circulated by elites to commoners to reinforce 

power dynamics (Pauketat and Emerson 1991). These jars have been associated with serving of 

ritual beverages, based on both the context of recovery and atypical patterns of carbonization on 

the interior vessel walls (Miller 2015). 

 Pottery vessel form assemblages have been used to examine politically charged 

gatherings or communal eating events, or feasts, in contrast with household, domestic 

consumption, or private elite consumption (Blitz 1993; Dietler and Hayden 2001; Jackson and 

Scott 2003; Kassabaum 2014; Maxham 2000; Pauketat et al. 2002; Twiss 2012). Feasts are 

diverse phenomena, can promote cooperation or competition (Hayden 2001:37) and intersect 

with social status, ritual, and gender roles (Twiss 2012).  
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  Differences between feasts and domestic consumption assemblages can be subtle, 

however, and specialized contexts can include ordinary vessel forms but reflect differences in 

average size (Blitz 1993; Kassabuam 2014:334-335), or can reflect differences in proportions of 

vessel forms of roughly the same size (Pauketat et al. 2002). Alternatively, there are aspects of 

design on vessel forms that might suggest suitability for public display in a group gathering. In 

the Greater Southwest during the Pueblo periods, bowls with elaborate and colorful exterior 

designs were used for the presenting of food in specific ceremonial contexts, with designs on 

bowls suited for display in either public or more restricted spaces (Mills 2007). Display may play 

a role in the foodways of the Mississippian Southeast, and particular kinds of bowls in the 

contexts found in the Southern Yazoo Basin are decorated on the interior collars exemplified in 

the type-varieties Leland Incised, vars. Blanchard and Bovina, indicating that the decoration 

could be seen when the bowls were filled with food or drink.  

 Because of the subtle differences that might exist between contexts that constitute 

communal eating, classificatory schemes based on archaeological correlates have been 

developed for a variety of feasting scenarios (Hayden 2001), but Kassabaum’s (2014) reworking 

of Twiss’s (2007) domestic consumption to feasting continuum is useful for considering these 

events at they occurred in the Lower Mississippi Valley. Kassabaum (2014:318-322) 

conceptualizes feasting along two dimensions, group size and sociopolitical complexity. Group 

size can be small or large and associated with low or high levels of sociopolitical competition. 

Feasting behavior, as identified at Coles Creek mound center Feltus, is the result of a large group 

size associated with low sociopolitical competition. Large quantities of food and large vessels 

were deposited, with limited evidence of exotic or rare display artifacts and food items. This 

style of feasting promotes social integration rather than emphasizing differences in social status. 
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Material correlates of feasts associated with high sociopolitical competition include the presence 

of prestige items, ritual paraphernalia, and rare, exotic, or labor-intensive foods. Because 

monumental constructions can be associated with either low or high sociopolitical completion, 

particularly in the Lower Mississippi Valley, a careful consideration of the types, sizes, and 

decorative styles on vessel forms deposited are the best evidence of the kind of feasting 

represented in a particular context.  

 A functional analysis examining vessel forms and sizes from discrete contexts was 

undertaken to examine activity differences between contexts at Arcola and between Arcola and 

other Late Mississippian contexts in the Southern Yazoo Basin, including features from 

Winterville and Rolling Fork. As discussed in Chapters 5 and 6, contexts encountered at Arcola 

are variable and are not strictly contemporary, although they are confined to the same phase. It is 

expected that these contexts would produce pottery related to the activities that took place in 

these locations. Among many contexts at Winterville, a single pit feature, Feature 5, contained 

the refuse of a group gathering or feast, a politically charged, communal event where community 

relations were negotiated. Rolling Fork has produced pottery from a series of pit features and 

intact midden deposits associated with the Wasp Lake phase, or post AD-1500. These pits, some 

approaching 2 m in diameter, are filled with pottery and faunal remains in good condition, 

suggesting rapid discard of primary refuse. Areas of both deep and near-surface midden at the 

site were also examined, producing large ceramics in relatively good condition. These 

comparative samples will be used to place the contexts at Arcola into better focus, aligning 

contexts along a continuum from domestic to specialized use, while also examining changes in 

mound center use over time. 
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  Domestic space, or activities that took place within or near the household, is poorly 

understood in the Southern Yazoo Basin. No non-mound domestic site has been excavated 

previously. Structure 9, or Feature 23, Arcola is currently the best candidate for producing 

domestic refuse, along with the pit features at Rolling Fork, discussed below. However, these 

contexts do not need to be classified a priori according to arbitrary categories such as domestic 

or special-purpose. An exploratory statistical technique, Correspondence Analysis (CA), will be 

used to identify patterns in these data, with the expectation that functional differences between 

contexts will be exemplified in different proportions of vessel forms and sizes. 

Methods  

 Vessel function analysis attempts to pair vessel forms with the tasks to which the vessel 

form was best suited (Hally 1986). Inferences about ancient vessel use are drawn from size, 

ware, basic mechanical characteristics, decorative style and ethnographic analogy. In the absence 

of whole vessels, vessel rims provide the most information about vessel form and size. 

Determining vessel forms from rim shapes and angles requires some expectation of the 

composition of the vessel forms. Expected vessel form categories in this study are drawn from 

existing collections, including assemblages from Winterville (Brain 1989) and Lake George 

(Williams and Brain 1983). The few whole vessels in the region have come from the sparse 

burial group in Mound B at Winterville or represent isolated examples, rarely from 

professionally excavated contexts. Mississippian vessel forms generally consist of jars, bowls, 

and bottles. Eccentric or compound vessel forms are known from the Lower Mississippi Valley 

(Phillips et al. 1951: Figures 107-111), and it is possible that unusual vessels are overlooked in 

sherd assemblages if they have otherwise unembellished rim forms. 
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 Major and minor vessel forms, attributes of rim form, and attributes of rim style were 

recorded for each rim. Attributes of rim form and style were selected following the scheme laid 

out by Johnson (2003:Figure 7.1) for the Mississippian pottery assemblage from the Bottle Creek 

in Southern Alabama. Although arbitrary, these attributes describe variation in the form of the 

rim and the lip of the rim.Attributes of rim form include rim angle and rim curvature.  

 

Figure 7.1. Attributes of lip form and style, adapted from Johnson 2003: Figures 8.3-8.4. 

 

Rim angle describes how a vessel rim articulates with a flat plane, from strongly outslanted to 

strongly inslanted. Curvature describes the shape of the rim, from strongly excurvate to strongly 

incurvate. More often than not, these two attributes together can be used to determine the overall 

vessel shape. Jars are outslanted to vertically oriented in angle, with excurvate (recurved) rims 

and globular bodies. Bowls are a diverse category, can have one or multiple points of inflection 

(simple or complex forms), but generally have wide orifices in relation to the body height, the 

exception being restricted orifice bowls. Bowls take multiple forms in this sample, and forms 

represented include the simple bowl, the shallow bowl, the flaring rim bowl, the deep bowl, and 
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the restricted orifice bowl, discussed in more detail below (Figure 7.2). Bottle rims are generally 

vertically oriented to slightly outslanted, with straight to slightly excurvate rim profiles. Bottles 

are distinguished from deep bowls clearly if there is a shoulder or collar present, but small orifice 

diameters contribute to bottle identification when sherds are small. 

   

Figure 7.2. Identified vesel forms. 

 

 Attributes of style cross-cut vessel forms and include directness, lip curvature, 

thickening, and beveling. Directness describes the relationship between the lip and the rim, either 

tapered in profile, direct, or expanded. Thickening describes the method of expansion, including 

folding (rare), strapping (slightly more common), pinched outward into a T-shape (rare), or 

simple expansion of single rim clay coil, probably as a result of the smoothing process. Beveling 

is a stylistic attribute that describes a sloping angle of the lip either to the interior or exterior. 

Attributes of style occupy two analytical spaces, stylistic and technological. Whereas more 

common pottery stylistic attributes, such as highly-visible decorative techniques on the bodies of 
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vessels, can be easily copied, rim forms are subtle with a  low-visibility, learned as part of vessel 

“fashioning” along with paste recipes and firing techniques (Gosselain 1999, 2000). Because rim 

form fashioning is learned, “stylistic” rim attributes theoretically carry information about group 

identity and cultural boundaries. People who make similar pottery at the fashioning level can be 

thought of as a community of practice, having learned the rules or guidelines of local pottery 

production (Wegner 1998). 

 Stylistic embellishments on rims were also recorded, including incision, punctation, and 

combinations of the two decorative techniques. One common rim embellishment is the Haynes 

Bluff Rim Mode (Phillips et al. 1951:123). Rim modes are a combination of stylistic attributes 

that cross-cut type-varieties and vessel forms. In Phillip’s (1970:28) formulation, modes are not 

operationally different from type-varieties. Modes are arbitrary groups of attributes observed 

repeatedly on sherds and used by the researcher to establish time-space relationships but for 

whatever reason, perhaps more of a “historical accident” (Phillips 1970:29) have not been 

elevated to a type, but instead cross-cut current types. Multiple modes can exist on a single 

sherd, and many sherds exhibit no modes, striking a contrast with pottery types.  

 Haynes Bluff rims are thickened, interiorly beveled, and feature an incision just under the 

flat plane of the lip along with punctations along the top of the lip surface. Although Haynes 

Bluff Rims occur in association with multiple type-varieties and vessel forms, they are primarily 

found on shallow bowls, flaring rim bowls, and in association with Leland Incised varieties, Bell 

Plain, var. Holly Bluff, and Mississippi Plain, var. Yazoo. Although found on plain, coarse shell-

tempered pottery, this rim mode is not associated with utilitarian vessel forms such as cooking 

jars. Because this rim mode is found in association exclusively with bowls, or serving ware, but 

occurs on both fine Bell Plain, var. Holly Bluff paste and coarse Mississippi Plain, var. Yazoo 
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paste, paste or ware does not separate serving from utilitarian pottery in the Southern Yazoo 

Basin as it does in places like Moundville (Welch and Scarry 1995).  

 The final variable recorded for individual rims was vessel orifice diameter. These 

measurements were taken by comparing rim sherds to a standard vessel radius board (Rice 

1987:222-223). Orifice diameters offer an indirect way to measure vessel size. Orifice diameter 

for jars and bowls is strongly correlated to holding capacity, perhaps with the exception of 

restricted orifice bowls (Hally 1986:272). Although bottles were measured against the rim board, 

no relationship exists between diameter and size, as orifices are uniformly small no matter how 

large the body of the bottle. The measurements were taken to ascertain if bottles may have been 

standardized according to rim shape and orifice size. 

Vessel Forms  

 A total of 824 vessel rims were examined from contexts at Arcola, Rolling Fork, and 

Winterville. These rims represent a minimum number of identified vessels (MNV) of 681. An 

additional 102 rims were unidentified to vessel form. Nine broken jar handles and one vestigial 

node/handle were not included in the MNV calculation. MNV is calculated by combining counts 

of broken rims from potentially the same vessel, or rims possessing the same attributes of rim 

form and style. Of these 681 vessels, only 290 were large enough to be measured for orifice 

diameter, as discussed below.  

 Vessel forms identified include three major classes or primary forms, jars (n=238) bowls 

(n=421), and bottles (n=22), including variations in these classes (Tables 7.1).  Comparisons 

between sites and contexts will be discussed after a detailed description of each vessel form. 

Detailed vessel forms, or variations on these major forms, are spread among the sites, with the 

exceptions being variations of the jar, with variations only found at Rolling Fork (Table 7.2).  
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Table 7.1. Crosstabulation of identified major vessel forms by site. 
 

Major Vessel Form Arcola Rolling Fork Winterville Total 

Jar 

Count 95 126 17 238 

% within Major Form 39.90% 52.90% 7.10% 100.00% 

% within Site 31.70% 38.40% 32.10% 34.90% 

Bowl 

Count 199 189 33 421 

% within Major Form 47.30% 44.90% 7.80% 100.00% 

% within Site 66.30% 57.60% 62.30% 61.80% 

Bottle 

Count 6 13 3 22 

% within Major Form 27.30% 59.10% 13.60% 100.00% 

% within Site 2.00% 4.00% 5.70% 3.20% 

Total 

Count 300 328 53 681 

% within Major Form 44.10% 48.20% 7.80% 100.00% 

% within Site 100.00% 100.00% 100.00% 100.00% 

 

 

Table 7.2.  Identified secondary vessel forms by site. 

 

Vessel Forms Arcola Rolling Fork Winterville  Total 

Jar 95 115 17  222 

Restricted Jar 0 9 0  8 

Short-necked Jar 0 1 0  1 

Slightly Restricted Jar 0 1 0  1 

Jar Total 95 126 17  238 

Bowl          

Simple 75 54 8  137 

Shallow 61 53 3  117 

Flaring Rim 35 41 14  90 

Restricted 15 28 2  45 

Deep 13 13 6  32 

Bowl Total 199 189 33  421 

Bottle          

Bottle 6 13 3    

Bottle Total 6 13 3  22 

Grand Total 300 310 53  681 

 

 Jars. A total of 238 jar rims were identified. Jars are largely uniform in shape although 

there is some variation in jar forms from contexts at Rolling Fork (Table 7.4). Most jars have 

vertical to slightly outslanted rim angles, with an excurvate or recurved rim shape and relatively 
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tall collars. Restricted orifice jars have slightly inslanted rims, but retain the typical excurvate or 

recurved shape (Figure 7.3). Jars are predominantly associated with the type-variety Mississippi 

Plain, var. Yazoo, varieties of Barton Incised, Parkin Punctated, Owens Punctated, Winterville 

Incised, Grace Brushed, and Kinlock Simple Stamped, and found rarely on Bell Plain, var. Holly 

Bluff, and never in association with Leland Incised in this sample. 

 

 

Figure 7.3. Selected jars. a, Mound Place Incised, var. unspecified jar; b, Parkin Punctated, var. 

Hollandale (strap handle with nodes); c, Barton Incised, var. Aldridge (new variety); d. Owens 

Punctated, var. Owens short necked jar; e, Winterville Incised, var. Belzoni restricted jar with 

large node or lug; f-h, Mississippi Plain, var. Yazoo typical jar profiles; i, Mississippi Plain, var. 

Yazoo typical jar with two nodes or lugs. a-c and f-h are from  the Arcola Midden, the remaining 

rims are from features at Rolling Fork.  

 

 Jars rim forms are primarily direct, with round-flattened and flattened lips, are rarely 

thickened, and rarely beveled (Table 7.3). Jar rims are uniformly unembellished and handles are 

rare. Nine individual strap handles, broken from the vessel, were recovered, including three from 
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Arcola and six from Rolling Fork (Table 7.4). A single rim node was also found broken from the 

rim. Only seven rims from Rolling Fork and one rim from Arcola contained a strap handle intact 

(see Figure 7.3b). An additional thirteen rims, all from Rolling Fork, had nodes, or small bits of 

clay attached to the outer lip face that may have been vestigial handles. Althrough handles are 

rare overall, they are more prevalent in the Rolling Fork sample than Arcola and Winterville. 

 Orifice diameters were measured for 116 jar rims (Figures 7.4-7.5). Diameters range 

from 4 cm, belonging to a very small, complete jar, to 50 cm. The mean orifice diameter is 23 

cm with a standard deviation of 9.5, a median 22 cm, and two modes of 16 and 20 cm. Although 

there are two modes, the modes are relatively close together and orifice diameters are 

approximately normally distributed with a skewness value of .5 and a kurtosis value of   -.207. 

Because the data are approximately normally distributed and the modes were close in size, size 

classes were difficult to extract from the data using multiple modes, a common method of 

ceramic size analysis (Hally 1986; Pauketat 1989). The distribution of orifice diameters 

presented no natural breaks (Figures 7.4-7.5). However, because the range of orifice diameters is 

large, it seems likely that different size jars were used for different purposes. A statistical 

approach was used for determining size classes, and orifice diameters within one standard 

deviation from the mean were considered medium jars (14 to 32 cm). 

 Jars are more standardized in form than in size. This pattern suggests that jars were made 

by potters for specific tasks, making them in the same fashion, but altering their size according to 

need. Jars are also variable in size within the contexts, suggesting decentralized pottery 

production among residents and/or visitors to the sites. It is notable that some of the largest jars 

are found in Feature 5 at Winterville.  
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Table 7.3. Attributes of lip form and style, jar. 

 

Diirectness Count  % Lip Curvature Count % 

Direct 164 68.91 Flattened 82 34.45 

Expanded 13 5.46 Pointed 12 5.04 

Strongly Expanded 1 0.42 Rounded 33 13.87 

Strongly Tapered 3 1.26 Round-flattened 110 46.22 

Tapered 54 22.69 NA 1 0.42 

NA 3 1.26       

Total 238 100.00 Total 238 100.00 

Thickening Count % Bevel Count % 

Externally Folded 2 0.84 Externally Beveled 11 4.62 

Externally Strapped  1 0.42 Interior Beveled 1 0.42 

Folded 1 0.42 Unbeveled 223 93.70 

Strapped 3 1.26 NA 3 1.26 

Thickened 6 2.52       

T-Shape 1 0.42       

Unthickened 221 92.86       

NA 3 1.26       

Total 238 100.00 Total 238 100.00 

 

 

 

Table 7.4. Counts of individual jar handles, rims with handles, and vestigial handles/nodes. 

 

Jar Handles Arcola Rolling Fork Total 

Individual Jar Strap  2 6 8 

Individual Jar Strap, noded 1 0 1 

Noded Rim 0 9 9 

Double Noded Rim  0 3 3 

Noded Rim, arches and punctations 0 1 1 

Noded Rim, pinched 0 1 1 

Rim with Strap Handle 0 5 5 

Rim with Strap Handle, noded 1 0 1 

Rim with Strap Handle, incised 0 3 3 

Total 4 28 32 
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Figure 7.4. Distribution of jar diameters. 

 

 

 
 

Figure 7.5. Distribution of jar diameters by site.  
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Large jars are generally associated with storage tasks (Hally 1986:286), and their inclusion in the 

feature suggests that specialized samples at these sites will contain ceramic vessels suited for 

everyday, household use.   

 Simple Bowls. Simple bowls are the most numerous bowl form, with a total of 135 rims. 

Simple bowls have an outslanted rim angle with straight to slightly incurvate rim profiles (Figure 

7.6). Simple bowl rim forms are more diverse than jars, occasionally thickened, but most often 

direct or tapered (Table 7.5). The lips of simple bowl rims are generally flattened or round-

flattened, are rarely thickened, and occasionally are externally beveled. Embellishments are rare, 

but did occur. The Haynes Bluff rim mode was identified on a single sherd, along with few other 

decorative modes, including single incisions on the outer rim. Although simple bowls are 

associated with a wide range of type-varieties, these vessels are never associated with the type 

Owens Punctated in this sample, and very rarely found in association with Barton Incised and 

Parkin Punctated. 

 

 

Figure 7.6. Selected simple bowls. a, Leland Inicsed, var. LeFlore from Rolling Fork with a 

vertical lug; b-c, Mississippi Plain, var. Yazoo typical simple bowls from Arcola. 
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Table 7.5. Attributes of lip form and style, simple bowls. 

 
Directness Count % Lip Curvature Count % 

Direct 67 48.91 Flattened 32 23.36 

Expanded 36 26.28 Pointed 10 7.30 

Strongly Tapered 3 2.19 Rounded 18 13.14 

Tapered 29 21.17 Round-flattened 77 56.20 

NA 2 1.46       

Total 137 100.00 Total 137 100.00 

Thickening Count % Bevel Count % 

Externally Thickened 4 2.92 Beveled 1 0.73 

Folded 6 4.38 Externally Beveled 25 18.25 

Interior Folded 1 0.73 Unbeveled 110 80.29 

Internally Strapped 1 0.73 NA 1 0.73 

Strapped 2 1.46       

Thickened 24 17.52       

Unthickened 98 71.53       

NA 1 0.73       

Total 137 100.00 Total 137 100.00 

 

 

Table 7.6. Rim embellishments, simple bowls.  

 

Embellishments Count 

Haynes Bluff Rim Mode 1 

Incised outer lip under punctations 1 

Line under rim 1 

Lip incision 1 

Single incised line on the interior lip, wide punctations  1 

Undulating rim 2 

Wide punctations in outer lip 1 

None 129 

Grand Total 137 

 

  

  Although poorly suited for storage, simple bowls are ideal for serving either solids or 

liquids, and may have been used for preparation or mixing. Simple bowl orifice diameters could 

only be obtained from 51 rims (Figures 7.7-7.8). While simple bowls are easily identified from 

small sherds, they are difficult to measure with any confidence. Diameters ranged between 8 and 

60 cm, with a mean of 23, a standard deviation of 9.53, a median of 22, and modal values of 22 

and 24. Orifice diameters are approximately normally distributed with both a skewness and 

kurtosis value of 1, just at the limit of normality. The data are moderately skewed right, meaning 
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that most bowls are of a moderate size. Similar to the jar diameters, the modes are close in value 

and are poor indicators of multiple size classes. However, the distribution of orifice diameters 

reflects two natural breaks in the data resulting in three size categories. These categories include 

medium simple bowls with diameters between 8 and 32 cm, large simple bowls with diameters 

between 38 and 48 cm, and very large simple bowls with diameters greater than 60 cm. The 

largest simple bowls were recovered from contexts at Arcola, while Feature 5 at Winterville 

produced only a single simple bowl. 

 

 
 

Figure 7.7. Distribution of simple bowl orifice diameters.  
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Figure 7.8. Distribution of simple bowl orifice diameters by site.  

  

Shallow Bowls. Shallow bowls were the second most numerous bowl shape identified in the total 

sample at 117. Shallow bowl is a diverse category, but these vessels are best characterized by 

strongly outslanted angles with straight rim profiles. This category includes vessels that could be 

considered “plates,” both complex and non-complex forms. Both complex and non-complex 

forms are included in this category because these forms are difficult to differentiate among small 

or even moderately sized rim sherds. As opposed to complex flaring rim bowls, shallow complex 

bowls have straight rather than excurvate rims. Non-complex shallow rim bowls have strongly 

outslanted angles and straight to incurvate rim profiles.  

  Shallow bowls were spread over a variety of types, including varieties of Bell Plain, 

Mississippi Plain, Leland Incised, and Winterville Incised. Leland Incised, var. Blanchard is a 

common variety associated with shallow bowls. In this sample, this form is never associated with 

Barton Incised or Parkin Punctated. An example of Nodena Red and White var. Ellison 

recovered from a feature at Rolling Fork is an example of a complex shallow bowl (Figure 7.9).  
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Figure 7.9. Selected shallow bowls. a-b, Mississippi Plain var. Yazoo (Arcola),  c, Leland Incised 

var. Lelfore (Rolling Fork), d, Nodena Red and White, var. Ellison (Rolling Fork); e, Mississippi 

Plain var. Yazoo (Rolling Fork). 

  

 Rim forms are most often direct or tapered, but occasional thickening was observed 

(Table 7.7). Lip curvature is diverse, ranging from flattened to pointed. Lip beveling is a 

minority treatment, occurring on almost 20% of the rims, similar to simple bowls and flaring rim 

bowls. Embellishments or rim treatments are more common on shallow bowls than simple 

bowls, and include Haynes Bluff rims, interior incision, punctuation, and scalloping (Table 7.8). 

A few examples from the Rolling Fork assemblage are characterized by interior incision in a 

fairly unusual pattern, and were designed to be seen while in use. An example of this interior rim 

design is seen on the Leland Incised, var. Leflore bowl shown in Figure 7.9c.   
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Table 7.7. Attributes of lip form and style, shallow bowl. 

 

Directness Count % Lip Curvature Count % 

Direct 56 47.86 Flattened 33 28.21 

Expanded 19 16.24 Pointed 10 8.55 

Strongly Tapered 8 6.84 Rounded 19 16.24 

Tapered 28 23.93 Round-flattened 52 44.44 

NA 6 5.13 Round-flattened & Pointed 3 2.56 

Total 117 100.00  Total 117 100.00 

Thickening Count % Bevel Count % 

Externally Folded 1 0.85 Externally Beveled 28 23.93 

Internally Thickened 1 0.85 Interior Beveled 2 1.71 

Strapped 8 6.84 Unbeveled 83 70.94 

Thickened 9 7.69 NA 4 3.42 

Unthickened 93 79.49       

NA 5 4.27       

Total 117 100.00 Total 117 100.00 

 

 

Table 7.8. Rim embellishments on shallow bowls. 

 

Embellishments Count 

Cleft punctations 4 

Haynes Bluff Rim Mode 2 

Haynes Bluff Rim Mode/Scalloped Rim 1 

Incision in interior lip; almost Haynes bluff 2 

Interior lip icision in swoop 2 

Scalloped Rim/Flanged 1 

Single incision interior lip; vertical short incisions on outer lip 2 

Traverse Incisions on lip 1 

Traverse punctations 8 

Undulating rim 9 

None 85 

Total 117 

 

 Orifice diameters of shallow bowls range from 10 to 56 cm, with a mean of 31.88, a 

standard deviation of 9.9, with both a median and mode of 36. The diameters are normally 

distributed, with a skewness value of -.337 and a kurtosis value of .06. However, natural breaks 

are apparent in the distribution and three classes of shallow bowls were identified (Figures 7.10-

7.11).  
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Figure 7.10. Distribution of orifice diameter, shallow bowls.  

 

 

Figure 7.11. Distribution of orifice diameters by site, shallow bowls. 

 

 These classes include small shallow bowls with diameters between 10 and 14 cm, 

medium shallow bowls with diameters between 20 and 44 cm, and large shallow bowls with 

diameters between 50 and 56 cm. The medium to large shallow bowl was far more common at 

Arcola than Rolling Fork, and absent at Winterville. The examples from Rolling Fork trend 

smaller. 
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 Flaring Rim Bowls. Flaring rim bowls were the third most numerous bowl form 

recovered, with a total of 90 rims. Nine partially complete flaring rim bowls were recovered 

from Feature 5 at Winterville. Flaring rim bowls were also common in Structure 9 at Arcola and 

in Test Units 5 and 10 at Rolling Fork. Flaring rim bowls rims are strongly outslanted with 

sharply excurvate and often thickened rims. Most, if not all, of the flaring rim bowls recovered 

are complex, meaning they have an inflection point. These bowls are also relatively deep and 

would have been suitable for serving a range of food types, including both solids and liquids 

(Figure 7.12). These bowls are also called “Yazoo Bowls,” a local vessel form, with a grog-

tempered analog in the Delta City bowl associated with the Winterville phase (Phillips 1970:301, 

511).  

 

 

Figure 7.12. Selected flaring rim bowls. a, Bell Plain, var. Holly Bluff with a Haynes Bluff Rim 

(Rolling Fork), b, unusual Barton Incised, var. Estill (Arcola); c, Mississippi Plain, var. Yazoo 

(Rolling Fork). 
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 Flaring rim complex bowls are not restricted in spatial distribution, and can be routinely 

found on the surface of the plowed fields surrounding the mounds at Arcola. Some type-varieties 

are strongly associated with this bowl, including Bell Plain, var. Holly Bluff, and Leland Incised 

vars. Blanchard and Bovina, type-varieties featuring interior incisions. The decoration could be 

seen even if the vessel was holding food or drink because the decorative zone occurs on the 

interior flange of the rim. The rim form is occasionally thickened to make a platform for incision 

and punctation (Table 7.9). Flaring rim bowls are most often associated with the Haynes Buff 

Rim Mode (Table 7.10). One notable example of Barton Incised, var. Estill was found on a 

flaring rim bowl, a type-variety that is more commonly found on jars (see figure 7.8b).  

 

Table 7.9. Attributes of lip form and style, flaring rim bowls. 

 

Directness Count % Lip Curvature Count % 

Direct 51 56.67 Flattened 25 27.78 

Expanded 18 20.00 Pointed 8 8.89 

Strongly Expanded 1 1.11 Rounded 14 15.56 

Strongly Tapered 5 5.56 Round-flattened 42 46.67 

Tapered 13 14.44 Tapered 1 1.11 

NA 2 2.22       

Total 90 100.00 Total 90 100.00 

Thickening Count % Bevel Count % 

Externally Folded 2 2.22 

Externally 

Beveled 18 20.00 

Externally Thickened 1 1.11 Interior Beveled 1 1.11 

Folded 4 4.44 Unbeveled 71 78.89 

Strapped 2 2.22       

Thickened 14 15.56       

Unthickened 65 72.22       

NA 2 2.22       

Total 90 100.00 Total 90 100.00 
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Table 7.10. Rim embellishments, flaring rim bowls.  

 

Directness Count 

Haynes Bluff Rim Mode 17 

Incision in lip; almost Haynes Bluff 1 

Incision in lip 1 

Single incised line on the interior lip, wide punctations 1 

undulating rim 2 

undulating rim/large, scallops 1 

None 67 

Grand Total 90 

 

 Orifice diameters could only be estimated for 32 flaring rim bowl rims (Figure 7.13-

7.14). Like other bowls, flaring rim bowls are easily identified but difficult to measure from 

small sherds. Diameters ranged between 16 and 50 cm, with a mean of 30.69, a standard 

deviation of 8.34, a median of 30, and two modes of 30 and 40 cm. Two groups could be made in 

the data based on the separation of the modes. Medium flaring rim bowls have diameters 

between 16 and 32 cm while large flaring rim bowls have diameters between 36 and 50 cm. 

Bowls were found at all three sites, but the largest flaring rim bowls were found at Arcola and 

from Feature 5 at Winterville. 

 
 

Figure 7.13. Distribution of flaring rim bowl orifice diameters. 
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Figure 7.14. Distribution of flaring rim bowl orifice diameters by site. 

 

 Restricted Bowls. Restricted bowls are comparatively few, with 45 rims identified. Only 

one example was recovered from Feature 5 at Winterville. Restricted bowls have inslanted rim 

angles and either vertical or incurvate profiles. These bowls were globular in form, and are found 

at Late Woodland Coles Creek sites in the broader LMV (Wells 200:312; Ryan 2004: Figure 7.2, 

Kassabaum 2014; LaDu 2016: Figure 7.55). Restricted orifice bowls are better suited for cooking 

and serving liquids, as they less prone to spillage than other types of bowls. Restricted or 

globular bowls lack the recurved rim needed to secure a lid, and were probably not used for 

storage (Wells 2005:312). The limited amount of restricted bowls suggests that they may have 

served a narrow purpose, and may have decreased in popularity during the Mississippi period. 

Restricted bowls occur on a range of types, including Mississippi Plain, var. Yazoo, Leland 

Incised, Barton Incised (rare) and Winterville Incised (rare). Restricted bowl rims are primarily 

direct, flattened or round-flattened, unthickened, and unbeveled, with no embellishments (Table 

7.11).  
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Table 7.11. Attributes of lip form and style, restricted bowl. 

 

Directness Count % Lip Curvature Count % 

Direct 25 55.56 Flattened 17 37.78 

Expanded 8 17.78 Pointed 2 4.44 

Tapered 8 17.78 Rounded 8 17.78 

NA 4 8.89 Round-flattened 18 40.00 

Total 45 100.00 Total 45 100.00 

Thickening Count % Bevel Count % 

Externally Thickened 1 2.22 Unbeveled 43 95.56 

Folded 1 2.22 NA 2 4.44 

Interior thickened 1 2.22       

Strapped 1 2.22       

Thickened 4 8.89       

Unthickened 35 77.78       

NA 2 4.44       

Total 45 100.00  Total 45 100.00 

 

 Orifice diameter may not be a good indicator of vessel size as related to capacity, but is a 

useful metric for comparative purposes (Figures 7.15-7.16). Diameters range between 10 and 45 

cm for a total of 14 measurable rims. All but a single example fell between 10 and 25 cm, with a 

mean of 19.5, a standard deviation of 8.61, a median of 19, and modes of 12 and 20. The 

diameters are not normally distributed. This distribution results from the small sample size and 

the obvious outlier at 45 cm, and size classes were not created for this vessel form.  

 

Figure 7.15. Distribution of restricted bowl orifice diameters.  
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Figure 7.16. Distribution of restricted bowl orifice diameters by site.  

 

 Deep Bowls. Deep bowl is the final bowl type identified, with a sample size of 32. Deep 

bowls are vertically angled with straight to incurvate rim profiles. A narrow range of deep bowls 

is associated with the type Leland Incised, with thickened and rounded rims (Phillips 1970: 304, 

Table 7.12). A single example of a Leland Incised, var. Russell  bowl reflected a short recurved 

rim, rare for the bowl type (Figure 7.17c). A more generalized version of this vessel form is 

found on plain coarse shell-tempered pottery, or Mississippi Plain, var. Yazoo, in association 

with a variety of rim shapes. Deep bowls are generally small vessels, and may have served food 

or drink, but would have worked well for serving liquids. Deep bowls would not spill as easily as 

simple, shallow, or flaring rim bowls.  
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Figure 7.17. Selected deep bowls. a, Leland Incised, var. Deep Bayou (Arcola); b, Leland 

Incised, var. unspecified (Rolling Fork); c, Leland Incised, var. Russell (Arcola). 

 

 

Table 7.12. Attributes of lip form and style, deep bowls. 

Directness Count % Lip Curvature Count % 

Direct 14 43.75 Flattened 7 21.88 

Expanded 10 31.25 Pointed 1 3.13 

Strongly Tapered 1 3.13 Rounded 8 25.00 

Tapered 7 21.88 Round-flattened 16 50.00 

Total 32 100.00 Total 32 100.00 

Thickening Count % Bevel Count % 

Expanded 1 3.13 Externally Beveled 1 3.13 

Folded 1 3.13 Unbeveled 31 96.88 

Thickened 8 25.00     

Unthickened 22 68.75       

Total 32 100.00 Total 32 100.00 

 

 

 Only 11 of the 30 identified deep bowls could be measured for orifice diameter (Figures 

7.18-7.19). Diameters ranged from 8 to 35 cm, with a mean of 19.82, standard deviation of 8.18, 

a median of 20, and two modes at 12 and 24 cm. Samples of 2 for each modal size are not 
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adequate for determining size classes. However, as deep bowls are smaller vessels than other 

bowls in the total sample, they may have been designed for a narrow purpose. Although 

“fineware” and “utilitarian ware” are not categories easily delineated in the Southern Yazoo 

Basin, deep bowls are most strongly associated with varieties of Leland Incised and Bell Plain, 

var. Holly Bluff, and would be the closest approximation to finely made vessels in the region. 

Deep bowls were small with small orifices, not made to serve many people, but were perhaps 

used to serve a specific food or drink.  

 

 
 

Figure 7.18. Distribution of deep bowl orifice diameters.  
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Figure 7.19. Distribution of deep bowl orifice diameters by site.  

 

 

 Bottles. Bottles were the rarest vessel form identified in the total sample, at 22 rims. 

Bottles are a complex vessel form with a separate, globular body, a defined neck, and a small 

orifice diameter. Bottles in this sample have vertical to slightly outslanted rim angles and straight 

profiles. A good example of a bottle with a nearly complete, but short, neck and collar was found 

in the midden deposit at Arcola (Figure 7.20a). Bottles are found on plainware and a single 

example was found on Winterville Incised, var. Belzoni. Bottles may have been used for storage 

or to serve liquid items, but their small number in the sample suggests they were not a 

particularly important or often used vessel form. 

 Bottle rim forms are generally direct or tapered, flattened, rounded, or round-flattened, 

unthickened, and unbeveled although there is some variation (Table 7.13). Orifice diameter has 

no relationship to the overall size of the bottle (Hally 1986:272), and size classes cannot be made 

based on the diameter. However, for descriptive purposes, bottle orifice diameters obtained for 

15 rims ranged between 5 and 12 cm, with a mean of 9.14 cm, a standard deviation of 2.82 cm, a 
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median of 10 cm, and a mode of 10 cm. Bottles were found in contexts spread over three sites 

(Figures 7.21-7.22). 

 

  

Figure 7.20. Selected bottles. a, Mississippi Plain, var. Yazoo (Arcola), b, Cracker Road Incised, 

var. unspecified short-necked bottle (Rolling Fork). 

 

   

Table 7.13. Attributes of lip form and style, bottles. 

 

Directness Count % Lip Curvature Count % 

Direct 13 59.09 Flattened 6 27.27 

Expanded 2 9.09 Pointed 1 4.55 

Strongly Tapered 1 4.55 Rounded 5 22.73 

Tapered 6 27.27 Round-flattened 10 45.45 

Total 22 100.00 Total 22 100.00 

Thickening Count % Bevel Count % 

Thickened 1 4.55 

Externally 

Beveled 2 9.09 

Unthickened 21 95.45 Unbeveled 20 90.91 

Total 22 100.00 Total 22 100.00 
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Figure 7.21. Distribution of bottle orifice diameter. 

 

 

Figure 7.22. Distribution of bottle orifice diameters by site.  
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Incised, var. unspecified, but was unusually polished. The ware is most similar to Bell Plain var. 

Bell, more common in the Northern Yazoo Basin. This vessel may be a good candidate for an 

import.  

 Vessel forms and size classes identified in this analysis are presented in Table 7.14. A 

few summary points can be drawn from the aggregate data on vessel forms. Vessel forms are 

dominated by bowls at 63%, with jars accounting for 32% (see Table 7.2). These percentages fall 

within Late Woodland Coles Creek ranges, with 50% of the assemblage comprised of bowls 

reported from Feltus (Kassabaum 2015:206, 333), 84% bowls reported for Mazique (LaDu 

2015:315)  and 62% from Hedgeland, a Coles Creek period mound center in the Tensas Basin to 

the west in Louisiana (Ryan 2004:151).  

 Coles Creek vessel forms differ from Mississippian vessel forms in aspects of shape, and 

a whole vessel class, beakers, are not represented in Mississippian assemblages. However, there 

is a Late Woodland character to this Mississippian pattern of vessel use in both the number and 

variety of bowl forms. The increasing reliance on jars, fairly standardized in shape, may be a 

direct result of the adoption of intensive corn agriculture (Briggs 2017), but bowls are still the 

dominant form in most contexts, discussed below. This vessel form sample from Arcola, Rolling 

Fork, and Winterville, featuring high percentages of bowls, presents a contrast to Mississippian 

sites in the wider southeast, including both large and small centers. Extensive work in 

“downtown” Cahokia, consisting of expansive horizontal excavations within Tract 15A and the 

Dunham Tract, encountered multiple houses, or communities, spanning the complete Emergent 

Mississippian through Mississippian sequence. These excavations produced ceramic vessel 

forms assemblages uniformly dominated by jars (Pauketat 1998:250).  
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Table 7.14. Summary of vessels in the assemblages. 

 

Vessel Class Orifice Diameters Arcola Rolling Fork Winterville Vessel Count 

Small Jar 4-15 1 11 3 15 

Medium Jar 16-32 25 54 5 84 

Large Jar 34 12 2 3 17 

Medium Simple Bowl 8-32 17 23 1 41 

Large Simple Bowl 38-48 8 1 0 9 

Very Large Simple Bowl 60+ 1 0 0 1 

Medium Flaring Rim Bowl 16-36 7 10 4 21 

Large Flaring Rim Bowl 36-50 2 4 5 11 

Small Shallow Bowl 10-14 2 1 1 4 

Medium Shallow Bowl 20-44 30 15 0 45 

Large Shallow Bowl 50-56 1 1 0 2 

Deep Bowl 8-36 5 3 3 11 

Restricted Bowl 8-35 5 8 1 14 

Bottle 5-12 6 6 3 15 

Jars/No Diameter - 57 59 6 122 

Simple Bowl/No Diameter - 49 30 7 86 

Shallow Bowl/No Diameter - 28 36 2 66 

Flaring Rim Bowls/No Diameter - 26 27 5 58 

Deep Bowls/No Diameter - 8 10 3 21 

Restricted Bowl/No Diameter - 10 20 1 31 

Bottles/No Diameter - 0 7 0 7 

UID Vessel Form - 44 56 2 102 

Jar Straps - 3 7 0 10 

Total   347 391 55 793 

 

 In the Northern Yazoo Basin, contexts at Parchman Place mounds produced both jar and 

bowl-dominated assemblages, but jar-dominant assemblages are associated with everyday 

domestic use or households, while bowl-dominated assemblages are associated with corporate 

feasting events coinciding with the founding of Parchman (Nelson 2016:158). Residential areas 

at Moundville have produced jar-dominant assemblages, including the roadway residential units 

and households located near the river bank (Scarry 1995: Table 4; Wilson 2005:177).  

 Orifice diameter was approximately normally distributed for many of the vessel forms, 

indicating that vessel form size is continuous as opposed to conforming to standardized size 
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classes. This distribution of orifice diameters suggests that pottery vessels, particularly jars, were 

made for the tasks at hand by individual potters as opposed to centralized or specialist types of 

production (Costin 1991).  

 Orifice diameters were routinely measured for jars more often than bowls because they 

have a smaller orifice diameter relative to vessel size, and are easier to measure with small 

sherds. If a cross tabulation of vessel form and measurability is examined, a chi-square (x2) value 

of 13.58 is significant at the .001 alpha level, meaning there is a relationship between the vessel 

form and measurability (Table 7.15). Jars, bowls, and bottles account for 34.9%, 61.8% and 

3.2% of the total assemblage, respectively. If only measured rims  are examined, they reflect an 

overrepresentation of jars and bottles, with jars accounting for 48.7%, bowls for 37.8% and 

bottles for 5.2%. The discrepancy between measured and unmeasured rims presents issues for 

analysis, particularly if only measured vessels are used to compare porportions of vessels across 

contetxs. Vessel form size classes have to be considered within major types, rather than between 

major types of jars, bowls, and bottles.  

Table 7.15 Cross tabulation of primary vessel forms and measured rims. 

 

Major Vessel Form Measured 

Not 

Measured Total 

Jar 

Count 116 122 238 

% within Major Form 48.70% 51.30% 100.00% 

% within Diameters 40.00% 31.20% 34.90% 

Bowl 

Count 159 262 421 

% within Major Form 37.80% 62.20% 100.00% 

% within Diameters 54.80% 67.00% 61.80% 

Bottle 

Count 15 7 22 

% within Major Form 68.20% 31.80% 100.00% 

% within  Diameters 5.20% 1.80% 3.20% 

 Total 

Count 290 391 681 

% within Major Form 42.60% 57.40% 100.00% 

% within Diameters 100.00% 100.00% 100.00% 

χ2 =  13.58, p <.001         
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 Vessel form classes created from these data are specific to this analysis, and are utilized 

for comparative purposes. Larger or smaller vessel forms would have been more or less 

appropriate for different group sizes or activities, but the distinctive lack of size standardization 

suggests that vessels were made at the household level.   

 The final point to be drawn from the aggregate vessel form data is that the vessel form 

sample is cohesive, suggesting continuity in space and time. Differences between vessel forms 

between sites include more variation in the jar forms at Rolling Fork. However, vessel forms are 

generally similar across the fifteenth and sixteenth centuries. Population replacement or the 

influx of Mississippian peoples from elsewhere should result in sharp breaks in vessel forms and 

rim styles, which is not seen in this collection. Few vessels appeared to be non-local, and the 

short-necked bottle and the Nodena Red and White, var. Ellison shallow bowl from Rolling Fork 

contexts are the best candidates for imported pottery vessels.  

 Variation in rim form and style generally account for up to 20 percent of any given vessel 

form shape. Rim forms of all vessel types are remarkably similar, mostly direct in profile, with 

rounded and round-flattened rims, largely unthickened. Beveling occurs most often on shallow 

and flaring rim bowls. Differences in the proportions of vessel forms in a particular context 

appear to be related to the activity that produced the particular deposit rather than time.  

Analysis Units 

 To compare contexts, a correspondence analysis was conducted using the vessel form 

composition from selected contexts, or analytical units (AUs) from Arcola, Rolling Fork, and 

Winterville (Table 7.16).  
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Table 7.16. Analysis units, descriptions, and radiocarbon dates. 

 

Context Description C-14 Ranges 
Identified 

Vessels 

Arcola Midden 
Buried midden, rapid 

deposition, early 1400s 

AD 1324 to 1345 (17.3%) 

AD 1393 to 1430 (78.1%)* 
185 

Arcola Str 4 

Oversize structure (8-x-8) 

with large central post, 

probably late 1300s 
AD 1274 to 1320 (53%), 

AD 1351 to 1391 (42%) 

29 

Arcola Str 9 

Structure burned 

surroudning by midden 

inside and out, late 1400s 
AD 1450 to 1530 (48%)  

AD 1540 to 1635 (48%) 

62 

Arcola Mound E 

Remnat mound fill and 

pre-mound midden, Lake 

George phase 

- 10 

RF Circ Pit 190 
210  (width) x 206 

(length) x 24 (depth 
- 22 

RF Circ Pit 339 220 x 200 x 30 - 14 

RF Circ Pit 482 216 x 200 x 30 - 13 

RF Circ Pit 491/493 150 x 160 x 40 - 33 

RF Deep Pit 452 112 x Unknown x 200 + 

AD 1498 to 1504 (0.8%) 

AD 1513 to 1601 (54%) 

AD 1616 to 1666 (38%)  

13 

RF Deep Pit 455 230 x Unkown x 250 + - 13 

RF Midden F315 
Dense midden near 

surface 
- 39 

RF Misc Pit 295 135 x Unknown x 58 - 16 

RF Misc Pit 556 165 x 173 x 45 - 12 

RF Misc Pit 558 192 x 198 x 20 - 40 

RF Unit 10 Midden 
Deeply buried midden 

east of Mound A 

AD 1513 to 1601 (54%) 

AD 1616 to 1666 (38%)  
28 

RF Unit 5 Midden 
Buried midden east of 

Mound A 

AD 1445 to 1524 (62%) 

AD 1558 to 1632 (34%) 
18 

Wville F5 
200 x Unknown x 60,  

group-gathering 
AD 1450 to 1650 53 

Total     600 

*Two dates combined in Oxcal (Bronks Ramsey 2013) after calibration 
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 These AUs were selected because they produced thirteen or more identifiable vessels, 

with the single of exception of Mound E at Arcola that only produced ten identifiable vessels. 

Using the number of identified rims as selection criteria is based on the distribution of vessels 

across all contexts. Contexts either produced very few vessels or more than twelve. Arcola 

Mound E was retained for analysis because the context offereda vessel form sample associated 

with a mound context. In total, 17 AUs were selected for comparison. These AUs include the 

midden deposit at Arcola, Structure 9 (late), and Structure 4 (early and potentially public) in 

addition to Mound E. A sample of pits from Rolling Fork and midden deposits from the four test 

units were also included. Rolling Fork Test Units 10 and 5 are located near the mounds in the 

plaza area, while Rolling Fork Test Units 21 and 22 were located well to the south, and produced 

a dense sheet midden deposit collectively called Feature 315. Pit feature 452, a deep pit, was 

included in the analysis as well because it provided a radiocarbon date. The remaining pits 

included produced the appropriate sample (>12) of identifiable vessel forms. Feature 5 at 

Winterville is the final context included in the analysis, as this feature has been previously 

associated with a group-feasting based on the integrated analysis of fauna and ceramics 

(Kowalski et al. 2009). The 17 analysis units are characterized by a diverse array of vessel forms 

and sizes (Tables 7.17-7.19).  
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Table 7.17. Counts of primary forms by analysis unit. RF=Rolling Fork, Wville=Winterville. 

 

Context Jar Bowl Bottle Total 

Arcola Midden 63 117 5 185 

Arcola Str 4 9 20 0 29 

Arcola Str 9 20 41 1 62 

Arcola Mound E 0 10 0 10 

RF Circ Pit 190 9 11 2 22 

RF Circ Pit 339 8 5 1 14 

RF Circ Pit 482 5 6 2 13 

RF Circ Pit 

491/493 11 20 2 33 

RF Deep Pit 452 4 8 1 13 

RF Deep Pit 455 7 6 0 13 

RF Midden F315 22 17 0 39 

RF Misc Pit 295 11 4 1 16 

RF Misc Pit 556 2 9 1 12 

RF Misc Pit 558 12 27 1 40 

RF Unit 10 

Midden 9 19 0 28 

RF Unit 5 

Midden 6 12 0 18 

Wville F5 17 33 3 53 

Total 215 365 20 600 
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Table 7.18. Counts of secondary vessel form by analysis unit. 

 

Context Jar 
Simple 

Bowl 

Shallow 

Bowl 

Flaring 

Rim Bowl 

Restricted 

Bowl 

Deep 

Bowl 
Bottle Total 

Arcola Midden 63 42 48 14 7 6 5 185 

Arcola Str 4 9 8 5 1 2 4 0 29 

Arcola Str 9 20 17 4 16 4 0 1 62 

Arcola Mound E 0 4 0 1 2 3 0 10 

RF Circ Pit 190 9 2 3 0 5 1 2 22 

RF Circ Pit 339 8 3 1 1 0 0 1 14 

RF Circ Pit 482 5 2 0 1 1 2 2 13 

RF Circ Pit 

491/493 11 4 8 4 4 0 2 33 

RF Deep Pit 452 4 0 5 2 1 0 1 13 

RF Deep Pit 455 7 3 3 0 0 0 0 13 

RF Midden F315 22 11 1 4 1 0 0 39 

RF Misc Pit 295 11 1 3 0 0 0 1 16 

RF Misc Pit 556 2 4 2 2 1 0 1 12 

RF Misc Pit 558 12 9 6 8 2 2 1 40 

RF Unit 10 

Midden 9 1 3 7 4 4 0 28 

RF Unit 5 

Midden 6 2 4 4 0 2 0 18 

Wville F5 17 8 3 14 2 6 3 53 

Grand Total 215 121 99 79 36 30 20 600 
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Table 7.19. Counts of vessel form size class by analysis unit.  

 

Context 

Small 

Jar 

Medium 

Jar 

Large 

Jar 

Medium 

Simple 

Bowl 

Large 

Simple 

Bowl 

Very 

Large 

Simple 

Bowl 

Small 

Shallow 

Bowl 

Medium 

Shallow 

Bowl 

Large 

Shallow 

Bowl 

Medium 

Flaring 

Rim 

Bowl 

Large 

Flaring 

Rim 

Bowl 

Arcola Midden 1 21 11 8 7 1 1 24 1 4 2 

Arcola Str 4 0 0 1 1 1 0 0 3 0 0 0 

Arcola Str 9 0 3 0 7 0 0 1 1 0 1 0 

Mound E 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 

RF Circ Pit 190 0 4 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 

RF Circ Pit 339 0 5 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 

RF Circ Pit 482 1 1 0 2 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 

RF Circ Pit 

491/493 0 4 2 2 0 0 1 0 0 1 1 

RF Deep Pit 452 2 0 0 0 0 0 0 3 0 1 1 

RF Deep Pit 455 2 3 0 3 0 0 0 1 1 0 0 

RF Midden F315 1 13 0 6 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 

RF Misc Pit 295 2 3 0 0 0 0 0 2 0 0 0 

RF Misc Pit 556 0 0 0 2 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 

RF Misc Pit 558 0 4 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 

RF Unit 10 

Midden 0 5 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 2 

RF Unit 5 

Midden 2 1 0 0 0 0 0 4 0 4 0 

Wville F5 3 5 3 1 0 0 1 0 0 4 5 

Total 14 72 17 36 8 1 4 40 2 19 11 
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Table 7.19, continued. Counts of vessel form size class by analysis unit. 

Context 

Restricted 

Bowl 

Deep 

Bowl 

UID 

Jar 

UID 

Simple 

Bowl 

UID 

Shallow 

Bowl 

UID 

Flaring 

Rim 

Bowl 

UID 

Restricted 

Bowl 

UID 

Deep 

Bowl Bottle Total 

Arcola Midden 3 4 30 26 22 8 4 2 5 185 

Arcola Str 4 0 0 8 6 2 1 2 4 0 29 

Arcola Str 9 2 0 17 10 2 15 2 0 1 62 

Arcola Mound E 0 1 0 3 0 0 2 2 0 10 

RF Circ Pit 190 2 0 5 2 2 0 3 1 2 22 

RF Circ Pit 339 0 0 3 2 1 0 0 0 1 14 

RF Circ Pit 482 0 1 3 0 0 1 1 1 2 13 

RF Circ Pit 

491/493 1 0 5 2 7 2 3 0 2 33 

RF Deep Pit 452 0 0 2 0 2 0 1 0 1 13 

RF Deep Pit 455 0 0 2 0 1 0 0 0 0 13 

RF Midden F315 1 0 8 5 1 3 0 0 0 39 

RF Misc Pit 295 0 0 6 1 1 0 0 0 1 16 

RF Misc Pit 556 1 0 2 2 1 2 0 0 1 12 

RF Misc Pit 558 0 0 8 8 6 7 2 2 1 40 

RF Unit 10 

Midden 0 0 4 0 3 5 4 4 0 28 

RF Unit 5 

Midden 0 0 3 2 0 0 0 2 0 18 

Wville F5 1 3 6 7 2 5 1 3 3 53 

Total 11 9 112 76 53 49 25 21 20 600 
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 A brief examination of the tabular data hints at trends. Most contexts are characterized by 

diversity of vessel forms and types. Only four of the AUs are dominated by jars, including Rolling 

Fork Circular Pit 339, Rolling Fork Deep Pit 455, Rolling Fork Midden 315, and Rolling Fork 

Misc Pit 295 (Figures 7.23-7.24). The AUs from Arcola and Winterville are bowl-dominated, with 

jars only accounting for between 35-40% of any particular analytical unit from these two sites. 

The complete Rolling Fork vessel form assemblage is more diverse across contexts, and pit 

features may reflect the refuse of a diverse set of activities.   

 Bowls are diverse across all assemblages, but some contexts appear to favor particular 

kinds of bowls (Figures 7.25-7.26). Immediately apparent is the Arcola midden deposit, which is 

dominated by shallow bowls. Winterville Feature 5, Arcola Structure 9, and the Rolling Fork Unit 

10 midden also contain substantial amounts flaring rim bowls. Rolling Fork Test Unit 5 produced 

both types of bowls. This differential distribution suggests some activity patterning may be at play, 

with only certain contexts associated with particular types of bowls.   

  

Figure 7.23. Major vessel form by analysis unit, count.   
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Figure 7.24. Major vessel form by analysis unit, proportion.  

 

 

Figure 7.25. Bowl forms by analysis unit, count.  
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Figure 7.26. Bowl forms by analysis unit, proportion. 

 

Correspondence Analysis 

 To explore which contexts might be similary composed, a correspondence analysis (CA) 

was conducted to compare the analysis units at three levels, primary form, secondary forms, and 

size classes of only bowls. CA is an exploratory statistical method that graphically displays 

relationships between categorical data, such as artifact types and frequencies. It is useful for 

discovering relationships in data that are otherwise large and unwieldy. This technique was 

popularized by Greenacre (1984, 1993) and has been used in archaeology to compare 

assemblages with diverse artifact categories (Clause 1999; Malischke 2016; Nelson 2016; 

Shennan 2007). CA and seriation are related techniques, as both methods compare and order 

proportions. The first axis of a CA with a high inertia (percentage of variance explained) should 

approximate the ordering achieved by a seriation (Shennan 1997:342).  
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 CA has been described succinctly as a method for “representing tabular data graphically” 

(Greenacre 2007:1). This technique examines the pattern of divergence of values for data points 

in a contingency table. CA initially calculates a chi-square value, working from a contingency 

table of two variables. It is possible to use more than two-variables in a multivariate CA, but this 

particular analysis uses 1) context and 2) vessel form count as variables. Similar to a chi-square 

analysis, counts are converted to proportions and totals are converted to marginal proportions. 

The marginal proportions are compared to the summed value of the entire table to provide an 

average row (analysis unit or context) and an average column profile (vessel form) profile. At 

this point, CA goes beyond calculating a simple chi-square static by converting the residual 

values, or the deviations from the average row or column profile of data points, to a chi-square 

distance with an x and y value, providing a way to plot data points in two-dimensional space. 

The average row and column profiles are the origin of a Cartesian grid and the chi-square 

distances of data points are plotted in this grid space. The more similar a context profile is 

similar to the average profile, the closer to the origin. The total variation explained by the model, 

or the inertia, expressed as proportions of eigenvalues, is captured by the axes, here only the first 

two dimensions are plotted. The more inertia represented along an axis, the better the model 

accounts for the data at hand. If low inertia values are reported, variation in the data is not well-

explained by the CA.  

 CA was conducted using the open-source statistical package, R 3.5.0, (R Core Team 

2018) using FactoMineR package (Husson et al. 2018), along with FactoExtra (Kassambara 

2017) for biplot manipulation. In the following CA biplots, the scale of the axes are symmetric 

based on the principal coordinates of both the row and column points, and it is important to 

differentiate between rows and columns in interpretation. Contexts and vessel forms located near 
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each other in the plot cannot be strictly interpreted according to proximity as each point is plotted 

in relation to either the average row profile or average column profile, not in terms of each other 

(Greenacre 2007:72;104, 267-268). Asymmetrical biplots can technically be used to scale the 

coordinates in the same space, but symmetrical biplots are optimal on a practical level 

(Greenacre 2007:267). Row and column points in the same grid quadrant are generally 

associated, despite the fact their distances to each other cannot be strictly interpreted. 

Conclusions drawn from symmetrical and asymmetrical biplots are not often divergent, but are 

better interpreted if inertias explained by each axis are closer in value (Gabriel 2002; Greenacre 

2007:267). Regardless, it is the general association of contexts and vessel form type that might 

be most important in this analysis, rather than strict proximity.  

 Other critical values to examine as part of a correspondence analysis are the contribution 

of data points to the overall model for the first two axes, and the squared cosine (cos2) value for 

each data point on each axis, providing a measure of the quality of representation for each data 

point. The closer cos2 is to one in two dimensions, the better the quality of the point, meaning 

that its position in two-dimensional space is well explained according to the biplot. Plots with 

high inertias on two axes will reflect data points with squared cosine values closer to 1. The 

utility in examining this value lies in graphs that have lower inertia to see which points are 

driving the distribution of data in two-dimensional space.  

  CA was conducted at different levels of analysis including AUs by primary form, AUs 

by secondary form including jars as a collapsed category, and for AUs by size classes of the 

bowls jars removed. Jars are present in most contexts at somewhat regular rates, and including 

them in a size class analysis skews the data toward jars because they are more often measured. It 

is the diversity and sizes of bowls that seems to be of the most interest in this assemblage.  
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Results of Correspondence Analysis 

 A CA of analysis units by major vessel form produced a chi-square value of 48.79, with a 

p value of 0.03, indicating that the variables are dependent or that vessel form proportions and 

contexts are related. High inertia on the two axes (100%) and high squared cosine values for 

individual points are partly driven by the simplicity of the data, but the model is quite good 

nevertheless (Table 7.20, Figure 7.27). Moving across the X axis from left to right, Arcola 

Mound E is an isolated data point because it produced only bowls. Assemblages producing 

predominantly bowls include Winterville Feature 5, Arcola Structures 4 and 9, the Arcola 

midden, and Rolling Fork Test Units 10 and 5, as expected. However, these AUs cluster in center 

of the graph to the left of the origin. Because these contexts are located near the origin, bowl-

dominated contexts are the rule rather than the exception for these assemblages. Rolling Fork 

Feature 482 is an isolated data point in the upper right quadrant. This feature is both unusual and 

more balanced in vessel form profile, producing five jars, six bowls, and two bottles. Most 

contexts produce far more bowls and jars than bottles, accounting for this divergent data point. 

Rolling Fork contexts, including Deep Pit 455, Feature 315 midden, Misc Pit 295, and Circular 

Pit 339 are located on the lower right quadrant, associated with more jars than bowls. These 

contexts are continually associated throughout all this analysis, even when only the bowl 

assemblage is considered. Although contexts are varied, the X-axis includes contexts that were 

highly skewed toward serving activities (left) to activities that were focused on cooking and 

storage (right).   
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Table 7.20. CA output, AUs by primary vessel form. 

 

    eigenvalue % of variance cumulative % of variance     

dim 1 0.0529 65.0213 65.0213         

dim 2 0.0284 34.9787 100         

                

AUs (Rows) Coordinates Contribution Cos2 Inertia 

  Dim 1 Dim 2 Dim 1 Dim 2 Dim 1 Dim 2   

Arc Midden -0.0503 -0.0224 1.4757 0.5429 0.8348 0.1652 0.0009346 

Arc Str 4 -0.1725 -0.1445 2.7203 3.5474 0.5877 0.4123 0.0024472 

Arc Str 9 -0.1113 -0.0683 2.4213 1.696 0.7263 0.2737 0.0017625 

Mound E -0.8018 0.032 20.2638 0.06 0.9984 0.0016 0.0107306 

RF Cir Pit 190 0.2328 0.2678 3.7587 9.2477 0.4304 0.5696 0.0046175 

RF Cir Pit 339 0.518 0.0751 11.8426 0.4631 0.9794 0.0206 0.0063929 

RF Cir Pit 482 0.3252 0.6061 4.3329 27.982 0.2235 0.7765 0.0102494 

RF Cir Pit 491/493 0.0108 0.1548 0.0122 4.6312 0.0049 0.9951 0.0013237 

RF Deep Pit 452 -0.0043 0.2534 8.00E-04 4.8923 3.00E-04 0.9997 0.0013919 

RF Deep Pit 455 0.29 -0.2742 3.4472 5.7276 0.528 0.472 0.0034516 

RF Midden F315 0.342 -0.2888 14.3815 19.0587 0.5838 0.4162 0.0130242 

RF Misc Pit 295 0.7332 -0.0369 27.1158 0.1275 0.9975 0.0025 0.0143725 

RF Misc Pit 556 -0.2758 0.3666 2.878 9.453 0.3614 0.6386 0.0042102 

RF Misc Pit 558 -0.1371 -0.0098 2.3693 0.0224 0.9949 0.0051 0.001259 

RF Unit 10  -0.15 -0.1508 1.9867 3.7304 0.4975 0.5025 0.0021114 

RF Unit 5  -0.1259 -0.1576 0.8993 2.6183 0.3897 0.6103 0.0012201 

Wville F5 -0.0237 0.1413 0.0938 6.1994 0.0274 0.9726 0.0018129 

                

                

Vessel Forms 

(Columns) Coordinates Contribution Cos2 Inertia 

  Dim 1 Dim 2 Dim 1 Dim 2 Dim 1 Dim 2   

Jar 0.2819 -0.0905 53.8467 10.32 0.9065 0.0935 0.0314041 

Bowl -0.1844 0.0054 39.1044 0.0623 0.9991 9.00E-04 0.0206923 

Bottle 0.3344 0.8745 7.0489 89.6177 0.1276 0.8724 0.0292158 
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Figure 7.27. Correspondence biplot of analysis units by primary vessel forms. 

 

 A CA of AUs by secondary vessel forms, with jars collapsed into a single category are 

associated with a moderate inertia value, or 54% between both axes (Table 7.21; Figure 7.28). 

This CA produced a chi-square value of 109.3 and a p value of <0. Caution must be used in 

interpretation, however, as 46% of the variance remains unexplained by the model. The results 

and patterns are reasonable when compared with the raw data, however, and are within the range 

routinely encountered by archaeologists (Kassabaum 2014:175; Malischke 2016: Table 4; 

Nelson 2016: Figure 3.22; Shennan 2007:331). Simple bowls and jars lie in the lower left 

quadrant, associated with the jar-dominated contexts including Rolling Fork Feature 315, Rolling 

Fork Circular Pit 339, and Rolling Fork Deep Pit 455, suggesting that simple bowls are also 

driving contexts that are otherwise jar-dominated.   

 

Analysis Units and Primary Forms 
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Table 7.21. CA output, AUs by secondary vessel forms. Detailed results for the first two 

dimensions.  

 

    eigenvalue 

% of 

variance 

cumulative % of 

variance       

dim 1 0.1097 34.5811 34.5811         

dim 2 0.0665 20.9611 55.5422         

dim 3 0.0478 15.0598 70.602         

dim 4 0.043 13.5497 84.1518         

dim 5 0.0311 9.8034 93.9551         

dim 6 0.0192 6.0449 100         

                

 AUs(Rows) Coordinates Contribution Cos2 Inertia 

    Dim 1 Dim 2 Dim 1 Dim 2 Dim 1 Dim 2   

Arc Midden -0.245 0.0979 16.8658 4.4465 0.6155 0.0984 0.0300657 

Arc Str 4 0.1529 0.2488 1.0302 4.4977 0.0792 0.2097 0.0142631 

Arc Str 9 0.153 -0.4234 2.2047 27.8575 0.0863 0.6606 0.0280451 

Mound E 1.1966 0.5233 21.7483 6.8614 0.6129 0.1172 0.0389334 

RF Cir Pit 190 0.0227 0.5703 0.0172 17.9336 7.00E-04 0.422 0.0282647 

RF Cir Pit 339 -0.294 -0.2587 1.8376 2.3484 0.2389 0.1851 0.0084391 

RF Cir Pit 482 0.4119 0.2671 3.3498 2.3233 0.1979 0.0832 0.0185723 

RF Cir Pit 491/493 -0.1575 0.2178 1.2438 3.9229 0.1206 0.2305 0.0113171 

RF Deep Pit 452 -0.3119 0.3543 1.9214 4.0883 0.1578 0.2035 0.0133606 

RF Deep Pit 455 -0.543 -0.0607 5.8231 0.12 0.7448 0.0093 0.0085792 

RF Midden F315 -0.1666 -0.4313 1.6438 18.1802 0.0735 0.493 0.0245275 

RF Misc Pit 295 -0.5674 0.0133 7.8241 0.0071 0.4815 3.00E-04 0.0178311 

RF Misc Pit 556 0.0154 -0.0435 0.0043 0.0568 7.00E-04 0.0057 0.0066376 

RF Misc Pit 558 0.1209 -0.1347 0.8886 1.8198 0.2771 0.344 0.0035182 

RF Unit 10  0.6039 0.1576 15.5102 1.7434 0.621 0.0423 0.0274029 

RF Unit 5  0.1725 -0.0412 0.8133 0.0767 0.1017 0.0058 0.0087767 

Wville F5 0.4632 -0.1673 17.2738 3.7163 0.6589 0.0859 0.0287637 

                

 Vessel Forms 

(Columns) Coordinates Contribution Cos2 Inertia 

    Dim 1 Dim 2 Dim 1 Dim 2 Dim 1 Dim 2   

Jar -0.1678 -0.09 9.1905 4.3663 0.3211 0.0925 0.0314041 

Simple.Bowl -0.0136 -0.1537 0.0341 7.1586 0.0012 0.1477 0.0322319 

Shallow.Bowl -0.3744 0.2959 21.0824 21.7195 0.4182 0.2612 0.055314 

Flaring.Rim.Bowl 0.419 -0.3601 21.0709 25.6766 0.4021 0.297 0.0575037 

Restricted.Bowl 0.3868 0.4774 8.1796 20.5566 0.2109 0.3213 0.0425498 

Deep.Bowl 0.9419 0.4565 40.4235 15.6666 0.6421 0.1508 0.0690787 

Bottle -0.0249 0.3113 0.0189 4.8558 7.00E-04 0.1105 0.0292158 
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Figure 7.28. Correspondence biplot of analysis units by secondary vessel forms. 

 

 The Arcola midden is associated with shallow bowls along with a distinctive lack of 

flaring rim bowls. The same composition characterizes Rolling Fork Circular Pit 491/493 and 

Rolling Fork Deep Pit 452. Structure 9 at Arcola, Winterville Feature 5, Rolling Fork Test Unit 

5, and two Rolling Fork miscellaneous pits are more closely associated with flaring rim bowls. 

Rolling Fork Test Unit 10 is located in a different quadrant, unexpectedly. Examining the raw 

data, Rolling Fork Test Unit 10 also produced 4 restricted bowls, accounting for 14 percent of 

the vessels in the context. Because this vessel form is rare, it diverged more from the origin and 

Rollin Fork Test Unit 10 was pushed into the upper right quadrant. The main point illustrated by 

this biplot is that different bowl forms occupy different spaces, both in this CA and in space at 

these sites. The bowl “arc” spreads over the graph somewhat widely. Only restricted bowls and 

deep bowls are located in the same quadrant.  

Analysis Units and Secondary Forms 
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 Squared cosine values, added together on both dimensions, indicate that the AUs 

continually discussed, Arcola Structure 9, Winterville Feature 5, and Rolling Fork Test Unit 10, 

are reasonably well represented along the two axes. Test Unit 5 at Rolling Fork and Rolling Fork 

Miscellaneous Pit are not particularly well represented by these two dimensions. Oddly enough, 

neither is the simple bowl or the bottle (see Table 7.21) but the remaining vessel forms are 

reasonably represented by the model.  

 Size classes of bowls alone, without jars or unidentified-sized bowls, were examined at 

the next scale of analysis, introducing more complexity to the data (Table 7.22, Figure 7.29). 

Because only measured rims were included in this analysis, issues were immediately clear with 

Arcola Structure 9 and perhaps a few other oddly-placed contexts. Arcola Structure 9 produced 

many flaring rim bowls, but plow damage to the pottery hindered orifice diameter measurement, 

severely underrepresenting flaring rim bowls in this graph. Caution should be taken when 

interpreting individual data points. The overall trends, however, have interpretive value.  

 The inertia of both axes amounts to almost 56%, with a chi-square value of 178.11 and a 

p-value of 0.028. The dichotomy between shallow bowls and flaring rim bowls is driving 

distributions along a diagonal line, from the lower left quadrant to the upper right quadrant. The 

size of the flaring rim bowls (large) pulled Rolling Fork Test Unit 10 to the upper right of the 

graph, rather than the restricted bowls. Test Unit 10 appears to contain the refuse of one of the 

same kinds of events that produced Winterville’s Feature 5, as these contexts share a remarkably 

similar vessel form assemblages. In other words, these two contexts correspond well in these 

analyses and probably reflect the same kind of specialized refuse or the residues of a group 

eating event or feast in a near-mound context.   
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  Table 7.22. CA output, AUs by detailed vessel form classes. Detailed results for the first 

two dimensions.   

 

    eigenvalue 

% of 

variance cumulative % of variance       

dim 1 0.3818 30.225 30.225         

dim 2 0.3277 25.9399 56.1648         

dim 3 0.1655 13.0998 69.2646         

dim 4 0.1506 11.9207 81.1853         

dim 5 0.1009 7.9857 89.171         

dim 6 0.0672 5.3166 94.4876         

dim 7 0.0438 3.4676 97.9552         

dim 8 0.0231 1.8287 99.7839         

dim 9 0.0027 0.2161 100         

                

  Coordinates Contribution Cos2 Inertia 

AUs(Row) Dim 1 Dim 2 Dim 1 Dim 2 Dim 1 Dim 2   

Arc Midden -0.4982 0.0703 25.3604 0.589 0.832 0.0166 0.1163742 

Arc Str 4 -0.9086 -0.087 7.6684 0.082 0.7302 0.0067 0.0400946 

Arc Str 9 0.5093 -0.7832 5.7816 15.9299 0.2569 0.6075 0.0859252 

Mound E 0.5708 0.1619 1.8153 0.1703 0.1628 0.0131 0.0425636 

RF Cir Pit 190 -0.1529 -0.524 0.1303 1.7831 0.0046 0.054 0.1082689 

RF Cir Pit 339 0.5799 -0.2432 1.2495 0.256 0.1833 0.0322 0.0260203 

RF Cir Pit 482 0.6602 -0.5091 2.4289 1.6831 0.1756 0.1045 0.0527975 

RF Cir Pit 491/493 0.8216 -0.0562 7.5226 0.0409 0.5065 0.0024 0.056707 

RF Deep Pit 452 -0.3699 0.7119 1.271 5.4845 0.1269 0.4699 0.0382471 

RF Deep Pit 455 0.0588 -0.985 0.0322 10.4996 0.001 0.2878 0.119539 

RF Midden F315 0.6422 -0.9539 6.128 15.7556 0.2714 0.5989 0.086205 

RF Misc Pit 295 -1.2727 0.22 6.0174 0.2095 0.6415 0.0192 0.0358156 

RF Misc Pit 556 0.1406 -0.7939 0.1469 5.4566 0.0198 0.6299 0.0283863 

RF Misc Pit 558 0.5799 -0.2432 1.2495 0.256 0.1833 0.0322 0.0260203 

RF Unit 10  1.2531 1.0075 8.7511 6.5905 0.306 0.1978 0.1091948 

RF Unit 5  -0.4135 0.4917 2.5403 4.1863 0.0984 0.1392 0.0985256 

Wville F5 0.8867 0.9776 21.9067 31.0271 0.4345 0.5281 0.1925183 

                

                

  Coordinates Contribution Cos2 Inertia 

Vessel Forms (Columns) Dim 1 Dim 2 Dim 1 Dim 2 Dim 1 Dim 2   

Medium.Simple.Bowl 0.4412 -0.7154 13.0197 39.8782 0.2455 0.6454 0.202467 

Large.Simple.Bowl -0.8893 0.0885 11.7537 0.1357 0.5636 0.0056 0.0796261 

Very.Large.Simple.Bowl -0.8063 0.1229 1.2077 0.0327 0.4158 0.0097 0.0110896 

Small.Shallow.Bowl 0.6956 0.0911 3.5954 0.0719 0.248 0.0043 0.0553433 

Medium.Shallow.Bowl -0.7864 0.1259 45.9493 1.373 0.9243 0.0237 0.1897969 

Large.Shallow.Bowl -0.3555 -0.7989 0.4696 2.763 0.0189 0.0954 0.0949065 

Medium.Flaring.Rim.Bowl 0.2754 0.437 2.6777 7.853 0.0718 0.1807 0.1424013 

Large.Flaring.Rim.Bowl 0.9409 1.2227 18.0875 35.5964 0.2943 0.4971 0.234658 

Restricted.Bowl 0.2514 -0.5129 1.2918 6.2637 0.0343 0.1428 0.14368 

Deep.Bowl 0.3413 0.5565 1.9476 6.0324 0.0681 0.181 0.1092342 
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Figure 7.29. Correspondence biplot of analysis units by classed bowls. 

 

 One context not yet discussed in the CA is Arcola Structure 4. Structure 4 is the relatively 

early, large building with a central post. A jar was intentionally placed on the floor but few 

sherds were found in the mixed plowzone/floor stratum, indicating the building had been cleaned 

before burning. The only measured rims include one medium simple bowl, one large simple 

bowl and three medium shallow bowls. Examining the raw data not reflected in this graph, this 

AU also produced two unidentified to size shallow bowls, six unidentified simple bowls, and one 

unidentified flaring rim bowl. Structure 4 corresponds closely with the midden deposit at Arcola, 

which is characterized by a predominance of medium shallow bowls. Rolling Fork Misc Pit 295 

typically clustered with the more domestic contexts, having produced 11 jars, three bowls, and 

one bottle. Of the measured bowl rims, this feature produced two medium shallow bowls, 

Analysis Units and Classed Bowls 
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placing it among the shallow bowl-dominated contexts. Again, because of sampling issues and 

issues with rim measurability, individual data points are not so reliable, but the dichotomy 

between flaring rims bowls and shallow bowls is fairly clearly and strong. In fact, it is the flaring 

rim bowl that is driving particularly divergent contexts.  

 These correspondence analysis biplots and outputs are complex, and change at each scale 

of analysis. However, the analysis of the secondary vessel forms (Figure 7.28) might be the most 

informative of the three iterations, particularly as the classed CA presents analytical problems 

between measured rims and unmeasured rims. Some basic trends are evident throughout the 

entire analysis, however. There are groups in the data that are regularly differentiated according 

to the CA. Refuse with a more domestic, everyday cast might be best exemplified in the sheet 

midden deposit at Rolling Fork, Feature 315. This deposit featured a high proportion of jars and 

simple bowls. Rolling Fork Circular Pit 339 and Rolling Fork Deep Pit 455 have continually 

tracked or corresponded with Rollig Fork Feature 315. Rolling Fork Misc Pit 295 also 

corresponds well with these AUs in two of the three CA biplots. Because these features are 

associated exclusively with Rolling Fork, the site may have served a residential function as well 

as being the loci of ceremonial activity during the Wasp Lake phase, perhaps signifying a shift of 

mound center use from nearly vacant centers to serving an additional, residential function. The 

remaining contexts at Arcola, Winterville, and Rolling Fork, are characterized by the 

predominance of specific kinds of bowls, suggesting that these contexts are differentiated 

according to activity that includes the serving of different kinds and quantities of food. The 

major findings of the analysis will be summarized in the following discussion.  
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Discussion 

 Few AUs, or 4 out of 17, are jar-dominant, including Rolling Fork Feature 315, Rolling 

Fork Miscellaneous Pit 295, Rolling Fork Deep Pit 455, and Rolling Fork Circular Pit 339. These 

contexts also produced high proportions of simple bowls, and continually track together or 

correspond through the CA analyses. Jars and simple bowl-dominant contexts are most likely 

produced from refuse from everyday, domestic activity, reflecting food preparation, cooking, and 

storage. Jars were used for cooking and storage (Hally 1986:285-287), while simple bowls of a 

medium size would be used for serving, mixing, and occasionally heating food (Hally 1986:289).  

 Bowl-dominated contexts, comprising 13 out of 17 AUs, are characterized by contrasts 

between flaring rim bowls and shallow bowls. If these bowls were interchangeable in function, 

the pattern of deposition would be more mixed. Flaring rim bowls are suitable for serving liquids 

or solid foods, while shallow bowls may have been restricted to solids to prevent spillage. Some 

shallow bowls of a similar shape and size have evidenced sooting at Parchman Place mounds in 

the Northen Yazoo Basin. Sooting indicates that they were placed in a fire, perhaps covered with 

coals and used for baking, or alternatively, were used to parch large quantities of maize or acorns 

(Nelson 2016:133). The large shallow bowls at both Arcola and Rolling Fork are occasionally 

decorated, and have wide outslanted rim angles, more analogous to plates. In these contexts, the 

vessels were probably used to serve large quantities of solid food items or parch large quantities 

of maize or nuts. These bowls would have been difficult to manipulate in a baking context, being 

extremely shallow.  

  The shallow bowl-dominated contexts include the dense and rapidly deposited midden at 

Arcola, the limited sample associated with Arcola Structure 4, Rolling Fork Deep Pit 452, and 

Rolling Fork Circular Pit 491/493. The midden at Arcola featured dense faunal material and was 
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deposited and covered very quickly as Mound A was being constructed. The distribution of 

vessel form orifice diameters demonstrates that the shallow bowls in the midden deposit at 

Arcola trend toward the large end of medium-sized, as do two shallow bowls from Structure 4 

(Figure 7.30).  The vast majority of shallow bowls from the midden deposit are over 34 cm in 

diameter, with single examples of bowls at 40, 44 cm, and 56 cm.  

 

 

Figure 7.30. Distribution of shallow bowl orifice diameters from selected contexts.  

 

 The 48 total shallow bowls from the Arcola midden are associated with only two type-

varieties, Bell Plain, var. Holly Bluff, a finely made pottery type with embellished rims, and on 

the coarser Mississippi Plain, var. Yazoo with fewer embellishments. A total of 23 shallow bowl 

rims, 48%,  from this midden deposit have some rim embellishment, which is a high proportion 

compared to the embellishment rate for the shallow bowl overall which is 27% (Table 7.23; see 

Table 7.8).   
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Table 7.23. Descriptions of shallow bowls found in the Arcola midden. 

Type-Variety and Embellishments of Shallow Bowls  Count 

Bell Plain, var. Holly Bluff   

Cleft punctations 3 

Incision in interior lip; resembing Haynes Bluff 2 

Traverse incisions on lip 1 

Traverse punctations 6 

Mississippi Plain, var. Yazoo   

Cleft punctations 1 

single incision interior lip; vertical short incisions on outer lip 2 

Traverse punctations 2 

undulating rim 6 

None 25 

Grand Total 48 

 

Although they are  relatively subtle decorations, the embellishments, coupled with the large size 

of the bowls, suggest these bowls were designed for serving large quantities of food in a public 

setting. 

 As opposed to the wide shallow bowls, flaring rim bowls can be deep, appropriate for 

serving liquid or stew-like food, among a variety of food items. It is the spatial distribution of 

this vessel form in addition to the mechanical characteristics and size that indicate that it was 

used in specialized contexts. Winterville Feature 5 is located just off the flank of Mound F at 

Winterville, while Rolling Fork Test Unit 10 is located in the plaza, opposite Mound A. These 

vessel forms were reserved for a particular kind of group activity, such as a ceremonial feast in 

close proximity to the mounds. Because Winterville Feature 5 was deposited after mound 

construction slowed or stopped completely at the site, this feast was not associated with mound 

construction directly, and that may have been true of the other contexts associated with this type 

of bowl. A similar vessel form sample is associated with Arcola Structure 9 suggesting this 

building was not a typical or a good example of of domestic space. It is possible these types of 

vessels were curated in this building. Rolling Fork Test Unit 5 features both flaring rim bowls 
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and shallow bowls, and this test unit corresponded with the other sepcialized contexts discussed 

according to a CA. This test unit may also reflect a similar deposit associated with a specialized 

group event. Flaring rims bowls notably trended large in both Winterville Feature 5 and from 

Rolling Fork Test Unit 10 (Figure 7.31).  

 Aspects of design on the interior rims and the co-occurrence of the Haynes Bluff rim 

mode suggest that select bowls were designed for display, at least in part, although not all flaring 

rim bowls are decorated (Table 7.24). Flaring rim bowls from these selected contexts are found 

on the type-varieties Bell Plain, var. Holly Bluff, Leland Incised, var. Leland, and Leland 

Incised, var. Blanchard, and Mississippi Plain, var. Yazoo. Although categorized as Bell Plain, 

var. Holly Bluff, the Winterville Feature 5 bowls tended to be coarser in paste. The vast majority 

of the Feature 5 bowls are associated with rim embellishments, but bowls from the other contexts 

most often present plain rims. In total, 18 of 41 of flaring rim bowls, 43 pecent, from these 

selected contexts have a rim embellishment, compared to 25% among all flaring rim bowls 

analyzed (see Table 7.11).  

 

 

Figure 7.31. Distribution of flaring rim bowl orifice diameters from selected contexts.  
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Table 7.24. Description of flaring rim bowls from selected contexts. 
Type-Variety and 

Embellishments of Flaring Rim 

Bowls Wville F5 

RF Unit 10 

Midden 

RF Unit 5 

Midden 

Arcola Str 

9 

Grand 

Total 

Baytown Plain, var. Addis      

Incision in lip; Delta City Bowl - - - 1 1 

Bell Plain, var. Holly Bluff      

Haynes Bluff Rim Mode 9 - - 3 12 

Unembellished 4 3 - 7 14 

Leland Incised, var. Blanchard      

Haynes Bluff Rim Mode - - 1 - 1 

None - - 1 - 1 

Leland Incised, var. Leland      

Haynes Bluff Rim Mode - - - 1 1 

Mississippi Plain, var. Yazoo      

Haynes Bluff Rim - - 2 - 2 

undulating rim - - - 1 1 

None 1 4 - 3 8 

Grand Total 14 7 4 16 41 

 

Summary 

 In this chapter, both Lake George Phase and Wasp Lake Phase vessel forms have been 

described in detail and quantified. The forms were not unexpected, and match the general 

descriptions of vessel forms described for the region (Phillips 1970; Williams and Brain 1983). 

Continuous or approximately normally-distributed orifice diameters for many of the forms 

suggest decentralized pottery production. However, despite this array of vessel form sizes and 

lack of clearly defined size classes, pottery vessel forms are similar across contexts, even in 

subtle rim form, suggesting that pottery production was the result of shared knowledge or 

learned traditions across the region.  

 Shared characteristics of vessel forms and decorative style across sites and contexts 

indicate a high amount of social integration. Polity boundaries with buffers zones could create 

barriers to exchange. When there are no political or social barriers, utilitarian wares tend to be 

traded widely, according to balanced, reciprocal exchange (Blitz and Lorenz 2006:25-27). 
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Although jars are more diverse at Rolling Fork, normally distributed sizes and the typical form of 

the jar indicate a shared community of practice where people learned similar rules of pottery 

making and exchanged jars widely. A high degree of social interaction and the lack of clearly 

defined boundaries as seen through pottery traditions also characterize Late Woodland ceramic 

traditions in the LMV. Although there are subtle differences, Coles Creek pottery styles are 

widespread and homogenous over broad geographic regions (LaDu 2016).  

 Differences in these vessel form porportions across contexts are related to the activities 

that produced them. At a broad scale, these assemblages are bowl-dominated. Although bowls 

are variable in shape and size and can serve many roles, including cooking and perhaps some 

limited storage, bowl-dominated assemblages suggest a trend towards activities involving 

serving food. Food can be served in a variety of contexts and scales, but a consideration of the 

type of bowls found, how they are differentiated among contexts, their spatial distribution, and 

the character of the features that produced these vessel forms implies there is an orientation 

toward group events at Arcola hosted by the residents at the site, but with contributions by 

hinterland visitors. The evidence for this pattern is found within Arcola Structure 9 which 

contained high proportions of flaring rim bowls. The accumulation of midden surrounding this 

structure and in the interior along the wall trench but not scattered over the floor, suggests that 

flaring rim bowls were broken and discarded in and around the house during its use-life.  

 Hosting might also be indicated in the Arcola Structure 6/midden deposit, which 

produced medium and large shallow bowls used for serving or perhaps parching large amounts 

of food, but large amounts of food were involved. Both the location of this deposit and the 

concomitant deposition of refuse with the construction of Mound A might indicate that this 

deposit was produced as the result of a corporate group meal in the context of mound 
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construction. As mound construction was accomplished by both residents and groups from the 

hinterlands, this event may have been sponsored by the few permanent residents at the site. In 

Kassabaum’s (2014:322) recent feasting conceptualization, this event would be high group size, 

coupled with low political sociopolitical competition. This deposit is filled with ordinary kinds of 

vessel forms, found in large quantities, deposited rapidly in the shadow of a monumental 

construction, Mound A at Arcola. There is also a lack of prestige-signifying or wealth items in 

this deposit, although the mountain lion remains do represent an exotic and rare animal. High 

group size coupled with relatively low sociopolitical competition is a characteristic of feasting 

and ceremonial activity at Late Woodland Coles Creek mound centers, and here we find it in the 

much later Mississippian tradition in the Southern Yazoo Basin. Placed in a broader political 

organizational framework, this type of event would be characterized as corporate in nature, 

focused on group-building rather than group-distancing by elites (Blanton et al. 1996).  

 Rolling Fork was used in this analysis to highlight aspects of the vessel forms that might 

reflect either specialized or domestic refuse. The same is true of Winterville Feature 5. There are 

contexts at Rolling Fork that are specialized in the same fashion as Winterville and Arcola, 

oriented toward group events, probably feasts, but the site also features residential occupation. 

Although structures encountered through excavations were limited in number, areas of 

substantial sheet midden accumulation, in addition to over 200 pit features suggest that the site 

was the scene of more intensive daily activity after AD 1500.   

 Excavations have confirmed that Arcola is a low-density populated ceremonial center, 

best characterized as an important place on the landscape that drew hinterland residents for group 

activities and rituals, probably intimately tied to mound construction. The local population at 

Arcola probably facilitated these activities.
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CHAPTER 8: HIERARCHY, SCALE, COMPLEXITY 

 

 Mississippian political organization was variable across the Southeast. Sources of this 

variation stem not just from levels of administration (Anderson 1994), from the scalar size of 

polities (Muller 1997), or from elite strategies of power (Blanton et al. 1996), but also from their 

mechanisms of integration (Scarry and Steponaitis 2016). In the Southern Yazoo Basin of the 

Lower Mississippi Valley, polities were integrated as confederations or alliances of local 

communities, organized according to ideological principles, tied to communal practice with a 

deep history in the region. Most importantly, the largest mound centers on the landscape were 

not simply large-scale versions of Mississippian farmsteads or villages. These mound sites 

served as sacred spaces, and were constituted differently from Mississippian villages or towns-

as-political capitals.  

  Mound centers in the Southern Yazoo Basin were recognized as categorically different 

from mound sites elsewhere by archaeologists in the mid-twentieth century (Phillips et al. 2003 

[1951]). Large and small mound centers were characterized as ceremonial centers, explicitly as 

non-village sites. This early work in the region presented a research problem that is the subject of 

this dissertation: are these sites truly vacant, and if so, what do vacant ceremonial centers suggest 

about variability in Mississippian political organization?  

 To address this research problem, I have described a late Mississippian settlement pattern 

and have attempted to situate this pattern in its historical context. In conjunction with this 

settlement pattern analysis, I have also characterized a large, multiple-mound center, typical of 
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the period, according to its major role in the regional settlement and political system. 

Hierarchical political organization, as it is currently measured it in the archaeological record, is 

equivocal for the region based on a variety of measures. Certain aspects of the settlement pattern 

conform to expectations of political hierarchy, while others do not. The character of the mound 

centers themselves speak to a different type of organization altogether, stemming from periodic 

ceremonial activity, including mound construction and group gatherings as opposed to daily 

village life.  

  In this final chapter, I will review the results of this research, addressing the aims and 

goals laid out in Chapter 1. I will compare the Arcola Mounds to Mississippian sites in the 

Northern Yazoo Basin and the Central Mississippi Valley to the north which serve as the best 

contrasts for Mississippian culture in the Southern Yazoo Basin. Late Mississippian sites in these 

neighboring regions correspond to the provinces visited by the Hernando De Soto entrada along 

the Mississippi River. Archaeological correlates in this area align with the descriptions of 

tributary polities found in the narratives (Clayton et al. 1993; D. Morse 1990; P. Morse 1990; 

Hudson et al. 1990). Finally, I will return to history, tradition, landscape, and practice, to situate 

Mississippian political organization in the Southern Yazoo Basin in an explanatory framework.  

Mississippian Settlement Patterns in the Southern Yazoo Basin 

 The Southern Yazoo Basin features a long tradition of mound construction since at least 

the Middle Woodland period. The scale and density of mound sites in the basin changed through 

time, most dramatically during the Early Mississippi period in the region circa AD 1200. At this 

time mound construction was restricted to a few, large sites in the Basin, each between 10 and 25 

mounds, and separated by multiple days of travel.  
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 Late Mississippian mound centers after AD 1350 returned to more modest sizes and were 

more closely spaced across the landscape. While moderately larger than their Woodland 

counterparts, Late Mississippian mound center distributions echo Late Woodland distributions 

with one major exception, the orientation of settlement along Deer Creek. This new of focus of 

settlement was shaped by the environment, at least in part. The upper portion of the creek may 

not have been inhabitable during the centuries prior to Mississippian occupation. Once the 

natural levee was suitable for habitation, the fertile soils along Deer Creek would have been 

attractive to intensive agriculturists.   

 Although mound centers proliferated during the Late Mississippian Lake George phase 

after AD 1350, Mississippian settlement in the region does not necessarily reflect population 

expansion, and has been noted by Brain (1978:350). The few areas of the Basin that have been 

intensively surveyed, such as Steele Bayou and along the Sunflower River, produced evidence of 

dense Woodland occupation, with few Mississippian components (Chapman et al. 1995a, 1995b, 

Kuttruff et al. 1995; Piccault et al. 1996; Weinstein et. al 1979). Absolute population increase 

cannot be assumed based on the distribution of mound centers alone. A review of the mound 

center distributions (Figures 3.2-3.4) indicates significant differences in mound center density 

during the Late Woodland and Late Mississippian periods, although the chronology is coarse.  

 Late Mississippian Lake George phase settlement, as demonstrated by a least cost 

analysis, features neighboring multiple-mound centers routinely between 10 and 25 km apart, or 

between 2 and 6 hours apart on foot or via canoe. Sites within this 6 hour range do not conform 

to a strict size hierarchy, with four exceptions. The Late Mississippian landscape is dominated by 

multiple-mound centers arranged linearly along former channels of the Mississippi River and 

Deer Creek. Late Mississippian mound centers are also arranged linearly along the upper reaches 
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of both the Yazoo and Sunflower Rivers, although these sites were not included in the least cost 

analysis.  

 Although the landscape is dominated by large multiple mound centers without clear 

subsidiary sites, there is some evidence of hierarchical settlement. There are four mound center 

pairings, each consisting of one large center, featuring between four and six mounds, and a 

smaller center consisting of either single mound or two mounds along the northern and central 

portions of Deer Creek. Within pairs, the centers are separated by no more than 4 km. These 

pairings conform to expectations of complex chiefdom organization featuring two levels of 

administration (Anderson 1994). However, the distances between these pairings vary between 13 

and 25 km, requiring between 3 and 6 hours of travel time on foot and over water, probably 

precluding the presence of unihabited buffer zones. The presence of buffer zones between 

polities is thought to be an integral aspect of chiefly politics, as competition, factionalism, and 

warfare are structural features of Mississippian political organization (Anderson 1994; Blitz 

1999). The settlement pattern in the Southern Yazoo Basin is admittedly confounding, featuring 

some degree of hierarchical settlement as exemplified in the pairings, but with close spacing 

between pairings and between mound centers on a regional scale. Individuals or groups aligned 

with different mound centers could have easily interacted across the landscape frequently, 

suggesting that the competition that accompanies hierarchical political organization must have 

been muted, and that hinterland groups may have been free to align with nearby polities at will.  

 Another model of Mississippian political organization, emphasizing loose alliances and 

periodic coalescence rather than strict hierarchical relationships, accounts for the presence of 

large-multi mound centers in the Basin without evidence of subsidiary sites (Blitz 1999). 

However, these sites do not appear organized according to mutual defense because they are 
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rather closely spaced, potentially lack buffer zones, lack evidence of palisades or defensive 

architecture, and populations are not nucleated at the center. A model emphasizing organization 

along ideological lines, integrating groups in the hinterlands with a local ceremonial center, 

might better explain Mississippian political organization in the Southern Yazoo Basin.  

Arcola as a Low-Density Residential Ceremonial Center 

 The goal of field investigations at Arcola was to document intra-site spatial organization 

according to the distribution of architecture and artifacts using controlled artifact surface 

collection, geophysical survey, and targeted excavation of geophysical anomalies. The 

distribution of artifacts in the surface collection reflected concentrations both north and south of 

Mound A, with low concentrations of artifacts in the vicinity of Mound C and southwest of 

Mound B. Although there are distinctions in the daub and ceramic distributions, the overall 

artifact densities map onto the results of a magnetometer survey of approximately 3 ha, which 

produced signatures for eleven distinct anomalies or structures, organized in two clusters north 

and south of Mound A. These structures ranged in size from 4 to 8 m on a side, with floor space 

between 25 m2 and 64 m2.  The combination of geophysical survey and artifact surface collection 

suggest that there is residential occupation at Arcola, although it is restricted to few areas of the 

site at a fairly low density. Artifact density decreased notably to the east and north of Mound C, 

west of Mound A, and south of Mound B, suggesting that these data reasonably delineate the 

extent of residential occupation at the site.   

 To place the number of structures encountered at Arcola in perspective, extensive 

geophysical survey at both the Parchman Place Mounds and Hollywood Mounds in the Northern 

Yazoo Basin reflect dense concentrations of Late Mississippian house structures. At least 40 

structures have been identified using a magnetometer at Parchman Place (Nelson 2016:221) and 
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38 have been identified at Hollywood, a conservative estimate (Haley 2014). While not all of 

these structures are contemporary, the scale of residential occupation at both of these sites 

surpasses the occupation at the Arcola Mounds.  

  Mound centers in the Central Mississippi Valley to the north of the Arkansas River also 

routinely reflect more structures, palisades, and dense village occupations, approximating the 

original descriptions of St. Francis-type rectangular villages (Buchner et al. 2017; Lockhart et al. 

2011, 2014; Phillips et al. 1951:329). A magnetometer survey at the Sherman Mound (3MS16), a 

Nodena phase multiple-mound site in northeastern Arkansas, produced magnetic signatures for at 

least 59 structures and a palisade in 43 hectares (Buchner et al. 2017:77). Recent geophysical 

work at Richards Bridge, a Mississippian mound and village center near Parkin, encountered 

more than 30 structures tightly clustered within a 2 hectare (ha) area (Lockhart et al. 2014).  

 The density of off-mound occupation considered in relation to mound volume illustrates 

scalar differences between sites that functioned as villages and sites that functioned as 

ceremonial centers in the Southern Yazoo Basin. Mound A at Arcola is more than double the 

height of the largest mound at Parkin (Morse and Morse 1983:291), the Parkin Phase political 

capital, and double the size of the mounds at the largest Nodena phase site, Bradley, which may 

have been the capital of the Pacaha province (Morse and Morse 1983:285). These sites 

undoubtedly hosted large residential populations (P. Morse 1990; D. Morse 1990). Mound 

construction at Arcola required a large base of labor, but it is unlikely that the labor source came 

from the few households or family units that resided at the site permanently. Instead, groups 

living permanently in the hinterlands must have cooperated to construct the mounds.  

 Residential Occupation at Arcola. Excavations targeting four of the eleven anomalies at 

Arcola were successful in documenting variation in architectural style and chronology. Structure 
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6 immediately south of Mound A is represented by multiple wall trenches, indicating that the 

structure was rebuilt multiple times with different footprints. A dense midden deposit sealed 

under a 30 to 40 cm layer of fill beneath the structure produced two dates in the early part of the 

fifteenth century. The rapidly deposited midden and plaza fill coupled with the few ceramics 

recovered in association with the final living surface suggest Structure 6 was built soon after the 

midden and plaza fill deposition.  

 Structure 9 was a remarkably intact, single construction, wall trench structure, 5 m on a 

side, radiocarbon dated to the end of the fifteenth century. Midden was encountered both inside 

the southern wall and outside the structure against the northern and eastern walls. Structure 4, 

north of Mound A, was the largest structure encountered at 8 m on a side. The building was a 

burned wall trench structure with a large central post, perhaps supporting a ridge pole. A 

radiocarbon date situates this structure early in the sequence, either in the late thirteenth century 

or early fourteenth centuries. The large size of the building, the unique aspects of architecture, 

and the apparent cleaning of the floor prior to burning with the exception of a single large jar and 

few other broken pieces of pottery that indicate this building served a special purpose, perhaps 

public in nature. Although the artifact inventory from the structure was limited, nothing 

recovered suggested this building was an elite space. The final excavation contexts include a 

portion of Structure 7 south of Mound A, which was not well documented, and a remnant of 

Mound E. The former ground surface beneath Mound E produced a small pit or postmold filled 

entirely with deer antler. The deer antler was not cached, as it was covered immediately with 

mound fill and could not be retrieved. Rather, it was a dedicatory or votive deposit of some type, 

associated with the initial construction of Mound E.  
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 This brief review of the structures and contexts explored at Arcola illustrate two major 

findings: 1) structures were sequentially occupied and 2) all the contexts reflect unique formation 

processes. Because structures were sequentially occupied, only a few structures can be 

reasonably expected to have been occupied at any point in Arcola’s history. Each context 

reflected different construction techniques, use, and destruction. Based on these excavation data, 

it is clear that Arcola is not a typical Mississippian village site. It was only lightly populated, and 

its contexts are highly variable. That is not to say that varied contexts are not encountered in 

Mississippian villages, quite the contrary, but households or residential groups in particular 

roughly adhere to patterns in size, in architectural style, and produce similar material remain as 

part of routinized daily practice (Wilson 2008:10).  

 Activity Patterns Inferred from Ceramic Analysis. The characterization of the ceramics 

included both a type-variety analysis vessel functional analysis to link specific contexts to 

activities. Contexts from another Deer Creek Mound center, Rolling Fork, and a single context 

from the Winterville Mounds were also included in this analysis. These additional contexts were 

included to provide comparative material that might help define activity patterns at Arcola. 

Winterville provided a ceramic assemblage from a specialized deposit, Feature 5, while the pits 

at Rolling Fork were expected to provide a diverse vessel form assemblage from a range of 

activities.   

 Type-variety analysis of ceramics from the both the surface and from excavations have 

demonstrated that Arcola is a Lake George phase site. Type-variety analysis of discrete contexts 

from Rolling Fork reveal it was occupied during the subsequent Wasp Lake phase, but that 

occupation overlaps with Arcola (see Figure 6.6). Ceramic assemblages are largely continuous in 
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decorative style with some changes in frequencies, additions of new varieties and  a few types, 

and some experimentation with decorative zones on the bodies of vessels.  

 A ceramic functional analysis, incorporating vessel forms recovered from Rolling Fork 

and from Winterville, indicates a basin-wide preference or reliance on bowls over jars, striking a 

contrast with Mississippian sites in other regions that routinely produce more jars than bowls in 

domestic contexts (Hally 1983, 1986; Pauketat 1998; Scarry 1995: Table 4; Wilson 2005:177). A 

correspondence analysis aligned contexts based on the dichotomy between flaring rim bowls and 

shallow bowls. The spatial distribution of these bowls and their contexts, including the dense 

midden at Arcola with medium to large shallow bowls, Arcola Structure 9 with flaring rim 

bowls, the feasting pit at Winterville producing large flaring rim bowls, and the near-mound test 

units at Rolling Fork producing flaring rim bowls, provide evidence that different bowl forms 

were considered appropriate for different occasions. The preference for bowls is similar to Late 

Woodland Coles Creek patterns in ceramic use, related to mound sites as periodic gathering 

spaces for ceremonial activity featuring the serving of large amounts of food (Kassabaum 2014).  

 Another aspect of the ceramics, both in decorative style and form, is homogeneity across 

the basin. Although there is variety in individual Lake George phase contexts, ceramics between 

sites are similar, featuring the similar type-varieties, decorative techniques, tempering material, 

and vessel forms. The similar character of Lake George and Wasp Lake phase ceramic vessel 

types varieties and vessel forms suggests there is a high amount of social interaction across the 

basin, through time, resulting in shared ceramic styles and fashioning techniques. Utilitarian 

ware, featuring low-visibility aspects as part of the fashioning process (see Gosselain 2000), was 

made at the household level and was exchanged through local, balanced reciprocal networks 

(Blitz and Lorenz 2006:25-27). Distributions of utilitarian ware might theoretically map onto 
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political boundaries if these boundaries served as barriers to exchange. In the Northern Yazoo 

Basin, Mississippian mound center clusters, separated by flood waters in antiquity serving as de 

facto buffer zones, more commonly shared ceramic rim modes indicating a high amount of social 

interaction and exchange. Inter-cluster variability is more pronounced, suggesting there were 

boundaries to exchange between clusters (Johnson et al. 2016). A social network analysis of 

ceramic assemblages from Mississippian sites in Georgia also found that periods of political 

centralization resulted in the restriction of exchange networks (Lulewicz 2019).  

 Exchange networks may have expanded during the Wasp Lake phase, as Rolling Fork 

produced a few suspected imported sherds, but not many. The few candidates for imports at 

Arcola include the painted pottery found in Structure 9 and on the surface. Evidence of sustained 

long-distance exchange or styles exchanged only by elites has not been found in these  

Pottery assemblages. Pottery traditions are local and appear unrestricted across the basin 

suggesting a lack of political boundaries that would have served as barriers to local exchange, 

but exchange outside the basin was limited.   

 In summary, Arcola is not a densely populated, fortified Mississippian town or village, 

and it is clearly not an example of a nucleated, high-density residential capital center as 

encountered by Hernando de Soto before and after crossing the Mississippi River. Nor is Arcola 

a truly vacant ceremonial center as was first described by archaeologists with the LMS (Phillips 

et al. 2003 [1951]). Arcola is best described as a low-density residential ceremonial center that 

maintained its role as an important place for a community of dispersed households and few 

permanent residents over the course of 150 years. Occupation expanded across the site during 

this time frame, and structures were built, burnt, and abandoned. However, only a few structures 

were occupied at any one point in Arcola’s history. The early, large building at Arcola indicates 
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that the site served as a ceremonial center in the community perhaps prior to the construction of 

the mounds. Arcola hosted a permanent caretaker population through time, perhaps religious or 

ideological leaders of the community, responsible for both the care of the site and for hosting 

public events related to mound construction activities.  

Hierarchy, Scale, Complexity 

 Southern Yazoo Basin Mississippian culture is complex, but not along a political 

hierarchical axis that can be seen in the material record. The scale of mound construction and the 

density of mound sites is unparalleled in the southeast outside of Greater Cahokia. Moreover, the 

large scale of mound construction was achieved using communal labor that resided in the 

hinterlands, conforming to ancient patterns of mound use and construction in the region.  

 The tradition of groups coalescing to construct large earthen monuments, sometimes very 

rapidly, then dispersing back to the hinterland has a deep history in the LMV. Evident at Archaic 

mound centers such as Poverty Point (Kidder 2010), characteristic of Late Woodland Coles 

Creek mound-and-plaza centers (Kassabaum 2014; Roe 2010), and evident at Winterville (Brain 

1989) and Lake George (Williams and Brain 1989), the constitution of mound centers as 

ceremonial spaces, not residential spaces for the majority of the population was an enduring 

structural aspect of society. That is not to say that factional politics did not play out in these 

ceremonial spaces. Political relationships were negotiated at the largest sites in the context of 

public ceremonies and mound construction activities. Cross-culturally, ceremonial spaces are the 

contexts of political negotiations by dispersed populations (Howey 2012; Kidder 2010).  

However, political inequality was not materialized at these Mississippian sites as differential 

access to non-local trade items, overt wealth or status distinctions, or the segregation of space 

into elite and non-elite precincts. Political negotiations are best seen in the context of communal 
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activities, a feature of corporate political organization (Blanton et al. 1996). There is little to no 

evidence that this corporate style of political organization changed or oscillated through time 

toward or away from a strategy emphasizing elite-to-elite relations, as found elsewhere in the 

broader Mississippian world (King 2003; Trubitt 2000).  

 This stability in the Basin, with its persistence of communal politics, is a phenomenon not 

well-documented in the Mississippian world, as many areas of the native Southeast experienced 

oscillations in political organization. Warfare, related to migration and population movement, 

environmental pressure, resource control, and elite manipulation of long-distance exchange items 

are cultural processes thought to be involved with changes in the political organization, 

particularly as groups adopted intensive corn agriculture as a subsistence base and became tied to 

land. Warfare does not appear to be a driving pressure in the region, nor is environmental or 

resource pressure as the Southern Yazoo Basin is rich in resources. The exception could be 

competition for land along the newly formed and highly fertile natural levee of Deer Creek. 

However, at this point, there is no archaeological evidence of inter-polity competition in the 

region, particularly as large multiple-mound centers are located in very close proximity.  

 Stable communal politics at the state level has been explained according to collective 

action theory which considers the negotiations or bargains struck between elites and commoners 

(Blanton and Fargher 2009; Carballo et al. 2014). In collective states, rulers and commoners 

have something to offer each other, either goods or services, in exchange for protection or state 

provided services. This mutually beneficial system accounts for the stability of these political 

formations. Collective states are inherently more stable than coercive or aggressive states that 

tend to fracture.   
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 Considering mutual benefits could be a useful framework for considering the persistence 

of communal politics in the region, but these benefits were not provided in the form of material 

goods and services, at least that can be seen in the archaeological record. There appears to be a 

localized, ideological component to polity integration in the region and mutual benefits are 

derived from community-building and ceremonial practice that served to integrate communities. 

This ideological component to polity integration was explicitly not mortuary in focus, striking a 

contrast with the Moundville polity in northwest-central Alabama (Scarry and Steponaitis 2016), 

but like Moundville, mound centers in the Southern Yazoo Basin were never quite towns but 

ceremonial spaces integrating a dispersed population.  

 Mound construction as a ceremonial or ritual practice was not an aspect of the cultural 

sphere that was easily changed or co-opted by a burgeoning Mississippian elite. Mound centers 

were spaced closely along major waterways, and the vast majority of Basin residents would have 

seen mounds on the landscape regularly, even if they did not reside at the mound site. Travel in 

the basin had to proceed through neighboring mound sites according to the topography. From a 

landscape, practice-based perspective, the built environment is an aspect of human experience. 

Because the mounds were built symbols of communality written into the landscape, these 

enduring monuments could not be reimagined or repurposed as symbols of overt chiefly 

authority. Rather, these mound centers reached monumental scales through communal practice.
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APPENDIX A: CERAMIC DESCRIPTIONS 

 

I. Plainware 

 

Baytown Plain, var. Addis 

Plain grog-tempered pottery; grog is small in diameter and densely packed (Ryan 2003:91-95; 

Williams and Brain 1983:92). Sample: 34. Contexts: Arcola Structure 4=3, Arcola Surface=24, 

Winterville Feature 5=7.  

Baytown Plain, var. Little Tiger 

Plain grog-tempered pottery; grog is small in diameter and less densely packed than Baytown 

Plain, var. Addis (Ryan 2003:96-97). Sample: 20. Contexts: Arcola Structure 4=1, Arcola 

Surface=3, Winterville Feature 5=16.  

Baytown Plain, var. unspecified 

Plain grog-tempered pottery; occasionally has bits of bone and organic material included in the 

paste (Phillips 1940:47). Sample: 5. Context: Arcola Surface=5.  

Baytown Plain, var. Valley Park 

Plain grog-tempered pottery; grog is medium in size and sparse. Baytown Plain, var. Valley Park 

is the dominant Coles Creek plainware. (Phillips 1970:55-56; Williams and Brain 1983:103). 

Sample: 6. Contexts: Arcola Structure 6/Midden=1, Arcola Structure 9=2, Arcola Surface=3. 

Baytown Plain, var. Vicksburg 

Plain grog-tempered pottery with a smoothed to polished surface. Grog tends to be small and 

sparse (similar to vars. Valley Park and Little Tiger) and rims have a characteristic tapered 

profile. (Phillips 1970:56-57; Williams and Brain 1983:103-105). Sample: 1. Context: Arcola 

Surface=1.  

Bell Plain, var. Bell 
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Fine shell-tempered pottery with a buff or polished surface. Bell Plain, var. Bell is a minority 

type-variety in Southern Yazoo Basin assemblages (Phillips 1970:59). Sample=59. Arcola 

Structure 4=8, Arcola Structure 6/Midden=21, Arcola Structure 7=2, Arcola Mound E=1, Arcola 

Surface=3, Rolling Fork Feature 298=1, Rolling Fork Feature 455=1, Rolling Fork Feature 

556=1,Winterville Feature 5=21.  

Bell Plain, var. Greenville 

Plain mixed grog-and shell-tempered pottery. Grog is the dominant tempering material (Phillips 

1970:60; Williams and Brain 1983:105). Some examples in this assemblage are tempered with 

grog from shell-tempered pots. Sample: 64. Contexts: Arcola Structure 6/Midden=1, Arcola 

Structure 4=15, Arcola Mound E=1, Arcola Surface =24, Rolling Fork Unit 5=1, Rolling Fork 

Feature 298=1, Rolling Fork Feature 558=2, Rolling Fork Feature 491/493=2, Winterville 

Feature 5=17.  

Bell Plain, var. Holly Bluff 

Plain mixed grog-and shell-tempered pottery. Bell Plain, var. Holly Bluff is characterized by fine 

shell-tempering with relatively few pieces of grog in the paste. Surfaces are often smoothed 

(Phillips 1970:60; Williams and Brain 1983:108). Sample: 3074. Contexts: Arcola Mound E=7, 

Arcola Structure 4=10, Arcola North of A at N519 E275=3, Arcola Structure 6/Midden=134, 

Arcola Structure 7=9, Arcola Structure 9=174, Arcola Surface=2508, Rolling Fork Feature 

190=1, Rolling Fork Feature 298=1, Rolling Fork Feature 315=1, Rolling Fork Feature 339=2, 

Rolling Fork Feature 451=1, Rolling Fork Feature 452=1, Rolling Fork Feature 482=1, Rolling 

Fork Feature 484=1, Rolling Fork Feature 558=1, Rolling Fork Feature 491/493=9, Rolling Fork 

Test Unit 10=7, Rolling Fork Test Unit 5=9, Winterville Feature 5=194. 

Bell Plain, var. unspecified 

Fine shell-tempered pottery with organic material added to the paste. The paste does not conform 

to Bell Plain, vars. Holly Bluff or Bell. Sample: 6. Contexts: Rolling Fork Test Unit 10=1, 

Winterville Feature 5=5.  

Mississippi Plain, var. Coker 

Plain shell-tempered pottery. Mississippi Plain, var. Coker is characterized by thin vessel walls 

(Phillips 1970:132; Williams and Brain 1983:109). Sample: 46. Contexts: Arcola Surface=5, 

Winterville Feature 5=41.  

Mississippi Plain, var. Yazoo  

Plain shell-tempered pottery. Mississippi Plain, var. Yazoo is coarsely shell-tempered. This 

pottery variety is the dominant plainware for Lake George phase sites (Phillips 1970:134-135; 
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Williams and Brain 1983:111-116). Sample: 17,575. Contexts: All contexts produced this 

plainware.  

II.  Decorated  

Anna Incised, var. Anna 

Interior incision on grog or mixed grog-and-shell tempered pottery. Paste conforms to either 

Baytown Plain, var. Addis or Bell Plain, var. Greenville (Phillips 1970:102; Williams and Brain 

1983:119-120). Sample: 3. Contexts: Arcola Structure 6/Midden=1, Arcola Surface=2.  

Anna Incised, var. unspecified. 

Interior incision on grog-tempered pottery. Sample: 1. Context: Arcola Structure 6/Midden=1. 

Figure 6.6. b. 

Avenue Polychrome, var. Avenue 

Red and white painted fine shell-tempered pottery. Zones of red and white are separated by a 

thin black zone (Phillips 1970:40-41; Williams and Brain 1983:120-121). Sample: 2. Contexts: 

Arcola Structure 9=1, Winterville Feature 5=1. Illustration in text: Figure 6.6g. 

Barton Incised, var. Aldridge 

Barton Incised, var. Aldridge is a new variety defined by wide-lined oblique incision on the 

exterior rim of coarse shell-tempered pottery. Examples in the assemblage technically adhere to 

the diagnostic criteria defined for Wallace Incised, which can include wide-line rectilinear 

incision on coarse shell-tempered pottery (Phillips 1970:168). However, Wallace Incised can 

also include curvilinear elements on the body of the vessel, a design mode distinct from Barton 

Incised. Wallace Incised has not been recognized in the Southern Yazoo Basin and is associated 

with late Mississippian occupation west of the Mississippi River. The majority of sherds in this 

assemblage were recovered from the midden deposit beneath Structure 6 at Arcola and reflect the 

typical Barton Incised decorative mode, but the incisions are notably wider (>4 mm) than typical 

Barton Incised. Because the design and placement is very clearly related to Barton Incised, rather 

than associated with a potentially exotic type associated with another region of the LMV, this 

design mode is better considered as a variety of Barton Incised. Sample: 31. Contexts: Arcola 

Structure 4=1, Arcola Structure 6/midden=23, Arcola Mound E=1, Arcola Surface=2, Rolling 

Fork Unit 10=2, Rolling Fork Unit 5=1, Rolling Fork Feature 455=1. Illustraions in text: Figures 

6.4a, 6.4b, 7.3c. 

Barton Incised, var. Arcola 

Oblique incision on coarse shell-tempered pottery. The design field is on the shoulder of the 

vessel (Phillips 1970:45; Williams and Brain 1983:127). Sample: 100. Contexts: Rolling Fork 

Feature 295=4, Rolling Fork Feature 315=1, Rolling Fork Feature 339=6, Rolling Fork Feature 
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455=4, Rolling Fork Feature 482=1, Rolling Fork Feature 484=1, Rolling Fork Feature 487=1, 

Rolling Fork Feature 491=2, Rolling Fork Feature 557=1, Rolling Fork Feature 558=4, Rolling 

Fork Feature 491/493=1, Arcola Structure 4=2, Arcola Structure 6/Midden=2, Arcola Structure 

9=1, Arcola Surface=43, Rolling Fork Unit 10=6, Rolling Fork Unit 5=5, Winterville Feature 

5=15. 

Barton Incised, var. Barton  

Cross-hatched incisions on the rim of coarse shell-tempered pottery. (Phillips 1970:44-45; 

Williams and Brain 1983:127). Sample: 12. Contexts: Arcola Surface=2, Rolling Fork Feature 

295=1, Winterville Feature 5=9.  

Barton Incised, var. Estill 

Oblique Incision on coarse shell-tempered pottery. The decorative field can be on the rim or the 

shoulder, making the variety difficult to distinguish from Barton Incised, var. Arcola (Phillips 

1970:45-46; Williams and Brain 1983:127). Sample: 21 Contexts: Arcola Structure 6/Midden=9, 

Arcola Surface=8, Arcola Mound E=1, Rolling Fork Feature 451=1, Rolling Fork Feature 

482=1, Winterville Feature 5=1. Illustrations in text: Figures 5.25a, 6.4c, 6.4d, 6.4e, 7.12b. 

Barton Incised, var. Midnight 

Oblique Incision on coarse shell-tempered pottery. The decorative field in "miniaturized," 

meaning it is confined to the upper rim of very small jars (Williams and Brain 1983:132). 

Sample: 12. Contexts: Arcola Surface=4, Rolling Fork Feature 315=1, Winterville Feature 5=7.  

Barton Incised, var. Portland  

Oblique Incision on coarse shell-tempered pottery with alternating zones of incision and empty 

space (Brain 1988:340; Brown 1979:613-616). Sample: 6. Contexts: Rolling Fork Feature 

298=1, Rolling Fork Feature 315=2, Rolling Fork Feature 484=1, Rolling Fork Feature 490=1. 

Illustrations in text: Figure 6.4f. 

Barton Incised, var. unspecified 

Oblique incision on coarse shell-tempered pottery. Pottery sherds were classified as unspecified 

in the absence of a rim, if the location of decorative field on the vessel was uncertain, or if the 

design was rectilinear but otherwise atypical. Sample: 418. Contexts: Arcola Mound E=1, Arcola 

Structure 4=5, Arcola North of A at N519 E275=2, Arcola Structure 6/Midden=18, Arcola 

Structure 9=14, Arcola Surface=247, Rolling Fork 190=5, Rolling Fork 295=7, Rolling Fork 

298=2. Rolling Fork 315=20, Rolling Fork 339=2, Rolling Fork 452=11, Rolling Fork 477=1, 

Rolling Fork 482=3, Rolling Fork 491=10, Rolling Fork 556=14, Rolling Fork 557=2, Rolling 

Fork 491/493=12, Rolling Fork Test Unit 10=23, Rolling Fork Test Unit 5=3, Winterville 

Feature 5=62. 
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Carson Red on Buff, var. Carson 

Heavy-bodied red paint on fine shell-tempered pottery with a buff surface. Paste is equivalent to 

Bell Plain, var. Bell. (Phillips 1970:62-63). Sample: 3. Context: Arcola Surface=3. 

Carson Red on Buff, var. unspecified  

Heavy-bodied red paint on fine shell-tempered pottery. Paste is equivalent to Bell Plain, var. Bell 

(Phillips 1970:62-63). Sample: 6. Context: Arcola Structure 6/Midden=1, Rolling Fork Feature 

295=1, Rolling Fork Feature 482=1, Winterville Feature 5=3. Illustrations in text: Figure 6.6i. 

Carter Engraved, var. Carter 

Engraving in curvilinear designs on pottery with paste equivalent to Baytown Plain, var. Addis 

(Phillips 1970:103; Williams and Brain 1983:136). Sample: 2. Context: Arcola Surface=2.  

Coleman Incised, var. Coleman 

Wet-paste curvilinear incisions on pottery with paste equivalent to Baytown Plain, var. Addis 

(Phillips 1970:69: Williams and Brain 1983:144-145). Sample: 7. Contexts: Arcola Structure 

6/Midden=1, Arcola Surface=6.  

Coles Creek Incised, var. unspecified 

Multiple parallel incisions on the rim of grog-tempered pottery (Phillips 1970:69; Williams and 

Brain 1983:145-146). Sample: 1. Context: Arcola Surface=1.  

Cracker Road Incised, var. Cracker Road 

Multiple fine line and closely-spaced curvilinear incision on coarse shell-tempered pottery. 

Incisions tend to be dry-paste. The design approximates Fatherland Incised, var. Fatherland, a 

grog-tempered type-variety (Brain 1988:350; Brown 1979:645-649). Sample: 10. Contexts: 

Arcola Surface=8, Winterville Feature 5=2.  

Cracker Road Incised, var. unspecified 

Fine line and closely-spaced curvilinear incisions on shell-tempered pottery (Brain 1988:350; 

Brown 1979:645-649). Cracker Road Incised, var. unspecified was used when the number of 

incised lines could not be determined or designs did not quite approximate Fatherland Incised, 

var. Fatherland. Sample: 25. Contexts: Arcola Structure 9=1, Rolling Fork Feature 190=2, 

Rolling Fork Feature 298=1, Rolling Fork Feature 315=1, Rolling Fork Feature 339=1, Rolling 

Fork Feature 451=1, Rolling Fork Feature 455=4, Rolling Fork Feature 482=1, Rolling Fork 

Feature 483=1, Rolling Fork Feature 490=1, Rolling Fork Feature 556=2, Rolling Fork Feature 

558=9. Illustrations in text: Figures 6.10j, 7.20b. 

Fatherland Incised, var. Bayou Goula 
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Five or more closely spaced curvilinear incisions on grog-tempered pottery, generally arranged 

in simple scrolls (Brain 1988:352; Phillips 1970:104-105). Sample: 1. Context: Arcola 

Surface=1. Illustrations in text: Figure 6.6f.  

Grace Brushed, var. Grace 

Brushing, typically in oblique zones, on coarse shell-tempered pottery (Phillips 1970:153; 

Williams and Brain 1983:163-165). Sample: 15. Contexts: Arcola Structure 6/Midden=2, Arcola 

Surface=5, Rolling Fork Unit 10=2, Rolling Fork Unit 5=1, Rolling Fork Feature 298=1, Rolling 

Fork Feature 315=1, Rolling Fork Feature 451=1, Winterville Feature 5=2. Illustrations in text: 

Figure 6.6c. 

Hollyknowe Pinched, var. Patmos 

Ridge-pinching, generally forming linear rows, on grog-tempered pottery with paste equivalent 

to Baytown Plain, var. Addis (Phillips 1970:89-90; Williams and Brain 1983:167). 

Hollywood White, var. Hollywood 

White paint on fine shell-tempered pottery with a buff surface. Paste is equivalent to Bell Plain, 

var. Bell (Phillips 1970:80). Sample: 4. Arcola Structure 9=1, Arcola Surface=3.  

Kinlock Rocker Stamped, var. unspecified 

Rocker stamping on coarse shell-tempered pottery. This unusual type was recently defined for 

the assemblage from Rolling Fork, with a design mode recalling Indian Bay Stamped, a Middle 

Woodland to Early Late Woodland type (Leonard et al. 2011:357-358; Phillips 1970:91-93). 

Sample: 5. Contexts: Rolling Fork Feature 298=1, Rolling Fork Feature 558=2, Rolling Fork 

Feature 491/493=2. Illustrations in text: Figure 6.9k. 

Kinlock Simple Stamped, var. Kinlock 

Short jabbed-and-dragged simple stamps made with a small tool, generally arranged in 

horizontal panels on jars (Phillips 1970:97). This type is rare and has only been found in quantity 

at Rolling Fork (Leonard et al. 2011:354-358). Sample: 35. Contexts: Arcola Structure 4=1, 

Arcola Surface=1, Rolling Fork Test Unit 5=1, Rolling Fork Feature 295=5, Rolling Fork 

Feature 315=7, Rolling Fork Feature 484=2, Rolling Fork Feature 488=1, Rolling Fork Feature 

490=1, Rolling Fork Feature 556=3, Rolling Fork Feature 558=5, Rolling Fork Feature 

491/493=2, Winterville Feature 5=6. Illustrations in text: Figure 6.9j. 

Kinlock Simple Stamped, var. Rolling Fork 

Simple stamping with a lunate-shaped tool on coarse shell-tempered pottery. The designs are 

generally arranged in horizontal panels. This is a recently defined variety for the Rolling Fork 
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assemblage (Leonard et al. 2011:354-358). Sample: 11. Contexts: Rolling Fork Feature 558=2, 

Rolling Fork Feature 491/493=3, Winterville Feature 5=6. Illustrations in text: Figure 6.9i. 

Kinlock Simple Stamped, var. unspecified 

Simple stamping on coarse shell-tempered pottery (Phillips 1970:97). Sample: 1. Context: 

Rolling Fork Feature 190=1.  

L'Eau Noire Incised, var. L'Eau Noire 

Rectilinear incision on grog-tempered pottery arranged in interlocking patterns with small 

excisions at corners of the rectangles (Phillips 1970:101-102; Williams and Brain 1983:170-

171). Sample: 1. Context: Arcola Surface=1.  

L'Eau Noire Incised var. unspecified 

Same diagnostic criteria as var. L’Eau Noire, except this design mode occurred on a shell-

tempered vessel at Arcola. Sample: 1. Context: Arcola Structure 6/Midden=1. Illustrations in 

text: Figure 6.6k. 

Leland Incised, var. Bethlehem 

Curvilinear trailed incision on mixed grog-and shell-tempered pottery (Williams and Brain 

1983:174-175). Sample: 2. Contexts: Arcola Mound E=1, Arcola Surface=1.  

Leland Incised, var. Blanchard 

Trailed incisions in arches on the interior rim of pottery with paste equivalent to Bell Plain, var. 

Holly Bluff (Phillips 1970:105; Williams and Brain 1983:175). However, the paste tends to be 

coarse, approximating Mississippi Plain, var, Yazoo, at Rolling Fork. Technically, the examples 

from Rolling Fork could be classified as Winterville Incised, var. Blum which is characterized by 

interior incision on coarse shell-tempered pottery or (Leland Incised, var. Dabney, discussed 

below). However, Winterville Incised, var. Blum mirrors designs found on Anna Incised, and is 

diagnostic of Winterville phase pottery assemblages. Because the arch designs are more typical 

of Leland Incised, and these sherds are associated with late Mississippi period contexts, 

examples are better classified as Leland Incised, var. Blanchard. Sample: 68. Contexts: Arcola 

Structure 9=2, Arcola Surface=9, Rolling Fork Unit 5=3, Rolling Fork Feature 190=2, Rolling 

Fork Feature 306=3, Rolling Fork Feature 315=4, Rolling Fork Feature 339=1, Rolling Fork 

Feature 340=1, Rolling Fork Feature 452=4, Rolling Fork Feature 455=4, Rolling Fork Feature 

482=1, Rolling Fork Feature 483=1,, Rolling Fork Feature 484=3, Rolling Fork Feature 487=1, 

Rolling Fork Feature 491=3, Rolling Fork Feature 491/493=10, Rolling Fork Feature 556=1, 

Rolling Fork Feature 558=15. Illustrations in text: Figure 6.10c, 6.10d. 

Leland Incised, var. Bovina 
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Interior and exterior trailed incisions arranged in curvilinear patterns on pottery with paste 

equivalent to Bell Plain, var. Holly Bluff (Brain 1988:363). Sample: 26. Contexts: Arcola 

Surface=5, Rolling Fork Test Unit 10=1, Rolling Fork Feature 295=2, Rolling Fork Feature 

315=1, Rolling Fork Feature 339=3, Rolling Fork Feature 451=1, Rolling Fork Feature 452=3, 

Rolling Fork Feature 455=2, Rolling Fork Feature 491=2, Rolling Fork Feature 556=2, Rolling 

Fork Feature 558=2, Winterville Feature 5=2. Illustrations in text: Figure 6.10a, 6.10b. 

Leland Incised, var. Dabney 

This variety was originally defined by Phillips (1970: 105) based on Leland Incised decorative 

designs or trailed incision in association with a coarse shell-tempered paste. Later, Williams and 

Brain (1983:177-179) opted to define Leland Incised, vars. Russell and Williams, dispensing 

with Leland Incised, var. Dabney. Leland Incised vars. Russell and Williams are narrowly 

defined and do not describe some sherds in the assemblage from Rolling Fork that may have 

otherwise been classified as var. Dabney. The original definition of Leland Incised, var. Dabney 

would probably include pottery that I classified as Leland Incised, var. Blanchard. I retained var. 

Dabney for a specific case, which is generally not a good idea with this type-variety system. 

However, this sherd closely matches Phillips’s description of var. Dabney, or reflects “simple 

rectilinear designs on the exterior of plate rims with the Blanchard motif on the interior” 

(Phillips 1970:105). See Figure 6.10e. This variety can be used for this situation, or incision on 

both the interior (curvilinear) and exterior (rectilinear) of coarse shell-tempered plates. Sample: 

1. Contexts: Rolling Fork Feature 298. Illustrations in text: Figure 6.10e. 

Leland Incised, var. Deep Bayou 

Wide, trailed, and curvilinear incisions on pottery with paste equivalent to Bell Plain, var. Holly 

Bluff (Phillips 1970:106; Williams and Brain 1983:175). Sample: 72. Contexts: Arcola Structure 

4=1, Arcola North of A at N519 E275=1, Arcola Structure 6/Midden=1, Arcola Structure 9=2, 

Arcola Surface 42, Arcola Mound E=2, Rolling Fork Test Unit 5=3, Rolling Fork Feature 

558=12, Rolling Fork Feature 491/493=3, Winterville Feature 5=5. Illustrations in text: Figure 

6.5e, 6.5f, 6.5g. 

Leland Incised, var. Ferris 

Multiple and closely-spaced trailed incisions on pottery with paste equivalent to Bell Plain, var. 

Holly Bluff (Phillips 1970:106-107; Williams and Brain 1983:177). Sample: 12. Contexts: Arcola 

Structure 6/Midden=2, Arcola Structure 9=1, Arcola Surface=8, Rolling Fork Feature 558=1. 

Illustrations in text: Figure 6.5k, 6.5l. 

Leland Incised, var. Leflore 

Wide, trailed incisions arranged as an oval on the exterior rim of pottery with paste intermediate 

to Bell Plain, var. Holly Bluff and Mississippi Plain, var. Yazoo. In this sample, the ovals are set 
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at an angle to the rim. Brain (1988:365) notes that these ovals are often separating by two dots, 

but that design mode was not observed in this assemblage. Sample: 4. Contexts: Rolling Fork 

Feature 455=1, Rolling Fork Feature 482=1, Rolling Fork Feature 491=1, Rolling Fork Feature 

557=1. Illustrations in text: Figures 6.10g, 7.6a, 7.9e (same image as 6.10g) 

Leland Incised, var. Leland 

Trailed incisions in open designs on the exterior body of vessels with paste equivalent to Bell 

Plain, var. Holly Bluff. Sample: 254. Arcola Structure 4=2, Arcola Structure 6/Midden=15, 

Arcola Structure 7=1, Arcola Structure 9=19, Arcola Surface=156, Rolling Fork Feature 190=6, 

Rolling Fork Feature 298=6, Rolling Fork Feature 339=2, Rolling Fork Feature 348=1, Rolling 

Fork Feature 451=1, Rolling Fork Feature 452=1, Rolling Fork Feature 455=6, Rolling Fork 

Feature 477=2, Rolling Fork Feature 482=2, Rolling Fork Feature 483=1, Rolling Fork Feature 

487=1, Rolling Fork Feature 558=1, Rolling Fork Feature 491/493=9, Rolling Fork Test Unit 

10=5, Rolling Fork Test Unit 5=2, Winterville Feature 5=15. Illustrations in text: Figure 6.5a, 

6.5b, 6.5c, 6.5d. 

Leland Incised, var. Russell 

Trailed, curvilinear incisions on pottery with paste more similar to Mississippi Plain, var. Yazoo 

than to typical Bell Plain, var. Holly Bluff. Designs approximate Leland Incised, var. Leland, but 

can be sloppier in execution. “Neat” and “crude” as diagnostic criteria are only useful in extreme 

cases, but Russell is consistently less well-executed than var. Leland (Williams and Brain 

1983:177). Sample: 95. Contexts: Arcola Structure 6/Midden=13, Arcola Structure 9=2, Arcola 

Surface=9, Rolling Fork Feature 190=1, Rolling Fork Feature 295=2, Rolling Fork Feature 

298=3, Rolling Fork Feature 315=2, Rolling Fork Feature 340=1, Rolling Fork Feature 452=2, 

Rolling Fork Feature 477=1, Rolling Fork Feature 482=3, Rolling Fork Feature 484=1, Rolling 

Fork Feature 488=1, Rolling Fork Feature 491=2, Rolling Fork Feature 556=1, Rolling Fork 

Feature 557=2, Rolling Fork Feature 558=27, Rolling Fork Feature 491/493=1, Winterville 

Feature 5=1. Illustrations in text: Figure 6.5h, 6.5i, 6.5j, 6.10i, 7.17c (same image as 6.5h). 

Leland Incised, var. unspecified 

Trailed incisions on pottery with paste equivalent to Bell Plain, var. Holly Bluff. This category 

was used when the design was too fragmented or small to categorize to variety. Sample: 73. 

Contexts: Arcola Structure 6/Midden=5, Arcola Structure 9=1, Arcola Surface=51, Rolling Fork 

Feature 5=1, Winterville Feature 5=5. Illustrations in text: Figure 6.10f, 7.17b (same image as 

6.10f). 

Leland Incised, var. Williams 

Wide, trailed, curvilinear incisions on pottery with paste more similar to Mississippi Plain, var. 

Yazoo than to typical Bell Plain, var. Holly Bluff. Designs approximate Leland Incised, var. Deep 
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Bayou, but can be sloppier in execution. “Neat” and “crude” as diagnostic criteria are only useful 

in extreme cases, but Williams is consistently less well-executed than var. Deep Bayou (Williams 

and Brain 1983:178). Sample: 63. Contexts: Arcola Structure 6/Midden=6, Arcola Surface=6, 

Rolling Fork Test Unit 10=1, Rolling Fork Feature 190=4, Rolling Fork Feature 297=1, Rolling 

Fork Feature 298=1, Rolling Fork Feature 315=6, Rolling Fork Feature 340=1, Rolling Fork 

Feature 348=3, Rolling Fork Feature 452=3, Rolling Fork Feature 455=1, Rolling Fork Feature 

482=4, Rolling Fork Feature 483=1, Rolling Fork Feature 484=5, Rolling Fork Feature 488=2, 

Rolling Fork Feature 490=1, Rolling Fork Feature 556=3, Rolling Fork Feature 558=12, Rolling 

Fork Feature 491/493=1. Illustrations in text: Figure 6.5m, 6.5n, 6.10h. 

Maddox Engraved, var. Silver City 

Trailed incisions zoning panels of cross-hatched engraving. Paste is equivalent to Bell Plain, var. 

Holly Bluff (Phillips 1970:107-109; Williams and Brain 1983:179-180). Sample: 6. Arcola 

Structure 9=1, Arcola Surface=4, Rolling Fork Test Unit 5=1.  Illustrations in text: Figure 6.6a. 

Mazique Incised, var. Manchac 

Oblique incision on the exterior rim of grog-tempered pottery. Paste is equivalent to Baytown 

Plain, var. Addis (Phillips 1970:129-130; Williams and Brain 1983:186). Sample: 2. Contexts: 

Arcola Structure 4=1, Arcola Surface=1.  

Mazique Incised, var. unspecified 

Oblique incision on the exterior rim of grog-tempered pottery. Sample: 1. Contexts: Arcola 

Surface=1.  

Mound Place Incised, var. False River 

Multiple parallel incisions on the exterior rim of coarse shell-tempered pottery often leading to a 

festoon on the body of the vessel. Incisions are heavy and spaced approximately 1 cm apart. The 

rims are generally thickened and this type-variety is commonly associated with bowls (Williams 

and Brain 1983: 186-187). Sample: 3. Contexts: Arcola Structure 6/Midden=2, Arcola 

Surface=1. Illustrations in text: Figure 6.4h. 

Mound Place Incised, var. unspecified 

Multiple parallel incisions on the exterior rim of coarse shell-tempered pottery. These examples, 

including a partial jar recovered from the Arcola Structure 6/Midden, are not particularly 

“heavily” or deeply incised, and the rims are not thickened. These examples do not conform to 

the diagnostic criteria var. False River. Additionally, as there is an example of an almost 

complete rim collar, there are no adjoining festoons to the design. Sample: 17. Contexts= Arcola 

Structure 6/Midden, Arcola Surface=2. Illustrations in text: Figure 6.4g, 7.3a. 

Nodena Red and White, var. Douglas 
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White-painted or slipped exterior with red painting on the interior of pottery with paste 

equivalent to Bell Plain, var. Bell (Phillips 1970:141-142). Sample: 1. Context: Rolling Fork 

Feature 558=1.  

Nodena Red and White, var. Ellison 

Alternating panels and red and white paint, zoned by incisions, on the interior and exterior of 

pottery with paste equivalent to Bell Plain, var. Bell (Phillips 1970:143-144).Sample: 3. Context: 

Rolling Fork Feature 483=1, Rolling Fork Feature 488=1, Rolling Fork Feature 556=1. 

Illustrations in text: Figure 6.10k, 7.9d. 

Nodena Red and White, var. Nodena 

Red and white painting on the exterior of pottery with paste equivalent to Bell Plain, var. Bell 

(Williams and Brain 1983:190-191). Sample: 9. Contexts: Arcola Structure 9=2, Arcola 

Surface=7. Illustrations in text: Figure 6.6h. 

Old Town Red, var. Old Town 

Red painting on the exterior surface of coarse shell-tempered pottery (Phillips 1970:145; 

Williams and Brain 1983:191). Sample: 15. Contexts: Arcola Structure 6/Midden=3, Arcola 

Surface=7, Rolling Fork Feature 190=1, Rolling Fork Feature 452=1, Rolling Fork Feature 

487=1, Rolling Fork Feature 488=2.   

Owens Punctated, var. Manly 

A single arcaded incision zoning punctuation on one side of the incised line. The paste is 

equivalent to Mississippi Plain, var. Yazoo (Brain 1988: 375). Sample: 1. Context: Rolling Fork 

Feature 455. Illustrations in text: Figure 6.9b. 

Owens Punctated, var. Menard 

Punctations zoned by incisions in curvilinear patterns on coarse shell-tempered pottery. At 

Rolling Fork, incisions tend to be wide, and the pottery appears to share a close relationship with 

Winterville Incised, var. Belzoni (Phillips 1970:149-150; Williams and Brain 1983:193-194). 

Sample: 55. Contexts: Arcola Surface=1, Rolling Fork Test Unit 10=2, Rolling Fork Feature 

190=2, Rolling Fork Feature 295=6, Rolling Fork Feature 315=12, Rolling Fork Feature 455=4, 

Rolling Fork Feature 484=4, Rolling Fork Feature 488=3, Rolling Fork Feature 491=10, Rolling 

Fork Feature 556=1, Rolling Fork Feature 557=1, Rolling Fork Feature 558=9. Illustrations in 

text: Figure 6.9d. 

Owens Punctated, var. Owens 

Punctations zoned by incisions on coarse shell-tempered pottery. The punctated zones consist of 

punctations arranged in triangles, alternating with empty zones (Brain 1988:374; Phillips 
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1970:149). Sample: 14. Contexts: Rolling Fork Feature 295=2, Rolling Fork Feature 306=2, 

Rolling Fork Feature 452=1, Rolling Fork Feature 491=1, Rolling Fork Feature 556=2, Rolling 

Fork Feature 558=5, Rolling Fork Feature 491/493. Illustrations in text: Figure 6.9e, 6.9g. 

Owens Punctated, var. Poor Joe 

Random punctation and incision on coarse shell-tempered pottery (Brain 1988:277; Williams 

and Brain 1983:194). Sample: 5. Contexts: Arcola Structure 6/Midden=1, Rolling Fork Test Unit 

10=1, Rolling Fork Feature 348=2, Rolling Fork Feature 488=1. 

Owens Punctated, var. Redwood 

Zoned punctations on coarse shell-tempered pottery. Punctations are made with a cane tool 

(Brain 1988:378; Brown 1979:711-712). Few examples of this variety were found in the Natchez 

Bluffs region and they are associated with the Historic Russell phase. The material from Rolling 

Fork suggests this variety has deeper roots in the Wasp Lake phase, perhaps earlier as found at 

Arcola in a Lake George phase context. Sample: 9. Contexts: Arcola Structure 6/Midden=1, 

Rolling Fork Test Unit 10=1, Rolling Fork Feature 452=6, Rolling Fork Feature 482=1. 

Illustrations in text: Figure 6.4l. 

Owens Punctated, var. unspecified  

Incisions and punctations on coarse shell-tempered pottery; this category was used when the 

design field was too small to assign the sherd to a variety. Sample: 79. Contexts: Arcola 

Structure 6/Midden=1, Arcola Surface=8, Rolling Fork Feature 190=4, Rolling Fork Feature 

295=2, Rolling Fork Feature 298=2, Rolling Fork Feature 315=20, Rolling Fork Feature 340=1, 

Rolling Fork Feature 452=8, Rolling Fork Feature 455=2, Rolling Fork Feature 477=2, Rolling 

Fork Feature 482=6, Rolling Fork Feature 484=1, Rolling Fork Feature 490=1, Rolling Fork 

Feature 491=1, Rolling Fork Feature 556=2, Rolling Fork Feature 557=2, Rolling Fork Feature 

558=9, Rolling Fork Feature 491/493=5, Rolling Fork Test Unit 10=1, Rolling Fork Test Unit 

5=1. Illustrations in text: Figure 6.9e. 

Owens Punctated, var. Widow Creek 

Incisions and punctations in contrasting zones on coarse shell-tempered pottery (Williams and 

Brain 1983:195). Sample: 8. Contexts: Rolling Fork Feature 190=1, Rolling Fork Feature 339=1, 

Rolling Fork Feature 488=1, Rolling Fork Feature 490=2, Rolling Fork Feature 558=2, 

Winterville Feature 5=1. 

Parkin Punctated, var. Hollandale 

Punctation on the exterior surface of coarse shell-tempered pottery. Although the punctations can 

be randomly placed, they generally form large panels, and can represent a rim, body, or all-over 

treatment (Phillips 1970:152; Williams and Brain 1983:196). Sample: 379. Contexts: Arcola 
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Structure 4=11, Arcola North of A at N519 E275=2, Arcola Structure 6/Midden=109, Arcola 

Structure 9=27, Arcola Mound E=7, Arcola Surface=203; Rolling Fork Test Unit 5=1, Rolling 

Fork Feature 295=4, Rolling Fork Feature 315=1, Rolling Fork Feature 491/493=1, Winterville 

Feature 5=13. Illustrations in text: Figure 6.4i, 7.3b.  

Parkin Punctated, var. Transylvania 

Punctations arranged in curvilinear patterns on coarse shell-tempered pottery (Phillips 1970:152; 

Williams and Brain 1983:196). Sample: 28. Contexts: Arcola Structure 6/Midden=12, Arcola 

Structure 9=2, Arcola Mound E=1, Arcola Surface=5, Rolling Fork Test Unit 10=1, Winterville 

Feature 5=7. Illustrations in text: Figure 6.4k. 

Parkin Punctated, var. unspecified 

Punctations on coarse shell-tempered pottery. Sample: 12. Contexts: Arcola Structure 

6/Midden=3, Arcola Surface=6, Rolling Fork Feature 339=1, Winterville Feature 5=2.  

Plaquemine Brushed, var. Plaquemine 

Brushing on pottery with paste equivalent to Baytown Plain, var. Addis (Phillips 1970:153; 

Williams and Brain 1983:198-200). Sample: 5. Arcola Structure 4=1, Arcola Surface=3, 

Winterville Feature 5. 

Pouncey Pinched, var. Patosi 

Pinching on the exterior surface of coarse shell-tempered pottery. Pinches can be arranged in 

linear rows forming ridges or can be random (Williams and Brain 1983:201). Sample: 21. 

Contexts: Arcola Structure 6/Midden=4, Arcola Structure 9=1, Arcola Surface=11, Rolling Fork 

Feature 452=2, Rolling Fork Feature 455=2, Winterville Feature 5=1. Illustrations in text: Figure 

6.4j.  

Pouncey Pinched, var. unspecified 

Pinching on the exterior surface of coarse shell-tempered pottery. Sample=1. Contexts: Arcola 

Surface=1.  

Walls Engraved, var. unspecified 

Engraving on pottery with paste equivalent to Bell Plain, var. Bell (Phillips 1970:169-170). This 

example was small, but was clearly engraved in association with very fine shell-tempering. 

Sample: 1. Contexts: Rolling Fork Feature 542=1.  

Winterville Incised, var. Belzoni 

Wide-line, curvilinear, wet-paste incisions on coarse shell-tempered pottery (Phillips 1970:173-

174; Williams and Brain 1983:208). Sample: 212. Contexts: Arcola Structure 9=6, Arcola 
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Surface=33, Rolling Fork Test Unit 10=4, Rolling Fork Test Unit 5=3,  Rolling Fork Feature 

190=9, Rolling Fork Feature 295=7, Rolling Fork Feature 298=8, Rolling Fork Feature 306=2, 

Rolling Fork Feature 315=24, Rolling Fork Feature 339=5, Rolling Fork Feature 340=1, Rolling 

Fork Feature 348=1, Rolling Fork Feature 451=11, Rolling Fork Feature 452=9, Rolling Fork 

Feature 455=2, Rolling Fork Feature 478=1, Rolling Fork Feature 482=6, Rolling Fork Feature 

483=3, Rolling Fork Feature 484=7, Rolling Fork Feature 487=1, Rolling Fork Feature 488=2, 

Rolling Fork Feature 490=5, Rolling Fork Feature 491=11, Rolling Fork Feature 499=2, Rolling 

Fork Feature 556=13, Rolling Fork Feature 558=4, Rolling Fork Feature 491/493=19, 

Winterville Feature 5=13. Illustrations in text: Figure 6.9a, 6.9f, 7.3e (same image as 6.9a). 

Winterville Incised, var. Blum 

Interior incision on coarse shell-tempered pottery. Designs approximate Anna Incised, var. Anna 

(Phillips 1970:174; Williams and Brain 1983:208). Sample: 12. Contexts: Arcola Structure 

6/Midden=2, Arcola Surface=3, Rolling Fork Feature 315=4, Rolling Fork Feature 488=1, 

Rolling Fork Feature 491=1, Rolling Fork Feature 557=1. Illustrations in text: Figure 6.4m, 6.4n. 

 Winterville Incised, var. Broutin  

Multiple, closely-spaced, wet-paste curvilinear incisions on coarse shell-tempered pottery (Brain 

1988:386-387). Sample: 118. Contexts: Arcola Surface=8, Rolling Fork Test Unit 10=1, Rolling 

Fork Test Unit 5=8, Rolling Fork Feature 190=3, Rolling Fork Feature 273=1, Rolling Fork 

Feature 295=8, Rolling Fork Feature 298=4, Rolling Fork Feature 315=8, Rolling Fork Feature 

452=30, Rolling Fork Feature 455=3, Rolling Fork Feature 479=7, Rolling Fork Feature 482=6, 

Rolling Fork Feature 484=1, Rolling Fork Feature 485=1, Rolling Fork Feature 488=1,Rolling 

Fork Feature 556=1, Rolling Fork Feature 558=15, Winterville Feature 5=12. Illustrations in 

text: 6.9h. 

Winterville Incised, var. Lubois  

Wet-paste curvilinear incisions on pottery with shell-tempered but noticeably sandy paste (Brain 

1988:387). The recovered sherds are likely from the same vessel, and the paste is so distinctive 

the pottery might be imported. Sample: 6. Contexts: Rolling Fork Feature 558=6.  

Winterville Incised, var. Ranch 

Wet-paste curvilinear incisions arranged in imbricated patterns on coarse shell-tempered pottery 

(Williams and Brain 1983:209). Sample: 8. Contexts: Arcola Structure 6/Midden=1, Arcola 

Surface=3, Rolling Fork Feature 482=2, Rolling Fork Feature 491/493=1, Winterville Feature 

5=1.  

Winterville Incised, var. Tunica  
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Wet-paste, narrow, curvilinear incision on pottery with a sandy and shell-tempered paste (Brain 

1988:388-389). Sample: 2. Contexts: Arcola Surface: 1, Rolling Fork Test Unit 5=1.  

Winterville Incised, var. unspecified 

Wet-paste curvilinear incision on coarse shell-tempered pottery. This category was used when 

the design field was too small to specify variety. Sample: 33. Contexts: Arcola Surface=16, 

Rolling Fork Feature 339, Winterville Feature 5=14.  

Winterville Incised, var. Wailes 

Wet-paste curvilinear incision on coarse shell-tempered pottery. Incisions are extraordinarily 

wide, or >4mm (Brain 1988:390). Sample: 36. Contexts: Arcola Structure 6/Midden=2, Arcola 

Structure 9=1, Arcola Surface=12, Rolling Fork Test Unit 5=2, Rolling Fork Feature 315=4, 

Rolling Fork Feature 479=1, Rolling Fork Feature 482=3, Rolling Fork Feature 491=1, Rolling 

Fork Feature 558=1, Rolling Fork Feature 491/493, Winterville Feature 5=6. Illustrations in text: 

Figure 6.4e.  

Winterville Incised, var. Winterville 

Wet-paste curvilinear incision arranged in open designs on the exterior of coarse shell-tempered 

pottery (Phillips 1970:173; Williams and Brain 1983:202-206). Although this variety is 

diagnostic of the Winterville phase, ca. AD 1200-1350, examples adhering to the sorting criteria 

are ubiquitous on sites throughout the Mississippi Period. Sample: 100. Contexts: Arcola 

Structure 4=2, Arcola Structure 6/Midden=2, Arcola Structure 9=6, Arcola Surface=33, Rolling 

Fork Test Unit 10=7, Rolling Fork Feature 295=1, Rolling Fork Feature 306=2, Rolling Fork 

Feature 315=2, Rolling Fork Feature 339=6, Rolling Fork Feature 455=2, Rolling Fork Feature 

482=3, Rolling Fork Feature 491=6, Rolling Fork Feature 556=7, Rolling Fork Feature 557=2, 

Rolling Fork Feature 558=5, Rolling Fork Feature 491/493=11, Winterville Feature 5=3. 

Illustrations in text: Figure 6.4o. 

III. Residual Categories 

 

UID Brushed, mixed shell-and-grog tempered 

Sample: 1. Context: Arcola Structure 6/Midden=1. 

UID Engraved, Yazoo 

Sample: 1. Context: Arcola Surface=1. 

UID Incised, Bell (fine shell-tempered paste_ 

Sample: 2. Context: Rolling Fork Feature 490=2.  
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UID Incised, grog- and shell-tempered 

Sample: 29. Contexts: Arcola Structure 6/Midden=1, Arcola Surface=28. 

UID Incised, grog- ,shell -,and bone-tempered 

Sample: 1. Context: Arcola Surface=1. 

UID Incised, grog-tempered 

Sample: 9. Context: Arcola Surface=9.  

UID Incised, shell-tempered 

Sample: 553. Found in all contexts.   

UID Punctated, shell-tempered 

Sample: 16. Contexts: Arcola Structure 6/Midden=1, Arcola Surface=2, Rolling Fork Test Unit 

5=1, Rolling Fork Feature 298=1, Rolling Fork Feature 491=1, Rolling Fork Feature 556=9, 

Winterville Feature 5=1.  

UID Stamped, shell-tempered 

Sample: 1. Context: Arcola Surface=1. 

UID Trailed Incised, shell-tempered 

Sample: 2. Context: Arcola Structure 6/Midden=2.  

UID Wide-Lined Incised, shell-tempered 

Sample: 2. Context: Arcola Surface=2, Rolling Fork Feature 298=1. 

UID Incised  

Sample: 18. Context: Winterville Feature 5=18. 

UID Parallel Incised, Yazoo 

Sample: 18. Context: Winterville Feature 5=21.  




